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Abstract
This thesis examines the complex web of factors which influence HIV awareness,
sexuality and sexual practices in a comparatively small island community in Maluku.
Banda is apparently remote and isolated, and regarded itself as immune to HIV
(tarada -no way) because of its perceived conservative morality towards sexual
matters. Banda's population mirrors that of Indonesia at large, being composed of
roughly 90% Muslim, 9% Christian and 1% other world religions. Following a
171h century and a rebuilding
massacre of the original inhabitants by the Dutch in the
of the population by immigrants from elsewhere, it could therefore be considered a
microcosm of the wider Indonesian community.
The AIDS epidemic in Indonesia appears slow to take off, or has not yet been
adequately recognised, except within identified 'risk' groups such as prostitutes or
drug users. Most published research has focused on these groups. I argue that there
needs to be more intensive study of the wider population and the range of factors
which influence community and personal attitudes to social and sexual identities
with their concomitant behaviours.
Taking a broad community-based approach, this study looks at the HIV awareness
and knowledge of many different groups in Banda. It examines their potential HIV
risk behaviours and the range of factors which might predispose towards HIV
infection of, and transmission within, the community. These factors include:
government regulation of marriage and divorce, the influence of politics, religion,
culture, economy, conflict, pornography, tourism, labour migration, local travel and
the health sector. The work falls into the field of medical anthropology and takes a
very practical, political-economic approach.

Chapter 1
Introduction

1

Chapter 1
Introduction
"No man is an island, entire of it self"
(John Donne, Meditation XVII)

This study really began in early 1998 when, separately, two young men in Banda,
spontaneously asked me about HIV' and AIDS2. I was somewhat surprised that they
should ask a comparatively unknown, foreign, middle-aged woman about this
subject but obviously they were concerned, ill-informed and deserved a constructive
reply. Equally obviously, local information on the subject was either inadequate or
inaccessible. Both men were in the tourist industry and their expressed concern was
about tourists who might bring the disease to remote Banda and infect the locals,
especially those who had close contact with them. Since I was wandering round
Maluku at the time looking for ideas and a suitable site for a research degree in
medical anthropology, their request seemed to point the way. I had also observed the
'working girls' on the local ferries, plying their trade to passengers and crews alike,
some of whom might be Banda menfolk. This indicated that tourists might not be
the only sexual interaction of young men. I therefore returned to Darwin, enrolled at
university and set off on this journey.

2

HIV = Human Immunodeficiency Virus
AIDS = Acquired ImmunoDeficiency Syndrome
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Having reviewed the Indonesian literature available in 19983 I was aware that most
research focussed on the 'high risk' group of female sex workers (e.g. AIDSCOM
1992; Ford et al. 1995a, 1998; Joesoef et al. 1997; Thorpe et al. 1997; Wirawan et
al. 1993), with only a little on their clients (Fajans et al. 1994, 1995; Ford et al.
1996). A few papers discussed male sex workers (Ford et al. 1995b) or male4
transgenders5 (Lubis et al. 1994, 1997, 1998). However, there was little information
on the possible risk behaviours of the population at large although some pointed the
way by working with sex workers' clients. Through my background with the
Northern Territory AIDS Council in the late 1980s and research from Africa (e.g.
Orubuloye et al. 1994), I was aware that there are often wider, unacknowledged
sexual networks and risk behaviours involved in the spread of HIV. These networks
or behaviours are affected by many social, cultural, economic and political factors
which make up the political economy of sexuality (Altman 2001b: 34; Lewis &
Bamber 1997: 2; Vance 1989: 10), or of AIDS (Singer 1998: 21). These diverse
factors may include colonisation, economic growth, urbanisation, migration of
labour, gender and economic inequality, poverty and prostitution, patriarchal
principles of religion and sexual morality, war, nationalism and xenophobia, or
economic and political barriers to effective health services. I felt it was important to
study the interplay of all these factors in a small Indonesian community. Then, and
only then, might one understand the ramifications for HIV transmission and
thereafter develop appropriate prevention programs.

Dorling (1999) later studied sex workers in Kupang, NTT and Kroeger (2000) studied sex workers
in Surabaya with reference to sexuality of the general population.
I use the term 'male' to denote biological status and will define the social constructs of 'men' and
'masculine' later.
I use the term 'transgender' rather than 'transvestite' because it is preferred English usage for Asian
people (ICAAP News 10 October 2001b).
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As an aspiring applied anthropologist, with a long background in community health
programs, I wanted my research to be not just of academic interest but also of
practical use to the studied population. I hoped in concluding this study to be able
not only to examine and discuss the possible risk behaviours of the members of
Banda's community and their linkages but also make useful recommendations for
preventative programs.

On the medical aspects of the study I felt that my 35 years' background in health
services should serve me well. I have been a practising dentist and health service
administrator in many different developing areas of the world including Islamic
countries. I have also been involved in public health administration in a number of
widely divergent programs6, which gave me sufficient experience and health status
for frank discussion of medical or health aspects of the study. My objectives for this
study were: firstly to establish what the people from all sections of the community,
(young men and women, married men and women, religious and community leaders)
felt and knew about HIV/AIDS; secondly to examine possible risk behaviours in the
community from an individual or community perspective; and thirdly to understand
the factors which influenced these behaviours from an individual or community
perspective. This knowledge, perception and understanding should assist in planning
disease prevention/health promotion programs for Banda and could possibly be
adapted for use in a wider national context.

The fieldwork was undertaken in the Banda Islands, Maluku, Indonesia over a period
stretching from January 1999 to March 2001, through a number of visits with a total

6

Aboriginal ear health, hospital evaluation, primary health care and community services.
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of 12 months residency in all. The first four visits were close together with a followup trip in early 2001, the divisions being caused partly by the political situation in
Maluku, with on-going conflict7, and partly by family commitments. During this
period I had to move my quarters from a Christian household to a Muslim one
because the former was destroyed, during my absence.

11 HIV/AIDS
HIV/AIDS is a global epidemic (pandemic), one of the most deadly, widely spread
diseases, with currently no medical prevention or cure. The virus was identified in
1983 and has spread to all corners of the globe. In sub-Saharan Africa at the end of
2000, it was estimated that 9% of adults were HIV infected (UNAIDS 2000c: 5)
while in parts of Southern Africa roughly 25% (UNAIDS 2000c; 2001c 6ICAAP8) of
the general population is infected or suffering from AIDS related diseases, all of
which result in death. HIV is transmitted in three ways: through unprotected sexual
intercourse (heterosexual or homosexual); through blood or blood products; and
from mother to (unborn) child (ASEAN 1995: 3).

After the initial infection, the virus attacks and destroys the body's immune system
which normally protects the body from infections and diseases. This attack is
gradual and may take three to ten years, depending on the general health and
nutrition status of the person, during which time there are few, if any, symptoms and
the person appears to be in normal health. HIV infection can only be detected by a
blood test, meantime it can be spread to other contacts. Latterly the body is unable

8

To be discussed in detail later.
International Congress on AIDS in Asia and the Pacific.

Sixth
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to resist different opportunistic infections which invade it, giving rise to a variety of
diseases each with its own symptoms9, ultimately leading to death. To date there is
no known cure for HIV infection or AIDS, while the cocktail of drugs necessary for
symptom suppression and life extension costs roughly $10 000/person/year, far
beyond any but the richest person or richest governments'0. Although there are
periodic reports of imminent breakthroughs in developing a vaccine against HIV' 1,
actual market availability is still many years away.

In the mid 1980s the World Health Organisation adopted a framework to reflect the
dynamics of the pandemic, delineating three broad epidemiological patterns or
waves, of HIV transmission in different parts of the world:
•

Pattern 1 affecting North America, Western Europe, Australia, New Zealand and
many urban areas of Latin America. Noted in the mid to late 1970s,
transmission
was predominantly homo- and bisexual contact and by blood products of
injecting drug users (IDUs);

• Pattern 2 affecting sub-Saharan Africa and increasingly Latin America. Also
noted in the mid to late 1970s
but transmission was predominantly by
heterosexual contact, contaminated blood transfusions and mother to baby;
• Pattern 3 was slower to take off or be recognised, occurring in Eastern Europe,
the Middle East, North Africa, Asia and the Pacific. Recognised by the late
1980s
with transmission predominantly through heterosexual contact and IDUs
(Mann et al. 1992: 15-17).
More recently it has been acknowledged that these patterns are constantly being
modified and mixed in different areas. As Brown (2001) of UNAIDS discussed at
6ICAAP, although HIV infection in Asia was apparently delayed in onset within the
pandemic, this was only partly because it was slower to appear. Many countries (e.g.

Hence the use of the word 'syndrome' in Acquired ImmunoDeficiency Syndrome. There are certain
infections which are more prone to invade than others but no specific disease.
'°During March 2001 there was worldwide media reportage on the high cost of drugs needed for HIV
infected people in developing countries and the problem of drug patents in their production.
11 It was very much talked of at the recent Sixth ICAAP in Melbourne, 5-10 October 2001.

Indonesia, Japan, Thailand) initially did not acknowledge their possible
susceptibility or denied its presence but also in some of these countries, such as
Indonesia, there were inadequate facilities to test for or diagnose HIV. However, in
recent years HJV/AIDS has spread throughout the region though still with varying
swiftness. Thailand was the first to acknowledge the widespread prevalence of HIV
and combat it effectively'2, followed by Cambodia. Malaysia, Indonesia and the
Philippines all appear to have fairly low prevalence (Brown 2001) but all
acknowledge that this figure is rising rapidly, particularly in sentinel groups such as
sex workers or IDUs. The pandemic is dynamic and unstable, continually expanding
and intensifying, often spreading rapidly into areas and communities which were
apparently previously spared. Additionally, in many areas its major impact may be
still to come because of the delay in onset of symptoms.

There are a number of individual, social and political implications of the pandemic.
Firstly, it is usually the younger adults'3 who become infected because they are most
sexually active and consequently whole generations of wage earning people are
dying, leaving orphaned children and aging parents who cannot support themselves.
The children of these adults may themselves be infected by vertical transmission
from mother to baby. As a result, certain African countries are projected to reduce
their economic growth and wipe billions of dollars from their gross domestic
product. Secondly, there is the burden and cost of caring for the sick and dying
without adequate facilities and treatment. Thirdly the mortality rates are rising while

2

Thailand imposed a 100% condom use in brothels, supplying them free, but over the last 2 years
because of the economic crisis has not been able to continue this program with a concomitant rise in
HIV prevalence. The program is to be resumed in 2002-2007 (Bangkok Post 2001).
13
15-49 years.
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fertility rates and life expectancy are dropping, therefore there are fewer children to
be educated and trained for the future, with fewer teachers to train them: thus there is
no easy path to economic recovery (UNAIDS 2000c: 15-17). In the southeast Asia
region, Thailand is projecting a severe reduction in the workforce over the next four
years as HIV infected people move into the terminal stages of AIDS (Deutsche
Presse-Agentur 2001).

Stemming the HIV/AIDS epidemic poses a major problem because it straddles two
different disciplines; HTV infection and prevention occurs in a socio-cultural sphere,
while AIDS treatment is the purview of biomedicine, both episodes being separated
by a number of years (Smith: 1998, quoted by Altman 2001b: 70). The pandemic
has two elements: a virus and people. Human behaviour, individual and collective,
public and private, has shaped the pandemic so far and needs to be understood in
order to develop preventative programs (Mann et al. 1992: 18). Our control of the
virus is problematical at present, therefore prevention must focus on people's
recognition and acceptance that they have 'risk' behaviours. These include multiple
sex partners, particularly without protection, or sharing intravenous drug needles, or
unsafe health practices. Prevention or education programs need to have an
appropriate social focus in order to modify these behaviours.

Risk behaviours may be indulged in regularly or only occasionally and they may, or
may not, be so recognised by individuals or the community. As such, they may be
accepted, condoned, condemned or outlawed by the community. If the behaviours
are condemned or outlawed, they can only be engaged in surreptitiously or
clandestinely and in this case the perpetrators may not acknowledge their actions,

even to themselves, although they may be noted by others14. As a result, other
partners, such as spouses, may unwittingly be put at risk while assuming that they
are safe. Apart from social or sexual risk behaviours, but still of great importance
for HIV transmission, one must also include the practices of health workers, not only
for themselves but as vectors for transmission between patients.

Until comparatively recently in Southeast Asia, little attention has been paid to the
sexual practices of 'bridge' populations (Morris et al. 1996) such as sexually active
men who transmit infection from identified 'core groups', such as sex workers, into
the general population. Similarly, too many prevention strategies are driven by
constructed epidemiological categories, linked to a route of infection, such as
injecting drug users or homosexuals when the people concerned may not identify
themselves in these categories (Singer & Weeks 1996). In fact, the tendency of
planners to identify so-called 'high-risk' groups produces a conceptual and
bureaucratic structure which attempts to control social response, diverting public
dread of infection to these groups (Kane 1993: 226) and thereby demonising them
further. This conceptual structure may result in the general population, which does
not identify as one of these groups, thereby not feeling a personal susceptibility or
acknowledging certain behaviours which may place them, and their contacts, at risk.

I wholeheartedly agree with Singer and Weeks (1996) that we need to assess the
sexual behaviour patterns in a wider population rather than only identified groups.
In this way one may study the different behaviours both in individuals and groups

14

Many men who have sex with men (and women) do not consider themselves to have a homosexual
or bisexual identity. The ramifications of this are discussed in the next section.

with their changing interactions at different times, including the difference between
word and deed. Only in this way could prevention programs be developed with
appropriate messages. For maximum effect and cost efficiency of preventative
programs it is also important to intervene early if possible, while the HIV infection
level is apparently still low.

This argument for a wider community focus was validated in March 2000 when
UNAIDS launched its 2000 World AIDS Campaign in New Delhi. Its theme was
"AIDS: Men make a difference". It points out that attitudes and behaviours of men
put women at special risk for HIV infection for two reasons. These are, firstly
because of the power difference(s) between men and women, especially in sexual
negotiation, and secondly because of the concepts of masculinity, male sexuality and
the socio-cultural expectations of male roles in different cultures. It also emphasises
that men have a greater potential to make a difference to the epidemic as politicians,
front-line workers, fathers and sons (UNAIDS 2000a). In order to do this one needs
to understand their social, sexual or cultural roles, identities and practices within a
given population.

More recently, in June 2001, the United Nations General Assembly held a Special
Session on AIDS (UNGASS) where heads of government produced a Declaration of
Commitment on HIV/AIDS entitled "Global Crisis

-

Global Action". Based on the

Global Strategy Framework on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS 2001b), the UNGASS notes
that poverty, underdevelopment, illiteracy, armed conflicts and natural disasters,
gender inequality, stigma, discrimination and denial, all contribute to the spread of
HIV. They committed themselves to a number of global prevention targets and
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strategies which unfortunately stopped short of actively promoting 'safer sex'
through condom use because of cultural sensitivities. Their language concerning
sexual behaviour was very, very discreet, not quite naming the risks15, and in fact
provoked quite a reaction from the gay lobby which wanted greater participation in
developing the strategies and a much more 'up-front approach' but was restricted
from doing so. Nevertheless this meeting points to the widely perceived importance
of the HIV/AIDS pandemic throughout the world and one hopes that the heads of
government will be able to put in place some constructive and effective programs to
deal with the issues, not just talk about it.

1.2

AIDS and anthropology

According to Herdt (1994: 12) not only anthropology but the social sciences at large
have long neglected studies of sexuality, being preoccupied with gender. Notable
exceptions include Malinowski (1927; 1929) and Mead (1942; 1943). This apparent
neglect of sexuality studies may have been because sexual issues were sensitive
subjects both to those studied and the researchers. Indeed, Vance (1991: 875)
suggests that researchers were actively discouraged from undertaking such work for
fear of damaging their careers. However the advent of the AIDS pandemic in the
last twenty years, has led to a significant upsurge in anthropological involvement in
interdisciplinary research about knowledge, attitude, beliefs and sexual practices
(KABP) of different groups. Unfortunately, because AIDS treatment is in the
medical domain, and its control is usually in the hands of western scientific health

15

For instance, prevention programs should ensure: that they aim at "reducing risk taking behaviour

and encouraging responsible sexual behaviour, including abstinence and fidelity; expanded access to
essential commodities, including male and female condoms and sterile injecting equipment"
(UNGASS 2001: 8).
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departments (Boulogne 1995: 41), medical epidemiological studies largely
overwhelmed the important social aspects for prevention of HIV transmission, at
least initially. Many developing countries, especially those whose governments are
in denial about the extent of the epidemic, seem to cling to the low numbers of
diagnosed cases of AIDS, ignoring the possible extent of HIV infection and the
social behaviours involved in transmission. This bunkered outlook of governments
may be either a wish not to have to recognise the relevant social behaviours because
they are religiously or culturally unacceptable, or because the medical sciences do
not wish to relinquish, or share, their control of a health situation. Medicine, which
sees itself as a precise science, is loath to share its power and control with social
sciences, which are perceived as soft and inexact (Foster 1984, 1987a, 1 987b).

The difficulties of anthropological research in a multidisciplinary or medical context,
(as applied anthropology), were first noted by Foster over twenty years ago, and then
elaborated over many years (1977; 1978a; 1978b 1984; 1987a; 1987b; Foster &

Anderson 1978). He pointed out the divergence in thought between the two
disciplines, precision versus softness. Moreover, when working together in cross
cultural situations, medicine often focuses on the immediate cause of a disease which
it wants to treat with drugs to provide a cure and does not want to wait while
anthropology takes time to examine the underlying social causes or ramifications.
When anthropologists are called in to help with health programs, often because they
are not working because of poor acceptance, difficulties of implementation or
compliance, medicine is looking for a magic bullet, an immediate proposal which
will lead to instant success.

12

Medicine often does not realise that the problem often lies within its own domain,
through either the attitude and training of staff, the organisation of the medical
system which is antagonistic to patients, or the bureaucratic structure of the
biomedical system itself. This may be compounded by the bureaucracy of an
international donor agency which is funding the health program.

These

bureaucracies want results, not explanations: they want solutions which can be
implemented immediately: in today's jargon they want outcomes and outputs which
can be measured, not to be faced with barriers within their own organisation. The
cultural barriers to successful programs should all be perceived within the receiving
population not the providing system. Foster's continuing argument on this subject
has been echoed by many anthropologists in this field (e.g. Coreil 1990; Pillsbury
1985).

Therefore it comes as no surprise when more recent workers state that the difficulty
with anthropological research and AIDS is that its results must be in a form which is
acceptable to the medical fraternity in order to obtain program funding (Crandon
1983; Donahue 1990; Jordan 1990; Mull 1990; Turner 1987; Whiteford 1990). In
this context funders seeks rapid results, "rejecting the time, patience, and tolerance
for uncertainty that ethnographic and deconstructive techniques seem to require"
(Vance 1991: 881). Where anthropological evidence clashes with the views of
medical authorities it is not considered to be of sufficient weight to change
implementation strategies (Kendall 1989: 290). Even when health planners
apparently change focus from a biomedical to a community care model, medical
anthropology still often serves traditional biomedical aims (Crandon 1983; Donahue
1990; Jordan 1990; Mull 1990; Turner 1987; Whiteford 1990).
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Conversely, Streefland (1995: 336-337) while basically agreeing with this
perception, having undertaken interdisciplinary work with epidemiologists, points
out that there are faults on both sides. Often, anthropologists are not well equipped
to provide the necessary action plans which medical people require. Anthropologists
usually explain social or cultural backgrounds and analyse changes in behaviours
which have occurred but will usually not predict these changes, only pointing out
pitfalls in proposed programs. What health practitioners value more greatly are the
more focussed, 'rapid' research methods from which they can obtain quick
information, rather than time-consuming interviews and case studies.

Nevertheless, Boulogne (1995) argues that while rapid, quantitative, knowledge,
attitude and practice (KAP) surveys have a place in AIDS research, they need to be
boosted by qualitative, in-depth anthropological methods where data are obtained
from individuals then cross-validated between individuals and with quantitative data.
Otherwise a full picture cannot be obtained because the surveys are not in context.
Good AIDS prevention programs cannot be developed from quantitative data alone,
they have to be in cultural perspective. Boulogne (1995: 45) also sees a necessity for
the researcher to be involved with the later implementation of the research findings
in order to ensure that the social focus is maintained and the interests of minority
groups are protected. To achieve the necessary social focus for HIV prevention,
without taking too much time, Scrimshaw and colleagues (1991) produced a manual
HI V/A IDS Rapid Assessment Procedures for the World Health Organisation (WHO).
It was intended to complement quantitative material obtained by survey, and its
detailed framework provided direction and focus for my ethnographic fieldwork
(Scrimshaw etal. 1990, 1991).

14

Analysis of KAP surveys often use psychological models of motivation and
behaviours (e.g. Theory of Reasoned Action, Health Belief Model), as used by
Vance (1991) or Vanlandingam et al. (1995). Singer and Weeks (1996: 488-490)
argue that these models focus attention at the individual level while individual
behaviour is a product of social influences, not just individual intentions. Therefore
one needs to understand the risk patterns of local peer networks and cultural
viewpoints of sexual behaviours, addressing the range of problems of target
populations.

Merrill Singer was instrumental in developing, and a strong proponent of, 'critical'
medical anthropology (CMA) which opposes the biomedicalisation of medical
anthropology and turns towards analysis of the political economy of health (Morgan
1990; Morsy 1990; Singer 1989). Here the central concern was the dynamic
relationship between biomedicine and the ruling class within local, national and
international contexts. Initially CMA split into two camps: the political
economy/world system theorists and the Foucauldian post-structuralists (Singer et al.
1986: 128-140).

Critics of the political economy aspect argue against the

depersonalised abstractions of the "medical marxists" (Scheper-Hughes 1990: 189)
to the extent of declaring that CMA was outdated in the eyes of Marxist theoreticians
(Lefebrve 1991: 25), although Kleinman (1995: 91) considers this a little extreme.

In order to correct this 'depersonalised' perception, inappropriate to anthropological
study, the more recent CMA paradigm seeks to embed "webs of meaning" in "webs
of power" (Singer & Baer 1995: 38). This theme views political economy and
political ecology as inseparable within an integrated CMA, sensitive to all factors

15

affecting those who are ill and their various health systems (Baer 1996; Singer &
Baer 1995: 50), while focussing on dialogues between CMA and biocultural
approaches (Baer 1997: 1572). In the context of HIV/AIDS, an anthropological
model such as this chimes with Altman's (2001b: 1-2) argument for a political
economy of sex and sexuality which are framed by social, cultural, political and
economic factors. This is the focus of my research.

My study in Banda looks at the social, cultural, political and economic factors which
influence social and sexual relationships in a small community composed of ordinary
people going about their daily business, a predominantly rural population defined by
residence rather than by individual or collective sexual preferences or behaviours.
To the best of my knowledge there had been no such study in this context in
Indonesia, although Kroeger's (2000) study has certain similarities which will be
discussed in later sections.

1.3

AIDS and sexuality

AIDS is transmitted predominantly by sexual contact throughout the world and in
Southeast Asia predominantly heterosexually (UINAIDS 2000c)16. Therefore
understanding sexual relationships and sexuality becomes important, especially
recognising the effects of social, economic, political and religious institutions on
gender roles of men and women in different cultural situations (Ortner & Whitehead
1981). These various effects may result in differences between gender roles, gender
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Although there have been recent arguments that too little attention has been paid to iatrogenic
transmission in under developed areas (Drucker etal. 2001; Giselquist 2002).
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identities, sexual identities, sexual preferences and sexual practices in different
contexts (Blackwood 1998) and people who, individually or collectively, may
identity themselves in different categories from those perceived by observers. These
different roles, identities or behaviours may be framed by social, cultural, political
and economic factors regulated by religious, cultural, legal, scientific or government
restriction (Altman 2001b: 2-3).

The subject of sexuality itself'7 has provoked much discussion as to whether it is
innate or socially produced. Vance (1991:877-879) proposes two models of
sexuality: the first she calls the "cultural influence models 1920-1990" where
sexuality is a basic given18, modified by cultural context. These are traditional
anthropological models of sexuality where biological gender and sexuality are
"seamlessly knit together" with universal categories of people like "heterosexual"
and "homosexual". The second models are "social construction models 1975-1990"
which argue that sexuality is constructed differently across cultures and over time19 ,
and is not directly linked to sexual reproduction. Various authors disagree with parts
or premises of Vance's models. For instance, Foucault (1978) denies that sexuality
is ever a natural given20, while Altman (1995; 2001b) disagrees that social
construction theory belongs in post modem discourse, arguing that it originated with
Marx and Freud, a position disputed by Connell and Dowsett (1992: 64).
Nevertheless most authors agree that, however one defines social construction
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Including biological gender, perceived gender, sexual preferences and sexual practices.
Cf. Connell & Dowsett (1992: 50ff.) "nativism" or "essentialism" = pre-social.
See Gagnon & Simon (1974), Gagnon & Parker (1995)
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"Sexuality must not be thought of as a kind of natural given which power tries to hold in check, or
as an obscure domain which knowledge tries gradually to uncover. It is the name that can be given to
a historical construct:" (Foucault 1978: 105).
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models, they are relevant in sexuality studies where, most definitely, ethnocentric
Western views of sexuality should not be projected on to other cultures.

Vance maintains that, within a social constructionist perspective, sexuality and
identity should be separated as should sexuality and gender, therefore identical
physical acts might have different subjective meanings according to context. She
argues that social constructionists often differ in their definition of what should be
constructed, variously looking at sexual identity, sexual acts, sexual communities or
sexual desire. Nevertheless all agree at least, that physically identical sexual acts
may vary in social significance and subjective meaning according to different
cultures and historical periods (Vance 1991: 877-880).

According to Vance (1991: 880) social construction theory is not recognised by the
biomedical focus of many AIDS programs because they do not recognise that
sexuality may have a history whose definitions and meanings change over time and
within populations.

As previously mentioned, biomedicine tends to see categories (not activities) of
people, e.g. homosexuals or heterosexuals, and lacks sensitivity to marginal
subcultures. Biomedical discourses tend to return sexuality to the late 19th, early 201h
century being circumscribed by health or disease, morality and social order, leading
to the perceived 'othemess' of those infected and the dichotomy between stigmatised
groups and so-called 'normal'. AIDS research needs to take serious heed of the
discrepancy between peoples' ideologies about sexuality and lived experience
(Vance 1991:880-1). Such research provides a stimulus for social constructionist
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approaches because cross-cultural data are increasingly used to deconstruct accepted
notions of sexual conduct across different populations (Herdt & Lindenbaum 1992).

For instance, Herdt (1994) rejects the hegemonic dichotomy of sexes into male and
female by biological classification which is predominantly held in western cultures.
He proposes that certain cultures have a third sex like the Sambia of Papua New
Guinea2' or, particularly in Southeast Asia, a third gender, which are male-to-female
transgenders, like the kathoey of Thailand (Jackson 1995a, 1995b), the Indonesian
banci (Oetomo 1996) or the Filipino bakia (Tan 1995)22. These cross-dressing males
diverge from their biological gender role or category and subsume the opposite
gender role but they do not necessarily become transsexual by surgical operation. As
part of their adopted gender role, their sexual attraction is towards other males but
they generally maintain and Herdt (1994: 46-48) argues that the role change predates
the sexual preference, it is not just a social accommodation. Within their different
cultures this third gender is recognised and accepted, although possibly somewhat
disparaged.

In support of Vance's argument that gender and sexuality should be perceived
separately, Blackwood (1998: 492) maintains that the problem of apparent multiple
'gender' categories in cross cultural studies comes from conflating "gender as a
cultural category and gender as a subjective experience". If one views gender as a
subjective experience, a social construct, then the normative representations of
gender which delineate those who do not conform as 'transgressive', cease to matter.

21
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A rare form of hermaphroditism.
See also Walters (1998) for Vietnam's be-de.
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Gender becomes a set of social identities "multiply shaped through cultural contexts"
(Blackwood 1998: 492), and gender identity may be separated from sexual identity.
An example is the young Malaysian man who is a dutiful son at home but a drag
queen at the weekend (Altman 2001b: 92). How does his family perceive him, or his
friends, or himself? He moves easily and discretely from conforming to nonconforming identity according to situation.

Therefore, working within a constructionist framework, understanding individual
behaviour may be less important than understanding the social context of sexual
interactions. These interactions may involve complex negotiations between different
individuals, which reflect complex systems of knowledge and power to produce the
meaning of sexuality in different settings. Parker et al. (1998; 2000) argue that
within these settings the categories and classifications of sexual life used by western
medicine, such as 'homosexuality' or 'prostitution' may be differently structured.
For instance, within the 'homosexual' context, notions of activity and passivity in
sexual interactions may be more important in defining sexual behaviour and
concomitant identity, than the sex of one's partner. Alternatively, the relationships
of men who have sex with men may have different sexual networks and value
systems between different social classes, or different contexts for cross dressing or
transgenders, particularly in developing countries.

These different value systems may be seen with the relatively recent incursion to
Southeast Asia of the western concept of a sexual identity such as 'gay' or 'lesbian'.
This modern homosexual identity threatens traditional morality, particularly in
countries where religion, such as Islam, strongly prohibits same sex relations. It also
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threatens traditional homosexual forms centred round gender nonconformity and
transvestism (Altman 2001b: 88). Therefore such identities are most often found in
middle-class groups which have travelled or had extensive contact with Westerners
and are prepared to assert a challenging sexual identity (Oetomo 2001). Also, in
Asian countries, 'gayness' or 'lesbianism' are not perceived in the same manner as
the west. It may be less open, may subsume some of the traditional 'heterosexual'
gender roles within it like "butch-femme" lesbian partnerships (Blackwood 1998;
Butler 1990: 31) and similar dichotomies for gays (Howard 1996: 318).

With regard to context of sexual and economic exchange in 'prostitution' this also
may be very complex, implying different sexual or social identity at different times,
places or transactions, while resulting in different social sanctions of stigma

-

or

possibly none at all. For instance, while those who work in brothels may be
recognised as sex workers and stigmatised for it, is the young woman who exchanges
sexual favours in return for her university fees a prostitute also (cf. Altman 2001b:
103)? Or the Thai daughter who is dutifully supporting her impoverished family
back in the village through sex work in the city? It is therefore necessary to locate
sexuality within a political economic framework, including the impact of colonialism
as a context of power, in order to understand the differences of sexual cultures
(Altman 2001b: 2; Parker & Easton 1998: 4-8; Parker et al. 2000: 1-25).

Because AIDS prevention programs involve issues of sexuality, they may be
inhibited in different countries, social or ethnic backgrounds by perceptions that it is
going 'against their culture' to discuss such matters. Woiffers (1997) maintains that
such comments often only reflect the views of the dominant middle class, arguing
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that culture is not static and can be manipulated (to accommodate program messages
or teachings) if the powerful sectors of society wish to do so. However, HIV/AIDS
campaigns often have to wait until these powerful sectors realise that HIV is not only
a problem for 'others' but is also their personal and collective concern (Woiffers
1997: 52-53). Until there is full understanding of the cultural models which "play a
crucial part in determining the response to the discursive construction of a new
health threat" (Lyttleton 2000: 16) and that, "people have sex with people" to
plagiarise a 6ICAAPa23 headline, effective programs will not be developed. The
necessary cultural models should reflect the relative positions of institutional and
individual power on sexuality, also the power/knowledge nexus, both of which will
be considered next.

1.4

Sexuality, power and knowledge

Although it is important for HIV prevention to understand sexuality within
community networks, it is equally, possibly more, important to understand the
relations of power which control people's roles, sexuality and behaviour. I agree
with Altman that much post-modem theorising around sexuality, especially the
inequalities and power relations of it, tends to stress questions of discourse,
representation and identity often at the expense of material reality (Altman 2001b:
36). Or his further comments:
"There are two major problems in the postmodern turn in sexual theory as well as a
minor one, namely the belief that the more impenetrable the language the deeper the
thought. The first objection is that the emphasis on discourse, performance, and
play too often means a disinterest in material realities and inequalities... Second the
emphasis on discourse tends to deny the role of social movements and political
work..."(Altman200lb: 158)
23

"People Who Have Sex With People: are behaviours and cultures on the map?" (ICAAP News 10

October 2001a).
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In addition, are Foucauldian based discourses about sexuality based on Western
Christian society, modified by Victorian morality, really relevant in Southeast Asian,
non-Christian countries? Butler (1987) argues that Foucault's History of Sexuality is
simply a history of western desire, while Stoler (1997: 27) considers that desire is
generated by "power-laden discourses" of sexuality wherever they may be.
Therefore, I intend to take a practical, CMA approach informed by neo-Marxist
perspectives, to examine the power relations of the cultural, religious, institutional,
political and economic structures which influence individual and collective sexuality
in Banda, Indonesia. These structures are, I think, the major factors which underpin
susceptibility to HIV infection and need to be understood in working to develop
successful prevention programs.

Altman (2001b: 2-6) argues that although sexuality is often thought of as natural and
private, it is actually policed by a range of religious, medical, legal and social
institutions, with religion as the central factor in sexuality regulation in almost all
societies. Sexuality is regulated by religious and cultural prohibitions, by social
ceremonies and rules, and through legal, scientific, hygiene and health policies.
Within this framework, there are usually gendered roles and expectations of people.
For instance, often women are constructed as either madonnas or whores with no
equivalent division for men. In addition, Altman argues that for many "nonmodern"24 societies, the sexual double standard, or hegemonic masculinity is central
(cf. Connell 1995: 7), persisting even into current concepts of modernity. It is a
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Altman is uncomfortable with much of the terminology used to contrast societies, such as
"Western" and "Eastern or Asian", developed and underdeveloped, modem and traditional. For
instance, Japan is Asian, high-tech. in development, modern in consumerism but traditional in many
values.
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moot point, and not part of this study, how much these standards reflect 'traditional'
or 'Asian' values or have been imposed by colonialism or the arrival of a new
religion such as Islam to the region.

For instance, Oetomo (2001) maintains that in the 18th century Indonesians were
more comfortable with their sexuality than they are today, that it was the advent of
colonialism, influenced by 19th century Victorian morality, which led to the current
restrictive attitude to sexuality. He argues that in rural or working classes there are
still more permissive attitudes than within the elite who were more affected
colonialists. Stoler (1995; 1997) endorses the effect of colonialism on Southeast
Asian morality but argues that regulation of sex and sexuality were a primary issue
as early as 1612, during Dutch colonialisation of Java25. The regulatory concerns
were generally in order to monitor, regulate or control people, both colonialists and
'natives'. Colonising men were seen to require sex to keep them happy but
European women were generally not available for men to marry. So liaisons with
'native women' were recognised and regulated. Further regulation of sexuality was
imposed by the advent of Islam with its moral values which differed yet again from
the 'traditional' Javanese or Indonesian.

This study will examine the different levels of power inequality through government,
cultural and religious regulation in Indonesia today, particularly in Banda, with
relation to sexuality and vulnerability for HIV transmission. Before this, I must
mention the purely biological inequality between men and women for HIV
transmission. It is physiologically easier for HIV to be transmitted from men to
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And probably elsewhere in Indonesia.
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women, purely because of anatomical structure. This exacerbates the probability of
HIV transmission towards women within all the other power differentials.

Then I will argue that in Indonesia, religion, culture and government combine to
produce marriage and divorce laws, based on Shari'ah26 laws where Muslim men
have greater power and status than women. Men may have up to four wives, may
divorce more easily, and after divorce are usually required to pay little alimony or
child support. In any marital dispute women must have twice the number of
witnesses than men which defines their power relations in general. To offset this, the
regulation PP 10/1983 was introduced to try to protect women but there are many
who argue about its actual effects. For instance, Murray (1993b) and Suryakusuma
(1996) maintain that PP 10 has in fact encouraged prostitution and other liaisons
outside marriage which threaten the marriage and denigrate the women involved.
The various ramifications will be discussed.

These double standards between men and women are also endorsed by government
at a cultural level, whereby women's gender roles are nationally delineated by Panca
Dharma Wanita (five responsibilities of women) and endorsed by the state (Sears
1996: 19). These define women in relationship to men, as mothers and wives, while
there is no such definition for men. Thus, in conjunction with marriage regulation,
power relations between men and women are certainly insitutionalised and heavily
weighted against women in Indonesia. At an individual level, these institutionalised
power relations need to be examined to establish exactly what eventuates in lived
experiences.
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Muslim. Rasjid (1986) provides an interpretation of these laws in Fiqh Islam.
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Outside marriage, the government insitutionalises prostitution in many ways,
although selling sex for money is not illegal. Sex workers in recognised brothels
must be registered as Wanita Tuna Susila (WTS

-

women without morals) and their

movements throughout the archipelago may be regulated. They are often at the
mercy of the 'madam' or 'manager', thus in a diminished position to negotiate their
safety, physically or medically, within this framework. Outside the governmentregulated brothels, sex workers may be under the control of a pimp, and certainly at
the mercy of the police. Also, some of the health regulations for sex workers,
ostensibly established to protect them

-

more probably to protect their clients

-

actually may work to make them more susceptible to HIV infection. These
regulations include regular health checks and antibiotic administration which are
useless against HIV, but engender a feeling of safety. With the advent of the AIDS
epidemic, government regulation may be invoked in prevention campaigns which
attempt to control, reduce or abolish prostitution, constructing a culture of 'healthy'
bodies against 'high risk' sex. This is seen in promotion of the 'safe' family in
contrast to dangerous prostitution, the good wife and mother in opposition to the
stigmatised prostitute (Butler 1993:7-9).

The actual participation in sex work by women is often very much affected by their
economic situation. Poverty and family responsibility may be compounded by
separation from their husbands, through divorce or labour migration of their
husbands, general population mobility or conflict. In summary, the position and
power relations of Indonesian women in the AIDS epidemic leaves them very

11.1

vulnerable while often being blamed or stigmatised as vectors or pools of infection
(Boellstorff200lb)27, see Figure 1.

In sympathy with Mary Woolstonecraft:

"I do not wish them [women] to have power over men; but over themselves"
Figure 1 Socio-economic factors affecting HIV transmission

Turning to male sexuality in the context of the HIV epidemic, government, religious
and cultural regulation of them also need to be examined at a national and local
level. Where men's gender roles are not regulated like women's, there are legal and
religious proscriptions on 'homosexual' relationships.

The difficulty of this

definition in the apparent fluidity of male sexuality in Southeast Asia with many
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variations of perceived identity or role, renders them and their different partners very
vulnerable to infection (Boellstorff 2001 b).

Institutional regulation does not only affect the dynamics of power between men and
women because of their social relationship, it may also affect the differential
knowledge available. The power of knowledge is not a new concept, nor are
discourses about it, dating back at least 2000 years; for example:
"A man of knowledge increaseth strength" (Proverbs 24:5).
"Nam et ipsa scientia potestas es" For knowledge itself is power" (Bacon,
1597: De HaeresibusX).
"Power produces knowledge. ..power and knowledge directly imply one
another ... there is no power relation without the correlative constitution of a
field of knowledge, nor any knowledge that does not presuppose and
constitute power relations" (Foucault 1975: 27-28).
Regulatory power may directly or indirectly affect what knowledge is available and
to whom, therefore this study examines HIV knowledge across the Banda
community and how levels of knowledge, or utilisation of that knowledge for HIV
prevention may be affected by religion or culture, enhanced by power. When a
political leader like Mbeki, South African's president loudly avers (United Press
International 2000) that HIV is not the causal agent leading to AIDS, his people are
lost for knowledge. He, with others of his Cabinet (Paton 2000), has even accused
the CIA of being part of a conspiracy to promote HIV's causality of AIDS and its
introduction to Africa.

Likewise, religion, particularly Islam (Heong 199928) and Roman Catholicism
(Achieng 199829; Advocate 1993; Associated Press 1993; Agence France-Presse
1999 °; McIntosh 1995; Nessman 2001 1 ; Toronto Star 200132), have also played a
large part in stifling AIDS debate and preventing condom promotion for 'safer sex'.
Altman (2001a) strongly protests that the fight against HIV is often stalled by
political, religious or cultural hypocrisy. Religion often perceives AIDS as a
punishment for sin (Fans 2000; Khadre 1992; Matulessy et al. 1994), and prevents
adequate sex education. Even in America, the home of sexual freedom, adolescents
protest that they do not have access to sexuality education because of religious
restrictions currently promulgated by the George W. Bush government (Alpert 2001;
Thomas 2001). Bush himself strongly promotes 'abstinence only education' for HIV
prevention, as do many of his political colleagues. As Capdevila (2000: 1) protests,
"Denying adolescents and even children the information that could save them from
AIDS is completely unacceptable".

Looking at knowledge from a slightly different perspective, those officially in charge
of promoting HIV prevention programs, such as health or local government staff,
may withhold their knowledge for any number of reasons. These include: laziness,
individual lack of knowledge and unwillingness to expose that lack, personal
bashfulness on a sensitive subject, inability to implement prevention programs even
if necessary, personal perception that it is not relevant to their constituents, or even
the power of knowing something that others do not. These aspects of the
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knowledge/power nexus will also need to be assessed in Banda

-

so indeed, why

Banda?

1.5

Why Banda?

This question is always asked, both outside and inside Banda: "Why AIDS and
Banda?" Followed by "Does Banda have HIV? "Isn't it very isolated and out of the
way why not pick a more central site or an area/community of acknowledged high
-

risk?" Most of the Bandanese I initially spoke to were quite emphatic that HIV was
not an issue in Banda

-

'tarada' (no way331). Given my initial argument about the

need for community study of the political economy of HIV vulnerability and
relationship networks, Banda appeared an ideal site. It is a small, apparently
isolated, island community composed of ethnic groups from all over the Indonesian
archipelago, apparently not yet infected with HIV. It could possibly be viewed as a
microcosm of Indonesia.

Actually, the Banda islands34 situated in the Banda Sea southeast of Ambon in the
Province of Maluku, eastern Indonesia, are not and have never been so isolated from
the global economy as they might seem. Historically known as the Spice Islands
from their world monopoly in nutmeg, Arab and Chinese traders visited regularly
before English and Dutch colonialisation. Banda also had a part in the local trading
routes throughout Maluku, west to Java and east to Papua, along the Banda arc
(Ellen 1987). In 1621 the Dutch forcibly invaded Banda when most of the
inhabitants were destroyed or fled elsewhere. They were replaced by plantation
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Tarada colloqial form of tidak ada, meaning 'there is none'. Said emphatically means 'no way'.
1 will refer to them collectively as Banda, naming specific islands where required.
-
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slaves from all over Indonesia whose descendants today acknowledge both their
belonging to Banda and their ethnic origin elsewhere. The nutmeg monopoly was
lost in the late 19th century. Then after world War II when the Japanese, followed by
the Dutch, left Indonesia Banda slipped into relative obscurity until there was an
upsurge in international fishing and development of a small tourist industry.

Figure 2 Map of Maluku (after Fredericksen)
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As a result of their population mix, strong family ties, education and labour
migration, trading and love of travel, the Bandanese can be fairly mobile, travelling
regularly all over Indonesia, if not further afield. Their apparent geographical
isolation is not real. Banda is comparatively well served with large and small interisland ferries, it has many freezer ships taking local fish to national and international
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destinations and, until recently, had a burgeoning tourist trade. Therefore it cannot
be assumed to be isolated from HIV which is prevalent all over the world. The
population numbers roughly 16,000 inhabitants on six of the islands and is therefore
small enough to study different subgroups, with their perceptions and interactions.
Actually, because of distance, time and transport, my focus was mostly limited to the
people on Neira Island, (population 6,000), the main but not largest island.
Nevertheless, people move freely between the islands, coming regularly, sometimes
daily, to Neira in order to sell at the market, to shop or attend school.

The different villages in Banda are very clean and well presented, with few shacks or
dilapidated housing. There are no apparent slums or shanty towns and a number of
fairly opulent old Dutch mansions. Water is piped along the 'major' roadways and
there is an ample supply of wells both private and public. In this, the range of
housing is better than much of Indonesia (Hanna 1991: 146). Neira 'town' has one
short street of shops but there are small shops and traders scattered throughout the
villages. The town overlooks a sparlding harbour, protected by surrounding islands
and dominated by Gunung Api (volcano) which last erupted in 1988 and shows that
it is not extinct by the wisp of smoke clearly visible from its summit.

On an exploratory visit in 1998 and a preliminary fieldwork visit in February 1999 I
initiated discussion with a number of people, the Camat (District Administrator)
police chief, teachers, health staff and general population. I was struck by three
things in particular, firstly by the perception of everyone I spoke to that HIV/AIDS
was a foreign disease, attributed to westerners and therefore tourists, with no
relevance to themselves. Tourism has been developed in Banda over the last 20
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years35 focusing on Dutch colonial history and the beautiful underwater scenery.
This external focus for HIV transmission was generally maintained throughout my
research. Nevertheless, although not understanding my interest and being somewhat
mystified by it, the Bandanese were more than willing to co-operate with a study into
HIV knowledge and awareness.

Secondly, the diversity but apparent tolerance of different groups in Banda would
provide interesting and useful comparative information. The majority (roughly 90%)
of the population was Muslim with almost 10% Christian and less than 1% Buddhist
or Hindu. This reflects the population distribution in Indonesia as a whole. There
seemed to be no friction between the different groups, overt or covert, despite the
fact that Christians seemed to hold many of the positions of formal administrative
authority and Chinese controlled supply. The current Camat was Christian as were
the recently retired wakil-Camat (Deputy District Officer), about 45% of police
officers and one at least of the adat (customary law) leaders. This further indicated
the lack of friction between the groups because, although the Camat is appointed by
government, adat leaders are elected by the people. The two doctors, about 75% of
health staff and about 45% of teachers were also Christian, as are many of the
Chinese (although possibly nominally) who control the major trading supplies and
shops. Everyone seemed to contribute to and attend each others' religious or cultural
celebrations.

35

On my first visit to Banda in 1980 the first hotel (now 2 hotels) was newly built but not yet open.
The first guesthouse was opened by my hosts about 12 years ago, first to local guests, then to tourists.

For instance, I was invited, with all the Christian health staff, to a Muslim
celebration in the Health Centre with village and religious leaders. Everyone was
aware of, and often attended, Chinese New Year celebrations in the temple and
through the town of Neira. Noisy Chinese New Year celebrations were not at that
time permitted in other parts of Indonesia but Banda was more tolerant. The
different places of religious worship and cemeteries were respected by all. As a
quiet, conservative tolerant community one could walk into the police station in the
afternoon to find the officer on duty curled up, fast asleep on his desk in the back
office.

Thirdly, the Bandanese population seemed to include a fair range of occupations
from civil servants and teachers to farmers, pala (nutmeg) and kenari nut gatherers,
fishermen, boat builders, shop keepers and traders. It would be possible to obtain a
wide range of different viewpoints on HIV/AIDS and optimistically, a range of
sexual behaviours. In many ways, Banda provides an idyllic, while socio-culturally
interesting, site for research work.

Finally there was an opportunity to assess the penetration and appropriateness of
HIV/AIDS promotion material from government or other sources. Indonesia's
government is very centralised, with 'top-down' management, although the principle
of 'regional autonomy' came into place on 1 January 2000. A National AIDS
Strategy had been drawn up in 1994 which delineates the various programs and
responsibilities of different levels of government and community right down to the
Camat. It would be interesting to see how effective this has been at the grass roots
and how applicable to the different members of the community.
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Unfortunately this idyll was disrupted after sectarian conflict broke out between
Muslims and Christians in Arnbon, the provincial capital, on 19 January 1999. This
conflict spread throughout the province and is still unresolved today in many areas.
As a result it was estimated that at December 2000, 5000 people had been killed and
over half a million displaced (International Crisis Group 2000); media reports put the
numbers higher. Banda itself had one night of rioting on 21 April 1999 when
members of one family were killed and (nearly36) all the Christians fled and their
homes were destroyed but since then there has been no major disruption. Banda was
also inundated by an influx of Muslim refugees who brought their anger and social
practices with them. The major effect for this study was to remove all comparative
material because those Christians who remained assumed so low a profile as to be
almost invisible. It would have been tactless in the extreme for me to seek them out.
Nevertheless, the local socio-cultural and political- economic effects of the conflict
will be discussed in later chapters.

Ethnography of Banda
The tiny, volcanic, tropical Banda archipelago is a sub-district of the (Central)
Maluku province, located roughly 132km (BPS37 1999) south east of Ambon, the
provincial capital. It is made up of six larger islands, Neira, Lonthoir (Banda Besar),
Rhun, Al, Gunung Api, and Hatta with a few other very small uninhabited islets.
There are ten formal villages in Banda, 5 in Neira, 2 on Lonthoir, and I on each of
Hatta, Rhun and Ai. Hamlets are scattered between villages in country areas. The
total land area is roughly 53 km2 with a sea area of 172 km2 The climate is tropical
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were protected by Muslim friends, while some are ethnic Chinese and so identified.
Badan Pusat Statistik Kab. Maluku Ten gah
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with an average daytime maximum of 29C (range 27.2-30C), minimum 22C (range
21.3-22.9C) while the rainy season falls between May and September when there
may be two monsoon periods.

Historically, Banda's importance was related to the spice trade and colonialisation.
Before 1600 it was relatively independent although the Portuguese traded a little
with Banda from 1512 but concentrated their efforts in Ternate and Tidore. In about
1529 they attempted to build a fort in Neira but the project was abandoned. The
Dutch started to trade with Banda in 1599 but in 1601 the English settled on Rhun
and Ai. As a result the Dutch hastened to set up a trading monopoly agreement with
village heads in Neira and Lonthoir, building forts and settling on these islands (Loth
1998: 67; Milton 1999). After that there was friction and fighting between the Dutch
and English until 1619 when they came to an agreement to share the spice monopoly
and subdue the Bandanese. However in 1621 the Dutch, without the English,
formally invaded Banda, following which the native Bandanese were massacred or
forced to flee to Seram, Kei or Am, or taken as slaves to Java (Loth 1998: 68). A
few Bandanese are reputed to have remained on Rhun and Ai where the English
provided no resistance to the Dutch but whose presence reduced some of the Dutch
atrocities (Hanna 1991).

Following this massacre the V.O.C. (Dutch East Indies Company) granted land to
Dutch settlers and provided slaves to work the plantations. These slaves came from
Banda, Papua, Seram, Buru, Timor and Borneo. In 1638 Wurffbain, in service with
the VOC, recorded the population of Banda as 3843 persons constituting 539
Europeans or mixed race children, 560 Bandanese (14.6%) and 2743 other persons
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both slave and free (van den Berg 1872, quoted by Hanna 1991: 66)). Thus the
Bandanese were reduced to an enslaved minority in the own islands.

During the Napoleonic Wars in Europe, Banda alternated between English and
Dutch control finally reverting to Dutch control in 1817. During these times Chinese
and Arab traders from Surabaya, Jakarta, India and Malaya settled there,
monopolising the local retail trade (Hanna 1991: 98). This control persists almost
unchanged today. Following the abolition of slavery by the Dutch in 1860 the
government shipped in contract 'coolies' and convicts recruited mainly in Java,
Sumatra and Makassar to replace those freed slaves who left the islands. Thus the
original Bandanese population was diluted yet again.

Economically Banda has had a chequered history. Until the late nineteenth century it
was of major importance in the world production of nutmeg and mace. Before
Dutch colonialism, Arab traders were middlemen in the spice trade to Europe. Then,
when the Dutch established a monopoly in this trade, the Bandanese continued to
have local and regional trade networks over the sailing arc stretching from Ambon to
Irian Jaya, now Papua (Ellen 1987). In 1853 the Dutch colonialists declared Banda a
free port for all trading purposes, including spices when many more Chinese and
Arab merchants permanently settled there (Ellen 1987: 46-47). Later, in 1866 the
Dutch government demoted Banda from being an administrative residency in its own
right to sub-residency status under the control of Arnbon. Following that, the
nutmeg monopoly was abolished in 1873 and gradually, in the early twentieth
century the socio-economic status of Banda declined. This decline was compounded
by the world wide depression in the 1930s,
followed by Japanese occupation during
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the Second World War when the Bandanese had to return to subsistence economy in
order to survive, destroying many of the nutmeg plantations in the process (Hanna
1991: 120-131). This destruction was compounded by chopping for timber the
kenari trees which shade the nutmeg trees. Also government, attempting to control
nutmeg production, resumed ownership of all plantations except those privately
owned and registered. Therefore locals were reduced to plantation workers or
engaging in illicit production. During 1999, this lead to wholesale black market and
theft from government harvests. Since the war there has been little socio-economic
redevelopment in Banda until modest tourism began in the early 1980s, followed by
national and international fishing ventures.

Neira's one street of shops is mostly owned by Chinese and Arabs, behind which
there is a street of grand old Dutch houses, many of which are occupied by
Bandanese, although some have been turned into museums or offices. There is a
small fish vegetable and clothing market off the main street stretching down to the
sea. Fish are plentiful, except when the weather is inclement, but fruit and
vegetables are limited because the soil is poor (Loth 1998: 69). Much of the better
fruit and vegetables was previously imported from Ambon or points west but this
supply ceased following the eruption of conflict. Nevertheless there is an adequate
supply of basic necessities and an adequate diet for most people, at least fish, cassava
or sago and some vegetables. The town and villages have a comparatively high
standard of housing, each house being fairly spacious usually with at least a concrete
floor38 and a corrugated iron roof A few are built of wood with palm or thatched
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Some indeed have antique Dutch ceramic tiles or stone flags.

roofs. Many houses beside the main roads in Neira have piped water, some have
their own wells while others have to carry water from nearby public wells.

In 1998 the population of Banda was 15,582 (BPS 1998), the majority inhabiting
Neira (6000+) and Lonthoir (5000+)39 . The age distribution showed that 44% were
0-15 years, 39% in the 15-44 age group4° and 17% aged 45 years and over.

Officially, Banda is still a sub-district (kecamatan) in the province of Maluku41,
administered by a Camat.

However, during the fieldwork period there was no

Camat because he fled with all the other Christians. In each village there are adat
(customary law)42 leaders and religious (Muslim) leaders. Usually they work in
harmony, with different areas of responsibility, but some adat leaders also fled in
1999. The senior adat leader for the whole of Banda is Des Aiwi, self styled "king
of Bandas" (Far Eastern Economic Review: 27 May 1999) who in fact is domiciled
elsewhere. He has been the instigator and prime mover in the development of
tourism and fishing, renovation of historical sites and museums, and resurgence of
nutmeg production.

With regard to occupation and livelihood, again accurate figures are difficult to
obtain but those in taken from different marriage registers are shown in Table 1.

It is very difficult to obtain consistent statistics in Banda, the breakdown varies in different offices.
Generally reckoned by WHO to be the group most vulnerable for HIV because most sexually
active.
41
The original province of Maluku was subdivided in 1999 as a result of the sectarian conflict, in an
effort to minimise or confine the conflict. It is now North Maluku and Maluku.
42
Christian or Muslim.
40

39

43

Table I Male occupations in Banda at marriage, by religion, April 1998 March 1999
-

Religion

Farmer

Muslim

41%

Non Muslim

31%

Fisher
12%
0

Sailor
13%
0

Private
20%
15%

Other
9%
46%

one
4%
8%

'Farmer' included those with small-holdings growing vegetables and fruit, sweet
potato, cinnamon and other spices plus those who harvest pala (nutmeg) and kenari
nuts. 'Fishermen' were those who owned or crewed small motor boats fishing for
tuna round the islands on a daily basis, and selling their produce to freezer ships or in
the local market. 'Sailors' were those who sailed on larger inter-island boats
whether fishing, trading or in the navy. The private sector included shop-holders,
traders, and those employed in the pearl factory on Lonthoir, the tourist industry or
full-time boat-building. 'Other' covered government servants such as clerks,
teachers and health staff.

Formal information relating occupation to village of residence was not available.
However, Neira has most of the commercial enterprises such as tourist facilities,
shops and traders. Lonthoir has most of the pala production while Ai and Lonthoir
grow most of the vegetables. Large inter-island boat-building is a major occupation
on Rhun while smaller boats may be built in any area. Most of the local fishing fleet
seems to be located at Neira, possibly due to the shelter of the harbour. While most
(73%) of the Muslim bridegrooms registered as being resident in Banda

it was not

possible to ascertain how many might be contracted to work elsewhere, such as
forestry in Seram. There were no residency figures for non-Muslim men.

The marriage register was used because the Camat's office was in disarray after the Camat fled and
staff were not able (or willing) to provide statistics. Maluku Dalam Angka (BPS) does not provide
statistics at kecamatan level.

'

!Ii

Comparatively few women are employed outside the home, particularly before
marriage (46% non-Muslims, 7% Muslims) as will be discussed later. It was
difficult to assess whether this indicated higher levels of education or greater
individual freedom, because the Christians had fled due to sectarian conflict.

The Bandanese have reasonable access to basic education, from primary to senior
secondary levels, most of which is provided by government schools. There are
accessible government primary schools (Sekolah Dasar

-

SD) on all inhabited

islands, with junior secondary schools (Sekolah Menengah Pertama

-

SMP), Neira

and Lonthoir. The only government senior secondary school (Sekolah Menengah
Atas/Umum SMA/SMU) is located on Neira. There are two Islamic schools, one on
-

Neira which has all levels from kindergarden to senior secondary (Madrasah Aliyah
al Hillal) and one Madrasah/SD on Rhun. School attendance is required by
government regulation until the end of SMP but SMA is voluntary.

Outside formal schooling required by government, many students attend afternoon
classes for Islamic studies, mostly recitation of the Qur'an (Mengaji). These are
conducted at various small Islamic foundations to be seen in most villages. Islamic
community leaders, or those considered to be well versed in the Qur'an, conduct
these classes on a voluntary basis, slightly subsidised by parents of the students.

There is access to and egress from Banda by air and sea. This will be discussed in
greater detail in the chapter on travel and tourism. On the whole people travel to and
from Banda by sea, usually by national ferry, Pelni (Pelayaran Nasional Indonesia)
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because it is cheaper and more reliable than air. They travel widely, particularly
for religious festivals. Travel is not limited to the wealthy, since social and family
contact is very important.

This, then, is the research setting, a small, peaceful, apparently isolated group of
tropical islands in the Banda Sea southeast of Ambon. The inhabitants are a
heterogeneous group of Indonesians with acknowledged roots all over the Indonesian
archipelago and contacts throughout the wider world from China to Arabia to
Holland.

1.7

The proposed study

Research into sexual subjects and sexuality can be very sensitive, therefore the initial
portion of the study was a written questionnaire into HIV/AIDS knowledge and
awareness for all students at the two senior secondary schools. Such a questionnaire
seemed a non-intrusive basis from which to expand. These schools were selected
because their (roughly 500) students, aged 15-20 years were potentially sexually
active and an easily accessible resource45. Because of their continued schooling they
were also likely to be better informed than the cohort which left school at the end of
junior secondary school. This survey would therefore provide a knowledge base
from which to expand the research. This period would also provide a wide, nonstressful, introduction to the people of Banda who would become aware of the work,
because gossip spreads quickly.

44
'

Since the monetary crisis fares have risen dramatically.
Should it have become evident that many younger students were sexually active, the survey could

have been extended into junior secondary schools after community consultation.
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Following the survey and after a preliminary analysis of the responses, 10% of
students would be interviewed to amplify or explain answers from the survey and
initiate enquiries into socio/sexual practices of adolescents.

Meantime, in

conjunction with participant observation of the community, access to other
community groups and informants would be obtained. Later, focus group
discussions were to be undertaken with men and women, married and unmarried,
from different work, religious or educational backgrounds. I found later that focus
groups were very difficult to organise because there were few suitable social
organisations in place. Also except for a few groups of young men, most
participants preferred to talk alone because they were shy of sexual subjects.

The sensitive nature of the study would make it difficult to confirm the accuracy of
many responses because it was likely that they would be shaded, either to conform
with community norms or possibly to exaggerate sexual prowess. Therefore I was
very careful to triangulate all community opinions through a wide range of
respondents, old, young, male and female. My informants were drawn from all
walks of life, teachers, fishermen, police, public servants, market sellers, farmers and
traders. In all there was a core of about 30 men and 30 women who regularly
contributed information, opinion or explanation, with many others participating less
regularly.

All of this required ethical approval from the Northern Territory University, L1P146
and consent of the authorities and individuals concerned. Before commencing the
formal part of the research I had intended to employ two assistants on a part-time
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Lembaga Ilmu Pengetahuan Indonesia
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The Indonesian Institute of Sciences.
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basis to accompany me, act as interpreters and 'chaperone' interviews and discussion
groups. Both intended assistants were health centre nurses, one male, one female,
one Christian, one Muslim and both had agreed to participate. This idea was not
implemented because civil unrest disrupted the staffing of the health centre and most
participants preferred not to have a witness when discussing personal affairs. They
were concerned with confidentiality and local gossip.

Combining the formal processes of information gathering with (participant)
observation of the informal processes of social and sexual relationships, a picture of
the personal knowledge and behaviours of different groups could be built up. Health
workers were also interviewed and their health practices were observed to establish
their risk behaviours for personal and community transmission of HIV. The HIV
risk factors for the Banda community should be wide-ranging and potentially
complete by the end of the study. The picture should combine an understanding of
the political, social, religious or cultural issues which affect HIV!AIDS knowledge
or understanding with those which influence individual or community practices. The
final outcome should be practical, affordable, culturally appropriate solutions for
perceived problems in order to provide a community benefit.

1.8

Thesis organisation

This thesis is in three sections. The first section, Chapter 2 sets the background for
the Banda research within the framework of Indonesia in general. First it examines
the HIV epidemic in Indonesia, including government attitudes and programs. Then
it discusses the political, legal and religious constraints on gender roles and
identities, particularly of women. I examine the available literature on HIV

rri
awareness, knowledge and behaviours in different groups, such as male and female
sex workers and their clients, with emphasis on the socio-cultural factors
determining transmission, knowledge and sexual practices. The sexuality of men is
an important issue for the spread of HIV and the fluidity of male sexuality is
discussed in some detail. This is followed by the national, political, religious and
social constraints on health promotion and disease prevention programs. Finally I
examine the available literature on HI V/AIDS knowledge and awareness in
adolescents or teenagers since this is a very vulnerable group because of its sexuality
and incipient sexual activity.

The second section of the thesis, Chapters 3 to 7, looks more closely at HIV
knowledge and awareness, gender identity and roles, sexuality and sexual practices
in Banda Chapter 3 describes the survey of senior secondary school students to
establish their knowledge and awareness of HIV/AIDS, followed by in-depth
interviews to elaborate on the survey answers. Interviews were structured to include
the accepted and actual social/sexual behaviours and practices of this group, both
individually and within a community perspective. They also included adolescents'
knowledge and perception of the sexual beliefs and practices of the wider
community.

Chapter 4 examines the HIV knowledge and awareness in the wider Banda
community with the social and sexual practices which might, or might not place
people at risk of infection. It discusses the sexuality of Bandanese men and women
within the framework of religion and marriage, as both professed and lived
experiences. I include socialisation of members within the community with regard
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to sexual identity and roles, marriage negotiations, sexual transgressions and their
sanctions.

Chapter 5 then looks at the effect of the sectarian conflict of Maluku on Banda in
particular. As a result there was an influx of Muslim refugees which increased the
population by 25%. Following one night of rioting on 21 April 1999 (nearly) all the
Banda Christians fled and their homes were destroyed. The balance of religions and
tolerance was disrupted, plus the refugees brought their anger and social behaviours
with them. The social fabric of Banda was severely disrupted by the effects of this
conflict, following the Indonesian monetary crisis (1997). There was social and
financial hardship, population migration and mobility, all of which exacerbate the
possibility of HIV transmission.

Chapter 6 follows with discussion of identities or behaviours outside the framework
of marriage, such as commercial sex, homosexuality and transvestism, including
men's, women's and community perspectives. Many of these transgressive
behaviours became more obvious, more prevalent or more transposed on/in the
Banda community during or following the disruption of conflict.

Chapter 7 looks at the enemy 'without' versus the enemy 'within' for HIV
introduction and transmission. It examines tourism, community travel and health
practices in Banda. Tourism, both domestic and international has been developed
over the last 15-20 years, as has HIV/AIDS. There is a tendency to see HIV/AIDS
as a foreign disease, a disease of western decadence, a disease of the 'other'.
However, I argue that the most probable vector for widespread HIV transmission to

Banda is local travel in conjunction with prevalent transgressive behaviours. If the
normative social and sexual behaviours of Banda prevail, which is mildly unlikely in
the current disrupted social climate, the most probable vector for HIV transmission
within Banda is the health service and its practices, formal and informal. These,
with the HIV/AIDS knowledge and awareness of health staff will be examined in
some detail.

In the final section, the conclusion, I will draw together the different perspectives
from each chapter or section of the community to discuss the different vectors or risk
behaviours by which HIV might be introduced to, or transmitted throughout, the
Banda community. Having assessed the different risks, and any existing prevention
programs, I will propose health education or promotion programs to counteract the
risks and recommend how they may be developed and implemented.

Chapter 2
AIDS issues and sexuality in
Indonesia
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Chapter 2
AIDS issues and sexuality in Indonesia
"Every man is a piece of the continent, a part of the main."
(John Donne, Meditation XVII)
In this chapter I will examine the issues of AIDS and sexuality in Indonesia in order
to set the background for a more detailed discussion of Banda. That issues of sexual
identity, sexuality and sexual behaviours tend to be very sensitive at any time has
already been discussed but they are particularly so in Indonesia because of cultural
and religious reticence on these subjects. However, this attitude may be changing
slightly. For example, three years ago, a provincial health official lost his job when
he disclosed figures that showed increasing sexual activity among high school
students because "he was not authorised to make such disclosures" which possibly
shows the authorities' reluctance to confront modern realities (Key & DeNoon
1998). Nevertheless, two to three years later there is more openness of discussion,
particularly in the media "grappling with sexual mores" (Emond 2000), or "hot and
bothered about you-know-what" (Emond 2001).

Now, there are general discussions about sensitive subjects. These include teenage
pregnancies and abortions (Jakarta Post 26 August 2000, 24 October 2000; 29 June
2001, 22 August 2001), or rape or trafficking in women and children (Azkiya 2001;
Apriadi Gunawan & Fadly 2001; Emilia 2002; Fadli 2001; Jakarta Post 9 April
2001, 29 September 2001; Kartana 2001; Rukmana 2001; Saraswati 2001a; 2001b).
Others discuss pornography (Fidrus 2001; 2002; Fitri & Diani 2002; Natalia 2002),
gay issues (Betancourt 2001a; Kompas 30 Maret 2001; Oetomo 2001) in addition to

health and medical columns on STDs or HIV (Betancourt 2001b, 2001c, 2001d,
2001e).

In this chapter, the issues to be examined include epidemiology of the epidemic in
Indonesia, government and religious attitudes to it, HIV knowledge and awareness in
the general population, prostitution, power relations between the sexes, marriage,
male and female sexuality/ies, population mobility, youth studies and prevention.

2.1 Epidemiology
When the human immuriodeficiency virus was identified in 1983 as the underlying
cause of AIDS infections, Indonesia denied the possibility of it entering the country
(Sears 1996: 36). It was viewed as a foreign disease of 'Western decadence'
transmitted through permissive 'free sex' and male homosexuality; the 'gay disease'
(Aznam 1992). Like many Muslim communities, worldwide (Ridanovic 1997)
Indonesian leaders maintained that Muslim moral codes which condemn
homosexuality and adultery as religious sins, would confer immunity to HIV. In
addition to this perceived protection Dr. Arjatmo of the University of Indonesia
suggested in 1985 that Indonesian people would also be protected from AIDS by
genetic factors (Murray 1993b: 3; Van Der Sterren et aL 1997: 223). Unfortunately,
in 1987, when a Dutch tourist died of AIDS in Denpasar, authority had to recognise
that there was some risk of local HIV transmission. At much the same time other
Southeast Asian governments admitted that the virus had entered their countries and
the epidemic in the region had taken off. Nevertheless it was still maintained that
HIV would be easily contained in Indonesia because the lifestyle is not permissive
and AIDS was still a disease of foreigners (Murray 1993b: 3). It was still thought

that the strict cultural mores and religious traditions would safely quarantine the
population at large (Walters 1994). There also was, and often still is, a strong feeling
by both Muslims and Christians, that HIV infection is god's just punishment for their
sins, such as adultery or homosexuality (Aznam 1992: 29; Fans 2000; Matulessy et
al. 1994; Roesin 1998).

In 1988 however, HIV/AIDS was diagnosed in Indonesian female sex workers and
banci (transgenders) when there was panic among their clients and the official
reaction was to ban Western foreigners' from prostitution complexes (Murray 1993b:
3). By 1992 the Minister of Health admitted that there was a likelihood of AIDS
being present in every province (Jakarta Jakarta 15 February 1992, cited by Murray
1 993b). Nevertheless, foreigners were still blamed for its transmission, therefore all
expatriate workers were expected to be tested for HIV on arrival and carry
certificates of their negative status (United Press 13 February 1994). Thai fishermen
were prohibited from going ashore in Irian Jaya2 when detained for illegal fishing
after one died of AIDS in detention (Reuters 12 June 1995). Even legal Thai
fishermen were blamed for spreading HIV in Irian Jaya and it was suggested that
they also be banned from leaving their boats while berthed there (Reuters 24 October
1995). These early official responses, intended to prevent the influx of HIV were
pretty draconian for selected foreigners, although there may have been some
justification from the HIV+ levels in Thai fishermen reported retrospectively by Paul
(1998). More recently there have been further calls for HIV testing of all migrant

'Japanese and other non-Western foreigners were not banned.
Formerly known as Irian Jaya as quoted in the reference. Now called Papua or West Papua after
autonomy status was sought. The name was officially confirmed as Papua on 1 January 2001 as part
of the autonomy package (Antara 6 Januari cited in the Australian 7 January 2001).
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workers (Simanjuntak 2001b), proposed by an expert from the University of
Adelaide. Such mandatory testing would be a violation of human rights according to
a 1994 agreement to which Indonesia is party (Wulandari & Simanjuntak 2001).

In the early days (and to a great extent still now) there was little appreciation of, or
acceptance that, Indonesians in general might be involved with, or responsible for,
HIV spread within the wider community. For instance, consequent to the diagnosis
of HIV in Indonesian female sex workers and transgenders, the head of the National
Family Planning Coordinating Board stated that it was unacceptable to suggest that
people other than prostitutes or gay men may be at risk for HIV (Republika 6
Februari 1993, cited by Murray 1993b). HIV was seen primarily as a health issue,
not a social issue, and of only moderate importance until the late 1990s.
Although
the Indonesian Epidemiologi (sic) Network has conducted 32 studies related to AIDS
in various community groups (Murdyastuti & Sadjimin 1993), and the National
AIDS Committee has completed 60 epidemiological research studies (Gunawan
1994), little seems to have been forthcoming in determining the networking and
community links so vital for HIV prevention programs (Orobuloye et al. 1994).

The prevalence of HIV in Indonesia seemed to remain low (0.05%) as reported by
UNAIDS (2000c) but these reports have been somewhat influenced by the
inadequate distribution of testing facilities and poor diagnostic ability of health staff.
It was also decided by government in 1998 that the reporting of HIV infections
should cease to be mandatory until people are in the terminal stages of AIDS, thus
possibly masking the widespread nature of the epidemic for many years (Kroeger
2000: 48-50). Such attempts to play down the prevalence of HIV, despite WHO's
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estimates to the contrary, have been widely condemned by AIDS activists such as
Green (2001b).

By October 2001 MAP3 notes that HIV in Indonesia has "taken off after years of
silence" with published figures4 showing high prevalence in specific, widely
scattered groups. Groups with risk behaviours or which have been monitored are sex
workers, military personnel, pregnant mothers, drug users under treatment or blood
donors. For instance, groups of commercial sex workers in Papua and Sumatra show
HIV prevalence ranging from 6% to 26.5%, while the prevalence of HIV for IDUs5
in Java and Bali ranges from 24.5% to 53%, and HIV in blood donors has increased
10 fold since 1998 (MAP 2001). The cumulative number of recognised AIDS cases
remains low (630) but has dramatically risen in the last two years (DepKes6 2001).
Over the wider population the areas of highest prevalence are Papua7, Jakarta8 and
Bali9 (National AIDS Commission 2001). Maluku, the province in which my
research was conducted, only reported a total of 23 HIV/AIDS cases at October
2001. The regional head of the Health Department said that the largest number of
cases were found in areas such as the Kei and Aru Islands where the crews of it
foreign fishing fleets are comforted by prostitutes (Republika 3 October 2001).

The most prevalent means of HIV transmission in Indonesia (61.7%) is by
heterosexual intercourse (DepKes 2001) with female commercial sex workers as the

Monitoring the AIDS Pandemic report of Symposium held in Melbourne from 20 September to 2
October 2001.
Ministry of Health June 2001.
Injecting drug users.
6 Departemen Kesehatan
Ministry of Health.
9.19/10000 people.
8 2.27/100000.
0.86/ 100000.
-
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highly visible vector. Their knowledge and awareness of HIV, along with their
practices have been extensively studied (Ford et al. 1995a, 1995b, 1996; Thorpe et
al. 1997; Sutakertya et al. 2001; Wirawan et al. 1993). Others who sell sex such as
banci/waria'° (Lubis et al. 1994, 1997, 1998; Utomo & Dharmaputra 2001) or male
commercial sex workers (Ford et al. 1 995b) have also been studied. Only a few
studies such as Fajans et al. (1994; 1995) and more recently (Utomo et al. 2000;
2001) point out the need to target the clients and potential clients of commercial sex
workers, male and female, in AIDS interventions. These groups are so important
because "where risk behaviour exists, HIV infection will eventually go" (MAP 2001:
9). Sexual linkages and networks throughout the wider community can then be used
to estimate the future shape of the epidemic and potential effectiveness of prevention
programs (MAP 2001: 12).

The widespread focus on HIV and sex workers has resulted in blame, stigma and
stereotyping of sex workers as the cultural 'other', 'unclean' or 'bad' women, the
'HIV risk group' because of their transgressing moral codes. This attitude tends to
lull the general population into a false sense of security. It also leads to the
mother/whore dichotomy in the portrayal of women: either the respectable, chaste
wife and mother or the seductive mistress or 'bad' girl (cf. Altman 2001b;
Boellstorff 2001b). In Indonesia, even at educated levels, the attitude of the general
population towards prostitutes and their perceived responsibility for the spread of
AIDS was epitomised by a report in the Jakarta Post from a well known professor of
psychiatry at the University of Indonesia. His web-site had the following headline to
his World AIDS Day message "Eliminate prostitutes! that will solve the AIDS
10

Male to female transgenders.
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problem" (quoted in Green 2000b). As a result of this continuing attitude,
prevention activities are still focussed on women who are seen as either 'vamps or
victims', either 'immoral sex workers' or 'innocent housewives'.

22

Prostitution or sex work?

'Prostitution' which had a long history in Indonesia from before colonial times
(Hesselink 1987), now has an ambivalent legal position. The law seems more
concerned with health and public order in this sphere rather than morals, although
governmental rhetoric says otherwise (Jones et al. 1995: 1-10). There is no national
law which prohibits the sale of sexual services as such but the criminal law prohibits
those who facilitate illegal sexual activities defined by the criminal code (KUHP

-

Kitab Undang-Undang Hukum Pidana"). These activities include trade in women
or under-age males and deriving profit from the prostitution of women (KUHP:
Article 296, 297, 506).

There may also be local, provincial laws which prohibit

soliciting for prostitution but these vary from province to province, being the
prerogative of local government. Participants in heterosexual commercial sex work
could possibly be prosecuted under Article 284 (KUHP) which deals with adultery
(zinah), if either or both partners were married and it could be proved that the other
partner knew of this marital status (Jones et al. 1995: 12). Such a prosecution is
most unlikely, it being difficult to determine who actually had the necessary
knowledge. For these purposes zinah is formally defined as coitus12, all other sex
acts are exempt.

Religious definitions and laws regarding illicit or sinful

heterosexual relationships differ slightly from KUHP but these will be discussed in

"Book of Criminal Law (Soesilo 1960).

12

Ejaculation of sperm within the vagina.
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relation to Muslim perceptions in Banda, because Indonesia is a secular state
although many of the laws are based on Shari'ah law.

Not only is there little legal proscription of sexual services; there is widespread
organised prostitution of women throughout Indonesia in government endorsed
lokalisasi (brothel complexes). Officially these are for their protection and care
where women must be registered as WTS'3 (women without morals) and are subject
to regular health checks. Some lokalisasi are supported by the Dinas Sosial
(Municipal Social Welfare Office) and offer 'rehabilitation' programs to encourage
the WTS to change their ways and work in different spheres. Women are not
supposed to stay more than five years in such lokalisasi but this is usually no
problem since many WTS are very mobile. They move from one place, (town, area,
island or brothel), to another at intervals and often move in and out of the sex
industry according to their financial circumstances (AIDSCOM 1992; Dorling 1999:
137; Kroeger 2000: 108). Prostitution is a thriving overt and covert industry all over
Indonesia (Dorling 1999; Jones et al. 1995; MAP 2001; Murray 1991).

The more covert, or at least unofficial, sex sector is often run from massage and
video parlours, hairdressing salons, karaoke and other bars, coffee shops, shopping
malls and street corners. This involves both males and females, of all ages, as sex
workers. Within the female section of 'free lance' sex workers, particularly in big
cities, may be found a fairly new group of middle class young girls, called perek' 4
(experimental girls), who are often still at school, (Jones et al. 1995: 10). They

13
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Wanita Tuna Suosila (women without morals).
Perempuan ek.sperimental (experimental girls).
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perceive themselves to be liberated, non-conforming and

moderen'5

(modern/western) in their style of slang, dress, music, dance and sexual behaviour
(Murray 1993a; 1993b; 1994).

The literature on perek is very limited, probably because they are so comparatively
new, and their evolution is possibly a result of greater social freedom in conjunction
with western media influences on teenagers and consumerism. According to Murray
(1993b) this results in a rejection of "superficial" morality to fulfil their materialistic
expectations for expensive commodities, which may be otherwise denied them.
They have sex with whomever they like, male and female, set their own prices for
clients, often charging relatively high prices to oblige middle-class businessmen.
Following this example, other casual, young, self employed sex workers will also
identify themselves as perek, rather than WTS, because of the implied connotations
of youth, higher class, innocence and a moderen freedom of expression. This, they
hope, will offset the generally negative connotations of prostitution portrayed in the
media and within the community.

Youthful perek often hang-out in groups in particular areas and often organise
themselves hierarchically parodying military nomenclature (e.g. the commander of a
group is called danrek [komandan perek'6]). They also exploit their knowledge of

15

Moderen literally translated means 'modem' but varies in interpretation according to context. For
young people it may be used as a term of rebellion against or disparagement of traditional ways and
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the bureaucratic or military systems to manipulate corrupt officials and their
connections (koneksi) (Murray 1993b: 5).

HIV prevalence among female sex workers has risen sharply in recent years which
worries the Department of Health (National AIDS Commission 2001) because it may
markedly contribute to an increased HIV prevalence throughout Indonesia. Chin et
al. (1998) argued that rates of HIV diffusion into the wider community depend on:
the pattern of heterosexual risk behaviours (condom wearing, use of lubricants, anal
intercourse); the number of different clients sex workers service; and the proportion
of males who frequent sex workers. TJNAIDS (2000c: 8) adds three other factors:
overlapping (as opposed to serial) sexual partnerships; large sexual networks (seen in
individuals who move long distances between home and work); and age mixing
(between older men and young women). Many of these various factors would
appear to be present in the sex industry of Indonesia. For instance, there is mobility
of women and clients, both also have non-commercial partners and there is age
mixing with perek who seek older men (Kroeger 2000: 210).

In addition to the social factors there are medical factors which increase the risk of
HIV transmission for WTS and their clients. If they are working in government
recognised lokalisasi women are supposed to have regular medical examinations to
prevent sexually transmitted diseases but these are often a sham, as is the provision
of Regular Mass Treatment (RMT) of antibiotics (Jones et al. 1995: 2 1-23). Indeed,
some of the practices undertaken by the women themselves to maintain or improve
their health may in fact increase their risk of HIV transmission. Such practices
include: 'dry sex' which is much more abrasive and leads to lesions of the mucous
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membranes thus increasing vulnerability to HJV; douching before sex with irritants
such as Betadine, Dettol, Biore or laundry detergent, commercial agents which may
also kill the normal, protective, vaginal flora (Josoef 1996: 118; Kroeger 2000: 221);
or taking continual 'prophylactic' doses of antibiotics and other drugs (Dorling 1999:
251). These prophylactic doses of antibiotic are inadequate to kill any bacteria and
may result in the development of resistant strains which lead to STDs. The presence
of STDs is a high risk factor for HIV infection.

Officially sanctioned lokalisasi and other outlets for prostitution are constantly being
attacked (verbally and sometimes literally) on moralistic grounds by community
groups. As a result of community anger, Kroeger (2000: 111-115) maintains that
many unofficial brothel areas have been cleaned and often destroyed but have been
quickly reinstated again by people backed by corrupt officials. Moreover, since the
fall of the Suharto regime (May 1998) there has been pressure to close brothels and
under President Habibie there was a plan to close all official brothels by the end of
1999. As a result, in Surabaya many meetings were held to discuss new regulations
and their implementation while the WTS and brothel managers protested on the
grounds of widespread job-loss but nothing concrete has happened. Nevertheless,
Kramat Tunggak, a major brothel complex in Jakarta was targetted for years but was
finally closed in December 1999 for redevelopment, officially to be transformed into
an Islamic centre (Jakarta Post 2 July 2001). A prayer session for Ramadan was
held on the site in November 2001. Meantime, an AIDS activist criticised the
removal of lokalisasi saying it drove the sex industry underground and made it more
difficult to organise AIDS prevention programs (Jakarta Post 21 July 2001). This
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refutes the government's previous justification for the 'organisation' of prostitution
in order to combat disease!

In addition to increased government and media attention in organised sex work, there
are also media articles about the sex traffic of women and under-aged girls (Apriadi
Gunawan & Fadly 2001; Jakarta Post 29 September 2001; Simanjuntak 2001a).
These include reports of hundreds of teenage sex workers who "flock to Karimun", a
tourist destination for Malaysians and Singaporeans (Jakarta Post 9 April 2001).
This latter ostensibly highlights the problem asking government to curb sex
trafficking and protect women, but it also lays blame on the girls for increased HIV
prevalence.

Turning to male sex workers, these have no registered establishments but may be
found in specific locations in public areas or a few 'private' houses (AIDSCOM
1992). They generally form two groups, transgenders who cross-dress all or much of
the time, in Java often called waria (wanita-pria =girl-man), and those who conform
to masculine dress. There is very little literature about male sex workers in
Indonesia although awareness of their activities may be increasing (Chan et al.
1998). In 1995 Ford et al. conducted a KABP'7 survey for male sex workers in Bali
while Lubis et al. (1994; 1997; 1998) report a high prevalence of HIV in Jakarta
waria, rising from 0.3% in 1995 to 6% in 1997. They have also begun to receive
more media coverage (Jaffer 2000; Murray 1994).
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As discussed previously, with both male and female sex work, it is usually the sex
workers who have been studied, particularly the women not their clients, although
two parties are involved in the transaction. A few researchers, however, have looked
at the clients, Indonesian or otherwise, notably AIDSCOM (1992) in Surabaya,
(Fajans et al. 1994, 1995) in Bali and Jones et al. (1995) across Indonesia. In Bali
and Surabaya clients appear to come from all walks of life, class, education religion
or employment. In Bali, some clients are residents, some are visitors while half of
them were married. Overall they reported that they patronised a mean of six paid
partners in the previous month with 40% reporting at least one paid partner outside
Bali (Fajans et al. 1995: 411.414). Nationally most of the lokalisasi cater almost
exclusively to Indonesian men of poor to middle-class (Jones et al. 1995: 9-14).
Lake (2001) working in Kupang NTT stated that there, 75% of sex workers' clients
are senior high school students. The potential for HIV transmission within Indonesia
seems to be high.

There is little reported on how Indonesian men view lokalisasi or their own
participation in sexual activity there (Fajans et al. 1995: 410-414), possibly because
such recognition is constrained by religious or cultural values. A few specific groups
who might have potential risk behaviours in their patronage of sex workers have
been surveyed for AIDS awareness or health status. These include truckers driving
between Java and Bali (Kwok 1998; Muliawan et al. 1996), fishermen (Paul 1998),
prisoners and IDUs (Anaya & Kiugman 2001). The main focus of the studies has
been their condom use or lack of it. All together, these few studies demonstrate that
there is regular patronage of sex workers by a wide range of Indonesian men who, all
researchers agree, do not like to use condoms in the process.

ZE

2.3

Condoms for 'safer sex'

The promotion of condom use for 'safer sex' has been, and continues, to be a vexed
issue in Indonesia. Muslim leaders have vehemently opposed condom promotion as
encouragement and endorsement of sexual permissiveness and promiscuity. In early
1994, health officials were instructed by their Minister (Suyudi) not to "campaign
the use of condoms nationally" (quoted by Sinaga 1994). Later that year (June 1994)
the Indonesian National AIDS Strategy (1994: 5) advocated that "Issues such as
empowerment of women to negotiate on sexual practices, availability/acceptability
of condoms etc., are critical to effective implementation of the HIV/AIDS strategy".
Despite this, the country's Council of Ulemas, influential Muslim scholars, requested
that condoms should only be sold to married people, not widely distributed, for fear
of seeming to 'allow adultery'. The government was urged to "strengthen religious,
moral and ethical principles". As a result the proposed use of condoms was
generally limited to protecting families of people with AIDS, not promoting free sex
(Kamil 1997; Reuters 15 August 1995, Reuters 6 November 1996, Reuters 1
December 1996).

Later, the Tourist Minister also ruled out providing condoms in hotels because it
would create the bad impression that prostitution had been legalised (DeNoon & Key
1996). The Health Minister's initial stand about condom use was slightly moderated
in late 1996 when he agreed that the government would distribute condoms in red
light districts but he still maintained that counselling, not condoms, was the most
suitable HIV prevention method in Indonesia (Reuters 6 November 1996).
Moreover, the opposition by religious leaders to general condom promotion for HIV
prevention, still continues although there is a very slight thaw. More graphic
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campaigns promoting their use in some parts of Indonesia are permitted (Green
2000a), easier access promoted at health clinics for family planning (Wulandari
2001 a) and their actual issue recommended for military personnel deployed away
from home (Jakarta Post 25 July 2001).

The arguments against condom use have both a moral and physical basis. Kroeger
(2000: 134-135) describes two views of the moral basis: not to condone and not to
cause promiscuity. She argues that some Indonesians actually see a causal factor in
the availability of condoms; they would actually 'cause' men to seek prostitutes.
The physical argument against condoms involves the discomfort of wearing them
and their supposed ineffectiveness against AIDS. According to Lake (2001) the
perception of physical discomfort is mostly anecdotal. Men say "menurut cerita
tidak enak" (according to the stories they are not nice) but very few men have tried
them. Their early ineffectiveness because of poor quality may have been,
marginally, a valid argument. Kroeger (2000: 141-144) quotes a prominent
Indonesian psychiatrist as the major, vocal proponent of the 'condoms are porous'
lobby which unfortunately has widespread acceptance despite current evidence to the
contrary. This argument has received widespread publicity and condemnation from
AIDS activists (Green 2000a). There was also another, rather puzzling, suggestion
that condoms were physically ineffective because of the perceived different nature of
coitus in Indonesia. The argument posited that coitus is more complete in Indonesia
because Indonesian men do not withdraw immediately after ejaculation (Republika 6
February 1993 quoted by Murray 1993b). However no evidence was provided in
support.
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When, later, better quality condoms for HIV prevention were actually produced, they
were packaged differently from those promoted by the National Family Planning
Coordinating Board. This separated the marketing messages in order not to
contaminate the highly successful, nationwide family planning program. Therefore,
the two different condoms are actually perceived to be for different purposes and the
sex' condom is reported to be of higher tensile strength (Kroeger 2000: 139-140).

More recently, just before the United Nation's General Assembly's special session
on HIV/AIDS and in conjunction with the apparent sudden increase in HIV among
sex workers, the Indonesian government was reportedly considering making condom
use mandatory in the sex industry (Agence France-Presse 15 June 2001; Jakarta
Post 15 June 2001). Despite the previous distribution of condoms in many areas and
health awareness programs for sex workers, the majority of sex workers still do not
use them (AIDSCOM 1992; Anaya & Klugman 2001; Dorling 1999; Endang &
Sedyaningsih-Mamahit (sic)18 1997; Fajans et al. 1994; 1995; Ford et al. 1995a,
1995b; 1998; Ford & Wirawan 1996; Green 2000a; Kroeger 2000; Leavell 1994;
Mane et al. 1994; Sedyaningsih-Mamahit 1997; Sedyaningsih-Mamahit &
Gortmaker 1999; Sutakertya et al. 2001; Wirawan et al. 1993; Woiffers et al. 1998).
Their reasons are variously phrased but in summary mean that sex workers do not
have the power to negotiate with their clients. The sex workers' actual answers and
excuses for not using condoms vary. They range from feeling safe with local, known
clients; that there is no need to use condoms with clean clients (they often wash and
examine their clients' genitals before sex); safety because of all their own hygiene
and medication practices; many fear to lose money and some fear violence. All
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authors maintain that for sex workers to use condoms it is necessary to convince
clients, pimps and brothel managers of their necessity and acceptability. More
emphatically, Lubis (quoted in Jakarta Post 15 June 2001) argued that it would be
impossible to make condom use mandatory because the government has no real
control of the sex industry, or even recognised brothels, unlike Thailand where
mandatory condom use has markedly reduced new HIV infections.

24

Government AIDS Strategy

The Indonesian National AIDS Strategy was developed in 1994. On the whole it is
an admirable document with wide-ranging policies and plans but it has few effective
mechanisms for its implementation (see also Kroeger 2000). It proposes to establish
co-ordinating cormnittees at all levels of government throughout the country, right
down to the village head, each committee and level with specific responsibilities. Its
Basic Principles emphasise religious-cultural values in HIV/AIDS control and
prevention and activities which "will aim to strengthen the resilience and welfare of
the family and the traditional support systems" rooted in the community (National
AIDS Strategy 1994: 3). It proposes that everyone should have adequate
information to protect themselves from infection; that health establishments must
practise 'universal precautions' to prevent infecting themselves and others; and
empower women to negotiate sexual practices and the availability of condoms. This
is the only mention of 'condoms' for prevention of HIV. Thus the official position
was/is that traditional religious and cultural values of premarital abstinence and
marital continence will be sufficient to contain HIV/AIDS.

However, the recent country report produced in October 2001 after LTNGASS in
preparation for the ASEAN meeting in November 2001, actually discusses the issue
of condom use for commercial sex and the existence of widespread prostitution. The
proposal for 100% condom use for commercial sex, first mooted in 1996, is
elaborated with emphasis on the need to obtain co-operation from police, politicians,
health authorities, brothel owners and clients. It is a much more open document than
the 1994 Strategy and one hopes that it may generate more constructive activity.

The report highlights the marked increase of IDUs in Indonesia and their reported
high levels (24-40%) of HIV infection (Agence France-Presse 26 September 1999;
Dursin 2001; Gordon 2001; Green 2001b, 2001c; Hadi & Ked 2001; Jakarta Post 14
September 2000, 2 July 2001, 22 August 2001, 3 October 2001; Kompas 16
February 2000; Pc. 2001; Wodak 2001). In addition to HIV transmission through
dirty needles, MAP (2001: 13) points out that many IDUs in Jakarta are also sexually
active. 33% had paid for sex in the previous year but more than 59% had sex with
multiple, non-paid partners. Again, MAP authors emphasise the need to identify
sexual networks between populations at high risk for HIV and those at a lower level
of risk. Another area which has been rather obscured is the responsibility for
adequate sterilisation in hospitals and adequate disposal of 'dirty' needles which has
highlighted by many members of the educated public (Kroeger 2000: 247).

Before leaving this section on government we need to consider national HIV
prevention programs. Religious leaders have so far prevented explicit safe sex
education. For example, two non-Muslim booklets, Wales Mati Karena AIDS
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(Wales

-

dead because of AIDS: SIL19 1997) and AIDS Menurut Agama Katolik

(AIDS according to the Catholic Religion: DepKes 1993) are very short on
constructive information but strong on religious or family values. Similarly for
Muslims, Kroeger (2000: 122-123) describes an anti-AIDS campaign in 1992 which
showed AIDS as a ticking time bomb threatening Indonesia, by implication

-

from

outside. Likewise, when the "Family AIDS Awareness Movement" was launched in
1995 it emphatically focussed on family values not widespread information, with
posters featuring either a gift wrapped package or a young mother with child, and a
slogan 'AIDS: not a suitable gift for the family'. This campaign was deliberately
vague in its approach, focussing only on family protection by not 'changing
partners'. Those education tools produced by the BKKBN2° (2000) are medically
informative but do not lead to open discussion about sexuality. Similarly Dr
Donya's articles in the Jakarta Post (Betancourt 2001b, 2001c, 2001d, 2001e) are
exhaustively factual but not very readable. Still, at least they are permitted in print.

Millions of aid dollars are poured into Indonesia every year for HIV prevention
programs run by non-government organisations (NGOs) in different areas of the
country but there seems to be little co-ordination with, and even active opposition
from, government officials (Kroeger 2000: 75-77). NGOs also have difficult in
fulfilling the bureaucratic requirements of donor organisations. In addition the
National AIDS Committee has, at times, told funding agencies not to support
projects which involve homosexuals or homosexuality using definitions of this
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practice which do not recognise that many MSM2' do not identify as homosexual
(Chan et al. 1998).

In the early stages of HIV in Indonesia, most donor programs focussed AIDS
education on prostitutes (Ford & Wirawan 1996; Stevens 1994; 1995), waria and
gay men (Boellstorff & Oetomo 1996; Jaffer 2000; Oetomo & Rianto 1993;
Pardomuan 1995; Prihaswan et al. 1998). This resulted in a public impression that
only they should be concerned about AIDS, while the general population felt
immune (Van Der Sterren et al. 1997: 223), therefore not needing to heed AIDS
prevention messages. As the epidemic has been seen to spread beyond people of
'deviant' sexualities, prevention campaigns have moved to other groups who are
perceived to have high-risk behaviours. These groups include truck drivers,
construction workers and sailors (Van Der Sterren et al. 1997: 224-225), Irian
mineworkers (Diani 2000; Silitonga et al. 1997), youth groups (Efo et al. 1998;
Harmati et al. 1998), gay youth (Priyadi & MacLaren 1996), schools (Hadi &
Soekidjo 1992; Kamil 1996), family (Pattiradjawane et al. 1996), and antenatal
clinics (Kompas 30 August 2000). Some workers (eg Henderson 1998; Oetomo
1996b; Pardomuan 1995; Shirin & Wagner 1998; Woiffers et al. 1998) have
challenged the effectiveness of these programs through not taking into account social
and cultural factors affecting people's thinking about sexuality, sexual education and
sexual behaviour. More recently with greater freedom of expression, in some cities
at least, there have been seminars on sex, AIDS and drugs (Hardoyo 2000; 1-lering
2000) and more public discussions in newspapers (e.g. Betancourt 2001 various).
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However, one HIV/AIDS seminar in Yogyakarta was physically attacked and
disrupted by irate, militant Muslims (Kompas 13 November 2000) because of its
attendance by, and perceived relevance only to, gays, which shows certain attitudes
to so-called 'deviant' sexuality and the resultant witch-hunts (Oetomo 2001).

2.5

Sexuality in Indonesia

Although, following the onset of the AIDS pandemic, there has been an upsurge in
sexuality studies, there has been very little public discussion on the subject in
Indonesia (Murray 1993b: 1; Oetomo 1991: 125;).

Female gender roles and

identities have been extensively examined (e.g. Locher-Scholten & Niehof 1987;
Manderson 1983; Sears 1996). However, as Oetomo (1991; 1996b) argued, there is
still little known or admitted about the diverse construction of genders and sexuality
of men, because femininity is a marked category while masculinity is unmarked
(Oetomo 2000: 46). Also little is known about gender constructs and the varying
perceptions of sexuality within the community at large, so very important for HIV
prevention (Oetomo 1996b). Given the ethnic and cultural diversity of Indonesia it
might be impossible to define a single view of Indonesian sexuality, but in this
section I will examine as far as possible the available literature about different facets
of roles, constructs and identities.

Kroeger (2000: 162-163) maintains that many Indonesian have a "hydraulic" model
of sexuality which coincides, at least in part with Islamic humoral medical theories
of body and health. Sexual desire is perceived as a strong natural force which must
be released or controlled, sexual release being particularly necessary for men's

health, which greatly influences the differing views of sexual needs and purposes
between men and women.

The social constructs of sexuality and gender in Indonesia are often considered to be
biologically linked (Murray 1993b: 1; Suryakusuma 1996; van Klinken 2001), to
develop roles which, at least in Java, are subdivided further by class, ethnicity and
religion (Sears 1996: 12; Suryakusuma 1996: 92). Since Java is the capital island of
Indonesia, the seat of government and accommodates 70% of the population, such
roles have wide influence. The state also has a strong role in defining and
constraining sexual practices, particularly for civil servants. Traditional views about
sex, particularly women's sexuality, are still dominant despite more recent
widespread freedom of discussion of the subject (Greenbury 2000; Suryakusuma
2000a). Double standards of morality still prevail and "sauce for the gander is not
sauce for the goose" (Sastramidjaja 2001).

Current gender constructs for women are based on State "Ibuism22", developed
during the New Order era, where women are defined "in relation" to men (Sears
1996: 19): as appendages to their husbands (Suryakusuma 1987; 1996). This
definition follows the Panca Dharma Wanita (five responsibilities of women) and is
endorsed by the state in the Principal Outlines for State Policy23 (Sears 1996: 19;
Suryakusuma 1996: 101). These responsibilities are that women should be a)
appendages and companions to their husbands, b) procreators of the nation, c)
mothers and educators of children, d) housekeepers and e) members of Indonesian
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society in that order (emphasis Suryakusuma). This is their natural destiny (kodrat
-

wanita).

It is argued that this identity is comparatively recent, imposed through

colonialism and the advent of Islam, because historically women were economically,
socially and sexually much freer (Reid 1988; Sears 1996; Suryakusuma 1996).

This definition of Ibuism portrays the image of women as loving mothers, wives or
daughters who look after their "family, a group, a company or the state, without
demanding power or prestige in return" (Djajadiningrat-Nieuwenhuis 1987: 44).
Consequently, man or bapak (father/man) is the primary source of power with ibu as
one medium of that power (Suryakusuma 1996: 101-2). This construct of women is
widely promulgated through the nationwide Family Welfare and Development
Program24) introduced by Soekarno's government of 'Guided Democracy'
(Blackwood 1995: 125-6) and although the program is entitled 'family' welfare, it
has little to do with men.

Fertility control and family planning are the preserve of women because the program
does not promote male methods of contraception such as condom use or vasectomy
(Blackburn 1999: 194). Other aspects of the program delineate how married women
should not be involved in formal wage-labour, contributing to national development
in other more feminine ways such as family welfare and nutrition (Panriell 1996:
142). As a result not only is this program essential in developing the identity of
women as "mothers, nurturers and wives", it constructs them as corporate bodies and
national symbols (Jaffer 2001 quoting Roosseno 2001; Pannell 1996: 141-2). In
effect, while women are identified as a 'functional group' within the population they
24
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are denied their 'full and equal status' because men are not recognised as another
such 'group' (Douglas 1980: 166).

The marriage law (Undang-Undang No. 1/1974) is based on Shari'ah law and
discriminates against women because men may take up to four wives. It is also
easier for men to divorce than women, while men's alimony or child support
payments are not extended for long periods (Blackburn 1999: 191). The later
introduction of government regulation, Peraturan Pemerintah [PP] No. 10/1983, was
supposed to protect wives of civil servants, police, army personnel and bank
employees by promoting monogamy and marital fidelity. It stipulates that these
Muslim officials must obtain permission in writing from their superior at work
before taking a second wife or divorcing, and must formally notif' their superiors of
their marriages. Female civil servants or officials are prohibited from becoming an
additional wife of a civil servant and all civil servants are prohibited from living in
non-marital relationships. Sanctions for infringement of the regulation include
delays in promotion or salary increase, and possibly discharge from the service.
Suryakusuma (1996: 105-8) argues that PPl0 has only shifted the focus of Ibuism
from 'mother' to 'wife' while it has resulted in increased acceptance of prostitution,
men's adoption of mistresses, commodification of sex and multiple informal partners
in order to evade its restrictions and proscriptions.

PPl0 has raised controversy since its introduction, as to whether it enhances the
status of marriage and protects women's rights or whether it encourages men to seek
sexual satisfaction with prostitutes. Although, since 1983 divorces and polygamous
marriages among civil servants have decreased, the number of empty/false marriages
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has apparently increased to maintain the public image of a harmonious family.
Therefore, according to Suryakusuma (1996: 109; 2000b) sex has become a
commodity and because the civil servants' association is a 'boys club', the
theoretical difficulty in obtaining permission to divorce or take a subsequent wife
does not exist in reality. Thus PP10 can be manipulated by officials until it becomes
virtually invalid.

There are various effects of PP 10 on women, none of them good. Should they report
their husband for having a second wife or co-habiting with another woman, they will
themselves suffer if their husbands are demoted or dismissed. A wife may be
blamed by a superior for her husband's infidelity but if the superior upholds the
wife's complaint she may be divorced by her husband as retaliation since his job is
in jeopardy anyway. If she is the wife of a senior civil servant the wife may not want
to relinquish the power his position gives her. If she herself holds a senior position
she would not want to relinquish her direct power. Also a divorced female civil
servant, whether at her or her husband's instigation, earns the disapproval of society
and Dharma Wanita. As a result women, faced with marital infidelity, may be
passive or seek their own affairs in retaliation (Suryakusuma 1996: 1 09-113).

In recent years there have been calls for PP1O to be repealed, because it is ineffective
at best, deleterious to women's status at worst. The Minister of Religious Affairs
said that he would consider the suggestion (Jakarta Post 12 September 2000). The
State Minister of the Empowerment of Women argued for repeal because: there is no
need for the state to intervene in sexuality; sex is a private matter; sexual behaviour
is regulated by social and religious norms; and polygamy is a purely personal choice
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of men. These arguments were supported by a series of articles in Tempo (e.g.
Bektiati 2000). Conversely, the then First Lady, Sinta Nuriyah Rahman and many
members of Dharma Wan ita felt that PP 10 should be retained because it protects
women (Jakarta Post 12 September 2000; Suryakusuma 2000b). So far there has
been no formal outcome.

Nationally, gendered ideals of citizens' responsibilities are inculcated through the
education system in which the goals for girls are virtue, moral education and service,
principally within the family, while boys are responsible for economic development
(Parker 1997: 502). Within the 'family' connotation, the age of marriage has been
rising over the recent years, possibly attributable to the extension of schooling,
which is a significant predictor of marriage age (Jones 1994: 154). Although the gap
between levels of schooling achieved by boys and girls has narrowed over the last 20
years, boys still achieve more education than girls. Non- Muslim women tend to
marry later than Muslims, particularly in eastern Indonesia and north Sulawesi
(Niehof 1998: 240; 244). However, the increase in age at marriage may also be
accompanied by rising levels of premarital sex, extramarital pregnancies and
pregnancy induced marriage, due to greater freedom and the desire to be moderen
(Hull & Handayani 1995: 86).

As part of changes in socialisation of youth and affected by global trends,
'adolescence' has become a new phase of life in (urban) Indonesia, particularly for
girls (Niehof 1998). Previously a girl's childhood ended at menarche followed by a
transitional period when she was prepared for marriage. Adolescence as a
transitional period is now assuming a character of its own, a period when girls may
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be given some scope to develop their talents and personality, including some
personal and financial independence. However, there is little knowledge of such
girls' social and sexual autonomy, because social control is still tight, premarital sex
is taboo, girls are not supposed to be alone with boys and contraception programs are
only available to married couples. Niehof (1998: 240-242) argues that to prevent
HIV infection there is a need for wider sexuality education, especially for those who
seek emancipation by working away from home when they could be very much at
risk for sexual experimentation or exploitation.

Marriage is still the expectation of most girls and their parents. In the past girls were
often married soon after menarche and the marriage was arranged by the parents.
Now with the global patterns of cultural change, higher marriage age, higher
education, some financial independence and a decline in parental authority, boys and
girls have a greater personal choice of marriage partner (Niehof 1998: 244). Their
relative emancipation limits the concepts of ibuism (Niehof 1998: 254) but only
marginally, until more women achieve the status and freedom of tertiary education
(Oey-Gardiner & Bianpoen 2001). There is however an increasing number of (urban)
women taking up careers, not just working before marriage, sometimes continuing as
working wives. These wanita karir25 may be seen by some to be deserting their
destiny (kodrat) as wife and mother and may even be threatening other people's
marriages by their working with men in offices. Their very presence and availability
provide temptation to men and a possible breakdown in traditional morality. It also
damages a woman's reputation to be out alone or unchaperoned in shopping malls
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and places of entertainment, especially if in the company of a colleague who is not
her husband (Kroeger 2000: 184-188).

So far we can see that women's sexuality has been regulated in terms of ideal but
rigid gender roles within marriage, although until recently, 'sexuality' itself has been
rarely mentioned (Murray 1993a; 1993b). Even now, in post-modem times, while
sexual issues and sexuality are more freely spoken of than traditionally, many
married women are still ashamed to discuss sex related matters with their husbands
and their power to negotiate sexual matters is weak. Nevertheless, for a more
liberated number, their sexual attitudes and practices have changed in orientation
from sex-for-procreation to sex-for-recreation (Surapaty et al. 1 994a), although
many women would still feel embarrassed to initiate sex except in an indirect
manner (Kroeger 2000: 176). In the city at least, people are less reticent about
bodily functions and sex, with radio talks, media publications, sex seminars and
discussions on sexual subjects fairly freely available. In fact there now may be such
an overload of material that conflict of personal values is reduced to a few simple
foci such as 'permissive sex comes from the west so it's bad and sinful' forgetting
that Indonesia's indigenous cultures are often very erotic (Suryakusuma 2000a,
2000b). Meanwhile there is still sexual hypocrisy and 'double standards' of morality
and behaviours for men and women.

Indonesian notions of sexuality, rigidly defined through gender roles perceives "any
sex outside heterosexual marriage as deviant" (Murray 1993b: 1). Sexual standards
for women are polarised between chastity and 'deviance' or 'transgression' (cf.
Blackwood 1998). Thus, sex workers may be arrested for offending public morals if
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soliciting on the street but are 'guarded' within official brothel complexes where
ostensibly they are being rehabilitated.

This socio-culturally constructed perception of female sexuality in Indonesia is very
much influenced by Islam which Abu-Duhou (2001) describes as 'sex-positive' 26 but
misogynistic. Women are perceived to be emotional, beautiful, soft, impulsive,
patient but lack intelligence (Jahroni 2001). Abu-Duhou maintains that Islam
promotes physical sexual satisfaction in order for people to excel intellectually and
spiritually but attacks women as symbols of chaos and disruption, being erotic
creatures constantly giving trouble to men. Marina Mahathir (2001) objects to this
stereotype of gender and attitudes in Islam, stating that the majority do not wear the
veil and have much more control than is generally assumed. Her privileged position
may bias her stance.

In Indonesia there has been an upsurge in young women taking to the veil in Java
over the last 20 years, which according to Brenner (1996) is possibly related to a new
historical consciousness tied to the current processes of change, in effect, a
subjective transformation into a new modernity. She argues that this new way of life
is casting off colonialism and Javanese tradition, but is not defined by western
capitalism and consumerism, nor by Indonesian political economy. It demonstrates a
new morality and discipline at a personal, social and political level because women
are imposing their own discipline and individual responsibility for their actions,
often in defiance of authority figures in their lives. However, Brenner does point out

26

By 'sex-positive' she describes one which actively promotes sexual relationships although within
prescribed bounds.
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that there may be social and political constraints and pressures which limit or guide
their choice. Some of her arguments reflect the changes described by Niehof (1998).

Moving from modifications in women's gender role to 'transgressive' female
sexuality, the tomboi or 1esbi27, has recently emerged on the scene although the
literature is very limited (see Boellstorff2001a; Jeumpa & Ulil 2001). Lesbi have a
much lower profile than gay men because same-sex relationships are seen as
'deviant' and, being generally more dominated by family pressures, women tend to
conform to expected behaviours, at least superficially (Murray 1995; Tumelap 2001).
Nevertheless Blackwood (1998; 2001) in West Sumatra, states that the term tomboi
is used as a gender identity, not sexual preference, arguing that gender is seen both
as a cultural category and a subjective experience. She maintains that as a subjective
experience tombois see themselves as masculine, developing a role and acceptable
niche within their community which justifies their same-sex sexuality. Their gender
role pre-dates their sexual preference, derived from the gender polarity of the
dominant cultural images of masculinity and femininity. Therefore to make sense of
their relationships couples expect each member to maintain the appropriate role, i.e.
one manages the house while the other acts in a masculine manner financing the
relationship. The tomboi dresses in a masculine way, works outside the home, drives
motorcycles, plays cards with 'the boys' and is treated with overt respect by their
female partners. In contrast, the female partners of tombois are not described or
identified as tombois or lesbi, being seen as 'normal', but barely visible, females.
They may be 'bad' women in the eyes of their community, by having illicit sexual
relationships i.e. fornication or adultery with tombois, but they are still perceived as
27

Derived from the English.
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women. Even tombois expect that their female partners might leave them because of
their natural 'female' desire for men (Blackwood 1998: 491-5 10).

Since the early 1980s the tomboi identity and sexuality has been exposed to the
transnational lesbian and gay discourses circulating in Indonesia. These construct
gay and lesbi identities as sexual identities, not gender identities, similar to but not
identical to those of the 'west'. This perception has modified some tomboi
behaviour and perspectives on same-sex relationships to a more fluid level,
depending on the context of the relationship. Tombois may now choose to be lesbi,
thereby no longer having to appear masculine to justif' a sexual desire for women,
while their feminine partners may also assume a lesbi sexual identity if they so wish
(Blackwood 1998: 507-512).

Moving from female to male sexuality, one again finds limited literature, except for
a burgeoning gay literature. During the New Order many leaders were apparently
known for their womanising and officials were quite open about their sexual
exploits. It was an open secret that tours of duty away from home were sexual 'field
days' for bureaucrats and military officials. In the business world, women were
delivered like the flowers of good room service into men's bedrooms. However,
sexual exploits of leaders were only tolerated if kept reasonably discrete and
journalists were forbidden to write about them (Suryakusuma 1996: 111-1 18).
Despite religious proscription and official denial, Indonesian men seem to seek or
expect sexual variety and their wives expect to tolerate it (Kroeger 2000; Murray
1 993b: 4). Unfortunately, studies of male practices in relation to prostitutes and I-fly
do not explore sexuality, except for men's perceived biological needs which women
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seem to accept, often blaming themselves if their husbands stray (Kroeger 2000:
174). Many women however, would apparently prefer that their husbands patronised
sex workers than take a second wife "biar jajan/jalan asal jangan bawa kambing
pulang" (let him play/roam but don't bring the goat home) (Murray 1993b;
Suryakusuma 1996).

Men's reported sexual practices with female sex workers were mostly vaginal
intercourse, 84% without a condom. Only a very few reported anal or oral sex
practices. Apparently, most sex workers will not provide anal sex. Alcohol and
drug use were important determinants of male risk behaviours, 56% reporting
drinking alcohol before commercial sex, but male party bonding before commercial
sex, unlike Thai men (see Fordham 1999), was not mentioned as an issue (Fajans et
al. 1995: 413-415).

Nevertheless, male sexuality in Indonesia has a certain fluidity despite the fact that
same-sex relationships or practices are proscribed by Islam and those who are so
identified may be discriminated against (Ford et al. 1995: 752; Murray 1993b;
Oetomo 2001). Oetomo (1991; 1996b; 2000; Oetomo & Rianto, 1993) and Howard
(1996) describe in depth the range of male sexualities in Java, especially in relation
VAU1J

Oetomo constructs the diversity of masculinity and male sexuality (mainly in
Surabaya, Java) through public perceptions of banci/waria28 (transgender) gender

28

I will use the term waria to denote transgenders
behaviours but may not necessarily cross-dress.

-

banci is used for one who has effeminate
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identities and sexualities and by examining the gender/sexual construction of waria
and gay-identified men. He portrays an Indonesian third gender, one which Peacock
(1978) considered a symbol of reversal (much like that of kathoey in Thailand or
bakia in the Philippines). Despite the current middle class Indonesian morality29,
strongly influenced by colonialism and middle class Victorian prudery, he maintains
that there is a precolonial richness of gender constructions especially in the working
class (Oetomo 2000: 47).

Oetomo describes how waria throughout Indonesia are those, male or female, who
appear androgynous in dress or behaviour, crossing gender boundaries, although for
girls the word tomboi is often used, as previously discussed. Waria is a modern term
for banci3° developed in Jakarta. Within community understanding these terms do
not connote sexual preference or identity but rather non-conforming gender
behaviour or identity, and stereotypically, waria are thought to be sexually impotent
or have subnormal genitals. In general waria are derogated and may be taunted or
bothered if they are strangers on the street but not if well known in their own
community. Strict Muslims (santri) disapprove of waria as persons of in-between
gender whose behaviour is religiously condemned. Nevertheless, waria are often
asked to entertain at male flmctions, while women like to have their hair done by
them or even attend their sewing or cooking lessons (Oetomo 2000: 48-49).

In contrast to the general knowledge, and limited acceptance, of banci/waria, for
many Indonesians, homosexuality and the category of homosexual (homoseks, homo

29
30

At least in Java.
Effeminate, possibly homosexual, possibly cross dressing/transgender.

or gay) is relatively unknown unless they demonstrate banci (effeminate)
behaviours. They may be mentioned in certain media references to HIV/AIDS but
Oetomo feels that most people would not 'know' any real-life homo or gay. The
terminology of different male sexualities is different and difficult in Asian settings as
was extensively discussed at 6ICAAP, especially with their proscription from
religious prejudice or the rigid influences of colonialism (ICAAP News 2001b: 1-2;
5). As Oetomo himself said "I'm gay when I'm speaking English" (cited by Carr,
ICAAF News 2001 a) but in Indonesian he would probably use the term homoseks.

Many waria 'hang out' on the street and may engage in commercial or casual sex
with men they meet there. Within the urban working class, sex with waria is part of
the sexual pattern of men, most being aware that waria are genitally male, and some
may form lasting relationships with them. Oetomo describes the sexualities of
Indonesian men as diverse and fluid, perceiving a distinction between sexuality with
women or waria or even men. Sex with women outside marriage is adulterous
(zinah) for Muslim men but not perceived as necessarily so with waria. This falls
outside the proscribed relationships and may be seen as 'safer' or 'cleaner'
(AIDSCOM 1992; Oetomo 2000: 49). Also, men who seek sex with waria do not
identify themselves as homosexual, they form an unmarked category, perceiving
homosexuals as those who have sex with 'men', usually more westernised, middle
class and wealthier than they are. Oetomo maintains that there is a socio-economic
difference between waria and homo, where banci/waria is a working class construct
and homo a middle-class construct. Alternatively the former is a traditional
construct while the latter is modern (Oetomo 2000: 50).
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State ideology of gender constructs has no place for waria or homosexuals, although
local governments have funded waria activities and many have been used in political
campaigns as entertainers and attractions. On the whole, homosexual men are still
closeted and those who come out as gay are disapproved. Often they marry to
conform to societal norms and expectations since marriage is a rite of passage for
men to full adulthood (Howard 1996: 341). Oetomo (2000: 50-51) argues that
despite all the official condemnation3' of homosexual activity, tacitly many Muslims
who have attended pesantren (Muslim religious schools) must be aware of its
widespread, prevalence there. Relationships are not only condoned between male or
female pupils but institutionalised as part of the learning process while those
between adults are quietly accepted.

Within their own communities there is an almost watertight distinction between
waria and gay. Even the Minister for Social Affairs (1994)32 accepted waria as part
of Indonesian culture but not homosexuals who were seen as a product of the west.
The two groups often have separate areas to hang out with no contact at all and at
street level there may even be hostility, if competing for the same potential clients.
There are some, however, who cross between categories (cf. Malaysia) depending on
context, possibly only assuming a waria identity at night or in another place. Often
becoming a waria is an on-going process, from adolescents who feel that they are
"women trapped in men's bodies" through occasional cross-dressing until finally
coming out as transgender (Howard 1996: 33; Oetomo 2000: 53).
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Chair of National Family Planning Board and others.
Quoted in Howard (1996: 339).

Waria perceive themselves as a third gender, demanding recognition as such, some
even having their identity cards marked 'laki-laki (warici)'. Some pray as Muslim
men in the appropriate clothes, maintaining their masculinity, others pray as women
assuming their new identity. Few, however, can afford a sex change operation to
alter their biological status. As this third gender they incorporate both maleness and
femaleness and often confound observers by combining masculine behaviours with
female clothing33, being aggressive in sexual encounters by grabbing men they fancy
or exhibiting dominant sexual behaviours in oral and anal sex. The dynamics of
their sexual relationships also vary according to their age, physique or financial
power in relation to their partner of the moment while gender identity and behaviour
vary according to situation, companions or events. It gives them more freedom
(ICAAP News 200 lb ; Oetomo 2000: 50-55).

In general, having sex with other waria is considered aberrant. Waria also divide
men into two categories, real men and gays, and are not usually interested in having
sex with gays. Gay men likewise divide men generally, and themselves in particular,
into two categories, laki asli who act masculinely and are not considered gay and
others whom they still regard as men but gay.

Many laki asli are basically

heterosexual men who perform sex with gays for money as trade and some gays
prefer these and/or men who are heterosexually married. Gay sexual relationships
vary between those with laki as/i and those between fellow gay men and this may
depend on social class or economics. The lower social or economic classes tend to
look for laki asli while others seek sex within their group. There has also been a
recent trend in higher socio-economic classes, as in many western gay cultures, of
33

In

parts of Australia's gay community such behaviour is known as 'gender-fuck'.

.
M

"gay men attending exercise gyms and priding themselves on their muscular
development

[and who] loathe feminine behavior (sic)" (Oetomo 2000: 56).

...

The recent evolution of the gay sexual identity and bringing of homosexuality out of
the closet has had conflicting social effects. Homosexuality can now be openly
discussed in the media (Betancourt 2001a; Kompas 30 Maret 2001; Smith 2001)
along with programs to promote 'safer sex' (Jaffer 2000; Pardomuan 1995; Smith
and Kurniawati 2001; Sulistyo 2001). Nevertheless the increasing community
awareness may also be leading to homophobic violence which disrupted an AIDS
awareness and prevention meeting near Yogyakarta in November 2000 (Oetomo
2001: 11-12).

Before leaving this section on the multiplicity of sexualities in Indonesia, Graham
(2001) proposed that perhaps in areas such as Sulawesi, there are not three genders
but a more complex network. She maintains that the Bugis have three sexes (male,
female and hermaphrodite), four genders (men, women, calabai and calalai) and a
fifth meta-gender group, the bissu34. Calalai and calabai are 'false women and men'
who cross dress and take on opposite roles and functions, known by their dual
anatomy/dress.

Bissu are considered to be hermaphrodite although biologically

either sex overtly but have the soul of the opposite sex and have their own very
specific dress codes. They act as mediators between humans and spirits (Graham
2001: 16). The complexity of sexuality and sexual identity in Indonesia obviously
varies enormously in different places and cannot necessarily be viewed nationally.

34

Peacock (1978) described these as the 3Id gender.

2.6 Preventative programs and baseline surveys undertaken with
youth groups
Although the Indonesian National Strategy for AIDS (1994) endorsed the
development of HIV prevention programs, programs have only been introduced in a
piecemeal fashion because Indonesia does not have the resources to commit to a
widespread campaign (Boellstorff& Oetomo 1996; IJNAIDS 2001c: 13). Therefore
most programs have focussed on outreach methods through non-governmental
organisations (e.g. Dursin 1999; Pattiradjawane et al. 1996; Stevens 1994; 1995;
Sukanta 1998), which often have problems with government departments and donor
bureaucracy (Kroeger 2000).

Prevention programs have often focussed on prostitutes and their clients (Endang &
Sedyaningsih-Mamahit 1997; Ford et al. 1998; 1996; 1995), and unfortunately may
not have been very productive in promulgating 'safer sex'. This is because they did
not sufficiently recognise the power differential between prostitutes and their clients
or brothel managers, between women and men especially in sexual matters (cf.
Ingsih-Mahamit [sic] 1998; Mane et al. 1994, 2000; Sedyaningsih-Mamahit 1997;
Sedyaningsih-Mamahit & Gortmaker 1999; Thorpe et al. 1997; Wolffers et al.
1998).

Misconceptions and taboos35 held by members of Provincial AIDS Commissions in
Indonesia are also major obstacles to instituting effective programs (Widjaya 1998),
as are the constraints on discussion of sexual matters (Henderson 1998), or the need

35

Such as the efficacy of condoms, ability to recognise people with HIV, means of HIV transmission.
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for cultural sensitivity to gender, sexual and cultural diversity (Oetomo 1 996a; Shirin
& Wagner 1998; Silitonga et al. 1997; Simanjuntak & Rampen 1996). Although
recently HJV information is much more widely disseminated in various media, much
is not perceived to be personally relevant because it still focuses on high-risk groups
not individual behaviours.

There seem to be few published studies of HIV/AIDS knowledge and sexual
practices in young Indonesians despite their being a captive group at school and
potentially sexually active. A few KABP surveys are reported, such as rural and
urban high schools in West Java (Musa 1997), students at Udayana University, Bali
(Indrayanti 1997), and high school students in Palembang (Surapaty ez' al. 1 994b).
These surveys show that the students are inadequately informed about HIV/AIDS, its
modes of transmission, lack of cure, methods of prevention and risk factors or
behaviours. More details of these misconceptions will be discussed in the chapter on
the school survey in Banda. Also there are continuing difficulties with discussion of
sexual activity among school students and sex education in schools. For instance,
when one (Christian) school in Jakarta attempted to introduce a program of sex
education, Board Members prevented its introduction because it was religiously and
culturally unacceptable (Fladi & Soekidjo, 1992), while people may lose their jobs as
a result of disclosing that students are sexually active (Key & DeNoon 1998).
Nevertheless some limited success has been achieved with HIV prevention programs
in Islamic schools in Yogyakarta (Kamil, 1996), in Merauke (Mekluw 2001) and I
myself participated in an AIDS education workshop with a Christian school in
Arnbon, Maluku (1999).
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Similar KAP surveys to those above, have been undertaken with different youth
groups, in Bali (Efo et al. 1998; Merati et al. 1997) or Street youth in Yogyakarta
(Harmati et al. 1998). Such studies indicated that these groups were less well
informed than those at secondary school and many36 were sexually active despite
religious or cultural disapproval of premarital sex. Age of first sexual encounter
often correlated with alcohol use and very few used condoms to prevent HIV
infection. Outreach programs were being developed to improve HIV/AIDS risk
behaviours and prevent infection.

A UNICEF (2001a, 2001b) multi-country comparative survey of adolescents aged
14-17 showed that Indonesian youth are below average throughout East Asia and the
Pacific in their knowledge or access to HIV information, which indicates the current
inadequacy of HIV prevention in Indonesia.

Finally, HIV research in Maluku is fragmented. Robinson and Purmiasa (1996)
presented preliminary results of a community survey in Ambon but nothing further
seems to have been published. HIV awareness was part of a general family planning
survey undertaken with adolescents and young people (Soselisa pers. comm. 1998)
but the results have not yet been published37. Fragmentary information from these
works indicate that Maluku is less well informed about AIDS than Java, that men are
more knowledgeable than women, that unmarried people are more informed than
married, and urban people are better informed than rural. Health staff, although
better informed than the general public, still had many misconceptions which would

36

25% of Bali's young men.
Any survey material stored at Pattimura University, Ambon is likely
the religious conflict.

37

to have been destroyed during
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need to be corrected before they could take part in education or prevention programs.
Also their health and instrument sterilisation practices would need to be improved to
prevent their being prime sources for HIV transmission, providing risks both to
themselves and their patients.

2.7 Conclusion
This chapter has explored as far as possible the social, cultural, religious and
political issues relating to the HI V/AIDS epidemic and sexuality/gender in Indonesia
generally. There is a certain paucity of materia138, probably because such studies are
very new and discussion of such matters is still very strongly disapproved both
socially and religiously. Nevertheless it provides a basis from which to study
I-TI V/AIDS and sexuality in Banda.

The main points to be noted are: denial by government that AIDS is a mainstream
issue in Indonesia; the rapidly increasing prevalence of HIV; the religious restriction
of adequate sex education, particularly for young people who are especially
vulnerable; and proscription of the general use of condoms as an HIV prevention
method. The rigid insistence that the promotion of family and religious values is
sufficient to stem the widening epidemic is already proving to be wrong. The major
sexuality issues are: the regulation of women's sexuality; the resultant powerlessness
of women to negotiate sexual matters; the wide prevalence of prostitution; poverty
affecting sex workers; the double standards between the sexes regarding sexual
continence; the mobility of the population through transmigration or work, including

At least accessible material in Australia.
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sex work; and the fluidity of male sexuality, all of which increase the complexity of
sexual networks and risk of HJV transmission.

Chapter 3

HIV/AIDS knowledge, awareness
and practices of senior secondary
school students

Chapter 3
HIV/AIDS knowledge, awareness and practices of senior
secondary school students
"From ignorance our comfort flows"
('To the Honourable Charles Montague', Prior 1692)

This chapter sets the baseline for HIV/AIDS awareness in Banda providing a nonaggressive introduction to this sensitive subject for the wider community. Secondary
school students were chosen because they were an easily accessible group of young
men and women who were potentially sexually active. In addition, having extended
their education beyond mandatory school leaving age, they were potentially better
informed than their peers. The study was in two parts: firstly a written questionnaire
undertaken by all the students attending senior secondary school in May/June 1999,
to elicit their knowledge and awareness of HIV/AIDS; secondly in-depth interviews
with 10% of students who participated in the survey. The interviews initially
expanded the students' knowledge of HIV/AIDS, following preliminary analysis of
survey results. Then they elicited explanations for anomalies in my, or their,
understanding of questions and their content. Finally their own social practices and
sexual relationships were explored and those of the community as understood by this
population group, both what was expected and what was done.
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3.1 Method
The survey population consisted of all the students attending senior secondary school
in Banda during May/June 1999. Education at this level is not compulsory because
the minimum leaving level is Junior High School (SMP), roughly age 15+ years.
Two schools were involved, the Sekolah Menengah Umum (SMU) and the Madrasah
Aliyah Al Hillal (Muslim Religious School), both on Neira Island, but drawing
students from all the islands'. Those from Lonthoir Island usually travelled daily by
motor boat, while those from the outer islands usually boarded with their extended
families or friends in Neira. Therefore all the islands were represented in the student
population, as were some refugees from other parts of Maluku. Officially, the age of
students ranges from 16-18 years in three class sets but actually it varied from 15-21
years. In the SMU there were 3-5 classes/streams in each year, ranging from the
language group to the social studies group, while at Aliyah there was at that time
only one class per year comprising all streams of education.

Total school enrolment at the two schools was 643 students2, approximately half the
age-cohort of 15-19 years (1202) within the general population. Although by
proportional size this school population could be considered to be adequately
representative of the age-cohort, it may be somewhat biased because the students and
family have chosen to continue the education process. School attendance during the
survey period did not meet the enrolment figures being affected by four factors:

See Chapter 1, section 1.6.
The Kantor Camat held the original, official, enrolment figures for the school year. After the riots,
influx of refugees and exit of Christians, enrolment figures at the schools had been adjusted.
Attendances and enrolments fluctuated from week to week.
Maluku Dalam Angka 1998.
2
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. It was the end of term and end of school year with provincial and national
examinations, therefore some students were not at school each day or part of the
day. Also, drop-out students during the year had not been recently counted;
•

The absence of Christian students roughly 10%;
-

• The addition of refugee Muslim students who were not recorded within the
available school statistics;
•

The extreme shortage of teaching staff because all Christian teachers, comprising
roughly 30%, had fled, leaving many classes without instruction or supervision
which resulted in higher student absenteeism than usual.

Ethics clearance for the survey, including a preliminary question format, had been
obtained from the Human Ethics Committee of the Northern Territory University.
The range of questions had also been submitted to the Lembaga ilmu Pengetahuan
Indonesia4 (LIPI) for their approval. During a preparatory fieldwork period in
February 1999 the two school principals were approached to discuss the basic survey
processes and content, when both had indicated their willingness for their schools
and students to participate in the survey, subject to further detailed information. In
May 1999, the principals were formally provided with full information about the
content and purpose of the survey, including a plain language statement (Appendix
1). This explained the confidentiality mechanisms for personal information, the
storage and protection of data and the right of any participant to withdraw if they so
wished, now or at a later date. Both principals verbally agreed that their students
should participate and that the survey could take place on school premises in school
time. Neither principal saw any need for their written consent and in fact they were
unwilling to sign a consent form (Appendix 2). This unwillingness to sign forms

Indonesian Academy of Sciences.
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became increasingly evident during the ensuing fieldwork. Many Bandanese were
unwilling to sign any forms at all, in case they could be used against them in some
unidentified way. Also, local bureaucrats saw no reason to sign forms at village or
kecamatan level when permission had already been given at a national or provincial
level. This latter attitude results from many years of central 'top-down' bureaucratic
management where subordinates are not expected to query the edicts of superiors.

The questionnaire form (Appendix 3) was originally prepared in Darwin in
conjunction with NTU social research staff. Questions were originally drawn from
similar surveys elsewhere, particularly Thailand (e.g. Maticka-Tyndale et al. 1994;
Shah et al. 1991), because this country is so much further ahead of Indonesia in
HIV/AIDS investigations.

Questions were then translated into Indonesian and

modified in consultation with staff of an AIDS education program which was being
undertaken in Ambon during May 1999. Since many members of this AIDS team
were bilingual it was possible to cross check the local meanings and interpretations
of questions, including cultural suitability. We also discussed the greater frankness
on sexual subjects obtaining in Christian schools compared with Muslim schools and
ways to manage the difficulty. Following this cross check, the content and format of
the questionnaire were then thoroughly discussed with English language teachers at
the SMU, seeking again to ensure that the questions adequately covered the students'
range of knowledge, while being socially and culturally appropriate. Finally the
questionnaire was pilot tested on health centre staff (7 persons), and the final version
submitted to the principals for their approval and endorsement to proceed.

Partially funded by the Australian Government's overseas aid agency AusAid.
-
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The two English language teachers from SMU were a voluntary resource for me
during the total fieldwork period, helping to prepare forms and organise classes,
while often explaining social and cultural interpretations of words and phrases.
Interestingly, during the preparation of the questions, one teacher was extremely
insistent that, when eliciting the possible routes for HIV transmission, a particular
word for sexual intercourse (bersanggama) should be included as a separate question
from sexual relationship (berhubungan sexui[) which the Ambon program had
advised was suitable. At the time he did not explain his reasons in detail except to
say that there could be quite different, possibly interesting, connotations for the two
phrases. He just said, "After all, 'sexual relationships' could conceivably include a
range of perceptions from handholding through kissing to intercourse". The ensuing
results and perceptions will be discussed later.

After the school principals approved the questionnaire, they indicated that it was not
necessary to obtain individual parental or personal consent for the students to
undertake the basic survey. They considered that a knowledge-based questionnaire
was not an invasion of individual privacy and came within the scope of school-based
activities for which they had authority. This advice was carefully cross-checked
with a number of parents from different backgrounds and villages. They confirmed
that they usually accept the decisions of the principal for activities at school.

The survey was undertaken during school hours in the classrooms, sometimes aided
by the English teachers, supervised by myself. Before starting each session, students
were given all the information in the 'plain language statement' verbally and written
copies were distributed. They were told the basic purpose of the study, their rights to

privacy and confidentiality; how this would be managed and their rights to withdraw
from the study at any time if they chose. They were then asked to participate and
none refused although they were free to leave the room. Names were not included
on the questionnaire form but were written on detachable tags and used only to
compile a list of participants as a basis for future interview selection.

While the students were completing the questionnaire, it was apparent that it
provided a little amusement and light relief in an otherwise boring day. The content
seemed to be rather amusing, possibly risque, judging by the communal giggles and
the discussion in small groups, indicating that possibly such subjects were not part of
noimal school material.

Also, it became obvious that forms in general, questionnaires in particular, were an
unknown medium for the students. There seemed to be greater expressed anxiety
that the forms should be filled in properly, rather than anxiety over question content.
This attitude to forms was demonstrated by students' questions to me and their
copious use of correction fluid, more in the demography section than in the
knowledge section. My own experience with Indonesian bureaucracy demonstrates
a stringent and meticulous attitude to forms and their accuracy. Another difficulty
which arose was that the questions had multiple 'apposite' answers and they were
asked for their thoughts on the subject, not to choose 'one' correct answer in contrast
to their experience with multiple choice examinations. Finally there were difficulties
with 'consequential' questions such as 'if yes to previous question then why or how
-

should it be so?'6 As a result of these difficulties the survey actually took longer

6

For example: Question 3. Can people with HIV be recognised? Question 4. If yes

-

how?
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than expected, approximately an hour, rather than 30-40 minutes. Overall, it took 6
days to complete all the classes at SMU and 2 days for Aliyah.

3.2 Questionnaire
The questionnaire was knowledge based, not dealing with attitudinal or personal
practices. The first part included demography such as age, gender, religion, current
address and place of birth. Later parts focussed on: a) their source of information on
HI V/AIDS; b) their understanding and knowledge of:
.

methods of transmission of HIV;

.

methods of recognition of HIV infected people;
possible methods of prevention and cure;

.

condoms and their possible reasons for use, and;

.

groups considered to be at risk of infection.

Students were advised that their own specific knowledge was sought and that they
should answer each part of each relevant question, since there could, and often
should, be multiple answers, not particularly one correct answer. The only personal
question was whether participants might feel themselves to be at risk for HIV
infection, without elaboration at this stage as to why they may, or may not, feel so.
An initial question on whether they had 'ever heard of HI V/AIDS' was omitted since
teachers indicated that there had been TV promotions and the subject was included
in the current biology curriculum which is a compulsory subject for the first two
years. The new biology curriculum was developed nationally in 1994 but did not
reach Banda until 1995. It includes the biology of sexual reproduction but no 'sex
education' or discussions of sexuality issues and kept strictly to biological fact.

There was also no surety that all the material in the student or teachers' workbook
was actually covered for reasons of embarrassment, apparent irrelevancy or time
constraints.

3.3

Results of the suriey

The participation rate at SMU was 79% of total enrolled students equal to 9 1 % of the
normal attendance (SMU)7. Given that an estimated 9-10% of students was
normally Christian, apparently all of whom had fled, this participation rate was
excellent. The participation rate of 71% at Aliyah was adequate, given the end of
term and examination period. Table 2 shows the participation rates for both schools.
Table 2 Participation rates for students at the two survey schools

School
SMU
Aliyah
Total

Enrolment (Carnal)
561
82
643

No. Surveyed
445
58
503

% participation
79%
71%
78%

Comparative responses for all questions were analysed by school, gender and class.
Analysis by age was rejected because the ages were scattered throughout the classes
and not representative of 'age groups'. Class distribution was more even than by age
(see Figures 3a & 3b). Also because the schools themselves were possible sources
of HIV/AIDS information there might be differences in levels of knowledge and
understanding between classes, since HI V/AIDS should be covered in year 2.

Determined by enrolment figures from the Kantor Carnal and attendance figures recorded at the
schools. SMU normal attendance was 487, thus participation/attendance = 91%. I acknowledge the
possible inaccuracies of comparing two different sources of figure but it was the best obtainable.
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Figure 3 Total distribution of students by age and class (n=503)
Figure 3a. Distribution of students by age

Figure 3b. Distribution of students by class
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Both girls and boys are well represented in senior secondary school indicating a
commitment to continuing education in Banda. There are more girls than boys at
lower levels in SMU, and more girls at all levels at Aliyah (Figure 4). This could be
because boys have to leave school to go to work, or possibly, at the end of the year
more girls maintain their attendance levels, being more conscientious or because it is
an opportunity to get out of

the house for legitimate reasons. Boys have greater

freedom of movement than girls.
Figure 4 Distribution of students by school, class year and gender (n=503)
Figure 4a SMU

Figure 4b Aliyah

I,1

I will now analyse the responses to each question from the questionnaire. I listed
question content in section 3.2 but for actual wording see Appendix 3. Except for
question 1 (sources of HIV/AIDS information) students recorded responses of 'yes',
'no,' or 'don't know'. In my analysis I present the 'yes' answers, the positive
responses to each question. For consequential questions I present the positive
responses referring back to those who responded positively to the previous question.
Data were processed using SBSS. Table 5 (pages 127-129) provides the complete
range of positive responses to all questions.

Question 1: Sources of HIV/AIDS information
Almost 100% of students indicated that they had heard of HIV/AIDS from
television, only about half from parents or family. Many homes in Banda have TV
with satellite dishes so a wide range of programs is available. Those without
television visit their more fortunate friends to watch. Figure 5 shows that more SMIJ
students (85%) than Aliyah (72%) had obtained information from school or teachers,
which may relate to a difference in availability of staff, what curriculum lessons are
actually covered or restricted because of sensitivity. As previously mentioned
HIV/AIDS is formally covered in the biology curriculum for Year 2 and Table 5
indicates the surge of HIV/AIDS awareness at SMIJ at that time but a delay in
Aliyah. This is probably because there are dedicated biology teachers at SMU and
the curriculum is normally followed.

Aliyah had no dedicated biology teacher,

relying on the availability of volunteer health staff, therefore adherence to
curriculum timetables may be varied. Overall it would appear that girls were more
widely informed from formal sources than boys who relied on mass media or friends.

Again, on the whole, Aliyah students sought or received less information from
school, health staff or family than SMU students. All these points would be
followed up at interview.
Figure 5 Source of HIV/AIDS information, percentage response by school and gender (n=503)
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Methods of HIV transmission

Almost all the students (9 0%) were aware that HIV is transmitted through
male/female sexual relationships, with relatively little difference in perception
between the groups. However there was a very marked difference between the two
schools in the perceived risk of HIV transmission by sexual intercourse
(bersanggama). SMU students perceived a much lower transmission risk (52%) than
Aliyah (8 8%) (p<001 ANOVA) through bersanggama than sexual relationship. This
difference in perception was reflected by both girls and boys in the two schools (see
Figure 6). These differences were followed up at interview both with students and
later with the general community to ascertain whether there was a physical, moral,
legal or emotional difference in the relationships. It was also interesting that same

IDII

sex sexual relationships were not seen to be at risk for HIV transmission. Their
reasons for this was explored further throughout the following months. Possibly this
was lack of awareness about such relationships, possibly lack of awareness of risk.

Figure 6 Studentst knowledge of HIV/AIDS transmission. Percentage positive responses by
school and gender
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With regard to injections and blood transfusions, 66% of students recognised a risk
of HIV transmission by injection and 64% by blood transfusion with no significant
difference between gender or school. Otherwise Figure 6 indicates some of the
misconceptions about HIV transmission which are still held, such as sharing food
utensils (39%) or clothes (34%), or by mosquitoes and flies (26%). Likewise there
was a lack of awareness (< 50%) about mother to baby transmission. 'Other' means
of transmission suggested by students, included tattoo, toothbrushes, bathing utensils
such as soap, and injections.
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Questions 3 & 4 Recognition of HIV infected people
The majority (80%) of all students felt that people with HIV could be recognised or
identified, showing little difference between the schools (SMU 80%; Aliyah 79%)
but a greater difference between girls (76%) and boys (85%), see Figure 7. This
recognition is probably a misapprehension due to the conflation of the terms 'HIV'
and 'AIDS' in health programs, which will be discussed later.
Figure 7 Can people with HIV be recognised? Percentage positive responses by school and
gender
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There are a number of misapprehensions about the means of recognition, many of
the responses focussing on the various terminal infections such as wasting (75%) and
pallor (72%), see Figure 8. Nevertheless 70% did accurately respond that blood
testing was

a means of recognition. The latency of HIV may not be adequately

explained in promotion material8, nor the difference between HIV infection and
AIDS symptoms. Also, there is little published evidence about how long the latency
period is between infection and symptoms in Indonesia9. These misapprehensions

Education material published in 2000 conflates the symptoms of HIV
confusion.

and AIDS leading to public

It varies in different countries and groups according to personal health, nutrition levels and
disease burdens.

other
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are important for perceptions of personal and community safety. Most important
was that most respondents erroneously felt that infected people could be recognised
and avoided.
Figure 8 If HIV infected people can be recognised, by what means? Percentage positive
responses by school and gender

Questions 5 & 6 Prevention of HIV or AIDS
The majority of students (72.3%) thought that HIV/AIDS could be prevented, less
than 2.3% that it could not and 25.2% did not know, see Figure 9. There was no
significant difference between school or gender in response to this question.
Figure 9 Do you think that HIV infection or AIDS disease can be prevented? Percentage
response by school and gender
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The various methods of prevention were then explored see Figure 10. There was
quite a misapprehension about medical prevention being effective, whether western
or traditional, and a number of misapprehensions about not sharing clothes or food
utensils, which corresponds to misapprehensions in Question 2 concerning methods
of transmission. Sexual abstinence before marriage (82%) and continence (83%)
afterwards are the most prominent prevention methods, understandably, since that is
what religion and health promotion programs strongly recommend in Indonesia.
Whether the student responses regarding sexual continence indicate religious
conservatism or practical prevention, needed to be followed up.
Figure 10 If HIV or AIDS can be prevented, then how? Percentage positive responses by
school and gender
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The most interesting and unexpected response was that HIV/AIDS could be
prevented by kebersihan pribadi (personal cleanliness). While preparing the
questionnaire with teachers and AIDS workers, this phrase was used in a functional
manner as in 'body cleansing after sex', partly because the Qur'an specifies the
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necessity for purification before prayers after any sexual emission. Obviously,
further information about individual interpretation of this phrase, needed to be
sought from students and the community at large.

Only 63% saw the need for sterilisation of all instruments and medication in the
health sector to prevent cross infection. This reflects a similar level of awareness of
HIV transmission by injection (66%) or blood transfusion (64%). However,
although there was a good correlation (75%) between positive responses to injections
for HIV transmission and sterilisation, there was a poor correlation between
transfusions and sterilisation. This could have been because they lacked experience
of transfusions. Many injections are given at the health centre but there are no
facilities for blood (or serum) transfusion and the nearest hospital with such facilities
is in Ambon a seven hour trip by ferry.

Questions 6 & 7 Whether HIV or AIDS can be cured
Most people (79%) seemed to be uncertain about whether HI V/AIDS can be cured.
Only 15.7% overall thought that it could be cured while 4.6% said that there is no
cure. The majority either did not know (49%) or said 'maybe' (30%), see Figure 11.
This could be interpreted as their knowing that there is no cure to date, or that the
students lacked information in this area. I included the response 'maybe' in this
question alone to allow respondents to indicate their awareness of western scientific,
or other, developments in this area. There was no significant difference between
school or gender in the response to this question.

1(iJ1

Figure 11 Do you think that HIV infection or AIDS can be cured? Percentage responses by
school and gender
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Of those who thought HIV/AIDS can be cured, 86% said by western medicine, 56%
by traditional medicine and 32% had other suggestions, see Figure 12. Students of
SIv1U were more forthcoming in suggesting 'other' cures, most of which referred to
religious paths or AIDS being a punishment from god. There were rather more such
comments from the public school (40%) than from Aliyah (14%) which again was
interesting and will be discussed later. A list of comments is at Appendix 4.
Figure 12 If HIV/AIDS can be cured, then how? Percentage positive responses by school and
gender
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Questions 8 & 9 Condom knowledge and use
The majority (94%) of students had heard of condoms which is not unexpected
because they are discussed in school as part of family planning measures. There was
no significant difference in levels of awareness between schools or genders. In the
follow-up question about condoms use it was not surprising that 93% related their
use to birth control, see Figure 13. Boys in both schools, (86% Aliyah, 64% SMU)
seemed to be more aware of their use to prevent STDs than girls, (40% Aliyah, 44%
SMU) a difference of perception or awareness which needed to be followed up at
interview. Likewise more boys (57% Aliyah, 59%SMU), thought condoms could be
used to prevent HIV transmission than girls (30% Aliyah, 46% SMU). There was
little overall difference in perception between schools. Awareness of condoms and
their use increased slightly in older classes commensurate with lessons in sexual
reproduction at school. Otherwise there seems to be little specific pattern of
knowledge throughout the different classes.
Figure 13 If you have heard of condoms, why do people use them? Percentage positive
responses by school and gender
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Questions 11 & 12 Do you think you are at risk for HIV infection or AIDS
disease? Which groups are most likely to catch HIV/AIDS?
Only 22% of respondents perceived any personal risk HIV for themselves, 48%
declaring that they were not at risk, 30% did not know, see Figure 14. There was no
valid statistical difference in perception between gender or school. There were
variations between classes in levels of risk perception but they demonstrated not
particular trend, although there was an interestingly high level of awareness (60% Ct
maximum 33% other classes) in Class I girls of Aliyah, see Table 5, (pp. 128-130)
which needed further investigation.
Figure 14 Do you think you are at risk for HIV or AIDS? Percentage responses by school and
gender

Despite 48% not perceiving themselves to be at risk for HIV, on the follow up
question about groups most at risk, 55% said adolescents in general were at risk
while 54% thought 'anyone' might be, see Figure 15. Therefore there must be
personal reasons for many of them to consider themselves not to be at risk. Students
perceived sex workers to be the group at greatest risk (89%) which is to be expected
since all HIV/AIDS programs emphasise this point. Homosexuals were perceived by
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61% to be at risk, but only 21% thought drug addicts'° were. Both these points
needed to be followed up at interview. They may indicate their lack of knowledge of
the IDU scene or practices, or a lack of connection between comments on
sterilisationl needles etc and IDUs. The perceived risk for homosexuals does not
equate with the perception of HIV transmission (42%) by male to male sexual
relationship in question 2. This may be simple confusion or a lack of awareness
what the term 'homosexual' means.
Figure 15 Which groups are most at risk for HIV/AIDS? Percentage positive responses by
school and gender

3.4

Summary of survey

This survey provides an excellent introductory indicator of HIV/AIDS knowledge
and awareness within a young, potentially at-risk, group of people in Banda.
However, I was fully conscious that there may have been inbuilt errors in both the
questionnaire and the method of its administration. Firstly, students were unfamiliar
with the survey medium which may have led to errors of interpretation; secondly

This was the term chosen by my Indonesian mentors and used in the survey.
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HIV/AIDS is a delicate subject which may have led to 'don't know' answers because
of embarrassment; and thirdly it was undertaken at school which may have enforced
their participation although every effort was made to prevent this. There was also
the difficulty shown by students in following from a general to more specific
question, as previously mentioned. They tended to answer each question on its own.
Therefore I was loath to submit the quantitative data to extensive statistical analysis,
preferring to use the information as a basis for wider qualitative investigation. Thus
the survey provided a good platform for further ethnographic research. There were
no flippant answers or comments in the answers, possibly because of unfamiliarity
with the medium or because school discipline is strict and respect for seniors is
ingrained in Indonesia. Specific points for discussion arising from the survey
include:
• Why WV/AIDS information was obtained from mass media, not from their
families
•

Whether information was available at school

• What was understood by terms bersanggama and berhubungan se/csuil
•

Why students felt that they could identify people with HIV
What was understood by "kebersihanpribadi" in HI V/AIDS prevention

•

Why only sexual abstinence and continence were recommended for prevention

• How, or if, students understood HIV transmission by injection or blood
transfusion
•

Why religious paths were cures for AIDS

•

Why students did not see themselves at risk for HIV while regarding adolescents
as a risk group
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3.5

Follow up interviews with students

The questionnaire survey took place in May/June, the last weeks of the 1998/99
school year. Follow-up interviews took place in the next school year which starts in
July. This change of school year restricted the number of students available for
follow-up since the most senior class had left school and only years 1 and 2 could be
reached through school.

Ten percent of survey participants were selected, by stratified, proportional methods
for age and sex and school, (n=35), from the current classes 2 and 3. Interviewees
came from different islands although all were living or boarding in Neira or
Lonthoir. Interviews were undertaken during October to December 1999. For
Aliyah students, after further consultation with the principal, consent forms were sent
home for parents to sign and return to the school. All parents consented for selected
students. The students were then interviewed during school time in a neutral, private
area of the health centre. Before commencing the interviews, all students were
reminded of the purpose of the research, taken through the 'plain statement' again
and asked for their co-operation, assured of confidentiality and asked if they,
personally, consented to be interviewed, in addition to their parents agreement. All
verbally agreed and those who had turned 18 years of age countersigned their
consent forms.

With students of SMU, the principal felt unable to permit the interviews in school
time or on school premises. This was because of some protest from parents who felt
that the school should not encourage further discussion of 'lewd' or 'dirty' (kotor)
subjects. These were the same parents who had protested previously at the
introduction of 'sexual reproduction' into the school curriculum, one parent reported
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as stating that "his daughter would receive all the information she needed on the
subject of marriage relationships from the Qur'an". However the school, principal
and staff continued their co-operation by obtaining and providing the addresses for
those students selected, so that I might go directly to their homes out of school hours.
Consent was directly sought from parents andlor students, most of whom were cooperative, although two families asked for payment for participation. Payment was
refused but after further discussion the interviews went ahead. Two fathers refused
permission for their daughters to participate and a further three fathers were
unavailable on two successive visits, therefore were assumed to refuse consent. The
final number of students interviewed was 30. Students themselves were again asked
to consent personally to be interviewed and none refused. SMU interviews took
place in or near the home in a secluded private area. Most students preferred to be
outside the house, partly for personal privacy and partly because they said that sexual
(dirty) matters are not normally discussed in the home. Indeed three sets of parents
indicated that interviews should be conducted elsewhere.

The interviews were structured for the most part (see Appendix 5), with a check list
of questions, however answers were amplified and discussed further in order to
clarify information.

The questions were divided into sections concerning

demographic and social factors, survey follow-up, social and sexual relationships,
and drugs. Part of the interview material was a preliminary analysis of survey
answers showing the proportion of 'yes' answers to each question by class/year.
This indicated the general levels of student knowledge and awareness of HI V/AIDS,
with the anomalies previously listed. Interviews lasted between 45 and 60 minutes,
varying according to the degree of detail in response, whether the replies were easily
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forthcoming, or needed further exploration. In all cases the interviewee was given
full opportunity to ask questions of their own, of which most took advantage. Their
questions often prompted further questions on my part, or elaboration of information
or indicated how much, or little, they understood of the subject. These questions
were often wide ranging, covering subjects such as "How do homosexuals have
sex?" "What purpose does same-sex sex serve? It is not real, you can't have
children".'1

3.6

lnte,view results

In this section I will not separate the different categories of school and gender for
many of the responses to personal practice questions, because with such a small
group of students in a close-knit community it could be difficult to protect identities.
This difficulty was highlighted when an Aliyah teacher summoned me to a meeting
with her in the principal's office, a meeting not called by the principal, because he
expressed surprise when I arrived. The teacher expressed her concern that I should
not report separate school numbers, or even statistics, of students who had had
sexual experiences because it would redound to the school's discredit, particularly
since it is a religious foundation'2

In general the students were forthcoming in their responses and interested in the
subject, being very willing to ask relevant questions. There were however, a few
who were hesitant and possibly embarrassed, answering "I don't know" to many

"With, at that stage, only a limited knowledge of sexual practices in Banda and a limited vocabulary
on the subject, it was often difficult to provide the honest reasonable answers the students deserved.
12
This concern was intriguing, given the community's expressed moral conservatism and assurances
that all young Banda people are sexually continent.
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questions and not expressing an opinion on any subject. Whether this was genuine
lack of knowledge or embarrassment was difficult to decide. As a group they came
from a range of backgrounds from different villages, parental occupation, lifestyle
and housing. All expressed an interest in the value of continuing education to senior
secondary level but few knew how they would use it. Seventy percent of students
said they would like to go on to further education but many said that their family
could not afford it, especially since the riots in Ambon had destroyed or closed the
nearest tertiary training facilities. Only two girls and three boys (17%), were firm
about their intended further education at university, police force, army or tourism.
Most of the other girls said that their ambition was to get married, although they
would like to work as well13, while the boys wanted to earn money as quickly as
possible, often following in the father's occupation as fishermen or tradesmen.
On the subjects from the questionnaire, those whose education had been totally in
Banda had received limited HIV/AIDS information, almost entirely from television
with some references to biology lessons at senior levels. Those who had attended
school elsewhere, before the riots or who were refugees from Ambon, had had
access to programs at school or public displays. Eighty five percent (85%) said that
they would not discuss such subjects with their families because either their parents
did not know about HIV/AIDS or they would be too embarrassed to talk about it.
Fifty five percent (55%) overall said that sex was a forbidden subject at home
although half the girls did talk a little about babies and reproduction with their
mothers or older, married, sisters. These figures confirm the written responses about
sources of HIV information.

'

Maybe as a teacher, particularly of religion.
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In my opinion as a health professional, they were poorly informed about the routes
of HIV transmission, although they were aware that it was a very dangerous disease.
By their own expressed opinion they felt poorly informed on the subject but for
many it seemed relatively unimportant since they felt no risk to themselves, as will
be discussed later. They knew about the risk of infection from 'multiple partners'
(banyak pasangan) or 'changing partners' (ganti pasangan), as promoted on
television but were also concerned about the dangers of kissing, mosquito bite, or
sharing clothes and food utensils. The current HIV program on TV is a cartoon
showing a butterfly flitting from flower to flower to explain multiple partners ' 4. This
moves sexual concepts and behaviours to an allegorical plane which may be easier to
deal with publicly or religiously than direct information but removes much of the
personal relevance for most viewers. Possibly the butterfly reference could be
construed as referring to kupu-kupu malam (night butterflies), a term for prostitutes,
which again had no personal relevance in Banda because there "are no prostitutes" as
I was always told, (see Chapters 4 and 6 for further discussion).

With regard to the anomaly between 'sexual intercourse' and 'male/female sexual
relationship' as means of HIV transmission, 60% of Aliyah students stated that these
were the same acts with no difference in physical or social relationship. This
explained why they had rated them both as equally risky for HIV transmission. Most
of the others (30%) said that bersanggama was a marriage relationship and therefore
not at risk while 'sexual relationships' were illicit (tidak sah), occurring outside
marriage. They thought that the physical acts were probably the same but the
relationships were different with different levels of risk. Conversely more of the

14

Other promotions were discussed by Kroeger (2000), mentioned in Chapter 1.
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SMU students (80%) perceived a definite distinction between bersanggama and
sexual relationships and stated that marital sex was not a risk for HIV. There was
also a perception that the physical acts were different but they were not able to
explain why. It was interesting that students of the religious school were more literal
or practical in their interpretation of the two phrases than government school
students.

When I sought clarification between the two phrases in the wider community, many
of them including the SMU principal, some teachers and community informants
agreed that the two terms described different sexual acts not only different social
relationships. The doctor encapsulated their view stating that bersanggama means
coitus15, while 'sexual relationship' may include oral and anal sex. Other health staff
disagreed with this separation of coitus from other sexual acts within marriage but all
agreed that sanggama is a term restricted to marriage relationships.

Discussion with students about recognition of those infected with HIV demonstrated
the confusing conflation of HIV and AIDS by prevention programs. No student was
aware that there are few or no early symptoms, except night sweats, and that there is
a possibly long latent period before the onset of AIDS. AIDS programs in Indonesia
tend to focus only on the terminal symptoms of AIDS '6. All students felt that HIV+
people could be recognised by everyone, as soon as they were infected, therefore
they could be avoided. They also had implicit faith in effective medical diagnosis

Penetration of the vagina by penis.
Continuing cough, purple skin spots, drastic weight loss, glandular swelling (especially neck) for no
reason, persistent diarrhoea for more than one month, sweats, persistent white spots in the mouth.
Skin cancer, pneumonia, brain damage (BKKBN 2000).
15
16
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and that infected people would be known and isolated, excluded from regular
participation in their community. The students all stated quite positively that there
was no HIV in Banda, generally arguing that it is not like a big city where people go
to bars and brothels and therefore put themselves at risk.

With regard to prevention most of them maintained that the best methods were
sexual continence or abstinence, with no sex before or outside marriage, confirming
their written responses. This is completely understandable given the moral messages
of religious leaders and health promotion programs. When asked about the high
survey responses for 'personal hygiene' as a method of HIV prevention, 60% of
Aliyah students construed the phrase as clean body, clothes and physical hygiene
including food. Conversely, 70% of SMU students stated that 'personal hygiene'
included those moral and social aspects involved in adherence to the instructions of
religion and God, therefore not doing bad things or straying from righteousness and
putting oneself at risk of infection. Somewhat unexpectedly, only 30% Aliyah
students put forward this wider 'religious' explanation.

Again I sought clarification of these different perceptions from school staff and the
wider community. The Aliyah principal suggested that his students possibly
separated biological questions from religious matters. Other teachers proposed that
Aliyah students are supersaturated with religious studies therefore assume that it
underlies everything and need not be further stated. Alternatively there was a strong
community suggestion that students who go to Aliyah are poorer financially than
SMU. Students have lower education standards and ambitions, and most of them are
more 'streetwise' than religious. The school, as a subsidised religious foundation,
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certainly lacks funds being unable to afford the teaching materials for most classes.
It is poorly supplied with qualified teachers relying on voluntary community
members to fill the voids. Community informants argued that attendance at Aliyah
fulfilled the mandatory requirement for continuing education to SMP level with
minimum academic demands on the students. After that level, school attendance
permits young people to meet possible marriage partners more freely. Students'
survey and interview responses would certainly indicate that Aliyah students are
more practical than SMU in their interpretation of words.

All students from both schools had heard of condoms and most had seen one in
biology lessons at school when discussing reproduction but 90% said that they were
not sold in Banda, being only available from the family planning clinic at the health
centre. Only one girls was aware that condoms are sold in the "Chinese shop near
the hotels", the only commercial outlet which I had found. With regard to use of
condoms other than for family planning, some boys were aware that they might
prevent STDs and possibly HIV infection, but were not sure about their effectiveness
and safety. The girls were less well informed on uses apart from contraception.

With regard to personal risk and risk groups for HIV, most students, particularly the
girls, felt themselves to be safe because they would only have sex with their
husbands, following the religious recommendations of chastity and faithfulness. All
were very much aware that sex workers are a source of infection but, according to
the students, there were no sex workers in Banda, therefore no risk. They had little
knowledge of homosexuals, gays or lesbians, often asking for elaboration on what
sort of people they were, being unfamiliar with both the nomenclature and the sexual
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connotations. All maintained that there were no such people in Banda. Conversely
all of them were familiar with the term 'banci' or 'bencong"7 and identified 2-3
people in this category in Banda. They described them (cf. Oetomo 1 996b) as lakilaki di dalam badan wanita (women in men's bodies) and considered them 'weird'
(aneh) but did not see them as having risk behaviours for HIV. In fact, many
students asked me why they could or would be at risk, the general feeling being that
bencong were sexually impotent.

When questioned about personal relationships the respondents said that it is quite
'usual' (biasa), in their social groups, to have a pacar (boy/girl friend) while still at
school and 60% already had them, rather more at Aliyah than SMU. Many
commented that their parents would not always approve this socialisation between
sexes, therefore they met their pacar only at school, market, sports grounds or on
picnics, keeping their friendship secret. Those whose parents knew about their pacar
were allowed to meet them at home, under supervision, either in the house or outside
on the steps or verandah. However, they were not allowed to hold hands or kiss
although many would do so surreptitiously. They all said that young people now are
generally allowed to select their own marriage partners18 but if their parents did not
approve of their selection they would usually conform to their parents' wishes. After
they had formally agreed to marry, a couple could be more private in their meetings
within reason19 when they could hold hands and kiss, walk out together but do

17
18

Bencong was more frequently used by students.

In contrast to 30-40 years ago when marriages were arranged by parents.
Still within the family framework but they could have more privacy and meet on social occasions or
be included in family outings.
'
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nothing further; certainly no sex. Students firmly said that premarital sex was sin
and would be morally punished2°
All the students said that if an unmarried girl become pregnant, the family would be
shamed in front of the whole population and the parents would make the couple
marry quickly. A few female students had 'heard' at school of 'others' who took the
contraceptive pill and they regarded such girls as morally reprehensible. Some had
also 'heard' that pregnant girls sought abortions in Ambon but had no firm
information about this. The grapevine said that there were traditional medicines or
modem mixtures which 'regulated' menstruation (supaya dapat mens) and therefore
could be used to induce abortion but no further details were forthcoming. None of
the girls admitted to having a sexual relationship, being quite shocked at the
suggestion, although one or two said that they had admirers who wanted to marry
them. One boy admitted to sexual experience, with a girlfriend. His first sexual
experience was at 17 years old and he seemed proud of it. Another boy stated that he
knew of 'some' boys at junior secondary school who had sex and had heard of
'some' girls getting pregnant but was very vague about facts.
According to the boys, the age of their first sexual experience seemed to vary widely
from 14 or 15 years in junior secondary school to 20+ for those who are more
conservative or more religious. The girls thought boys should not have sex before
marriage but they were not firm about this. They were however very firm that their
own first sexual experience was linked with marriage which is legal at age 16 years,
although those who continued their education tended to marry later. Most of the girl

20

Florey & Healey (in press) suggest that young Christian adults in Alune area of Maluku have a
fairly liberal pre-marital sex life, provided it was discreet.
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students expected to get married at age 2021, shortly after leaving school. They knew
little about the 'facts of life' and future marital relationships except for information
provided in biology lessons. Boys were a little better informed from their peers,
experience or pornographic videos (video porno).

In the process of eliciting this information about social and sexual relationships
among students, they were asked what sort of books or magazines they read and
what sort of films or videos they watched. Very few boys or girls read books, except
their school texts but some girls read women's magazines when they could obtain
them. All the girls enjoyed watching television or videos if available, choosing
romantic films for preference. Many boys admitted to watching video porno but no
girls did. The principal at SMU had indicated in an end of semester assembly that
one of the reasons for poor exam results was the time spent watching blue movies
(film biru) or video porno. Boys' reasons for watching included sexual titillation,
pure curiosity, peer pressure or a mixture of all three. They usually watched them
without their parents' knowledge, while their parents were out of the house, listening
carefully for their parents' return. Videos could be rented 'under the counter' from
one outlet in Neira main street but often boys clandestinely watched videos rented or
borrowed by their fathers. Girls had heard of pornographic videos and knew that
boys watched but said they had never watched, did not know of any groups of girls
who would have access to such videos, would be embarrassed and shamed to join a
mixed group and even more shocked to watch.

21

Recommended minimum age for marriage of girls according to the Marriage Act (1974).
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Turning from sexual knowledge and relationships to drug use, none of the students
knew anyone, either at school or within the general community, who injected drugs.
Some boys knew of boys at school who took pills which made them 'stupid'22 and
had 'heard' of 'others', not at school, who drank mixtures of alcohol and pills for
kicks. Boys were very vague on this subject while the girls maintained total
ignorance.

As part of the general liaison with the schools, the preliminary analysis of the survey
showing the proportion of 'yes' answers to each question by class year was
presented to each school principal to indicate the HIV awareness levels. It was
accompanied by an offer to explain the results to staff members, provide some
factual information on HIV/AIDS and answer any questions. At the Aliyah school a
formal presentation of the material was made to all the teachers, which elicited many
wide-ranging questions. One interesting question was whether 'sex on the way to
marriage' was a risk for HIV infection, asked by the same teacher who had
previously expressed concern about statistics on students' sexual experience. The
implication I understood from the question was that premarital sex does occur in
certain circumstances, such as when a marriage had already been arranged. It also
appeared that there might be tacit tolerance for such a relationship, condemnation
only being voiced if the relationship were discovered and perceived to be 'casual'.
This implied understanding was very much at odds with voiced community opinion
on premarital sex.

22 These

pills were only identified as some form of analgesic purchased over the counter. Further
information was sought from the Health Centre. They called them DMF probably dextromethorphan
cold cures.

-
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The SMU principal did not take up my offer to present the preliminary results for
discussion. However, since many teachers were interested we had an informal
meeting in which many frank questions were raised and answered on both sides.
Some of this information is described in future chapters on community attitudes. For
both schools simple HIV education material was prepared and left with staff for
future reference.

3.7

Discussion and comparative material

Before this survey was undertaken, there were very few published surveys of
students' HIV/AIDS knowledge and awareness in Indonesia, possibly because of the
government focus on prostitutes, and possibly because adolescents were not
previously perceived to be a group potentially vulnerable to HIV infection. Recently
there have been more articles in journals and newspapers indicating that adolescents
are at risk, despite moral codes, and should be adequately informed despite the
religious bans on sex education (see Chapter 2; Betancourt 2001b, 2001c, 2001d,
2001e; Hulupi 2001, 2002; Jakarta Post 20 August 2001; Jakarta Post 1 December
2001; 12; Jakarta Post 12 January 2002; Jakarta Post 20 January 2002; Key &
DeNoon 1998; UNICEF 2001 a; UNICEF 2001b).

Surapaty et al. (1994b) is the earliest available school survey that I could obtain,
although I am aware that a youth survey was carried out in Ambon at an earlier date
but the data are not available (Soselisa pers. comm. 1998). In 1992 Surapaty et al
administered a 12 page questionnaire to 403 high school students in Palembang,
Sumatra and concluded that students were inadequately informed about HIV
infection, how it is contracted and whether it could be cured. Television was their
main source of HIV information, only 20% naming teachers as their source, possibly
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because the survey was performed before the new national biology curriculum was
introduced.

Later, Indrayanti (1997) conducted a survey with students at Udayana University,
Bali, measuring HIV/AIDS knowledge of different religious groups and genders. It
concluded that these students also needed more information about HIV/AIDS, its
modes of transmission and prevention, since they only achieved roughly 50% of
correct answers out of 22 items. He found little difference in knowledge levels
between Hindus 11.7 correct) and Muslims (11.5), males and females (11.6).

Musa's (1997) study with urban and rural high school students in Java is the most
comprehensive. He administered a questionnaire to 200 students and 60 dropout
students followed by in-depth interviews with 30 urban and rural students. The Java
students show a wider range of information sources than Banda, such as TV,
newspapers, religious leaders, radio and films, all of which is to be expected in the
capital and most populated island. Nevertheless, in Java like Banda, the family is
not a source of information on such subjects (Table 3); these students not feeling
comfortable discussing HI V/AIDS at home.
Table 3 Sources of HIV information. Percentage responses in Banda and Java
Sources

TV
Teachers
Parents/family

Banda
100%
84%
52%

Java
71%
42%
35%

Musa also reported a fairly high level of HIV/AIIDS knowledge in Java students,
with correct answers to 13 out of 16 questions about transmission and prevention. In
my opinion, with regard to the Banda survey, only a few questions were susceptible
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to determination of 'correct" and incorrect' because of cultural interpretation. This
is where quantitative data needed to be matched and consolidated with qualitative
data. Many responses to questions in Banda could at the outset be considered to be
'incorrect' but after further interpretation may be considered otherwise. For
example, take the question on 'personal hygiene' to prevent HIV transmission.
Taken literally it is not an adequate method for HIV prevention, however with
interpretation of its religious and moral stance, it becomes adequate. Therefore in
Table 4 I have only compared the correctness of answers which are not subject to
cultural interpretation.

Table 4 Correct responses for HIV knowledge. Percentage of students in Banda and Java

HIV is transmitted by:

Banda

Mosquitoes and/or insects
Injection! needles
Sexual intercourse
Male/female sexual relationships
Sharing belongings
From mother to unborn baby
There is a cure for HIV/AIDS (i.e.'no')

32%
66%
56%

90%
20%
45%
6%

Java
Urban
78%
82%
98%
98%
71%
90%
97%

Java
Rural
86%
55%

97%
93%
57%

90%
87%

Banda students seem to have more misconceptions about HIV transmission than Java
students, either rural or urban, except for the question on heterosexual relationships.
Also, their accuracy in the response to a cure for HIV/AIDS is extremely poor,
possibly because they were unsure and many did not answer the question.

Musa found that there was insufficient evidence of difference in comparative
knowledge between male and female Java students, urban or rural, currently enrolled
or dropouts. However there were significant differences in their attitudes to HIV risk
and those infected, urban students being more negative about potential risk than rural
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students, possibly because they are more exposed to HIV programs and/or those
infected. Rural students felt less vulnerable to infection. More than 50% of Java
students cited AIDS as god's punishment for wrongdoing, with rural students more
moralistic (81%) than urban (47%). Only urban female students perceived that
'innocent' people could get AIDS also, such as faithful wives from wandering
husbands; babies from mothers.

In comparison it would seem that Banda students are less well informed than those in
Java. They share some similarity with rural Javanese students in their low
perception of personal risk, that AIDS is a punishment for wrongdoings and that
adhering to religious tenets is a protection. The Banda students report a low level of
sexual activity (3%) in comparison with anecdotal reportage (25%) in Jakarta
(Emond 2000 quoting Dr Boyke Dian Nugraha, gynaecologist and sex consultant, in
Jakarta Post 13 August 2000; Greenbury 2000), but comparative figures are not
available from published surveys. This apparent low level of sexual activity could
influence their personal perception of risk. However, in wider discussion, certain
teachers in Banda lamented the lack of sex education in schools, citing the number of
teenage pregnancies, thus indicating that sexual activity levels may be higher than
reported. However school authorities estimated that only 4-5 (<2%) girls left the
combined senior schools each year because of pregnancy. This figure is low in
comparison with western countries (5-10%) such as UK, USA or Canada (Social
Exclusion Unit 1999). Biology teachers showed a varied capacity to discuss these
sensitive subjects in class, one being very frank about answering delicate questions,
others preferring not to raise such subjects in order not to provoke questions or (in
their opinion) promote sexual experimentation among students.
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To sum up, the senior secondary students in Banda have all heard of HI V/AIDS but
most of them have many wrong perceptions of its transmission, recognition,
prevention, cure and risk factors. This poor awareness and knowledge could make
them potentially vulnerable to infection depending on their sexual activities. Their
access to knowledge was impeded by inadequate information in the media, restricted
access to sex education and taboos on general discussion of sensitive subjects,
particularly for girls. However, their reported level of sexual activity was low and
they apparently did not inject drugs which reduces their risk. The survey provided an
admirable non-intrusive introduction to adolescents in Banda, thereby easing access
to sensitive subjects within the wider community. It also provided interesting and
useful baseline information of HIV awareness, indicating anomalies between
perceived and actual sexual practices relevant to HIV transmission. These anomalies
of perception along with beliefs and practices within the wider community will be
examined in later chapters.

Table 5 Percentage of affirmative answers to HIV/AIDS knowledge questionnaire by school, class and gender
(n = number of total respondents to any or all part(s) of each question)

Year 1
Boys
Girls
From where did you hear about HIVorAIDS?

Newspaper/radio/TV/magazines?
School/teachers?
Doctor?
Nurse or other health centre staff?
Family/relatives?
Friends?
Other?
How is HIVorAIDS transmitted to others?
Sexual intercourse?
Kissing?
Injections of dangerous drugs/to sick people?
Sexual relationships male with female?
male with male?
female with female?
Blood transfusion?
Flies/mosquitoes/other insects?
Sharing food utensils?
Sharingclothes?
From mother to her baby?
Other?
-

-

-

(n103)

(n= 73)

SMU School
Year 2
Girls Boys
(n= 78)

(n= 70)

(n= 4)

(n= 11)

(n 9)

(n= 15)

(n= 8)

(n= 502)

100
75.0
100

50.0
0.0

100
81.8
72.7
27.3
27.3
63.6
1.0

100
44.4
55.6
33.3
22.2
66.7
0.0

100
86.7
60.0
53.3
53.3
20.0
13.3

100
100
50.0
62.5
50.0
62.5
0.0

99.6
84.1
61.6
58.6
52.2
59.6
7.8

(n= 4)

(n= 11)

(n 9)

(n= 15)

(n= 8)

(n=480)

93.3
46.7
93.3
93.3
53.3
33.3
66.7
40.0
53.3
33.3
60.0
6.7

87,5
12.5
75.0
100
62.5
25.0
62.5
12.5
50.0
37.5
37.5
25.0

56.5
34.0
66.0
90.2
41.9
34.6
64.4
26.0
38.8
34.0
46.7
6.7

62.8
73.1
9.0

98.6
78.6
71.4
74.3
57.1
62.9
1.4

100
45.5
63.6
63.6
54.5
63.6
0.0

(n= 78)

(n= 57)

(n= 63)

(n= 66)

(n=l 1)

61.5

(n= 92)

(n= 66)

52.6
30.8
69.2
92.3
35.9
28.2
71.8
29.5
42.3
34.6
48.7
5.1

68.4
36.8
70.2
94.7
45.6
33.3
68.4
35.1
43.9
33.3
54.4
8.8

N.B. There are slight variations in total 'n' due to computer programs and defaults.

74.6
31.7
69.8
90.5
44.4
41.3
71.4
23.8
34.9
38.1
50.8
1.6

60.6
22.7
57.6
89.4
47.0
47.0
72.7
13.6
25.8
36.4
54.5
4.5

Total
Year 3
Boys
Girls

(n= 11)

100
92.1
65.1
82.5
63.5
50.8
4.8

100
67.1
56.2
39.7
32.9
58.9
8.2
39.4
30.3
50.0
89.4
36.4
34.8
43.9
21.2
24.2
22.7
36.4
10.6

(n= 63)

Year 1
Boys
Girls

98.2
93
70.2
64.9
56.1
71.9
14.0

100
94.9
64.1

100
88.3
48.5
47.6
51.5
50.5
10.7
29.3
40.2
69.6
90.2
37.0
28.3
62.0
27.2
43.5
39.1
44.6
7.6

(n= 57)

Year 3
Boys
Girls

Aliyah School
Year 2
Boys
Girls

81.8
63.6
45.5
72.7
54.5
45.5
54.5

27.3
45.5
45.5
54.5
9.1

25.0
25.0

100
100
50.0
100
25.0
50.0
0.0
50.0
75.0
25.0
0.0
0.0

90.9
45.5
72.7
63.6
36.4
18.2
63.6
27.3
72.7
18.2
18.2
9.1

77.8
22.2
100
88.9
66.7
33.3
77.8
44.4
55.6
22.2
22.2
0.0

TableS continued. Percentage of affirmative answers to HIV/AIDS knowledge questionnaire by school, class and gender.

Aliyalz

SMU School
Year 1

Can HlVinfected people be recognised?
Ifyes izow can they be recognised?
-

Pale?
Sick/vomit?
Wastedlthin?
Cough?
Weak?
Spots on the skin?
Bloodtest?
Other?

slight

(n=101)

(n= 69)

55.4

Year 3

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Boys

Girls

Boys

Girls

Boys

Girls

Boys

Girls

Boys

(n= 72)

(n= 56)

(n= 59)

(n= 67)

(n= 10)

(n= 4)

(n= 9)

(n= 9)

(n= 14)

(n= 7)

56.5

76.4

94.6

83.1

82.1

90.0

100

(n= 56)

(n= 39)

77.8

77.8

(n= 55)

85.7

(n= 53)

85.7

73.8

(n= 49)

(n= 55)

(n 9)

(n 4)

(n 7)

(n 7)

(n= 12)

(n 6)

(n= 352)

69.6
32.1

79.5
25.6

77.6
36.7
77.6
20.4

70.9
41.8
61.8
34.5

44.4
88.9

55.6

100
0.0
75.0
25.0

71.4
14.3

76.9
17.9

73.6
39.6
77.4
34.0

55.6

85.7

72.7
40.0
78.2
38.2
72.7

58.5

69.4

56.4

65.5
85.5

66.0

80.0

75.5

56.4

0.0

0.0

69.4
87.8
0.0

25.0
25.0
0.0

14.3
57.1
42.9
71.4
0.0

85.7
14.3
42.9
0.0
42.9
71.4
28.6
0.0

100
50.0
100
16.7
66.7
100
91.7
0.0

100
16.7
100
0.0
83.3
66.7
83.3
0.0

78
28.6
58.9
65.4
72.9
0
(n= 486)

35.9
51.3

25.0

85.7

(n= 478)

75.7

35.7

0.0

44.4
66.7
66.7
0.0

(n= 99)

(n= 70)

(n= 76)

(n= 57)

(n= 61)

(n= 68)

(nI0)

(n= 4)

(n= 9)

(n 9)

(n= 14)

(n= 8)

69.7

70.0

69.7

75.4

86.9

69.1

60.0

100

77.8

(n= 69)

(n= 49)

77.8

64.3

(n= 53)

75.0

72.3

(n= 43)

(n= 53)

(n= 47)

(n= 6)

(n= 4)

(n= 7)

(n= 7)

(n= 9)

(n= 6)

(n= 354)

23.2
17.4
84.1
37.7
78.3
71.0
43.5
53.6
26.1
29.0
71.0

38.8
18.4
69.4
34.7
81.6

41.5
35.8
79.2
50.9
90.6
88.7
32.1
41.5
41.5
43.4
77.4

48.8
30.2
88.4
48.8
97.7
93.0
34.9

49.1
30.2
77.4
47.2
88.7

46.8
23.4
70.2
34.0
80.9
89.4
19.1
27,7
57.4
51.1
63.8

33.3
50.0
83.3
66.7
83.3
83.3
50.0
66.7
33.3
50.0
33.3

100
100
75.0
25.0
100
100
50.0
50.0
75.0
25.0
75.0

85.7
57.1
85.7
57.1
71.4
71.4
28.6
42.9
0.0
0.0
14.3

42.9
42.9
42.9
28.6
71.4
100
28.6
57.1
71.4
57.1
57.1

77.8
0.0
77.8
77.8
100
100

83.3
50.0
100
66.7
100
83.3
0.0
50.0
50.0
66.7
83.3

43.5
27.4
78.2
43.5
85.9
84.7
28.8
39.0
38.4
43.5
66.9

50.0
73.2
0.0

Western medicine?
Traditional medicine?
Personal hygiene?
Not kissing before or outside marriage?
No sexual relationship before marriage?
No sexual relationship outside marriage?
Not sharing clothes?
Not sharing food utensils?
Wear a condom for every sexual relationship?
Wear a condom for sex outside marriage?
Sterilisation of injection instruments and materials?

There are

Girls

55.4

-

N.B.

Boys

26.8

Do you think HIV or AIDS can be prevented?
Ifyes how can it be prevented?

Year 2

Girls

oc

Total

School

56.4
0.0

75.5
18.4
28.6
34.7
40.8
51.0

46.5
51.2
62.8
65.1

variations in total 'ii' due to computer programs and defaults.

92.5
13.2
20.8
26.4
45.3
77.4

55.6
55.6
33.3
44.4
88.9

Table 5 continued. Percentage of affirmative answers to HIV/AIDS knowledge questionnaire by school, class and gender.

Do you t/:inkHIVorAIDS can be cured?
Ifyes how can jibe cured?
Western medicine?
Traditional medicine?
Other?
-

Haveyou ever heard about condoms?
Ifyes why do people use condoms?
Preventpregnancy?
Prevent STDs like syphilis?
PreventHiVorAlDS?
Sexual satisfaction?
Other?
Do you thinkyou are at riskfor HIVorAIDS?
Which groups are most at risk for HI V/AIDS?
Homosexuals?
Drug users/IDUs?
Sexworkers?
Adolescents?
Anyone?

Year 1
Girls
Boys

SMU School
Year 2
Girls Boys

(n97)

(n= 71)

(n= 75)

(n= 55)

11.3

15.5

9,3

27.3

13.8

21.7

(n 9)

(n= 8)

(n= 5)

(n= 14)

(n= 8)

88.9
44.4
44.4

75.0
25.0
37.5

100
80.0
40.0

71.4
35.7
42.9

(n=102)

(n= 72)

(n= 75)

76.5

79.2

(n= 75)

Year 3
Girls
Boys

Year 1
Girls
Boys

Aliyah School
Year 2
Girls
Boys

(n= 58) 1 (n= 69)

(n= 10)

(n= 4)

(n= 11)

(n= 9)

(n= 15)

(n= 8)

21.0

25.0

18.2

22.2

13.3

0

15.7

(n= 11)

(n= 2)

(n I)

(n= I)

(n= I)

(n= 2)

(n= 0)

(n= 62)

100
87.5
25.0

90.9
45.5
45.5

50.0
50.0
50.0

100
100
0.0

0.0
100
0.0

100
100
0.0

100
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

83.9
50.0
37.1

(n= 55)

(n= 60)

(n= 68)

(n= 10)

(n= 4)

(n= 9)

(n= 9)

(n= 14)

(n= 8)

(n= 487)

88.0

98.2

100

98.5

100

100

100

92.9

100

(n= 54)

89.1

(n= 63)

(n= 54)

(n= 58)

(n= 66)

(n= 4)

(n= 9)

(n= 9)

(n= 13)

(n= 8)

(n= 422)

93.3
34.7
40.0
16.0
4.0

98.1
55.6
48.1
33.3
1.9

96.8
61.9
63.5
30.2
0.0

94.4
74.1
63.0
27.8
9.3

100
43.1
41.4
13.8
8.6

95.5
66.7
68.2
25.8
1.5

80.0
(n 8)
87.5
50.0
50.0
50.0
0.0

100
50.0
50.0
50.0
0.0

(n= 72)

(n= 74)

(n= 54)

52.4
25.1
3.8

(n= 61)

(n= 66)

(n= 10)

(n= 4)

(n= 8)

(n= 480)

12.5

23.0

33.3

13.1

25.8

25.0

(n= 97)

(n= 69)

(n= 77)

(n= 56)

(n= 63)

(n= 70)

(n4)

(n= 11)

(n= 9)

53.6
13.4
85.6
55.7
62.9

58.0
18.8
85.5
59.4
46.4

57.1
28.6
92.2
58.4
46.8

69.6
17.9
92.9
46.4
50.0

73.0
25.4
95.2
50.8
58.7

65.7
22.9
88.6
51.4
54.3

60.0
(n= 10)
70.0
40.0
80.0
70.0
70.0

100
46.2
30.8
7.7
0.0
(n= 14)
21.4

100
100
75.0
37.5
0.0

17.3

100
88.9
44.4
22.2
0.0
(n= 9)
22.2

96.4

(n= 98)

100
22.2
11.1
44.4
11.1
(n= 9)
33.3

100
25.0
100
100
75.0

45.5
0.0
81.8
81.8
54.5

33.3
22.2
100
55.6
33.3

N.B. There are slight variations in total 'n' totals to computer programs and defaults.

Total
Year 3
Girls
Boys
(n=483)

55.5

37.5

21.9

(n= 15)

(n= 8)

(n= 490)

60.0
20.0
80.0
46.7
46.7

62.5
37.5
100
50.0
37.5

61.2
21.0
89.4
55.3
53.5
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Chapter 4
Marriage and Sexuality
'Hail wedded love, mysterious law, true source of human offspring, sole
propriety"
(Milton, Paradise Lost, 1667)
In this chapter I will examine the HIV/AIDS knowledge and awareness of
Bandanese men and women and their professed sexual practices within marriage. In
Chapter 1 I described Banda as a conservative Muslim community. The social and
sexual practices of the Bandanese people are here placed within this context, as are
the effects of Indonesian state controls through the Marriage Act (LJU No. 1/1974)
and Public Service Regulation (PP1O/1983).

This chapter describes sexual

relationships within the normative framework of legal marriage while Chapter 6 will
examine relationships outside this framework, long or short term, including those
proscribed legally, religiously or socially.

4.1 Religion

The majority of Banda people demonstrate a conservative Islamic (Suimi) faith with
regular congregations at daily prayers and a large turnout for Friday prayers.
Although women and girls are routinely expected to pray at home, girls studying
Men gaji (Koran recitation) attend the mosque wearing their long white prayer veils,
standing separately from the men, either behind a curtain or outside the mosque
proper. Women should not be in the line of sight of men at prayers because men
might be distracted by them. Young boys going to the mosque wear trousers and
peci (Muslim hat) while men usually wear sarung and peci. In daily practice girls
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and women may choose whether to wear Muslim dress but in 1999 many did not,
except for formal or religious occasions, although there has been a recent increase in
its everyday wear. Similarly most men will only assume Muslim dress for prayers or
formal occasions. At these times small children of both sexes, even toddlers of 2
years, will be formally attired in Muslim dress, girls including head veil.

All major religious festivals' are solenmly prepared for and celebrated by the whole
community. For instance, school students, families and officials sweep and tidy the
roads, common open areas, school surrounds, homes and offices in gotong royong
(community mutual co-operation). At home, everyone tries to obtain new clothes
and house furnishings for Idul Fitri while special food dishes are prepared for the
family and friends. There is public slaughter of cattle which have been brought from
Masohi in Seram, so that everyone may buy a little meat for celebration2. On the
feast days themselves, the whole family will attend a special morning service at the
mosque, the women and girls sitting apart from the men in an area adjacent to, or
segregated from, the main hail. The women attend first and sit in their white, long,
prayer veils, patiently waiting for the men to arrive and start the prayers.
Afterwards, family and friends visit each other, but particularly the houses of hadji3
or respected community and village leaders. Religious music is played by those who
have CD players with speakers powerful enough to blast the neighbourhood.
Women, even those who do not regularly pray and often push the conservative
boundaries with moderen clothing, don formal Muslim clothes, usually ankle length

Such as Ramadan, ldul Fitri Jdul Adha.
The normal protein component of the diet is fish, meat is party food. Even the poor can catch fresh
fish from the shore or a (borrowed) canoe.
Those who have made the pilgrimage to Mecca.
2
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straight skirts and veils. Teenagers who prefer the everyday freedom ofjeans and a
T-shirt find this somewhat irksome.

When pilgrims depart for hadf' they leave in groups from all over Indonesia.
Usually those from Banda join a group from Maluku, taking the ferry to Makassar
for their onward flight. It is a time for community celebration and, after being feted
at home, the pilgrims are escorted to their departure point by family and friends, all
wishing them well. The prospective hadji are clad in white Muslim dress with a
distinctively coloured top as an identifying group uniform. They all wear their papers
in a pouch slung from a cord around their neck. On their return there is much wider
community and family celebration.

Hadji are welcomed at the ferry by large

crowds, then formally feted with traditional and religious singing, and dancing such
as the revived caka1e1e5. The hadji will then be escorted by crowds and music
makers in a parade through the main streets on general display, after which they will
depart en fete to their home villages. Those going by sea to other islands will be
escorted in motor boats which have flags, bunting and drums to honour them and
advise of their coming. In their home village, their houses have already been
decorated and prepared for the numerous visitors who will honour them, listen
eagerly to their travels and experiences in the footsteps of the Prophet and seek
reflected merit. Awnings are erected, rows of seats laid out and festive food cooked,

Most intending hadji pay for themselves. Usually 5-6 Bandanese join had] each year. There is a

community fund to which everyone contributes, as do Bandanese working elsewhere, which sends
one person to ha41 each year. The Indonesian government determines the cost and arranges all
formalities with Saudi Arabia. In 2001 the cost/person was Rp23M (roughly $4600) which includes
everything except pocket money. Indonesian pilgrims usually take six weeks or so, to include an
historico-religious round of all the important places in the Prophet's life.
Cakalele is a traditional 'war dance' of Maluku, widely performed at important community
festivities and official occasions. It seemed to have died out in Banda after the Bandanese were
massacred by the Dutch but has been resuscitated mostly through the efforts of Des Alwi, mentioned
previously.
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for a long drawn out party. If possible, visitors and family will beg some holy water
brought from the well at Mecca (zamzam) which has sacred properties, making those
who diink it clever, healthy and good.

At a more mundane level, not everyone goes to the mosque five times a day as
officially required of good Muslims, although a fair number do. Those more
religiously observant often complain about the backsliders, calling them KTP6
Muslims. They argue that regular prayer takes so little time and men could easily
undertake it, even businessmen, by closing their businesses for a few minutes at
midday prayer or leaving their wives in charge. Some religious observers
compromise on attending daytime prayers by reciting at home the many names of
Allah7, keeping track of their total with a hand held counter. This allows for
household interruptions and the possibility of undertaking routine tasks at the same
time. Others who are more religiously observant, however, may take their prayer
veils or prayer mats on family picnics to beaches, or while escorting tourists for
snorkelling, so that they may observe the midday prayers appropriately. However,
even the religiously observant expressed little interest or knowledge of the thoughts
or practices of different Muslim factions or groups either within Indonesia8 or
elsewhere.

At home, polite visitors and family will call out as they approach of enter a house,
"Assalaam aleikum" (Peace be unto you) while teachers and other respected

6

Kartu Tanda Penduduk Identification Card.
Up to 1000 repetitions.
8For instance the Muhammadiyah, a fundamentalist movement or Nandlatul Ulama (Association of
Muslim Scholars) a political party, both Sunni based in Java.
-
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community members will be greeted thus on the street. At school, even government
schools, teachers will be similarly greeted on entry to class, or lessons will be opened
with reciprocal recitation of

"Assalam aleikum warahmatullohi wabarakatuh"

(Peace be unto you, also Allah's mercy and blessing). Islam pervades the everyday
fabric of Banda society. Its tenets are referred to at all levels, in public and private
relationships, both social and sexual, many of which will be examined and discussed
in the following sections and chapters.

4.2

Socialisation before marriage

During discussion with all informants9, HJV/AIDS knowledge and awareness was
elicited before proceeding to questions of sexuality. There was a free exchange of
information at these sessions with participants being free to ask questions about
HIV/AIDS, reproduction, birth control or sexual practices in western countries.
Because much information on these subjects has been rather restricted in Banda,
often not passed on by those who are qualified and expected to propagate it, most
participants had many questions to ask and were grateful for the explanations. This
mutual exchange of information made interviews flow more easily so that informants
did not feel that only their sexual practices were being examined.

Within the foregoing religious framework, sexual relations in Banda should be
confined to marriage. Bandanese boys and girls grow up expecting to get married
fairly early and, in general to stay married monogamously, although Islam permits

General information was elicited from groups, personal or sensitive information from individuals
alone.
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polygamy (4 wives) and divorce. Islam advocates marriage as preferable to
singleness (Qur'an 24: 32), while actively opposing celibacy and monasticism
(Qur'an 57: 27). Islam thereby teaches its followers to fulfil their sexual urges in a
responsible way, not suppress them. It is concerned equally with material and
physical well being as with spiritual uplifting.

All Muslim marriages throughout Banda are registered with the Departemen Agama
in Neira and figures were obtained for a 12 month period in which 94% men and
96% women were marrying for the first time. The average age at marriage for
women was 20 years (range 15-37 years) and men 22 years (range 19-53 years) with
men showing a wider age variation and range, (see Figure 16). Young women
generally conformed to the government recommendation'° that they should not
marry under 20 years of age but men were less conforming to their recommended
minimum of 25 years. Opinions varied on the reason for this, some arguing that it
was because there were few illicit sexual opportunities for unmarried boys in Banda
so they married to relieve sexual frustration. Others disagreed on the grounds that
sex was plentifully available in Banda but there was social pressure to marry as a rite
of passage to adulthood. Certainly all unmarried women not undergoing further
education and men still unmarried at age 30 years were under social pressure to
marry and there was a slight stigma attached to those who did not, marry or delayed
overlong.

10

UU No.1/1974.
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Figure 16 Age at marriage, Muslims.
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Education was accepted as a good reason for later marriage and it was generally
agreed that those who leave school early tend to marry early. However there may be
a number of interconnected socio-economic reasons for school leaving age which
may not relate to libido. These include parental lack of interest in education; the
individual's lack of interest or ability to continue education; lack of family finances
to support further study; the family's need for another worker to boost family
income; the family's need for a daughter, who may not be able to contribute to the
family finances, to be taken off their hands; or premarital pregnancy while still at
school.

Staff of the Departemen Agama in Banda explained, and community opinion agreed,
that single women who married much later in life were probably of 'Arabic' descent,
because they are 'snobs' (tinggi), more likely to wait for a spouse considered
'suitable' by their family. 'Suitability' was defmed by their Arabic descent and
more, personally perceived, stringent religious adherence. 'Arabs' considered
themselves more directly and thus more purely descended from a 'true' Muslim
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origin. Indeed, those who claim Arabic descent in Banda seem to be respected
members of the community partly because they more strictly adhere to religious
practices, and partly because they tend to be wealthy, although generally less so than
the Chinese, through their trading and shops.

The national legal minimum marriage age is 19 years for boys, 16 years for girls.
However, under 21 years both need written consent of parent or guardian. Despite
the legal minimum age, the Departemen Agama stated that in certain circumstances,
such as premarital pregnancy, Islamic law can over-ride secular law, permitting girls
to marry from age 14 years. For this, both parental consent and a court dispensation
are required. During the recorded 12 month period in Banda only one girl was
registered as being married at less than 16 years of age and no boys were registered
as being below the legal age.

Before marriage, chastity of both sexes is officially required: "Let those who find not
the wherewithal for marriage keep themselves chaste" (Qur'an 24:33). Believing
men and women "should lower their gaze and guard their modesty" (Qur'an 24: 3031). In Banda single men and women, boys and girls, do not generally mix socially
outside the family or school environment. One of the attractions of senior secondary
school to teenagers is the opportunity for girls and boys to mix openly. They usually
go to and from school in single sex groups but will sometimes loosely mix. Classes
are mixed but boys sit at the back while girls sit at the front. In the school grounds
they have the opportunity to meet individually so long as it is not too conspicuously.
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Neither girls and boys, nor men and women in the wider population, have any
physical contact in public. Although nowadays some students have pacar
(boy/girlfriends), this is an informal arrangement between themselves, as discussed
in the previous chapter. They do not go 'out' together and often their families are
not aware of the attachment. Very occasionally, one might just observe a
surreptitious 'brushing' of hands or wrists. If the parents do condone a pacar
relationship, the couple may meet at home but would not be left alone together and
illicit trysts are firmly disapproved by family, friends and any observers. To be an
acknowledged couple, the process towards marriage must be initiated when there
will be a formal engagement (tunangan). This may allow the couple a little more
freedom to meet alone, although still with discretion.

Men and women agreed that in general, sex and sexuality were not previously
discussed in the Bandanese home, even between marriage partners (cf. Surapaty

ez'

al. 1994a). The previous chapter showed that such subjects are rarely discussed
between parents and children'1 except by a few enlightened parents. One teenager of
my acquaintance who has a very moderen mother, remarked on this. She was not
taken aback in biology classes about 'sexual reproduction' t2 but found many of her
colleagues to be tittering with embarrassment. On the whole, parents are less well
informed than their children about western scientific aspects of sexual reproduction,
particularly 'human reproduction' because this topic was only introduced into the
national biology curriculum in 1994. Young people do not even have much

' See Chapter 3.
12 Biological focus only no sex education.
-
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opportunity to observe animal sexual or reproductive behaviour, which might spark
enquiry, because there are very few animals in most Banda villages.'3

Outside the school situation it was difficult for me to gain access to unmarried girls
because most of them were much occupied with household duties and there are no
clubs or associations where they might be found. Many of the girls interviewed at
senior secondary school were already planning marriage shortly after finishing
school, if they were not continuing their education. Roughly 50% of those in Class 3
who took part in the survey in June/July 1999 were married by the end of the year.
The very few unmarried women, other than those included in the student survey,
who became informants, had generally left school early and were very ill informed
about sexual matters or HIV/AIDS. They had vaguely heard of HIV/AIDS,
generally from television, where prevention programs focus on prostitutes or 'having
many partners'. Since these unmarried women, being chaste, do not perceive
themselves to fall into this category, they were not very interested in the subject.
Only one expressed an avid interest in being further informed but still felt that AIDS
would be irrelevant to her life, either then or as a good wife and mother. She, like
the others, was actually more interested seeking information on sexual reproduction
and birth because this was much more important to her. The only unmarried women
who had any practical knowledge of sexual matters were two bidan (midwives),
biology teachers and a trainee dukun bayi (traditional midwife) who was learning her
profession from her mother and grandmother.

13

Muslims generally do not keep dogs and until recently there were no cattle and few goats.
However, in the pala plantations guard dogs are kept.
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Before marriage a girl's sexuality is controlled by her parents. All girls are ritually
'circumcised' within 40 days of birth, although there is no mention of this ceremony
or process in the Qur'an. In Banda it is a very minor operation, generally performed
by the dukun bayi, being just a snip, enough to draw a drop of blood14. Until puberty
girls and boys will play together at home or with neighbours' children, after that a
girl is more restricted in liberty and sexuality through the need for circumspect
behaviours. If she is of a strict Muslim family she must dress modestly at all times,
with long sleeves, long skirt, socks and head veil so that only her face and hands are
revealed. She may not unveil her hair except with members of the family and often
may not go out alone, certainly not after dark. At marriage, control of a Bandanese
Muslim woman's sexuality passes into the care of her husband.

In contrast to unmarried women, unmarried men are completely free to come and go,
to 'hang out' where and as they please. There are limited opportunities for
employment in Banda. Those who seek further education in distant tertiary
institutions will also seek employment there or perhaps be posted far afield in
government service. Those who cannot extend their education may be employed in
community or family occupations, such as fetching water from the well, building,
farming or fishing. They may also congregate near Chinese warehouses in Neira
town or at the port if they are seeking casual employment. Recently (1999-2001) a
number have become becak (pedal cycle taxis) drivers and ojek (motor cycle taxis),
although the majority of these are incomers. Some of the unemployed may be found
in the billiards room, previously the karaoke bar at all times of day, although again

14

Mason (2000a, 2000b) protested strongly, in the Jakarta Post, at the notion of female circumcision.
Banda women do not see at all perturbed for themselves or for their children. Since it is just a slight
nick, there is no mutiliation.
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the majority are incomers. Casual groups of men are always to be found at street
corners, especially where there are large public platform 'seats', just whiling away
the hours. In the evenings groups may be found playing football or volleyball,
formally on the few courts or fields, or informally in the street. Again they can be
seen on street corners or waterfront chatting or playing a guitar, in or outside the
'video parlour"5, in the billiards room, or watching the ferry or other ships, arrive
and depart —just 'hanging out'.

This group also had heard of HIV/AIDS, mostly from television since they rarely
read any newspaper or magazine, but again they were comparatively unconcerned
about the subject, although quite interested in testing their information with me.
They did not feel that HIV/AIDS was relevant to their way of life, being found only
in brothel prostitutes and as they said "there are no brothels in Banda" (lokalisasi

-

tarada' 6 [di Banda]). All firmly said that there was no HIV in Banda and therefore
no risk there.

One specific group of employed, mostly unmarried men, who participated in the
formal HIV/AIDS survey was the police, whose chief (Kapolsek) permitted them to
undertake it during working hours. The questionnaire was identical to that of the
students except in demography. The age range of participants was 18-35 years and
all had completed SMU schooling since it is a prerequisite for police entrance.
Demographically they came from a variety of Indonesian islands, Sulawesi, Maluku,
Irian Jaya (Papua) although the majority (62.5%) belonged to Banda. Three were

IS
16

One computer with a couple of video games.
Tarada tidak ada (colloquial).
-
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married, twelve were unmarried and one was widowed. Thirteen (8 1%) were
Muslims and three (19%) Christians. In contrast to the students they demonstrated
their familiarity with forms, coping easily with the questions. Also there was a fair
amount of jocular comment between themselves and towards me about the subject
matter.

The results again show that HIV/AIDS information was mostly obtained from mass
media, school and health staff, not from family. The police answered the questions
easily but volunteered no extra, alternative information or comments, unlike SN4U
students. Table 6 shows that the police, like Aliyah students and in contrast to the
SMU students, perceived no difference in HIV risk between 'sexual intercourse' and
'sexual relationship'. On further questioning they said that they were the same acts
and relationship, with no other spiritual or moral meaning. They held similar
misconceptions to those of the students about I-il V/AIDS transmission by means of
mosquitoes, food utensils and sharing clothes but they were slightly more aware than
the students (63% v. 47%) of vertical transmission from mother to baby.

The police were less well informed than the students about recognition of those
infected with HIV, possibly because they may not have received the new biology
curriculum while media information was poor on the subject. Like the students the
police thought that western medicine, personal hygiene and sexual continence are
effective preventive methods for HIV infection although they were more aware (56%
v. 45%) of condoms for preventative use in sex outside marriage. Just over half
(56%) thought HIV/AJDS could be cured, mostly (81%) by western medicine. The
majority (88%) had heard of condoms and all of them considered their main use for
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family planning, although roughly 80%' recognised that they could prevent sexually
transmitted diseases including HIV.

Table 6 Positive responses by police to HIV/AIDS questionnaire
Percentage answer 'yes'
Hear about HIV/AIDS from -

%

Mass media
School/teacher
Doctor
Nurse/other health staff
Family/relatives
Friends
Other
HIV/AIDS transmitted by:
Sexual intercourse
Kissing
Injections narcotic/medicine
Sexual relationship male/female
Male/male
Female/female
Blood transfusion
Mosquitoes/flieslother insects
Sharing food utensils
Exchanging clothes
Mother to baby
Other
HIV infected people can be recognised?
If yes -How? People arePale
Sick/vomiting
Thinlemaciated
Cough
Tired/weak
Skin spots
Blood test

100
69
88
94
25
44
0

-

-

81
38
63
81
31
31
75
44
50
44
63
0
75
81
19
75
0
56
63
50

Percentage answer 'yes'
Think HIV/AIDS can be prevented?
If yes how?
Western medicine
Traditional medicine
Personal hygiene
No kissing before/outside marriage
No sex before marriage
No sex outside marriage
No exchanging clothes
No sharing food utensils
Wearing condom for every sex relationship
Wearing condom for sex outside marriage
All injecting instruments & materials sterilised
Think HIV/AIDS can be cured?
If yes - how??
Western medicine
Traditional medicine
Other
Have you ever heard of condoms?
If yes - why do people use condoms?
Prevent pregnancy
Prevent STDs
Prevent HIV/AIDS
Sexual satisfaction
Think you are at risk for HIV/AIDS?
Group(s) most likely to contract HIV/AIDS?
Homosexual
Drug users
Sex workers
Adolescents
Anyone

75
81
44
88
56
81
81
44
69
50
56
56
56

-

81
44
0
88
100
81
19
38
63
13
100
50
38

With such a small group detailed statistical analysis was not appropriate but the
descriptive material was interesting and informative, providing a useful basis for indepth interviews and further questions within the wider community.

While at pains to assure me of the Banda community's sexual conservatism, young
men were very open with, and even seemed to enjoy, discussing sex and sexuality.
Many young men, (between 30 and 40 informants) named their sexual needs as a
major reason for getting married, although qualifying this statement with romantic
17

Markedly more than the students roughly 80% v. 50%.
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love. Those who were not health professionals admitted that they were uninformed
about theoretical aspects of sexual matters, these being women's business' although
some were young enough to have studied the new biology curriculum. They
generally learned about sex from or with their peers, not from their parents. Many of
them had learned about varied sexual practices from video porno'8 which appeared
to be freely available throughout Indonesia. The prevalence, contents and audience
of such videos in Banda will be discussed in Chapter 6.

Many of the unmarried men generally said that they would seek sexual experience' 9
whenever opportunities arose, acknowledging that on the whole this was difficult in
Banda, although a few had sex with a girlfriend there. A strong but small minority
declared themselves resolved on chastity before marriage for religious reasons.
Others, however, would take the opportunity to visit brothels in Ambon or in cities
further afield when travelling and funds permitted. A few, especially those in the
hospitality or tourist industry, claimed to have had liaisons with foreign tourists20,
but these again were clothed in romantic love. Conversely, for police recruits in
training, premarital sex was seen almost as an initiation rite. A boys' night out in the
city would end up in a brothel where friends might pay for a guest, honoured friend
or new boy to have an assignation, when it would be rude to refuse the gift. Those
who patronised brothels, either individually or collectively, said that they only went
to recommended places where the girls were clean and regularly had a medical

18

Their description not mine, also film biru.
See introduction for discussion on validity of responses to sensitive questions about sexual
behaviour.
20
One in fact asked for my help in answering a love letter from his German girlfriend. The letter was
fairly explicit, therefore I assume that his claim was true. Two others showed me the condoms they
had been given by tourists.
19
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check-up, and they only chose healthy looking girls to be safe from infection. None
used a condom, although those who had sex with tourists were aware that westerners
often use them and some even had out-of-date samples, given by tourists, among
their souvenirs. All men considered condom use to be not masculine, unsafe,
unpleasant and uncomfortable, even though none of them had ever tried them.

This lack of condom use in possibly 'unsafe' sex contexts provoked some ethical
issues for me. It is difficult not to promote 'safer sex' when made aware of unsafe
practices, especially since the formal lessons of abstinence and continence promoted
by official Indonesian prevention programs, had obviously not been effective.
However, religiously conservative people had specifically and strongly advised me
not to promote the use of condoms, particularly for unmarried men, because it is
culturally unacceptable and would be condoning or even promoting pre-marital sex.
Yusuf, one of the married informants and a very strict moralist, was vehement on the
subject. Beating his fist repeatedly on his knee he laid down the law saying that
fornication is a sin (dosa) and should not be promoted or condoned by anyone.
When I asked what urgent young men should do, he said that they should get married
but if they could not get married yet, they should masturbate (main onani). "It is
better to masturbate than fornicate!" (sic) he declared forcefully21. Masturbation is a
lesser sin, being only disapproved (makruh) rather than forbidden (haram).

On the more general social scene, little boys and girls are socialised to appear and
behave like adults from a very early age. For instance, at one of the many birthday
parties I attended, the four year old host was clad in a full western suit, sitting quietly

21

He used reasonable English for emphasis and to ensure that I understood.
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for about one and a half hours facing his guests, whom he had formally greeted with
a handshake on arrival. The guests sat in rows, singing, and clapping to music from
the CD player. The little girls wore models of adult dresses with their faces fully
made up. There was no rulming round, chasing or playing which would be the
normal scene while playing in the street. Songs and singing games like 'pass the
parcel' were enjoyed by all, after which there were formal family speeches, photos
with the cake, followed by a ceremonial exchange of cake between two rows of
selected boys and girls. Then the guests went home with boxes of party food.

Similarly a teenage birthday party will take place during the day, lunch time or mid
afternoon. Again the guests will be seated in rows while cheerful music, usually
pop, is played loudly. There is little social movement among the guests, no real
breaking into informal groups. After formal speeches, prayers and/or celebratory
singing with family photos in front of the guests, food will be served, possibly as a
buffet but eaten back in the rows, or perhaps round a table. Then there are party
games like riddles or quizzes followed by chat in groups or karaoke singing. The
boys and girls tend to drift into separate groups, with the boys having a smoke out
the back or on the front porch while the girls stay inside. Throughout the party there
is no pairing of the sexes and the whole situation is well supervised by adult family
members. On leaving guest will again be given a box with cake or cookies.

Picnics, through school, family or friends may be other occasions where young
people mix to varying extents. These are often held on special holidays, for example
the weekend before the Ramadan fast, when the whole family and village will
adjourn to the beach. On other occasions it may just be an extended family outing.
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The menfolk will swim or play in the water, dressed according to age. For instance
young men will swim or snorkel wearing western swimming clothes with a bare
torso, while a much older man may be modestly clad from neck to knee. Small boys
will frolic wearing swimming trunks or naked. Meantime the womenfolk will be
perched on rocks or tree trunks just watching and chatting. Groups of teenagers may
run in and through the water splashing each other and throwing water but the girls
will not swim. Even if they fully immerse themselves in the sea, they will remain
fully dressed. Occasionally one may see small groups of boys and girls drift off into
the trees away from the main groups on the beach but not in well supervised
families. Sometimes they come back in groups or in much looser formations,
collecting together again as they approach the beach. Gossip attributes many
premarital pregnancies to unsupervised picnics on Pisang (Banana) Island.

Apart from family social outings, teenagers or young men and women, may attend
weddings and receptions as guests or formal attendants. As attendants, like
bridesmaids or groomsmen, they are formally attired, either in traditional clothes or
western dress according to the setting. Male and female attendants may join each
other at the entrances22 to greet guests and give them cake and drinks but girls will
greet female guests, while boys greet males. Likewise if the attendants are serving
food, the sexes are served separately and by their own sex.

After a wedding there is often dancing (ioget) in the evening, either as a single item
or following a formal reception. This joget is enjoyed firstly by the guests, then later
by the groups of watchers who come in from their positions outside the wedding area

22

Usually two, one at either side of the house where the awning stretches over the street or access.
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when the formal part of the evening finishes. Then the host family opens the food
and entertainment to the wider population. The dancing takes place in two lines,
women in one, men in the other, which advance, retire and turn. It is a very, very
mild form of disco dancing with no touch between sexes and nothing lascivious in
the body moves. Often, people will join the appropriate line without a specific
partner. Thus it provides a slight opportunity for young men and women to
exchange personal information as they move forwards and back, such as: "What is
your name?" ....."Where do you live?" ....."May I see you again?", and so on.
Many families will not let their unmarried daughters join the dancing, even if they
are invited guests; those girls must sit and watch while boys may join in if they wish.
Outside the wedding area, watchers in separate sex groups gather to listen to the
music and watch the entertainment of the reception and dancing. Again, many
families will not allow their unmarried daughters to go to watch but a few clumps of
more emancipated girls may be seen, giggling, chatting and very conscious of the
boys. It is an opportunity for them to meet their boyfriends and from time to time a
girl will split away from her group and drift away into the darkness with a young
man, appearing again quite some time later. They may just drift off to a darker area
nearby or possibly to a much more secluded area such as one of the deserted forts
which are notorious places for assignations.

A wedding is an important family and community ceremony. Traditionally,
marriages were arranged by the parents but now people are generally allowed to
choose their own partners, subject to parental consent. A bride's parents would
prefer a partner from their own ethnic group (e.g. Makassar, Arab, Chinese) and their
own religion, with at least as good, preferably better, financial background. The
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bride's parents prefer that the prospective groom should be of good repute and with a
job whereby he can support their daughter adequately. Should the parents not agree
to a marriage, most young people say that they would seek another partner rather
than offend their parents. Worldly adults suggest that premature pregnancy can be
used to precipitate parental agreement if there has been opposition to the proposed
marriage.

Girls seek marriage to achieve independence, hopefully to have a home of their own
and have children, thereby earning respect. Boys marry to have a regular sexual
relationship and produce children, thereby proving their potency and earning respect.
There is however, nowadays, an increasing emphasis on romantic attachment
between partners, shown by the prevalent 'hit' songs, plays and movies on
television, videos and magazine articles. Newspapers and magazines have 'Agony
Aunt' or feature columns where all types of romantic and relationship problems are
aired, increasingly including letters about sexuality and sexual preferences
(Betancourt 2001a; Kompas 30 Maret 2001). Groups of young men and women will
talk incessantly within their groups about cinta (love) and jatuh cinta (falling in
love) but expressing these emotions between the sexes must be very private before
and even after marriage, because of social restrictions.

Before an official

arrangement had been made between the families, even verbal expressions of love
between a couple would need to be secret.

As a corollary to these restrictions certain joking and teasing relationships seem to
occur between the sexes, with teenage girls and boys playfully punching and
slapping each other whenever the opportunity occurs. Such relationships are seen in
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the chasing and splashing on picnics. It was interesting to see the interaction of
young Bandanese men and women with tourists. More liberties were taken than
would be permitted in Bandanese society. They took every opportunity to touch
hands, arms, legs or faces of the opposite sex, possibly because it is considered
moderen or liberated but fleeting, again possibly because it is not seen as dangerous
or socially forbidden since they were not prospective alliances. The Bandanese
men's perceptions of 'free sex' in western cultures sometimes leads them to taking
liberties which are not necessarily appropriate, for instance, elderly researchers being
pawed by men young enough to be their sons.

4.3 Marriage

The actual wedding ceremony and details are arranged by the parents, traditionally
initiated by the parents of the groom who approach the parents of the bride to seek
their consent to, and make financial and formal arrangements for, the wedding.
Should there be a premarital pregnancy, however, the parents of the bride would
initiate proceedings for a shotgun wedding. Most weddings take place in the home
of the bride, or failing that, in the home of a near relative. They may also be
celebrated in the Departemen Agama, although this is actually rarely done. This is
only likely to occur if the couple has no relatives or friends to act as host and
sponsor, or are marrying against their family's wishes. The marriage celebrant is
usually the father of the bride, but failing him, an Imam or other senior recognised
man may preside, formally giving the daughter to the groom in front of at least two
witnesses. The groom makes a four part marriage vow to the father and the bride
agrees to the marriage, either verbally or tacitly by gesture, after which the marriage
certificate (surat nikah) is signed by bride, the groom and the two official witnesses.
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One essential condition of a marriage is the giving of a dowry from the groom to the
bride, in Arabic mahr, in Banda mas kawin. "And give the women (on marriage)
-

-

their mahr as a free gift" (Qur'an 4: 4). It can be anything, to any value, as agreed
by the bride and groom and may be paid immediately or deferred according to choice
and financial circumstance. However, if deferred it falls due in death or divorce. The
bride has the right to choose whether this gift is money or a material item. In
Bandanese religious families it often takes the form of a long white prayer veil and
copy of the Qur'an but I have seen money or investments given.

After the wedding the bride and groom usually stay in the bride's parents' home for
three nights even if they are proposing to move into a home of their own. During
this time there are special feasts and prayers but the stay also ensures that the
marriage is consummated, which may need to be corroborated by the family. It is
assumed that a never previously married bride will be a virgin and old fashioned
families may still seek evidence of this 23. Honeymoons are not usual in Banda
although if the family has money, the couple may go away after three days. After
marriage, the newlyweds may live in the home of either set of parents according to
personal and family choice, or if there is sufficient money a separate home may be
built. I attended a number of weddings in Banda, first as part of my host's family,
then on my own account. They varied slightly in format according to choice,
finances, village practices or religious observance.

23

Blood stained sheets or cries of pain from the bride.
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Diary of a wedding
This description is based on full participation in one wedding and attendance at numbers o
others. When a wedding date is set, subscriptions are raised from relatives and friends who
contribute varying amounts towards the feast. The proposed feast is as elaborate as and
possibly more expensive than, the families can afford. Costumes for the bride and groom
may be hired from one of two bridal "salons" in Banda24 or more extravagantly ordered from
Java with a delivery time of up to 4 weeks.
Similarly, printed wedding invitations may be ordered from elsewhere but locally stencilled
invitations are often used. A small wedding may invite 100 guests or families, richer peopl
up to 400.

-

The marriage ceremony usually takes place in the morning, about 10 o'clock, followed by a
traditional meal. There may be a reception or dancing in the evening which may include
another meal. If there are two occasions, wedding and reception, two sets of invitations are
sent out.
Roughly one week before the wedding, preparations start at the home of the bride. An army
of helpers is called by ceremonial "nine gongs" (gong sembilan). The gongs announce that
there is a celebration being prepared or going on, help is wanted and meals will be provided.
Young women prepare decorations for the house, while older women bake cakes and prepare
meat, vegetables, rice and noodles for the bridal meal, supervised by the mother of the bride.
Young men collect crockery and cutlery from friends and neighbours, erect awnings around
the house for guests to sit, collect chairs, prepare the bridal bower, and kill and butcher large
meat such as goats or cattle. Food preparation has to be carefully co-ordinated since there
are no large facilities for refrigeration. Everything must be prepared at the last possible
minute so that it is "fresh", even to the extent of cooking all the night before. Meantime the
older men prepare the invitations with many references to the list of subscribers.
During the days of preparation, the bride's family provides meals daily for all helpers, which
can be an expense in itself. A wedding and the community input serves to consolidate the
community in friendship and mutual co-operation, while offering or repaying hospitality.
Everyone notes those who contribute, financially or physically, and those who do not.
Invitations are hand delivered two days before the wedding. On the wedding day, women
are expected to arrive at the house about one hour earlier than men unless there is to be
formal reading from the Qur'an before the wedding, when men will be invited to attend
earlier. Seating at the front of the house may be arranged across the road which is closed for
the occasion.
Guests are greeted at the palm frond 'entrances' by family members. Women are given c
and tea they also give small money gifts to the bride's mother then seated in a defi
section. Men arrive later, shortly before the groom who walks, or is driven if vehicles
available, in a loose procession with family and friends to escort him. His arrival is gre
by song from the guests, awaiting him.
-

24

Rooms about 3m2.

-
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His costume varies from full Arab dress and headdress, through normal dress with Arab
headdress, to regional costume. He is ushered into the room where the senior men of family
and village are waiting, seated round the room on a special carpet, and sits down in front of
the bride's father. Behind him, on a cushion, is placed the mas kawin. The bride's father
and groom proceed through the formalities25, ceremonially clasping hands while the vows
are broadcast to all guests by loudspeaker who may signify its endorsement with cheers. All
witnesses have a responsibility to help and support the couple in the future.
The bride then joins the group sitting beside the groom in front of her father. She may
verbally agree to the bridal or merely signify her agreement by ritually holding the groom'
right hand to her face. Then both the couple and witnesses sign the surat nikah after which
the groom ceremonially hands her the mas kawin.
After this the bride and groom withdraw, often to change their outfits, while the officiatinl
men are formally served with a meal, still sitting on the carpet. The couple may then g
round all the guests shaking hands and thanking them for their attendance or come out to sit
in honour in front of their guests. Meantime the guests are also served with the ceremonial
wedding feast which usually includes meat, yellow rice, vegetables and fine noodles with
soup/sauce. The fashions for serving the food vary. In some rural villages guests sit at very
long tables made from trestles and planks on oil drums while food is served to them. Men
eat first then rise from the table for women to be seated. In other villages men and women
may sit separately on large mats serving themselves from platters placed in the centre. Othe
families may have guests served in their seated rows with the individual plates of food borne
round by young men and women. The most modern may have buffet service with separate
serving tables for men and women. Once guests have eaten they depart, taking formal leave
of the bridal couple and the hosts. Male guests arrive last and leave first. The bridal couple
in some areas may then walk through the village visiting family and friends, formall)
greeting weliwishers on the way.
If there is a reception in the evening the family and helpers are fully occupied for most of the
day, cleaning up after the wedding and preparing another meal. Married guests may arrive
together on this occasion although again they may sit separately. The bride and groom
arrive ceremonially and are seated on a throne on a dais in front of all the guests. There will
be formal speeches and possibly entertainment, such as singing or poetry, performed by
friends. There is very little moving round between groups or sexes. After the bride and
groom cut the cake they ceremonially feed each other a piece. The young helpers may also
form two lines and exchange pieces of cake.
Following or instead of the reception there may bejoget, a comparatively recent addition to
the festivities. This usually takes place on the road outside the house, if there is one. Firs
the newlyweds will lead a parade of guests up and down the road to very loud music,
displaying themselves to the community. Then women and men as loose partners, form two
lines facing each other and do a mild form of disco dancing with no touch, no violent,
overly-sexy movements. Young, well brought up, unmarried women do not usually dance,
even in the select company of the reception guests.
At the edges of the reception area, the youth of the village gather to watch, boys and girls in
separate clumps. After a while they will be invited to join in the fun and share the food.
Conservative parents will not allow their daughters, (sometimes not even their sons), tc
watch the dancing, even in peer groups with a curfew.

25

Often accompanied by readings from the Qur'an by different respected men.
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Many conservative, religious adults disapprove of joget at any time. When one
conservative father refused to have joget after the formal evening reception, much to the
relief of older relatives, he was later persuaded by the younger family members to relent
three days later, after all the prayers and formalities had ceased. Their argument was that he
had to move with the times, reward the younger helpers with some fun and involve the wider
community in the family celebration.
Weddings are as extravagant as the families can manage in all aspects. A bride from a i
family may have 4 different elaborate outfits: one for the girls' night preceding the wedc
day, when nails are painted with henna; one for receiving the guests in the morning; one
the wedding ceremony; and one, full western white bridal outfit for the reception.
groom may wear Arab or traditional dress for the ceremony then change into western di
or uniform for the wedding "breakfast". The permutations vary between ethnic and so
groups.
Weddings involve helpers nearly full-time for roughly one week. In the wedding seas
there may be one wedding every week in the bigger villages, consolidating commun
relationships in gotong-royong.
For non-Muslims, marriage may be celebrated by a civil wedding at the kantor
camat or home, or in church according to choice. During the fieldwork period no
church weddings were possible, but I attended one Chinese wedding reception. The
ceremony was private, at home, and the reception was held at one of the hotels but
catered by friends of the family. Registration of the marriage would take place
elsewhere when the couple left on honeymoon. While the feasting was formally
prepared and elaborately served, the invitations were delivered informally by word
of mouth to keep a low profile. The guests included family and friends of different
religions but the whole procedure was much less formal than a Muslim reception,
partly because of the sectarian conflict (situasi) raging throughout the province. The
bride and groom did not sit on a marriage throne in front of their guests, instead they
greeted them on arrival. There were no attendant young men and women as ushers,
no formal gifts of money from guests to the bride's mother, and no formal gifts of
cake and cool drinks to the guests on arrival. The speeches were fairly short with the
groom's father presenting the married couple to the guests, while laudatory praises
of, and exhortations to the newlyweds were minimal. The bride and groom did not
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wear bridal array, in fact they were dressed fairly informally and changed into even
less formal clothes as soon as the bridal parade before dancing was over. Joget
continued well into the night but the bridal couple had left and gone home.

There seems to be little polygyny in Banda, despite Islamic freedom to have four
wives. I was only aware of a few men with more than one wife, one being an cxhealth worker who left his job and took a second wife. He said that his prime reason
was to leave his job, not to obviate PP 10/1983 whereby he would have had to seek
his superior's permission to take a second wife. There was little other obvious effect
of this regulation among public servants. All those with whom it was discussed said
that they had no desire to take a second wife and could not afford it. One cynical
informant mooted that there were banyak (lots) of people who solved their need for a
variety of partners by being serial monogamists, marrying and divorcing a number of
women. Others said he exaggerated and the marriage register seems to bear them
out. When told about the registry statistics, the first informant argued that the
Departemen Agama, like all government departments, was concerned to gloss the
statistics for the best appearance, especially for superiors or foreigners. Therefore he
maintained that such adverse information would not be entered. His argument is
certainly possible but, in my opinion, unlikely, given the wider information obtained
from the community in general.

Marriage is allowed at all times of the years but on the whole, approximately eight
weeks of feast days, fasting and festivals are excluded, which means that Banda
averaged about three weddings each week during the rest of the year. This number
was markedly increased (by 32%) following the influx of refugees during 1999. At
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times one may be involved in up to three weddings at once, preparing, attending or
clearing up accordingly. Celebrating marriage is an integral and integrating way of
life in Banda but, after indicating my interest in the ceremonies, I found five
invitations for one week was a surfeit!

4.4

Marriage relations

After marriage, there is usually a division of labour and responsibility in the
household according to gender, because "in accordance with justice, the wife's rights
(with regards to their husbands) are equal to the (husband's) rights with regard to
them, although men have a degree above them" (Qur'an 2: 228). Legally in
Indonesia and according to Islam, a husband is responsible for the financial support
of his wife and their children. The wife is responsible for managing the home,
kitchen and children where generally the husband does not interfere. This division
of labour does not always strictly obtain in Banda because many women share the
work in the family gardens and are invaluable in pala (nutmeg) harvesting. Others
bake cakes and bread at home for sale in shops and stalls, thus contributing to the
family income. One or two financially astute women kept their personal investments
separate from the family support, quoting religious justification for doing so. One,
living in the family home, was in fact reaping considerable commercial benefit from
a house she owned through renting it to the company of a Japanese freezer boat. Her
income was well above that of her husband. Such business women may also travel
extensively, without their husbands, to promote their financial interests when
necessary.
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Similarly a Bandanese father, while leaving household management to his wife often
shows a great interest in his baby children. He may be seen at any time of day,
walking or cycling round the village proudly carrying his infant(s), or standing in
discussion with a group of men, similarly occupied in the late aftemoonlearly
evening before evening prayers. On these expeditions, fathers coped with lavatorial
accidents with aplomb. As one man remarked to me "he was always happy to have a
baby in the house to play with after he finished work". Thus some divisions of
labour in Banda are not always so strictly marked, although men rarely contribute to
general housework.

In discussion of HIV/AIDS, married women showed a similar level of awareness as
unmarried women, having heard of it but knowing little. Their source of information
was usually television, only occasionally from magazines. Many of the older women
had little schooling, having only completed primary school and book reading was not
a regular pastime, although they had great respect for education. They all said that
they knew and understood little about the disease, and like the younger women, they
deemed it irrelevant to them and their situation in Banda. Their reasoning was that
most Banda women do not change partners, except through occasional divorce or
widowhood; only prostitutes have HIV/AIDS but there are no prostitutes in Banda;
therefore there is no HIV/AIDS. The consensus opinion was that HIV/AIDS is
brought in by foreigners and passed to prostitutes from which naughty (na/cal) men
could get infected. Beyond this there was no further thought about transmission to
other members of the family. Sometimes their use of words demonstrated the double
standards for men and women; transgressive men were naughty, while women,
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particularly WTS, were perceived to be bad (jahat)26. The perception of Bandanese
women that HIV was not relevant to them was encapsulated for me by the attitude of
the social services clerk in the Camat 's office. She had access to HIV prevention
pamphlets sent out from head office and it was her responsibility to disseminate
social welfare information to the community at large. However, she saw no reason
for personal or general concern about HIV/AIDS and had destroyed most of the
information material.

All married women from different walks of life, admitted that they were almost
totally ignorant about sexual and reproductive matters before marriage. One woman,
aged 30 years and brought up in a city, said that before marriage she had not been
sure how people became pregnant and certainly did not know how women gave
birth. Women brought up in rural areas with animals around were only slightly more
aware of reproductive matters but there are limited numbers of animals in Banda.
Some married women indicated that they obtained a little information about human
reproduction from married siblings or their mother, but this was somewhat limited
because of mutual embarrassment, parental lack of knowledge and the necessary
language to explain such matters. They also indicated that the secrets of marriage
may

be protected from unmarried girls as part of the rites of passage. As girls

themselves, they had only been aware that se/cs (sex) caused pregnancy which
involved the cessation of menstruation, and that this was a sin outside marriage.
What the sex' act actually involved was not necessarily known.

Some women used nakal for both men and women: it depended on the degree of tolerance of the
speaker towards the transgression, or transgressor

26
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After marriage, while they could seek information from friends, neighbours and
mothers if embarrassment permitted, often much of that information was limited to
old wives' tales and not very instructive or satisfactory. Many women said that they
had had absolutely no knowledge about the birthing process until their first child was
born and this was a great shock and very frightening to them. "I knew by that time
how the baby got into my body but I had no idea how it would get out. I was
terrified at the thought of a large baby emerging from my body", one said. If the
birthing process was explained to them by the midwife or attendant relatives, they
were still horrified, having no appreciation of how the pelvis and vagina were able to
stretch. For many birthing remained a time of dread and fear at subsequent
pregnancies but there was little they could do except seek divorce, or precipitate it by
refusing sexual relationships with their husbands.

At the time of marriage in Banda, both men and girls are supposed to be virgins.
Paradoxically, however, although girls are expected to demonstrate that virginity to
their husbands and possibly to their family, men are expected to teach their brides
about sexual matters, presumably from their innate knowledge or unrecognised
experience.

All women stated that their first sexual encounter was after marriage. They
maintained that most Banda women and girls were chaste before marriage and
faithful afterwards, although they did admit that there were a few premarital
accidents and hasty marriages. Women, while expecting their husbands to be
sexually experienced at marriage, were reluctant to discuss how that experience
might have been obtained because it was a sin and they did not want to accuse their

-
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husbands of this. For themselves, they felt that they must please their husbands
sexually and be available whenever he wanted them, although some older women
recounted a number of tried methods of avoidance of sexual attentions, such as
having young children sleeping in the bedroom or bringing a baby into bed with
them.

With regard to sex itself most of the women said that they enjoyed it, some very,
very much but these explained that their husbands were very considerate about
arousing them and would respect their feelings if they were not interested on any
occasion. Coitus was the most regular sexual relationship with a few different
positions. Some said that they were willing to experiment with sex but others were
loath to do so. In general, oral sex was moderately acceptable to some women but
anal sex was not, being painful, degrading and like animals. Some of the younger
women said they would initiate sex if they wanted to but few thought it necessary,
because of men's larger appetites for sex. Some women complained that their
husbands wanted too much sex, especially when the wife was tired after a hard day's
work with house and children. "Men think of nothing else but sex" said one woman
"it is easy for them, they only work in an office for two hours a day, I have to cook,
clean the house, tend the garden and feed a large family". The fear of pregnancy was
a major impediment to women's sexual enjoyment. Many remarked that it is easier
now to enjoy sex because of family planning, thus sex does not automatically lead to
yet another pregnancy. Many of those who were less interested in sex were not in
the family planning program, a few because of their own fear of medical intervention
and lack of understanding, most because their husbands would not agree to their
participation in the program.
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After marriage there is more openness in talking about sex in mixed company
outside the home which was observed in particular with professional colleagues at
SMU and the health centre. Sex jokes and comments about others' possible
performance were often passed. Unmarried men were not excluded from this scene,
only unmarried women. Some of the joking was precipitated by people appearing
with wet hair. After sexual emissions or intercourse, both husband and wife are in a
state of junuh (ritual impurity). They must take a ritual ablution before prayers,
going to the mosque or touching the Qur'an (Qur'an 4: 43). This ablution involves a
full bath and the wetting of the scalp through the hair, therefore a damp head in
public may be an indicator of earlier sexual activity. Wet hair might also indicate a
wife's sexual availability because sexual intercourse is forbidden during
menstruation after which a women is again required to undertake ritual bathing
before any sexual relationship may be resumed with their husbands. Intercourse is
not forbidden during pregnancy but may be avoided depending on the feelings of the
couple or health of the woman. After birth it should not be resumed until after a
ritual cleansing 40 days later. Some more modern or less strict Muslims may resume
intercourse after 30 days, according to the health of the woman. All these
interdictions and ritual ablutions are the subject of much suggestive jest, particularly
among men.

Following discussion with women about possible HIV/AIDS transmission from
errant men to wives and unborn babies, all women were concerned but most felt
powerless to instigate preventative measures in their own circumstances. Only one
strong minded woman, whose husband is working in another island, asked for
condoms to give to him, thus tacitly accepting that he might seek sex elsewhere.

Others took education material to pass on through posyandu, general discussion at
home or with neighbours but most felt that wider education should focus on men and
their responsibility. This lack of power engendered a certain resentment and
resignation in some women, although few expressed any overt wish to change their
traditional role of wife and mother. The discrepancies between gender roles and
power relations will be important in any future health program for HIV/AIDS
prevention.

Turning to married men, their knowledge, awareness and perceptions of HI V/AIDS
were very much the same as unmarried men as were their declared sexual attitudes
and practices. Almost all were poorly informed about most aspects of the disease,
including health staff and biology teachers at SMU, although they in particular
should have occupational access to some relevant material. Television was the
major source of information, although a few mentioned magazines, but ganti
pasangan (changing partners) and visiting brothels where there are infected
prostitutes was the limit of knowledge. They often expressed strong opinions that
HIV had been brought into Indonesia by dirty foreigners, westerners who practise
free sex and fishermen from Thailand from whom infection is passed to prostitutes.

Very few married men had a personal perception of being at risk, particularly
because they said they did not patronise prostitutes, especially those who might be
infected. Should they think of patronising prostitutes they would be very careful in
their selection but various men asserted that prostitutes in recognised lokalisasi are
medically examined and treated regularly and thus, presumably, they should be safe.
Most men felt that HIV infected people could be recognised and would be shunned
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by the community at large, while many regarded any such infection as a just
punishment for sinners. There was no appreciation of the latency period during
which time HJV can only be detected by blood test which is not available in Banda27,
nor that infection could spread through the community from infected men to their
wives or unborn children. Most men thought HIV/AIDS was or should be amenable
to medical intervention, not recognising that at present it is a social disease whose
prevention may entail behaviour modification.

As previously indicated little individual information on sexuality was obtained
through focus group discussion, partly because of personal reticence on the part of
informants. Such material could also have been open to exaggeration in order to
impress colleagues. However men were quite prepared to talk in groups about the
prevailing sexual practices of Banda or 'others', which were good indicators of
further lines of research.

Most of the older men indicated that going to brothels is not right, it's a sin (dosa)
and should be punished. They also disapproved of WTS orpelacur (prostitutes) and
'sex for sale', but many felt that 'sex on the way to marriage' was 'normal' and
'understandable' and therefore not really fornication or sin. By this was generally
indicated only one partner who then became the spouse, but some implied that they
accepted that marriage could be an expected outcome of sexual experimentation.
One cynic maintained that over 60% of marriages in Banda were hastened because
of pregnancy but there was no formal way to check his statement. However, of the
ten marriages I was personally aware of, or involved with, during February/March

27

indeed in most parts of Maluku.
Nor
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2000, all but one couple who had not yet conceived, produced their first offspring
more than nine months after marriage. Another cynic stated that "there was no need
for prostitution in Banda because sex is a local pastime and freely available". He
estimated that he had had fourteen different sexual relationships before marrying at
22, starting his sex life at 14 years of age. Allowing for exaggeration, it is still an
interesting perception of premarital sexual activity in Banda. Both these cynics
maintained that Bandanese girls need to be chased and wooed for sex, as one said
"stalked like cats" (sic). According to them, the girls want to feel that they are loved
and are not prostitutes performing for money. This sounds somewhat as if there
were normal human deception or self-deception on either side of the relationship.

Older men agreed that most young men want or even need sex, which is why they
should marry reasonably early, before the recommended age of 25 years. A very few
informants had married on or after this age, some from apparent lack of opportunity,
others, but very few, from respect for the legal recommendation. This lack of
opportunity included tertiary training followed by a new posting away from home or
training base and having to set up a new circle of friends. Of those who married late
some had abstained from sex for religious reasons while others admitted to
premarital sexual experience instigated by sexual frustration, curiosity or peer
pressure.

With regard to extramarital sex, married men condemned it as zina and sinful. Very
few admitted to extramarital sex, stressing their marital fidelity but they were quite
open about it as an activity of 'others'. Their argument was that men need sex and if
away from their wives, sexual relief is necessary, therefore men working away from
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home could be expected to stray, especially if temptation was available and secrecy
was assured. A few indicated that in the city they would take friends/guests for a
night out to a brothel if they could afford it, or they might go to celebrate a particular
occasion such as promotion or success at work. In Banda itself, men agreed that
extramarital liaisons are more difficult because it is a small, conservative community
and there are too many people watching, but nevertheless it does occur. One
younger group agreed that men like variety and like to play, and in Banda, with no
films, discos or other diversions, cinta is the only entertainment, especially since
women and girls lead them on (mengodai).

Women informants, especially older ones, indicated that men are weak and have
double standards with regard to marital faithfulness (cf. Suryakusuma 1996; 2000).
They felt that men expect to stray, especially if they were away from home but
younger ones hoped that their own men would remain faithful. Women stated that
men, regardless of their own behaviour, expect their wives to remain faithful in all
circumstances. Some wearily agreed that it was in fact cheaper if men went to
brothels rather than taking on another wife and family; it also preserves the wife's
status: cf. "Biar jajan, asal jangan bawa kambing pulang" (Murray 1993b;
Suryakusuma 1996).

Within a marriage relationship, men agreed that they were sexually conservative in
performance with their wives, although they would like to experiment somewhat but
few would endorse the woman in a position of dominance. They also agreed that
their wives do not like anal sex while many stated that they themselves had a
problem with its religious acceptance. Frequency of intercourse depended on how
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long they had been married, the younger ones enjoying sex every night while the
older ones slow down a bit. All informants said that they like to please their wives
and have them reach orgasm where possible, quoting the Qur'an about equality in
marriage and therefore both should have equal enjoyment.

Many men commented that the presence of children in the bedroom is a hindrance to
sexual enjoyment since one has to wait until the children are asleep and then stifle
any noise. The chance of being disturbed is a deterrent to pleasure. They could
understand and accept the need to have a new baby in the bedroom, unless it
occupies the bed between spouses and distracts sexual overtures. However, the
presence of older children, up to about 10 years, sleeping in the same room, which
often occurs, could be a serious deterrent to parental libido. This excuse was also
used to justify extramarital sex, there being a need for experimentation with different
positions and to be free to express oneself as one chose without the possibility of
sudden interruption.

Some men felt that their wives identified more with the children, citing that some
even slept with the children in a separate room if available, only visiting their
husbands for sex when required. This perception of the wife being more 'mother'
than 'wife', in addition to the difficulties of children in the bedroom, was a further
excuse for straying. Straying was also bolstered by their declared needs and justified
by Scripture: "when they [women] have cleansed themselves you go into them as
Allah has commanded" (Qur'an 2.222); or prohibition of sexual abstention for more
than four months (Qur'an 2: 226). Religion also justified their objections to the
presence of children in a marital bedroom "children who have not come of age
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[should] ask your permission before they come to your presence

. . .

while you doff

your clothes.., after the late night prayer" (Qur'an 26: 58-59). They did however
accept that the latter could be difficult to prevent in small houses or with small
children.

Those women not in the family planning program could not, like men, easily
separate sex for recreation from sex for procreation, at a personal level. They
therefore agreed with men that women had a procreative perception of sex because
its probable outcome outweighs the possible joys of recreation. All they could see
was sexual activity resulting in yet another pregnancy when they already have
enough children to feed, clothe and educate; and really they would like to have their
bodies to themselves for a while. They are always tired and see little chance of
surcease.

4.5

Family planning

I include this short section separately only as an indicator of power relations between
men and women within marriage, and control of women's sexuality, specifically in
Banda. It is not intended as a wider-ranging discussion of the Indonesian family
planning program in general. The Indonesian national family planning program
(Keluarga Berencana

-

as part of the New
KB) was introduced in the late 1960s,

Order's strategy for economic growth. At first it was confined to Java and Bali
diffusing slowly through the archipelago, only reaching outer areas in the 1980s. Its
promotion was coercive in many areas, ardently recruiting women as akseptors
(acceptors) of the program (see Robinson 1989: 21-23) and has resulted in a marked
decline in fertility. Apart from active recruitment, penalties were exacted for those
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of certain groups who exceeded the recommended numbers of children. For
example, the rice ration for public servants and their families was restricted to three
children. Later (1984) the ration was modified downwards when the new objective
and slogan were introduced "Dua anak cukup" (two children are enough). Across
Indonesia statistics report a national prevalence of family planning as over 60%
linked to social, economic and political changes (Hull 1984 and Warwick 1986 cited
by Robinson 1989). To enter the family planning program women are supposed to
obtain their husband's permission although in different areas of Indonesia women
will take this initiative themselves (Robinson 1989: 36).

In Banda family size varies markedly. For instance my neighbour's wife, then aged
61 years, had 13 children 11 of which were still living. In 2000 she had 53
grandchildren and six great grandchildren. Her younger sister (aged 58 years),
however, has only three children and five grandchildren. Both women would have
had their own children before the family planning program was introduced but many
of their grandchildren were born after its inception. In general, the younger people
of Banda do not have large families, many having accepted family planning although
in 1999 there appeared to be little active recruitment to the program whether through
the health centre or through posyandu (pos pelayanan terpadu

-

integrated village

health worker program28).

To enter the KB program in Banda a woman needs not only the formal consent of
her husband, he has to attend the first program visit to the family planning co-

This program is run by volunteer village health workers (kader) conducted monthly in homes or
village centres. There are five basic programs which include maternal and child welfare, infant
immunisation, nutrition advice and family planning.

28
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ordinator at the Camat office when choice of methods is discussed. The actual
prescription, administration or implementation is undertaken by a midwife at the
Health Centre. No single or divorced woman may obtain contraceptives through
these outlets, although I was advised that the pill and injections may be obtained
freely over the counter from pharmacies in big cities such as Ambon. In 2000 access
to fertility control apparently became more liberal. Therefore wives could have
access to family planning methods without their husbands' consent, if they were
willing or able to travel to obtain it. The choice of methods in Banda lies between
the IUD29, contraceptive pill, 3-monthly injection of Depo-Provera, the rhythm
method and condoms. The preferred methods are pills or injections because they do
not involve examination of, or interference with, women's genitalia. Women seem
less concerned about physical examinations than their husbands (cf. Robinson 1989:
37). Thus men have control of women's access and choice of family planning.
They, however are the ones who are expected to take the responsibility and burden
of its implementation.

In Banda, husbands may not give pennission for family planning for a number of
complex reasons. These include ignorance of what it entails, prejudice against new
ideas, desire to prove their potency publicly by having many children, a perceived
need to have children to support a family business or parents in their old age, or a
feeling that contraception may allow their wives to stray. A few women whose
husbands have not given permission, do obtain injections or pills from private health
sources in Banda. Unlike city dwellers they cannot just go to the nearest chemist and

Intra-uterine device.
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purchase them on their own initiative. One or two retired mantri (nurses) obtain
supplies off-island and dispense them privately. Some women used to buy pills in
Ambon but that outlet is difficult nowadays with the sectarian violence. These few
perceived 'illicit' sources allow otherwise restricted women a little freedom of
choice in reproduction and sexuality but their husbands would be very angry if they
ever found out and it could possibly be grounds for precipitating divorce in a rocky
mamage.

In 1999, it was rumoured that one or two moderen students at SMU were taking the
pill, their source of supply being uncertain. At one point there was a furore at the
Health Centre when rumour alleged that pills had been obtained illegally through one
of the health centre staff. The doctor, who is a devout disciplinarian, spent many
hours checking information and supply registers, outraged that "free sex", or sexual
liberation for women, had come to Banda possibly through his staff. However, no
firm evidence of illicit health centre pilfering and supply was obtained.

Banda men, on the whole, take little direct responsibility for the actual performance
of family planning. None of my informants said that they would seek a vasectomy,
nor did they know, or know of, anyone who had. They would not engage in coitus
interruptus because that is against religious teaching. Moreover most of them had
never used a condom and would not think of doing so, thinking them not masculine
and not 'nice' (kurang enak). Thus, they have total control of women's sexuality in
this sphere while women bear the responsibility. A very few married men
health staff

-

-

mainly

do take or share this responsibility by using condoms, either because

other methods are not suitable for their wives, or for extra protection at the beginning
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and end of Depo-Provera injection periods when effectiveness is less than
guaranteed. However, male control of woman's sexuality in reproduction is not
always to refuse them access to family planning. One woman who was on the pill
said that she would like another child but her husband felt that they could not rear
and educate any more. They had two boys and the wife really wanted a girl who
would help her in the house when she grew older, thus lightening the wife's own
duties, not increasing them as boys do. Her husband was so strongly in control of
the family planning that he actually checked regularly that she took her pills, while
she felt that she could not surreptitiously dispose of them to precipitate an 'accident'.

This section serves to reinforce and highlight how men control women's sexuality in
Banda. Religion and culture give men 'institutional' power over women through
marriage laws, cultural constraints and national programs which define women's
status and relationships (cf. Altman 2001b; Sears 1996) while limiting their control
over their own bodies, their fertility and their reproductive health.

4.6

Family violence

Men's control of women's sexuality in Banda did not appear to include rape or
domestic violence generally. All women said that there was no rape in marriage, that
on the whole their husbands were considerate about not pestering them for sex if
they were not in the mood. However should their husbands be very insistent about
their marital rights, women thought it was better to co-operate than make a fuss. It
would be embarrassing if the neighbours heard the disagreement and could be
considered grounds for divorce. Men were more categorical in denying that there
was any rape or domestic violence in Banda. A few reluctantly agreed that there
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may be a little force used sekali-kali (now and again) if a wife is not willing,
especially if the husband had been drinking. However, in sex one wants some
pleasant response from a wife and she knows her duty. Outside marriage there is
little opportunity for rape because 'good' women do not go out alone after dark and
there are no 'bad' women in Banda. Health staff confirmed that there was little
evidence of wife bashing with Bandanese people but pointed out two different
refugee women with facial cuts and bruises. This sort of behaviour reportedly occurs
with 'other' groups, not locals.

4.7 Divorce
Divorce occurs in Banda comparatively infrequently but although there is no social
stigma attached to either party on the grounds of divorce per se, there may be stigma
for the underlying cause of divorce, e.g. cruelty or drunkenness. For Bandanese
Muslims (cf. Jones 1994), unlike Arab countries in my experience, a divorced
woman is not a shame to her family, being returned as damaged goods. In Banda she
may marry again with all pomp and ceremony. Divorce is sought through the
provincial court whose first responsibility is to try to reconcile the couple. Two or
three meetings will be held for mutual counselling. If reconciliation is not possible,
an uncontested divorce, or one by mutual consent, can go through quickly. A
contested divorce, particularly if the wife is initiating it, may take years. In practice,
it is easier for a man to divorce his wife, especially if contested, than vice versa
because a woman has to have much more material grounds and evidence. After a
divorce a woman is not allowed to remarry for 3 months to ensure that there is no
pregnancy. During this time the husband is responsible for her upkeep and that of
the children. He may marry again after 45 days.
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National divorce law for Muslims reflects Shari 'ah law. Following initial divorce
proceedings, if the couple becomes reconciled during the waiting period the divorce
is revoked. This process may be repeated twice30 but after a third divorce
proceeding, divorce becomes irrevocable and they may not resume marriage unless
in the meantime the wife marries and divorces another man. In practice, in Banda
divorce generally proceeds to finality if counselling and reconciliation have failed.

The ongoing financial responsibility of a man to his divorced wife may be
determined by the reason for divorce or who initiated it. If a man divorces his wife
for adultery he pays no support. If she divorces him with adequate evidence of his
misconduct, she receives half his assets as alimony. Children of a divorced couple
may go with either parent according to their ability to care for and support them. In
Banda it appears that small children will stay with their mother according to her
ability to support them. Sometimes the husband will contribute to their support,
even if not so required by law. There actually seem to be relatively few divorces
initiated locally, despite information provided by cynical informants. The two I
observed during fieldwork were expeditiously completed. One of them, initiated by
a wife and uncontested by the husband, took six weeks to complete. The smaller
children stayed with the mother, the older with their father although there is mutual
access.

Non-Muslims may normally obtain divorce through the Kantor Camat for similar
reasons to those cited above, but no-one seemed to know of any people who had
divorced. There is no apparent waiting period after the divorce is finalised for non-

°

Ta/ak

Islamic divorce, three stages Ta/ak satu, dua dan tiga after which it is irrevocable.

-
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Muslims. Divorced Christians generally may not remarry in church in Banda but it
was difficult to obtain further information because of the social situation.

I met a small number of divorcees and widows, most of whom returned to their
families to live. Some of them had children but one did not. She had been divorced
because she was perceived to be kandungan kosong (barren) and felt herself to be a
bit of a failure in the marriage stakes but was resigned to it. No-one else seemed to
blame her. Meantime her ex-husband's second marriage had still not produced
children after a number of years. On the whole divorcees and widows were urged by
their families to remarry for their own benefit and happiness, because singleness is
not perceived to be a blessed state, especially for young women. I attended the
weddings of two divorced young women of my acquaintance when they married
again with all pomp and ceremony, one with a very large, elaborate wedding.

However, not all women wish to remarry. A widow who had teenage children and a
thriving little business expressed her total lack of interest in remarrying. She
preferred her single independence which included business travel to Ambon and
Java. She expressed herself as suka sekali punyai pacar (interested in having
boyfriends) but had no intention of ministering unto the whims of another husband.
Running round after a man, being at his beck and call, was not for her.

There were only a few divorced men in my group of informants. They also were
urged to marry again by family friends and peers in order to achieve a regular sex
relationship and a woman to care for them. One was urged to remarry by a
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moralistic friend to get him away from the "floozies he was associating with" (his
actual words in English)31. As one of his acquaintances I was not overly flattered!

4.8 Discussion

This chapter has examined HI V/AIDS awareness within the professed or 'normative'
social and sexual contexts of Banda. It expands the community social and sexual
relationships previously explored with the students in Chapter 3. It describes the
socialisation of children in gender relationships, then unmarried and married men
and women through social and sexual relationships of courtship, marriage and
divorce. Thus, it shows many factors within the political economy of sex, sexuality
and AIDS risk in Banda and the complex interplay between culture and power
extending from dominant institutions throughout the social group (cf. Singer 1998;
Altman 2001b). It demonstrates how Banda society like society in general,
"regulates sex through religious and cultural prohibitions, ceremonies and rules;
through government restrictions and encouragement; and through a whole range of
practices which form part of everyday life" (Altman 2001b: 3).

Firstly this chapter shows how religion is intrinsic to, and a major influence on, all
social and sexual relationships in Banda. Through religious and then government
regulation it defines the framework of marriage laws, in conjunction with codes of
dress and behaviour, which tend to be more restrictive on women than men (cf Sears
1996; Surykusuma 1996). The power differential between men and women is

The moralistic friend was the person who vehemently opposed any promotion of condom use. The
divorced informant had a small staff of non-resident married women to housekeep for him. They had
a relaxed open joking relationship with their boss as had I.
-
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endorsed by religion (Qur'an 2: 228), government regulation (Sears 1996;
Suryakusuma 1996), and cultural expectation, giving men a higher status with the
power to control their women's sexuality, and sexual relationships. Women achieve
status and respect through their relationship with men, in their marriage and
parenthood. Before marriage, their sexuality is controlled by their parents,
particularly their fathers, and after marriage, by their husbands. Even after marriage
a father may still have real control over his daughters. One father I met, regularly
vetted the clothes, facial make-up and behaviours of his married daughters and
daughter-in-law. He disapproved of moderen aids to beauty if he was made aware of
them, considering them immodest, even in married women whose husbands might
think differently. This power differential is accentuated when religion defines the
socio-economic relationship of men and women, placing women in a dependant
position (Qur'an 4: 34). Thus religion is a major factor in the power relationships of
Banda, and although conservative it is not overly oppressive.

Secondly this chapter shows how women are placed at risk for HIV for four reasons.
These are, lack of knowledge about HIV, lack of access to adequate knowledge, their
perception of safety through their own chastity and marital faithfulness and their lack
or limited ability to negotiate safer sex behaviours with, or by, their husbands. Men
generally do not take responsibility for family planning, although they control it.
Therefore they are unlikely to take responsibility for HIV prevention unless they see
an imminent personal risk for HIV. Before or outside marriage they take no
precautions to protect themselves or their sexual partners. It has been medically
shown that HIV is transmitted more easily from men to women than vice versa.
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Therefore one infected man could potentially infect many partners over a long period
of time.

Thirdly men are also at risk for HIV through lack of knowledge, lack of access to
adequate knowledge, a personal perception of safety and lack of 'safer sex' practices
when exposed to HIV risk. The last factor is very much influenced by religion
which restricts the promotion of condom use for fear of seeming to condone sin.
Unmarried people effectively have no access to condoms, or other family planning
measure, from government health sources. This again reflects the power differential
between men and women. It is senior male Islamic authorities who preach denial of
HIV, advocating only sexual abstinence before marriage and continence afterwards.
As the only method of HIV prevention, adherence to religious principles has been
generally ineffective in different parts of the world, e.g. the high prevalence of HIV
in South Africa where Catholic bishops oppose the use of condoms (Nessman 2001).
Human emotions are often stronger than religious proscriptions.

All these points reflect the wider situation in Indonesia as previously discussed in
Chapter 2. These include personal and community denial of HIV, the blame of 'risk
groups' such as prostitutes and foreigners for HIV infection, the religious prejudices
against condom use, and the power differential between men and women. All
combine to make Banda potentially at risk for HIV/AIDS. Prevention messages
need to be more focussed and made personally relevant, particularly to men who
wield the power and take the immediate risks, in order to be effective (cf. UNAIDS
2000a, 2001a). This chapter has given a small indication of some risk behaviours
which have been admitted by some men, within the context of marriage relations.
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Chapter 6 will examine 'clandestine' or 'transgressive' behaviours in Banda more
widely and in greater detail. Before that, I will discuss the social changes in Banda
following the eruption of sectarian violence in Ambon in January 1999.

Chapter 5
Between religion and riot..
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Chapter 5
Between religion and riot...
"All whom dearth, age, agues, tyrannies, despair, law chance, hath slain"
(John Donne, Holy Sonnets)
This chapter is somewhat difficult to locate in sequence with relation to fieldwork
processes and the effects of conflict. The sectarian conflict in Maluku actually
erupted before the formal fieldwork was undertaken and some of its effects on the
Banda community were immediately obvious, while others followed later. All
effects were compounded by the earlier changes of national government and the
Indonesian monetary crisis'. The social fabric of Banda was disrupted, introducing
or exposing different social and sexual behaviours and practices, all of which have
relevance for HIV risk. Therefore I have chosen to place this chapter between those
delineating the professed normative sexual relationships of marriage and
examination of non-normative or transgressive practices.

There have been a number of major changes in Indonesia during the last three years,
starting with the monetary crisis (krismon) in 1997 which contributed to the downfall
of President Soeharto's New Order regime in 1998. Following Soeharto there were
two short term presidents, Habibie who inherited the mantle from Soeharto, then
democratically elected Wahid who was deposed in 2001, to be succeeded by
Megawati Sukarnoputri2. During this disruptive political period, violence has broken

'Part of the Asian recession of 1997.
Daughter of Indonesia's first president, Sukarno (putri = daughter or girl).

2
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out, or increased, in different parts of Indonesia, Maluku Province being one. The
Malukan violence erupted in Ambon on 19 January 1999.

Before this date, Banda was a quiet, conservative, law-abiding community composed
of roughly 90% Muslims and 10% non-Muslims3, living in apparent harmony4.
Although appearing to be an isolated little group of islands, Banda has, for hundreds
of years, been part of a communication and trading network to the wider world
(Andaya 1993; Ellen 1987; Loth 1998). Although the socio-economic downturn in
the nutmeg production over the last century forced Banda to retreat into relative
obscurity, more recent developments of fishing and tourism have brought the islands
back into the global 'swim', albeit gently. The Malukan violence, however, plunged
Banda into greater contact with big city consumerism and social behaviours, offset
by a resurgence of Islamic conservatism. The resultant changes within, and to, the
community have had immediate effects which may be permanent and wide ranging.

Maluku in general, Ambon in particular, has been portrayed as a model of religious
and ethnic harmony with their mixed composition of cities and villages (Bartels
2000) although Mearns (1996: 96) points out that conflict "is inherent in the very
constitution and history of the city". Within the apparently harmonious juxtaposition
of religious or ethnic groups, neighbourhoods or villages on Ambon Island were
identified as Muslim or Christians, between which there were often minor
confrontations mediated through strong inter-village alliances called pela gandong.
In the central and southern parts of Maluku, including Ambon, the political power

Roughly 9% Christians, 1% other religions.
My own impression from numerous visits over 20 years and endorsed by community members.
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was previously in the Christian domain on the whole, as a legacy of the Dutch
colonial era. After Independence in 1945 and during the New Order government of
Soeharto5 there was a policy of transmigrasi (transmigration) whereby groups of
people from crowded areas of Indonesia were moved to less populated ones, such as
Maluku. The government also set up conditions whereby non-sponsored migrants
also moved to these areas. Thus there was a great influx of immigrants to Maluku,
the majority from South Sulawesi6, resulting in their making up roughly 25% of
Ambon city's population. This tipped the balance of religion towards Islam and
weakened the traditional pela alliances. This religious imbalance was accompanied
by a rise in political and economic power of Muslims, enhanced when Soeharto
began appointing Muslims to be governor of the province, as a result of which,
Muslims came to dominate much of the bureaucracy. This shift in political power
and bureaucratic weight to the Muslims was accompanied by increased money and
business opportunity until Christians in Ambon felt that they were being
overwhelmed (ICG 2000: 2-3).

On 19 January 1999, during Idul Fitri, the Muslim holy day to celebrate the end of
fasting period of Ramadan, an argument broke out in Batu Merah, the central
minibus terminal in Ambon city, between a Christian bus driver and one7 Muslim
passenger. This argument deteriorated into a brawl then escalated into days of wideranging, sectarian mob violence. Large numbers of Christians and Muslims were
killed, with churches, mosques, houses, shops and public buildings damaged or

6

1965-1998.
Bugis and Butonese.
Or possibly more, depending on the account.
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burned. The violence rapidly spread to the neighbouring Lease islands of Saparua
and Haruku, then more widely through southern Maluku.

There have been a number of theories about the causes of the initial and ongoing
violence (Human Rights Watch 1999; ICG 2000; Kleden 2002) which vary
according to ethnic or religious standpoint. They include: a national plot to
introduce Islamic law (Aditjondro 2000a); a suspected intention to create a Christian
state in Maluku (Aditjondro 2000b; Bartels 2000); provocateurs intending to disrupt
the national elections scheduled for 7 June 1999 in order to facilitate a return to
military rule (Human Rights Watch 1999); a corrupt civil service disrupting political
intentions of democracy (van Klinken 1999); rival Ambonese gangsters from Jakarta
with ties to the Soeharto family (Atmanta 2001); or discarded army officers seeking
to disrupt the government (Aditjondro 2000a); disgruntled army officers mobilising
RMS8 activists to provoke Muslims into reacting as they did (Human Rights Watch
1999) and General Wiranto, former Military chief and Defence Minister (Tomagola
cited by Atmanta 2001). There are also arguments about socio-economic causes as a
result of the Indonesian monetary crisis, piggy-backed on to the religious divisions
(ICG 2000). None of these theories is particularly relevant to this thesis. Suffice it
to say that the violence spread rapidly throughout the region with religion being
reported as the overarching polarising influence.

I arrived in Ambon on 25 January 19999 on my way to Banda for a preliminary
fieldwork trip, and on disembarkation was given an armed military escort from the

Republik Maluku Selatan Southern Maluku separatists.
Because this was my most direct route to Banda, tranferring ferries in Ambon.
-
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port to my hotel. Buildings were still smoking, there were piles of burned becaks
(pedicabs) or warung (roadside stalls) in the roads and the tarmacadam surface of the
streets was often badly damaged by the fires. Many shops, offices, restaurants,
businesses and government buildings were closed, while schools were suspended
and there were police and military patrols in the streets. Large piles of rubbish' °
were rotting and stinking in the streets because there were no government services.
The hotel next to mine had been gutted and everything thrown into the street to be
burned but the building had been marked 'jangan dibakar' (don't burn), presumably
by some neighbour concerned for his own building if fire spread. It was the only
Muslim hotel in a Christian area, owned by relatives of my hosts11 in Banda. The
severity of public fear and concern was demonstrated by Mr Halim, an extremely
well known Chinese restaurateur, also a very canny businessman who is always open
for business. He had actually closed for 9 days during the riots. On the day he reopened, I watched him ceremoniously but sadly tear off the nine unprofitable days
from his wall calendar.

From January 99 until April 2000 the so-called 'sectarian' violence was fairly evenly
balanced for casualties, death, damage and displaced persons between the two
groups. Weapons on both sides were fairly simple and generally homemade, such as
machetes and axes. Both sides blamed the military or police for supporting the
opposition and undoubtedly different groups of officials were partisan. As such,
they certainly were not effective in quelling the violence, often being perceived to
aid or encourage it, which complicated matters and prolonged the dispute. The

10

Much worse than the normal litter of Ambon's streets.

11

The Muslim family to which I moved after the violence in Banda.
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sectarian groups are well defined with Christians wearing red bandanas round their
heads, Muslims white ones. The violence spread throughout Maluku from the Am
islands in the southeast to Halmahera in the north.

After April 2000 the balance of power between religious groups was seriously upset.
As a result of a massacre of Muslims by Christians in north Maluku in December
1999, Muslims in other areas of Indonesia began calling for holy war (iihad) to save
the Muslims in Maluku. They were often backed by senior politicians like Amien
Rais, now speaker in the National Assembly (Jakarta Post 10 January 2000).
Following these calls, firstly small, often poorly organised, Muslim militia groups
began to arrive in North Maluku to support their brethren. However, shortly
afterwards, the Laskar Jihad group was formed in Java, whose leader is a preacher
who fought with the Afghanistan Mujahidin in the 1980s. His troops are trained in
paramilitary camps, are well armed with military weapons and have a very high
profile in Java, to the extent of defying a government ban on their moving to Maluku
(Jakarta Post 19 May 2000).

Laskar Jihad arrived in Ambon during the last week of April 2000, just after Easter.
Since then Christians and Christian property have been the greater victims of the
continuing violence and terrorism, some Christians being forced to convert to Islam
on pain of death (ICG 2000; US Dept State 2001). Conversion often included forced
male and female circumcision12.

12

The Governor of Maluku visited Banda on 28 January 2001 having just come from Kesui and Geser
Islands. He advised me personally that more than 300 people from those areas, forcibly converted to
Islam, had been evacuated to Tual (Kei Islands) where they could return to their own religion.

Many army troops (the majority being Muslim) supported the terrorist attacks by
Laskar Jihad while the police (especially those locally recruited) tended to support
the Christians.

Consequently, a state of civil emergency was declared in Ambon on 27 June 2000
which continues today, as does the reign of terror despite the arrest of Laskar Jihad's
leader (Jakarta Post 5 May 2001). He had previously been accused of publicly
provoking violence on religious groups (International Crisis Group [ICG] 2000: 13;
Jakarta Post 11 September 2000) and permitting, if not ordering, one of the jihad
troops to be publicly stoned to death for adultery as laid down by Shari 'ah law
(Laskar Jihad 30 March 2001)1 . He was fairly quickly released from prison in
Jakarta and was placed under nominal'4 house arrest, partly because of public
pressure and sympathy for his actions, partly because of threats from his troops that
they would move their activities to Java if he remained in prison. All the Muslim
newspapers and magazines show Laskar Jihad to be saviours of Ambonese Muslims,
concentrating on helping the refugees with humanitarian aid. Their reign of terror is
glossed over. English language papers such as the Jakarta Post are more frank in
their reporting. The overall numbers of casualties vary15 between 1500 dead (US

13

The Qur'an (24: 2) prescribes 100 lashes for those guilty of fornication or adultery but Shari'ah law
apparently has a range of punishments according to the level of guilt or blame, from stoning to death
to fines.
14
Nominal, because he travels freely back and forth to Ambon, preaching openly in mosques and on
radio. In fact on 26 April 2002 he preached to thousands in the main Ambon mosque, defying the
peace agreement of Malino 2002 and inciting his followers to war (Ambon Berdarah On-line 27 April
2002. Two days later there was a violent raids on a Christian village when 12 were killed (Jakarta
Post 29 April 2002; Reuters 28 April 2002). Laskar Jihad on its website refutes accusations of
blame.
15
Psychologist Drs. Ichsan Malik (Universitas Indonesia, Jakarta) asserted that the accurate total of
those killed from 1999 to late 200 lwas 13 428. He was presenting his 'peace discourse' at a meeting
for journalist practice in Ambon. His breakdown was Tual (Kei) 434, rest of Maluku 9 753 and
North Maluku 3 241 (Ambon Berdarah Online 16 November 2001).
-
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Dept State 2001) to over 5000 (ICG 2000) with 300,000

-

500,000 displaced

refugees both in Maluku and elsewhere in Indonesia.

My fieldwork took place in the ambience of this violence, although I personally was
quite safe in Banda. I did, however, modify my routes to and from Banda to avoid
trans-shipping in Ambon.

Nevertheless, the violence spread to the national ferries,'6 servicing the area,
whereby the vessels were damaged, set fire to or even bombed, as occurred in BauBau when certain identified groups, such as refugees or militia, could not embark. In
October/November 1999 Pelni did not want to enter Ambon harbour because there
was danger of attack on the vessel or personnel, with disruption of landing or loading
procedures. The company even talked of withdrawing services from the province
until the unrest was stopped. This did not occur at that time but did occur in the
following year. Since the major problems arose on the Bau-BaulAmbon sector, the
service which transported the Bugis refugees from Ambon or Bugis and Javanese
militia to Ambon, routes were altered so that ferries did not enter both ports in the
same direction'7 This caused problems for Ambon travellers who had to make a
diversion through Banda to connect with their chosen ferry.

Ferries also became identified as Christian or Muslim according to the ports they
visited. Both Pelni ferries entering Banda are designated 'Muslim' by Christians, but

16

Pelni
Peictyaran Nasional Indonesia comprising very large German built vessels officially
transporting 1-2000 passengers in reality often many many more, throughout the archipelago. They
have 4-6 classes of cabin from first (beds and ensuite bathrooms) to economy (open dormitory or deck
sleeping).
17
i.e. going west they would only enter Ambon, going east they only entered Bau-Bau.
-

-

-

IM
only one18 is seen as such by Muslims, since the other19 goes to Irian Jaya, which is
perceived to be a Christian area. Part of the dichotomy of perception depends on the
sector of the route and there is more Banda traffic towards Muslim western
Indonesia than to Irian Jaya. Similarly, the subsidiary Perintis trading vessels, which
also carry passengers through central and southern Maluku, became polarised, the
0ne2° considered to be Muslim continued to visit Banda, while the other2 ' only
entered Christian ports.

On the ferries themselves, passengers were attacked, some even killed22 or
disappeared, probably over the side. Gangs of youths23 would roam the ships looking
for people to threaten or attack. They even knocked on first and second class cabin
doors during the night looking for potential victims24. Some apparently sought any
possible victim but others had lists and identification of those they sought. Minority
groups, especially Chinese, became very frightened to travel and such passengers,
including myself, chose the smaller self-contained first or second class cabins which
can be locked, rather than more public ones. Sometimes these passengers did not
even leave the cabin to eat in the restaurant, preferring to carry all their supplies with
them. In some sectors the ferries became very quiet but in others they were often
overloaded with refugees carrying what they could with them. At critical times, all
flat surfaces, decks, stairwells, foyers, gangways and corridors, were solidly covered

' 8 Bukit Sigunlang.
' 9 Rinjani.
20 Shinta.
21
Isabella.
22
e.g. son of previous rector of Pattimura University.
23
Muslim in my experience, identified by their white bandana.
24
While travelling on the Bukit Siguntang I was wakened one nigbt by a knock at the cabin door.
When I finally (and possibly stupidly) opened the door, I saw a group of youths further down the
corridor, knocking on other doors. Immediately afterwards there was a ship's announcement calling
crew to the area to remove the troublemakers.
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with people, some of whom climbed up ropes to embark because the proper
entrances were too crowded. It was impossible to walk round the vessel and even a
trip to the restaurant was a hazard course, navigating the sprawl of bodies. At other
times, people began to take advantage of the refugee concession fares, which were
very much reduced, in order to conduct their own business, either in distant ports or
on the ships themselves. This was difficult for the shipping line to police, and
contributed to the withdrawal of services.

After the influx of Laskar Jihad, ferries were known to be carrying arms and other
war supplies from western Indonesia to Maluku. As a result, in August 2000 the
Pelni ships were banned from Malukan waters to control the supplies of arms and to
protect the shipping line (Jakarta Post 11 September 2000). Managing the
embarking and disembarking passengers, searching for smuggled arms, and
controlling safety on the ships and docks, then became a major enterprise for Pelni
and the military forces. Access to Ambon and then Banda was severely curtailed
between May and December 1999 and again in August 2000 while in January 2001
only one ferry was running because the other was in dock. This led to major service
problems in Banda as I will discuss later.

Alternative access to Banda by air ceased with the first violence in Ambon because
the airport there was closed at irregular intervals for irregular periods of time.
Previously services were never very reliable, although scheduled three times a week,
because they actually only flew if the plane had a full load. Now, pilots, if available,
were scared to make the trip from the Ambon city to the airport through different
sectarian areas, exposing themselves to attack. At first a military escort was
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considered sufficient to deter attack and remove roadblocks but later this proved
insufficient. Planes were also physically withdrawn to carry troops to Ambon or to
prevent their destruction. Therefore, air services to Banda ceased and by December
2001 the Merpati25 office in Banda had not been staffed for more than two years. A
few charter trips, such as those set up by Des Alwi26 to make tourist films, may land
at the airstrip, otherwise it has been neglected. Cattle are tethered in the verges to
graze, while the only people seen in the area are those living in more remote villages
travelling to or from the town, or those looking for a lonely assignation site27

One outcome of the violence in Maluku has been the split of the province into two,
'Maluku' with Ambon as provincial capital and 'North Maluku' with Ternate as the
provincial capital. The ostensible reason for the split was the continuing failure of
Ambon to fulfil its capital duties but North Maluku has long wished to separate.
This split worried many Muslims in the southern islands like Banda because they
feared that the southern province would become Christian. By the end of 2001
violence in the northern province has virtually ceased and refugees, both Christian
and Muslim, are returning home, but violence in Ambon continues.

This sectarian conflict in Ambon and other areas of Maluku, had direct and indirect
effects on Banda. The direct and immediately obvious effects were on the
composition of the population. Firstly, Muslim refugees from Ambon, Kei or Am
Islands fled for safety to Banda when they, their families or houses were threatened.
During the latter part of 1999 there were more than 4,000 refugees in Banda, which

25

Indonesian airline.

26

entrepreneur, previously mentioned, who promotes tourist development.
Prominent

27

See chapter 5
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is a big influx of people and a burden on a basic population of 16,000 people. Most
of the first refugees had local relatives and stayed with family members but others
had no direct relationship with the Bandanese. These stayed in empty public
buildings since they could not afford to pay for accommodation. Some, in transit to
their families elsewhere, squatted at the ferry terminal until the next ferry was due.
This facility is most inadequate for such numbers of people. Feeding and providing
for all these refugees was a burden on the Banda community since government
support and supplies were delayed, partly from national lack of knowledge or
interest in the refugees' situation, partly because everything had to pass through
Ambon and was either delayed or destroyed there.

The second direct effect on Banda was a night of violence in those islands on 21
April 1999. On this night, a Muslim on Hatta island was allegedly killed by a nonresident Christian, reputedly from Saparua. The Christian escaped to Seram while
the vengeful Muslims, many of them angry refugees, moved to Neira and Lonthoir
Islands and went on the rampage, destroying and burning churches and Christian
homes. Five members of the van den Broeke family were killed on Lonthoir Island.
They were descendants of the last perkeniers, (çrivate, originally Dutch nutmeg
plantation owners) to own a private pala (nutmeg) plantation in Banda. The old
plantation owner who was Christian had died in January/February 1999 but his
widow and his son's family28 were attacked. The son, who was Christian and two
elder children29 managed to escape but one was severely wounded. All three went to
Jakarta, the grandson for treatment, the others for refuge with their in-laws. The

28
29

A family whose members were both Muslim and Christian.
Muslim I think.
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widow, her sister30, the son's wife and two younger children were all killed (Far
Eastern Economic Review 1999; Indo-News 1999; Kompas 29 April 1999; vdbroeke
1999).

The true cause of these deaths is still rather controversial to many Bandanese, since
there seems to have been a number of local tensions between the van den Broeke
family and adjacent villagers, plantation workers and extended family in the area.
Some of those who were killed, such as the small children, were in fact Muslims not
Christians. Anecdotal local evidence, from different sources (also see Kompas 29
April 1999), gives credence to local feuding over pala plantation issues being the
basis of the incident, exacerbated by refugees' anger, ignited by the killing on Hatta.
Nevertheless, many Bandanese dissociate themselves from the violence, entirely
blaming the refugees. When asked about it, they gaze off into the distance, saying
that Bandanese would not do such a thing, despite the fact that the majority of those
arrested were locals (Winn 1999). Other Bandanese, trying to play down the dangers
to potential tourists, dissociate the killings from the rest of the violence. They firmly
endorse the family feud view of the killings, blaming the other violence on the
refugees. Twentyfour Banda men, among others, were arrested for their parts in the
killings and held in the local gaol for a while until suitable transport could be
arranged. They were then sent to Masohi in May 1999, pending trial. I watched
their departure. After the trial, those Bandanese convicted of felonies were returned
to Banda to serve their sentences, the others were detained in Masohi. I met the son
of one of them in February 2001. He was trying to raise a subscription from

30

Or servant according to different reports.
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neighbours and friends in order to move to Tual and continue his schooling there.
He felt too embarrassed and ashamed to stay in Banda.

Fairly quickly, things quietened down in Banda, at least superficially and the van den
Broeke grandson recovered. Meantime, the son lefi his two surviving children in
Java with his wife's family and returned to Banda. He entered the Islamic faith and
in late October 1999, with great display, married a Bandanese girl from an 'Arab'
family in Neira who has since had a baby. His wedding was well attended with
friends, neighbours and wellwishers. He has thus consolidated his position with the
Banda community and majority religion. Although the plantation house was
destroyed the new family has returned to Lonthoir living in a village there, and he
has resumed work with the pala plantation, apparently at peace with the neighbours.

During this night of violence in Banda, many Christians sought shelter with Muslim
friends, in the police station, health centre and the Hotel Maulana owned by Des
Alwi. Des apparently faced down a large crowd of "machete wielding Muslims
threatening to kill terrified Christians" (Far Eastern Economic Review 1999). He
also helped the van den Broeke family to get away from Banda, and for this he was
thanked by Prince Bernhard of Holland (Kompas 29 April 1999). As a result of this
disruption nearly all the 1,500 Bandanese Christians fled the islands seeking shelter
elsewhere in Indonesia, thus changing the composition of the population yet again.
Banda was declared a 'danger area' by the government, like Ambon and the Kei
Islands31. Population numbers, however, still remained artificially inflated because
Muslims refugees continued to arrive, taking over such Christian houses as were still

1 This

allowed the dates for national school examinations to be modified and delayed.
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fit to live in, or any others which were vacant. The few Christians who remained in
Banda included about 30 families on Pulau Ai, some police officers, some Chinese
shop owners and traders and one family living near the old Dutch church whose
house is hidden from sight and not known to the refugees. The effects of conflict
possibly increased the Bandanese people's vulnerability for HIV/AIDS. As
UNAIDS (2001a: 4) states:

Conflict settings increase local and regional insecurity, and increase poverty.
They can lead to the breakdown of social services and infrastructure, and the
lack of food, shelter, medicines and health care workers.... In post conflict
situations, local women and girls are at increased risk as they barter or sell sex
for survival.

Thus UNGASS (2001:3) recognises that "poverty is a contributing factor to the
spread of AIDS", and armed conflicts "exacerbate the spread of the epidemic". It
also stresses that the "gender inequality [which] is. a fundamental element in the
. .

vulnerability of women and girls to HIV/AIDS" is exacerbated by conflict. This
latter aspect will be discussed later in this chapter and the next.

There was a cascade of effects in Banda during 1999-2001 from the sectarian
conflict in Maluku including: breakdown in community relations and rifts in the
social fabric; economic hardship resulting from the cessation of tourism, the influx
of refugees and interrupted food and other supplies; increased movement of
'strangers' through Banda and changes in the mobility of Banda's population; and
incursion of social and sexual behaviours and practices from other areas. The
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separation of families, movement of men32 and women for security or protection in
conjunction with financial hardship led to an evolving, visible sex industry. In
contrast, there was a highly visible upsurge in young Bandanese women wearing full
Muslim dress, whether for identification with the Muslim cause, perceived
modernity or for personal protection is difficult to decide. I argue that the overall
results of the Maluku conflict abruptly increased the HIV risk for the Bandanese
population, as I will now discuss in greater detail.

First of all there was a breakdown of social services and infrastructure, such as
district administration, education and health services. The Christians who fled
Banda included the Camat (District Administrator), 70% of Health Centre staff,
including the two resident doctors, and 40% of secondary teaching staff. This loss
disrupted many major services to a community overburdened by homeless,
impoverished, refugees concomitant with breakdown in food, and health supplies
normally routed through Ambon.

Education in the public senior secondary school almost came to a stop because many
classes had no teacher, so students were left to study alone. The provincial and
national end of (9 8/99) year examinations, usually held in May/June, had to be
postponed for weeks because of class and student disruption, with lack of exam
supervisors. Because of the examination and marking delays, graduating students
were penalised in their search for higher education places in other provinces. They
did not choose to, or could not, seek places in Ambon because of the violence and
destruction there. Thus, the future tertiary education of Bandanese was disrupted.

32

Some refugees, some police or other forces, some Muslim militia.
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All students already in higher education in Ambon returned to Banda for safety,
especially after university campuses, such as University Pattimura, were destroyed
with many of their staff attacked and killed. Students in transh

LU

campus, either by

road or ferry across the harbour, were vulnerable to attack. In effect the current
generation of young men and women was halted in their continuing education and
potential earning capacity. Many could not afford to seek tertiary places elsewhere
even if they were able to transfer their courses. They returned to Banda, some
seeking limited local employment such as fishing or trading. Many became very
frustrated and angry, seeking alternative distractions.

Meantime those families who could afford it, and the new year 2000/2001 secondary
school graduates, must seek continuing education further afield, for instance, in
Makassar, Kendari or Java. This involves their families in greater expense for travel
and accommodation, with longer family separations. Previously, students in Ambon
could come home for a weekend or a short stay if the ferry schedule fitted. Now,
most of them can only afford to come home once a year, restricted by cost and time.
This also places greater stress on family bonds and social values when young people
are exposed to peer pressures in distant cities inciting them to sexual experiment,
thus increasing possible HIV exposure.

In addition, schools in Banda, particularly the public secondary schools, were
swamped with refugee students, increasing the enrolment beyond the capability of
current staff allocation, even if at full strength. When school resumed in July 1999,
staff numbers at SMU returned to nearly normal with the posting of Muslim teachers
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from elsewhere, but it was necessary to run both morning and afternoon classes to
cope33 because student numbers had risen from 500+ to roughly 700.

The double teaching load was maintained over the next two years although
fluctuating slightly as some refugees returned to their homes, while others arrived or
returned again if further violence erupted elsewhere. Meantime, the Aliyah school
coped more easily not having any Christian teachers and having moved to larger
quarters in July 1999.

The overall effect of the breakdown in education facilities and services was that
scores of teenagers, young men and women, but particularly men, were frustrated in
their scholastic and career ambitions and left, unemployed, to their own devices in
Banda. Those who had rotating schedules at school or were in classes without
teachers could elude the normal supervisory practices of family or school. An
example of this was seen where the video games parlour34 in Neira town put up a
sign saying that "people in school uniform would not be admitted". Also young men
and women were also able to meet informally more easily, at times which previously
were 'out of school'. Moreover, some of the refugees, particularly those from bigger
towns or cities, brought more relaxed city ways. Where Banda girls or women
would not usually go out at night except with family, by 2000 one could hear mixed
groups of young people walking, talking and singing in the streets often late at
night35. One could also observe them chatting on street corners outside the various

33

Normally school starts about 0700 or 0730 and runs until about 1300. From July 1999 third
year
students attended in the morning while 1 and 2' years alternated weekly between morning
or
afternoon. Teachers carried the extra load with no increase in salary.
34
In 1999, the only games 'parlour' with two computers each with one or two programs.
35
Sometimes very late at night if there had been a very late ferry arrival.
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new video parlours which had rapidly expanded in numbers over two years.
Conservative Banda deplored such behaviour, maintaining that young people were
exposing themselves to moral laxity, sexual temptation and loss of reputation.

Simultaneously, at the central health centre, a local depleted staff of 7 Muslims36
toiled to continue the services to a population which was inflated with people at-risk
for infections and malnutrition because of poor housing and overcrowding, lack of
finances, lack of work and food shortages. There were still a few out-posted health
staff on other islands. To aid in emergency health service provision, doctors were
sent on roster from Java, but as transients they were unable to set up effective
programs for on-going health management of the refugees. Later, a newly qualified
Ambonese doctor was posted to Banda and nursing staff numbers were boosted by a
number of salaried and volunteer Bandanese staff, recruited from other parts of
Indonesia where they had either just finished training or been working. The
volunteers were mostly waiting to be allocated salaried public service positions in
Banda or elsewhere and many of them left Banda when these were obtained. During
the two years 1999/2001 health centre staff levels fluctuated widely, from low in
May 1999 to adequate levels later in the year, down to barely manageable again in
early 2001.

Medical supplies continued to be an on-going problem since they had to come from
Ambon or Seram and were in short supply in each place. Requests for essential
supplies37 were often not fulfilled or delivered. This had adverse effects on the

36
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Previously over 30.
Such as infant vaccinations or family planning supplies.
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health programs or services available. Many of the usual surveillance or prevention
programs could not be maintained, although every effort was made38 . Laboratory
supplies for health tests were also in short supply while by 2001 I was advised that
there had been no family planning supplies delivered for 2 years and there was no
other formal outlet in Banda. The supply of condoms currently held for family
planning were out of 'use by' date, therefore could not even be recommended for use
for this purpose or HIV prevention.

Not only were social services to the community disrupted, there was economic
hardship also. Food, salaries and other essential supplies are usually imported
through Ambon, the provincial capital. The price of rice more than doubled during
1998/99 as a result of the monetary crisis while its supply was restricted by the
ensuing violence which disrupted trans-shipment. Civil servants were not paid their
salaries because Ambon offices were closed and they did not receive their regular
rice allowance39 so were doubly penalised by having no money but having to buy
rice. By January 2001 this hardship was increased yet again when there was
devolution of government to provincial level. As a prelude to devolution, rice
rations to civil servants were withdrawn, to be replaced by a direct rise in salary.
Unfortunately this monetary compensation was based on Jakarta rice prices, not the
much inflated price in riot torn Maluku.

For instance the doctor and staff normally made a monthly visit to the outer islands to conduct
health clinics which included antenatal, infant health and nutrition but these had been postponed for
lack of staff and materials.
Each civil servant is entitled to 10 kilos of rice/monthlfamily member up to a total of 50kg/family.
To be deprived of salary and then have to buy rice as well, seriously erodes any family funds even if
the supplies were available.
-
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Other essential supplies, such as cooking oil or diesel for electricity, were also
disrupted and had to be obtained from alternate sources.

Therefore new trade

networks had to be established through Papua, Makassar or Surabaya.

In the

meantime there was a CPI increase in MaIuku40 of 7% compared with 3-4%
elsewhere in Indonesia. When the supply of diesel dried up, there was rationing of
electricity for months with sometimes no electricity at all. For weeks in 2001 we had
rolling blackouts, 2 nights electricity off, one on, throughout Neira island. With no
electricity, water from wells had to be pumped or hauled by hand, while certain
festivals and celebrations had to be postponed for lack of illumination. The lack of
electricity also upset food storage because there was no refrigeration, either for
homes or for market sellers. It also disrupted news and information access by
television and affected the normal evening social life of the Bandanese since the
streets were dark, while shops and stalls could not open because they had no
illumination and no customers. Entertainment became even more limited since
people could not watch television or video, or listen to the radio, all of which led to
frustration. Meanwhile, there was a greater opportunity for unobserved clandestine
activities in the darkness, such as theft or sexual liaisons.

Other basic services such as post and telephone were regularly disrupted thus
restricting communication and increasing financial hardship. For example, for about
6 weeks during October/November 1999 the local Post Office was unable to obtain
from Ambon both stamps for letters and forms for money withdrawal and deposit.
Government regulations prevented the staff from obtaining supplies from anywhere
other than Ambon, the provincial capital. There is no bank or other banking outlet in
4
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Reported September 1999.
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Banda. With no stamps, no letters could be sent for many weeks. With no
withdrawal or deposit slips, no money could be withdrawn from individual accounts
which made further purchases and payments difficult. In addition, government
salaries are paid through the Post Office and access to these even if they had been
-

forwarded from Ambon

-

was prevented. Therefore the circulation of money was

drastically reduced adding to the financial hardship.

In addition to this actual hardship there was also a perception that the Post Office in
Ambon was particularly impeding service to Banda for sectarian reasons. The main
Ambon Post office is situated in a Christian area and after the violence would
therefore only have Christian staff, while Banda is Muslim. Therefore Bandanese
were convinced that mail or supplies to Muslim Banda were being specifically
destroyed or delayed for religious reasons. Certainly mail deliveries took weeks
more than previously experienced, if they ever arrived.

Similarly, spare parts for equipment breakdown such as telephones or the one public
facsimile machine, could not be obtained in Ambon because of the destruction and
shop closures. During October/November the phone system was out of order for
weeks, thus further curtailing outside communication. A similar phone outage
occurred in February 2001 at the same time as an electricity breakdown, and spare
parts for both could not be ordered with no phones or fax. Delivery was also delayed
because one of the ferries was in dock. In the end the governor, on his visit by naval
vessel, took technical officers back with him when he returned to Ambon. These
technicians purchased the spare parts and returned by ferry. Disruptions such as
these added stress to everyday living. Those with families in riot areas were unable
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to contact them to check their safety. Those having fled from scenes of violence
were unable to reassure others of their safety and well-being.

Increasing the financial hardship of the islands was the immediate cessation of
international and national tourism as a result of the sectarian violence. All tourists
normally come through Ambon which was now advertised as a 'no-go' area by
embassies, consulates and tourist agencies. This affected the two hotels, 21
guesthouses and their staffs and all the various tour guides, souvenir and tourist
supply shops. Shops or market vendors supplying food were less affected since there
were refugees requiring food, but only basic items, none of the more luxurious goods
which tourists could afford. All tourists are supposed to be registered with the police
through their hotel or residence. During previous years there had been roughly
1,000-2,000' international tourists stopping in Banda each year, plus those who
come in on yachts, diving boats or cruise ships. Throughout my fieldwork I met
about 10 foreign tourists42, a similar number of Indonesian tourists plus passengers
from one tour ship induced by Des Aiwi, after months of persuasion, to call in
Banda.

Although there was a cessation of tourists visiting Banda, and initially a decrease in
normal travel by Bandanese, there was an overall increase in population mobility,
resulting from refugee movements and the change in ferry routes. Nevertheless,
immediately after the outbreak of violence in Banda all passengers arriving on the
ferry were stopped on disembarkation, to establish their identity and/or their

41

Roughly 1000 registered by police in 1998, but Merpati alone reported 1600 international
passengers in 1995. It is difficult to obtain, or cross check, accurate statistics in Banda
42
All were pointed in my direction because I was 'there'.
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relationship to Bandanese people, in order to prevent agents provocateurs from using
Banda as a base. Suspicious strangers were not allowed to land. Banda was most
concerned not to have any further unrest. Refugees already in residence were
warned that any provocative behaviour would see them deported, regardless of
whether they had anywhere else to go. One group, living in a public building as a
'collective', was suspected of being part of an early 'jihad' insurgency movement,
not yet Laskar Jihad, but the group was required to leave.

The first refugees in Banda came from Ambon, followed later by those from the Kei
and Aru Islands at the southeastern end of the Malukan chain. Conflict seemed to
cease fairly quickly during 1999 in the outer islands so that refugees returned home.
These departures were offset by new influxes from Seram, a large island to the north
of Banda, and Ambon when rioting started there. This maintained the level of
refugee population. Seram holds an important position in the central Malukan
network. Its capital Masohi is the seat of local (kabupaten) government, with the
DPRD Tingkat i113, it is also a supply and trading point for Banda. Conversely,
Banda is the linking port for travellers on the major inter-island ferries. Banda
therefore became a major transit point for Muslims fleeing westward, and a base for
other refugees who had nowhere else to go. Also the general increase of violence
and disruption of services in Ambon and surrounding islands after the arrival of
Las/car Jihad persuaded many, although Muslim, to move out and establish safer,
less disrupted homes for their children who could have easy access to regular
education.

43
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The Banda population was regularly increased, albeit in a transitory manner, because
of the change in Pelni routes. Travellers from Ambon going west, or returning from
western ports, had to transit in Banda for 2-3 nights, thus extending their journey in
either direction by 3-4 days44. As a result of all these movements more domestic
travellers passed through Banda, not really compensating for the financial loss of
national or international tourists, because many were destitute. Other mobile
populations are the traders who used to work in Ambon but can no longer do so
because their premises have been destroyed or their sales location has become
unsafe. Some of these are Ambonese, some are traders from Java. Most of these
people did not come to Banda during the initial year of conflict, only as a result of
ongoing violence and the need to open new outlets. They are responsible for a
sudden upsurge in availability of more expensive consumer items such as television
and karaoke sets, video machines, videos and discs, and also clothing and domestic
hardware. The number of shopping outlets, small stalls and kerbside traders, has
increased markedly, thereby providing a greater variety of choice. Bandariese
moralists condemn the increased consumerism in the islands for the decline in moral
tone, their argument being that young people view western decadence45 on TV or
video and wish to emulate it. They also perceive an increase in video porno which
will be discussed in the next chapter.

The wider effects of the Malukan conflict permeated all aspects of the Banda social
fabric, altering its basic structure and possibly changing groups' relationships
permanently. Even the 'resident' police were not immune because many of the
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I day ferry ride to or from Ambon to Banda, plus 2-3 nights stay in Banda waiting for connection.
Clothing, dancing, romance, even sex.
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officers were posted from all parts of Indonesia and included Christians from Ambon
and Sulawesi. At first they maintained that they had no trouble with their duties
despite their sectarian differences, possibly because a detachment of the elite mobile
police brigade (BRIMOB) was stationed in Neira for some months after April 1999.
Nevertheless, later they felt vulnerable in their private lives, and by January 2000
they had all left, seeking transfers to Christian areas because they felt socially
ostracised in Banda. The young single men felt that they had no local friends or
families to visit and no possible girlfriends or marriage partners. The only married
sergeant, from Tanah Toraja in Central Sulawesi, had three children: twins (boy and
girl) at SMP and a baby. The older children were often taunted at school by other
pupils which upset them and led to fights for the boy and tears for the girl. His wife
felt lonely and uneasy socially, even though she felt that she would not be attacked
because she was a policeman's wife. Nevertheless she curtailed her trips to market
and other public areas as much as possible and was immeasurably happy to invite me
to her home since other visitors were reduced in number. As a result of his family
problems, the sergeant sent his wife and children home to Sulawesi for Christmas in
1999 while he stayed on duty, then sought a successful transfer to Ambon mid 2000.

This suspicion, distrust and hate between Muslims and Christians have become
everyday emotions in Banda, destroying the previously tolerant tenor of the
community. This is observed in both individual relationships, as above, and in
general relationships where suspicion of unknown outsiders became the norm.
Within Banda, the most obvious group at risk, besides known Christians, is the
Chinese who continue to feel threatened from time to time, adverse feeling often
being generated by refugee hotheads. During 1999 a few windows were broken and
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students at different schools were hassled and taunted. Later, one Christian Chinese
youth, recently enrolled at SMU, was beaten up on his way home from school. His
family then sent him off to school in Surabaya. His sister at SD avows that her
religion is Buddhism while the younger daughter entered Muslim kindergarten, and
became inculcated with Muslim manners, which her parents tolerated resignedly for
two reasons: there are no alternative kindergartens and fitting-in affords their
daughter some protection with her play-fellows.

The Chinese are an obvious target for retribution, having until recently been denied
Indonesian citizenship. They do not usually become Muslims and are generally seen
to be richer than the average, which arouses envy, particularly in times of hardship46.
Locally respected Muslim men moved swiftly to prevent possible attacks on Chinese
stores and homes. They pointed out that the Chinese control the retail trade in
Banda, therefore if their shops and property were destroyed and they were forced to
flee, there would be no supplies or outlets for the staples of life. As a result, the
economy of Banda, already difficult, would collapse totally. The importance of the
Chinese through their trading contacts and shipping, was sharply pointed up when
local government diesel supplies failed and thus the electricity supply was
threatened. One Chinese trader with his own inter-island trading ships came to the
rescue and brought in sufficient regular diesel to maintain a reasonable electricity
supply.

Prior to 1999 all sections of the community would participate in each other's
celebrations, such as weddings, Christmas and Chinese New Year, so long as there
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They also eat pork which is anathema to (most) Muslims.
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was no clash with their own religious festivities. During 1999 to 2001 there were no
Christian festivities and apparently no Buddhist or Hindu ones. At Chinese New
Year 2000 the festivities were very low key. Only a few Muslims attended the
ceremonies at the temple while the celebrants did not draw attention to themselves,
restricting the usual exuberant fireworks and crackers. The total resident population
of Chinese in Neira, about 30 people47, were celebrating with only a handful of well
wishers and the festal board was very simple instead of the luxurious spread of past
years. In 2001 Chinese New Year fell during the electricity blackouts but the
Chinese had both diesel and generators so were able to proceed. There were fewer
Chinese (20) at the temple since a number of families had sent their children away to
school for safety, or did not allow their children to attend in case of problems. There
were, however, many more spectators and a much more luxurious feast, whether in
anticipation, or defiance, of spectators I do not know. The spectators were mostly
refugees from areas where the celebration of Chinese festivals had not been
previously allowed. It was only after the fall of Soeharto that permission was given
for widespread celebration of Chinese New Year, while the Bandanese had been
practising such religious tolerance for years.

There was a slight change, however, in Bandanese attitudes to the Chinese over two
years of fieldwork visits. Despite the low-key New Year festivities in 2000 many
Bandanese of my acquaintance made a specific point of visiting their Chinese friends
at home to wish them well and partake of festive foods. In 2001 this habit seemed to
have diminished although there was no obvious lack of normal cordiality. Whether
they wanted to distance themselves from other religious observances for lack of
47

Some are Christian but maintain their traditions.
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interest, personal protection or Islamic resurgence, again I was unable to ascertain.
Those questioned on the subject tended to avoid the issue, tending to indicate that
they were too busy this year and it was not important.

Non-Muslim weddings of all denominations were affected by the lack of the Camat
who had fled. His absence meant that weddings could not be formalised, since no
matter what religious ceremony might be undertaken, they had to be registered by
him personally, not his office, because his deputy was not authorised to do this. This
deficiency posed a difficulty for one Chinese couple who wished to marry. Finally
they had a private family ceremony at home which was to be formalised in Jakarta
when they visited relatives on their honeymoon. Their wedding reception, in early
2000, was well attended by friends and family, although, to avoid provoking
attention or adverse reaction in the wider population, there were no formal
invitations issued. A deputation of friends passed the invitations by word of mouth,
calling at individual houses. The reception, however, was a real feast of Chinese
cooking, held in one of the two hotels, followed by the usual joget at maximum
decibels: discretion did not extend this far.

The Banda community in May 1999 seemed apparently calm but was sensitive and
vulnerable to possible violence which was demonstrated when a noisy domestic
incident outside my residence resulted in the urgent appearance of armed forces.
From April 1999 two Chinese families in the street, concerned for their safety,
always kept their houses shuttered, even when they were at home. BRIMOB left in
September 1999 only to return early in 2000 to protect those Christians on Pulau Ai
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who wished to remain in their homes but were apparently threatened by their
neighbours.

The two warring factions in Ambon are colloquially known as 'obet' and 'acang',
named after two TV cartoon characters.

Obet is Christian (Robert or Obed

-

Obednego) and Acang (Hassan), Muslim. The strength of feeling and hate is very
strong amongst the Arnbonese refugees. There is no acceptance that both groups
performed atrocities, only the opposition group, the 'others'. One Ambon man
expressed his hate of Ambonese Christians to me very forcibly, saying that they rape
and kill women, while Muslims would not do such things. His strength of feeling
made objective discussion of the situation impossible. He said he did not hate
Christians generally and would do nothing to stop Bandanese Christians returning
home but would never forgive or forget the atrocities reported from Ambon.

I observed a litany of hate being inculcated into a two-year-old child whose father
had been shot and injured in Ambon. He had gone to Java for treatment while his
daughter stayed with relatives in Banda. Every morning one could hear this
exchange:

Adult: "Mana Papa?"

Child: "Di rumah sakit"

Adult: "Men gapa dia sana?"

Child: "Dia tembakperut"

Adult: "Siapa tembak?"

Child: "Obet".

(Where is Papa? In hospital. Why is he there? He is shot in the stomach. Who shot
him? Christians).
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Apart from the immediate effects on the population composition of Banda, there
were other disruptive effects on the community. The refugees had no occupation, no
work and were very angry at their forced displacement, family disruption or trauma,
destruction of homes and, often, total loss of possessions. The peace of Banda was
often disrupted by drunkenness and fighting which had the potential to erupt at any
time. Police and health staff report more fighting between men after wedding parties
with more domestic violence, possibly because of more drinking and feelings of
frustration. The Bandanese firmly attribute all violence or crime to the incomers and
their problems of no homes, no jobs, no money and no forseeable future. While they
are sympathetic to the vicissitudes of the refugees, the Banda people do not like the
disruption of their peaceful conununity and wish that the intruders would leave.

Locals feel that the refugees were responsible for the introduction of prostitution
which they maintain has not existed in Banda before, while their perception of its
cause varied. Some thought that WTS were refugees themselves, some that they
were just following the trade movements and some that refugees were turning to sex
work because of financial hardship. These reasons will be examined in Chapter 6.
Nevertheless, the apparent increase in sex work was allegedly aided by the increased
and improved mobility of people within Banda itself, especially Neira which has
sealed roads. From 1999 to 2001 there was a marked influx of becak (pedal cycle
taxis), ojek (motor cycle taxis) and bemo (minibus) all looted or purchased at very
low cost from fleeing refugees and imported to provide work for incoming
refugees48. Apart from increasing the noise and pollution in Banda, people could

48

In 1998 there were probably 2-3 trucks and 1-2 private vehicles, 5-6 becak and no ojek. In 2001
there were about 30 becak, 50 motorcycles, 10 private vehicles and 5-6 bemos on regular bus routes.
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move quickly, unattended women more safely, from one area to another. Moralists
attributed the introduction of sex work to the greater freedom of women at night and
ease of movement.

As part of the rift in the social fabric, the increase in theft, both petty and major,
became a new but real problem for Banda. First there was continual petty theft, such
as clothes from washing lines, goods from shops and homes, which is not
unexpected with so many people who lacked financial support. Banda people
resented having to lock up constantly with the breakdown in trust. There were also
two recorded major thefts, one of pala from the government sponsored company run
by Des Alwi, the other of very expensive building tools from the business attached to
the Maulana hotel, owned by Des Aiwi. Although the perpetrators were allegedly
known to locals, as was the means of shipping the stolen goods out of the islands,
no-one was apprehended by the local police. It was rumoured that they were
allegedly involved in the theft. Even a large reward for information49 posted at the
Nusantara mosque, brought little luck. Des Aiwi, as the major victim of the thefts,
was extremely angry at the perceived inefficiency or ineffectiveness of the local
officials and was instrumental in bringing investigators from Jakarta, after which
arrests were made.

BRIMOB returned in early 2000, apparently at Des Aiwi's instigation, ostensibly to
protect the Christians on Pulau Ai, at the same time as a couple of senior
investigators50 arrived from Jakarta. Shortly thereafter there was a major police

'

50

1 million rupiah = SAus 200.
Ministry of Home Affairs.
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swoop on thieving when the alleged culprits (18), most of them refugees but a few
locals, were paraded and shamed in a traditional Bandanese manner. Outside the
Police Station these alleged villains, not yet formally tried by court but already
convicted by the police, were raised above attendant members of the community, to
stand on the concrete edges of the verandah, lightly tied together in a row by the
hands with plastic cord. Round their necks were hung notices detailing their place
and type of crime, ('thief from the ferry/ shop/market/hotel'), then their heads were
publicly cropped by the Kapolsek (Police Chief). Three students from SMP were
included in the group, being hauled out of the nearby school, but their heads were
not completely cropped.

After standing on public display for some time at the police station the culprits were
then paraded all over the main town, through the different constituent villages,
accompanied by motor bicycles hooting to advertise their coming, so that crowds
could come out to see them. They were displayed again at each stop while passers
by looked on or stopped, stared and commented. The alleged villains had been
publicly shamed, whether they were actually guilty or not, and so had their families.
There was no attempt at protest, denial or escape, probably because there was really
nowhere to go. Unfortunately I never heard if they had all actually been tried or
convicted, although I was advised that the culprits for the major thefts would be
tried. Should they have been tried and released before their hair grew again, they
would be publicly identified for many weeks. A number of senior officials were also
posted elsewhere.
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All in all, the reftigees were blamed for a general decline in the 'moral tone' in
Banda, such as mixed groups in the street at night, implied or real prostitution51,
drunkenness, unruly behaviour and fighting, theft, and even too much jo get after
wedding receptions, although this was strictly 'no-touch' dancing. As a result of this
perceived decline an indignation meeting was called at the Muslim Yayasan
(Foundation of Islamic Studies) in Nusantara village. Letters were sent to all
influential members of the community inviting them to attend and in a postscript it
stated that women were 'expected' to wear Islamic dress.

The meeting raised all the moral problems previously mentioned, all of which I
suggest could lead to increased risk of HIV infection, but unfortunately produced no
outcome or recommendations. It did, however, highlight the upsurge in Islamic
conservatism which was becoming apparent in the Bandanese community. Although
I have noticed the gradual increase in numbers of women wearing the jilbab (head
veil) over the years throughout Indonesia generally (see Chapter 2) and in Banda in
particular, nevertheless from 1999 to 2001 the increase in Banda has been most
marked, particularly among younger women.

For instance during 1999/2000, my hostess along with many of her family and
friends had been wearing long shorts but above the knee, within and outside the
house. By January 2001 they were covered from neck to ankle and wearing ajilbab
outside the house. Inside the home, with only male family members or other women
it is not necessary to cover one's hair. One distant family member is even wearing

51

The Director General of Communicable Diseases stated that the social and economic crises of the
last two years have seen "many turning to the sex industry and drug trade to seek an income" (Jakarta
Post 16 July 2001).
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the chador (Arab black all enveloping cloak) plus a black face veil. Similarly, more
women guests at weddings in 2001 were in Muslim dress and jilbab. This upsurge
in Muslim dress went so far as one bride wearing a jilbab under a traditional bridal
head-dress with the drapery tucked into the open neck line of the wedding dress to
conceal her neck. Again in February 2001 when traditional dancers were competing
at a local STQ (Koranic) competition52, girls wore jilbab with traditional dress53 and
socks or stockings on their normally bare feet. Nearly all the women in the audience
were in Muslim dress with jilbab.

Similarly, as part of the moral clamp down with the rise in Islamic fundamentalism,
the sale of beer became severely curtailed with little protest because there were no
tourists. The Hotel Maulana no longer sells beer or spirits since the owner went on
Haj, unless there are guests making tourist promotion films. The beer outlet I
previously patronised did not have its licence renewed, attributed to the influence of
the local, very conservative, DPR member, while cafes on the main street which
might sell beer were often closed at night. Drinking in these cafes had to done in a
family room at the rear. Beer supplies, licit or illicit became very restricted. Two
days before Ramadan in 1999 and 2000, the police went round all the known or
suspected liquor outlets confiscating their supplies. Most was then thrown into the
harbour. To make sure that supplies were not hidden from them, the police came
round earlier the second year. In 1999 there were over 60 crates of beer and
numerous jerrycans of sopi (palm wine) stacked in the front office of the police
station. Those with retail licences were supposed to get their beer back at the end of

52

(Seleksi Tilawatil Qu 'ran -Sekecamatan- Selection of Koran reading, recitation
district level).
53
Sarong and kebaya (long front fastened blouse).

and knowledge
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Ramadan, the rest was destroyed. Rumour has it that there were many local lads
diving in the harbour area for a few days after the disposal. Nevertheless, all in all,
the sectarian conflict in Maluku has induced quite an upsurge in fundamentalist
Islam in Banda.

Between riot and religion the social fabric of Banda has been abruptly changed
within two years. Throughout its long history there have been regional, national and
international contacts through which change has come to Banda, sometimes
willingly and progressively, sometimes more abruptly and violently. The current
rather abrupt and rapid changes are important to this study specifically because they
increase the risk of HIV exposure and infection. Many Bandanese resent the current
changes, preferring to remember their 'glorious' history while looking towards
future economic glories through tourism and fishing. Disruption of the present is
resented and where possible resisted54. Nevertheless, the effects of riot have led to
possible increased HIV exposure through family separation, population mobility,
increased unattached males outposted for service or in transit, male frustration at the
circumstances, domestic violence, financial hardship and possible changes in sexual
trading by men and women outside the normative relationship of marriage (see
Altman 2001b: 8). The Banda reaction seems to be the restriction of women's
sexuality through religious prescription of dress code and religious proscription of
alcohol which disrupts family and social life55. These factors taken in conjunction

"

The government recently has in December 2001 proposed to reform its transmigration policy in
order to reduce conflict (Simanjuntak 2001b).
Alcohol is not proscribed by secular national law of Indonesia.
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with restricted access to HIV education and prevention materials56 indicate the risks
of HIV exposure, with women especially vulnerable since they are ignorant of their
risk and unable to initiate, instigate or insist on preventative measures being taken.
The possible types of risk and exposure will be discussed in the next two chapters.

Post Script: On 9 April it was rumoured that Laskar Jihad and Laskar Mudjahidin had
"confiscated the island Banda as their headquarters" (Front Siwa-Lima 2002) but I have no
confirmation of this. My previous impression of the Banda people would refute this
suggestion. I have encountered members of Laskar Jihad, in Banda but they were ostensibly
collecting alms for Ambon refugees. They were clad in full 'civil' uniform, with long brown
shirts marked on the back Laskar Jihad. However, that group left on the same ferry as
myself. Should there be jihad warriors now based in Banda, it could cause the situation
outlined here, to deteriorate further.

A peace agreement between Muslims and Christians in Ambon was negotiated in February
2002. This agreement is repudiated by Laskar Jihad. Sporadic very violent attacks still
continue on Christian areas. The leader of Laskar Jihad was again arrested on 3 May 2002
charged with provoking some of these attacks by his preachings in the main mosque on 26
April 2002 (Jakarta Post 7 May 2002).

56

The government has noted that millions of children are unable to continue their education after the
monetary crisis, thus limiting their access to such health information as may be available (Nurbianto
2001).
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Chapter 6
The way of the transgressor...
"Pleasure's a sin, and sometimes sin's a pleasure"
(Lord Byron, Don Juan)
This chapter examines those sexual behaviours within the Banda community which
are outside the normative sexual relationship of marriage as described in Chapter 4.
These include premarital and extramarital sex, prostitution, homosexuality and
transgendered practices. Following Blackwood (1998) I use the collective term
'transgression' as defined by Webster's College Dictionary (1991) to be a violation
of a law, command, or moral code; an offence or sin; or more neutrally, passing over
or going beyond (a limit). 'Illicit' behaviours are those which are specifically
proscribed by national or religious law. This chapter also illuminates the Banda
community's perception of sociallgender identity being more important and
acceptable, than sexual behaviour or identity as discussed in Chapter 2 (cf.
Blackwood 1998, 2000; Howard 1996; Oetomo 1996b, 2000). Covert transgressive
behaviours might be tacitly accepted or ignored, so long as accepted gender roles are
maintained.

The prevalence of transgressive behaviours, in conjunction with unprotected sex,
would indicate the possible risk of HIV incursion to and transmission within the
community. In Chapter 4 there were some indications that transgressive behaviours
do occur within the Banda population, either at home or 'abroad', despite their
apparent condemnation by the community. Also, the eruption of sectarian conflict
described in Chapter 5 disrupted the social fabric of Banda, inducing, permitting or
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unveiling certain transgressive behaviours in the wider community. This chapter
also further illuminates the Banda perspective on the difference between 'sex-forprocreation' and 'sex-for-recreation' discussed in Chapter 21, and may indicate some
reasons for the differences of perception between 'sexual intercourse' and 'sexual
relationship' held by students2.

In light of Banda community's vocal condemnation of all transgressive behaviours it
is not surprising that there were varying opinions on their prevalence. Most initially
denied their very existence while others, possibly in an attempt to impress or shock
declared that there was 'lots' (banyak). With most of those holding the former
opinions it was obvious that they wanted to portray their community in the best
possible light, conforming to religious morality. Later, a few would admit that
perhaps 'some' people 'just might' do whatever it was, but 'they themselves did not
know, or possibly would prefer not to know, about it. Others were genuinely
unaware of certain sexual behaviours or preferences, such as homosexuality. In
discussion I took great care to interpret how more blasé or cynical informants
perceived 'lots' of a given behaviour or occurrence. Possibly they were more
worldly wise and perceptive than their neighbours, or perhaps they wished to
impress or shock their audience. In each case, they were asked to indicate actual
numbers of those with transgressive behaviours, or identify typical people who were
perceived to exhibit those behaviours. Since direct observation of the performance
of transgressive behaviours is difficult if not impossible, particularly in such a
conservative community, all information in this chapter has been carefully

2

See Surapaty et at(1994a).
See Chapter 3.
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triangulated with many different sources covering a wide spectrum of community
opinion.

6.1

Premarital and extramarital heterosexual activity in Banda

Premarital sexual intercourse between consenting adults, or fornication, is not
against the national law in Indonesia, but adultery (extramarital sex) is. In Islamic
law, both are called zinah, and both are dosa (sins), as all my Bandanese informants
firmly pointed out. Premarital sex, if discovered, results in immediate marriage, the
girl's family forcing the boy to conform through religious or moral pressure on him
and his family. Pregnancy is the most obvious reason for discovery of premarital
sex, but girls in Banda are reputed by some to threaten such disclosure of sin in order
to achieve marriage, particularly if they are aggrieved at being discarded3.

Adulterers, however can be prosecuted by law but an aggrieved spouse in Banda
would also be likely to notify the Departemen Agama as a prelude to opening
divorce proceedings. Shari'ah law prohibits adultery (Qur'an 17: 32); punishment
for a married person may be stoning to death

-

which recently occurred in Ambon,

as the punishment meted out by Las/car Jihad to one of their members (Las/car Jihad
26 March 2001).

One health informant declared that in his opinion roughly 60% of brides in Banda
were pregnant when they married. This would indicate a fairly high level of
premarital sexual activity, but this was not immediately borne out by observation,
and was repudiated by other health staff. Of all the babies born to couples whose

No estimates are available

these threats occur in many cultures worldwide.

-
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weddings I had attended or had personal knowledge during of 1999/2000, all had
clearly been conceived after marriage. Information from health service midwives,
who attend the majority of births supported this observation. Nevertheless, there had
been a few indicators of premarital sexual activity from students (and staff
comments) at senior secondary school, and quite a number from married and
unmarried men. The students mentioned sexual activity with girl/boy friends while
the men generally indicated sexual activity with prostitutes or 'friends' outside
Banda. A few mentioned sexual relationships with girls in Banda.

Looking first to premarital activity within Banda, indicators of teenage pregnancies
were sought from educational sources. It would have been impossible to cross check
marriage registers which were kept in the Departemen Agama with birth registers
kept in individual village administrative offices, besides being very intrusive. There
are about 7-10 known premarital pregnancies a year among the SMP/SMU/Aliyah
students according to officials of Depdikbud (Department of Education and
Culture)4. The students either leave school, or are expelled, according to different
sources and all of them in recent memory have got married. This pregnancy rate in
the school population is between 1-2%. One cannot compare this figure validly with
the teenage pregnancy rate in western countries (5-10% for Australia, Canada,
England, US)5 because the pregnancy rate throughout the whole Banda teenage
population is not known. The school population is roughly 50% of the age cohort
15-19 years.

The Department's name changed to Departemen Pendidikan Nasional (Depdiknas).with government
devolution to provincial management 1 January 2001.
Social Exclusion Unit (1999).
-
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Girls who get pregnant shame their families, who will go to great lengths to avoid
this social stigma for their daughter. In the first instance, if they can identify the
father and he is free to marry, they will try to make him marry their daughter. If he
has run away or refuses to marry, parents may seek another complaisant bridegroom.
In some cases the girl will, with or without her parents' knowledge, seek an abortion,
although this is illegal6, except in emergency situations, and may be fatal if poorly
performed or inadequately tended afterwards7. A doctor in Ambon was previously
'known' to perform abortions but this expensive resource is no longer available
because of the violence in that island. Locally, girls will try to induce abortion
themselves or supaya dapat mens (bring on/regulate menstruation) with a mixture of
Sprite and Bodrex8. Alternatively they may seek help, medicinal or physical, from a
co-operative dukun.

Interestingly, within the Banda community, Christian and

Muslim informants each indicated that the 'other' religious group was more
promiscuous or sexually liberated than theirs, although there was very little actual
evidence of such activity, merely repute.
Similarly, very, very few women were identified as having illegitimate children.
Again, each religious group pointed out the 'other' group's moral laxity in this
respect. Unfortunately it was not possible to obtain comparative data. Such women
are pitied and their families may be shamed, but their children are not ostracised. As
people said: "after all the children did not ask to be born". A total of three women in

6

Ministry of Health's Director General of Community Health. Nevertheless there are about 2.3
million abortions/year, most of which were unsafe, resulting in a death rate of 35-50%. He was
proposing revision of the laws for certain cases such as incest and rape, regulating or possibly even
'legalising' abortion (Jakarta Post 26 August 2000; Jakarta Post 24 October 2000).
A young woman is reputed to have died (in recent years) on the ferry from Ambon, possibly due to
haemorrhage.
cf. Bex headache pills.
-
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different villages, were pointed out to me as having illegitimate children while
remaining unmarried. Another had apparently been divorced or deserted more than
once, and it was not known who was the father of certain offspring, given the time
frame of her recognised marriages. For the first three women, their sexual partners
had apparently absconded when sought by the girls' families.

So, despite the argument that there is 'lots' of premarital sexual activity between
men and women, there is very little evidence of outcome. Given that contraception
is not freely available to unmarried or not currently married women, and men do not
usually practise it, the absence of outcome would tend to confirm comparatively low
levels of pre/extramarital activity for local women. As most people pointed out, it is
normally difficult to indulge in fornication and adultery in small communities where
neighbour observes neighbour. Nevertheless there were known places or situations
for possible assignation, for example the Dutch forts, especially Benteng Belgica in
the centre of Neira, and the airstrip, also in Neira. The former is reputed to be used
by heterosexual young people, the latter by homosexuals, both of which will be
discussed in later sections of this chapter.

Most of the men who admitted to pre-marital sexual activity (over 40 men) tended to
indicate that it had been undertaken elsewhere, away from Banda. A number9
mentioned liaisons with prostitutes in cities, others with western tourists or exchange
students, only a very few with local girlfriends. The latter included one student and
one man who reported multiple local partners before marriage.

Particularly police, military, traders and fishermen.
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With regard to overt, established de facto marital/sexual relationships or unmarried
couples living together in Banda, these would be severely condemned. In fact, by
repute, there actually do seem to be a very few such relationships none of which I
encountered personally. They were always 'over there' with no name or address
vouchsafed, officially frowned upon but quietly accepted. Again, it was always
perceived that the 'other' religion permitted such liaisons and thereby was more
morally lax. In this way Muslim people described a Christian couple of the same
village as unmarried although living together but on further probing they thought that
perhaps there had been a civil wedding service10 but they had been unable to have a
church wedding because of situasi. They were described as 'sudah kawin' but
'belum nikah' literally meaning 'already married' but 'not yet married"'. All in all,
there is little evidence of many informal sexual relationships outside the bounds of
marriage.

Extramarital activity was slightly more acknowledged, as has been previously
mentioned in Chapter 4 and will be discussed in more detail in the section on
prostitution.

o Conducted by whom and where I could not establish, whether in fact there had been no such
ceremony and the informant was concerned to protect the good name of her neighbour, or whether
they just did not know.
'
Both kawin and nikah mean 'married' but in Banda the explanation given to me was that nikah is
the Arabic word for marriage and may be used in terms of legitimacy e.g. surat nikah = marriage
certificate. Bandanese say that in the past both words were interchangeable, certainly colloquially
everyone refers to a wedding as 'orang kawin' while cats mating are 'kucing kawin'. One worldly
person suggested that the modern difference is that nikah means dejure and kawin means defacto
(using those Latin terms).
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6.2 Pornography

The most widely known 'transgressive' occupation associated with sex in Banda is
watching pornographic videos or 'blue movies' (video porno; film biru). More than
half the adult informants, male and female, had watched such movies at some time in
their lives. The principal of the SMU even raised this subject in an end-of-term
exhortation to his students, advising them to refrain from this activity12 . He blamed
the distraction of these videos for the poor results in the recent tests, because their
fascination prevented students from doing their homework. There is a video shop on
the main street in Neira where porn is apparently available for rent and sometimes
purchase, under the counter to approved clients. More recently roadside stalls have
sprung up in many villages where videos of all sorts may be rented. These stalls are
usually not open during the day from my observation: I can only assume that they
traded in the evening. I was unable to obtain a video-tape or disc to view, probably
because they are illegal, and I was not an approved or safe customer. Also, although
sale of porn videos is forbidden, people obtain them elsewhere in Indonesia and lend
them round to their friends in Banda.

The new police chief advised me that porn is illegal and should I hear about any for
rent or in people's possession, I should inform him and he would arrest them. This
was an interesting thought since the police are well known by all to watch porn on a
regular basis, as are their teenage sons who change the video when they hear their

12

More recently (October/November 2001) there has been fairly extensive reportage in newspapers
about national concerns with porn, its effects on students (Fidrus 2001; Jakarta Post 17 October 2001;
Jakarta Post 19 November 2001), and destruction of moral values (Hasani 2001; Jakarta Post 6
November 2001). The subject was revived again in April 2002 (Fitri 2002;Fitri & Diani 2002;Natalia
2002; Anwar 2002).
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parents returning on their motorbikes. The new magistrate echoed the police chief
on the subject, quoting KUHP (Pasal 205; 207) which prohibits the possession, sale
or distribution of pornographic material, particularly to under age persons.

Video porno may be watched as an individual or communal activity, sometimes in
single sex groups, sometimes mixed groups. Usually watching them is not a truly
secret activity because others in the community know about it. It is merely not
obvious or advertised to the authorities, being hidden behind closed curtains. One
older woman told of a previous Telkom (Telephone Company) chief inviting all the
health centre staff to a showing. She did not go 'but all the Christians did'. I was
advised that I could join a viewing when one was available but never received
further information. Many people were quite astonished at my expressed interest in
video porno, considering such material to be so very much part of the western 'free
sex' (se/cs bebas)13 scene, that I should be familiar with it and not particularly
interested.

The porn videos available seem to have a spectrum of themes, heterosexual or
homosexual, in couples or groups. One man said that there is even bestiality with a
range of animals but he "was not sure if the animals were real or just people dressed
up", and the availability of such videos in Banda was not confirmed by others. The
films seem to be made overseas with foreign performers on the whole, although
some said they had seen Indonesian videos'4

Both this term and sex bebas are used interchangeably for pre/extra marital activity which is almost
perceived to be obligatory in the West. It is difficult to explain that "freedom" may mean freedom of
choice to do, or not to do, something.
14
In late 2001 there were reports and protests about pornographic videos featuring two students from
a university in Bandung, West Java (Jakarta Post 6 November 2001).
13
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Of those who disapprove of porn videos, some do so on their own behalf, saying that
such things do not interest them. These are generally older people who consider such
videos as a new moderen intrusion which brings evil to young people. They very
much blame the influx of refugees for the increase of porn available and its bad
influence on Banda youth. Others who somewhat disapprove of porn videos say that
they would view them themselves but they are not for children. Like the school
principal they feel that such videos distract students from their homework, but also
they are blamed for the (anecdotal) increase in teenage pregnancies15. Some adults
say that boys are incited to copy what they see in films and overpersuade their
girlfriends or excite them by showing such films to them.

Nevertheless, many respected members of the community, such as teachers, health
staff, or devout Muslims, admit to having watched porn on a casual or regular basis.
Some are frequent viewers with their spouse. They maintain that 'it is interesting',
'can spice up one's sex life, especially by teaching wives to experiment and not be so
passive'. One wife said that her husband watches 3-4 times a week but she finds this
boring and repetitious, therefore she will only watch if he has a new film.

Blue films arouse a number of comments, from men and women, mostly about the
penis size of the 'actors'. Women often expressed shock at their first exposure,
putting some off for life, others growing more tolerant with greater exposure to the
medium. Although men might want their wives' co-operation to spice up their
married sex lives, on the whole women would not choose to watch them and found

15

Not apparently confirmed by school statistics to date.
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them boring or distasteful. Women worried more about the effects on young men,
whether they would be incited to experiment with group sex and other variations.

One now mature woman saw her first porn video as a teenager on a ferry when she
was coming home from secondary school. She still remembers being invited with
her girlfriend into the crew's quarters to view the 'film' which shocked her, partly
because it was unexpected. Surrounded by strange men she was so embarrassed by
the content, never having seen an adult naked man, never mind copulation. Now she
occasionally watches with her husband but only if there is a new, interesting story to
tell, but her husband views porn videos 3-4 times a week, possibly more often
because his work takes him away from his family.

Similarly, another mature woman described how she had been invited, years ago, to
a friend's house not knowing what the entertainment was to be. When she saw the
porn she was shocked and horrified. She described it: "the man was a black
American and his erect penis was longer than my forearm, it was like a pole", she
indicates the size on her forearm. "I would be terrified to have that inside me. I was
so shocked I just left my friend's house and ran home. It gave me nightmares and I
have never watched another one! I was very angry with my friend that she didn't tell
me what she was showing on the video". A third married woman, about ten years
younger, who used to watch videos with her husband in their bedroom, can no longer
do so in case the children wake up, so now she only views occasionally with a
woman friend in her house. She finds porn interesting and slightly titillating but has
no desire to try any of the more 'weird' positions or combinations. Other women,
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some of whom are only speaking from hearsay, not personal viewing, declared their
disgust saying they 'don't like it, it is not interesting, not nice'.

Men have more varied opinions on the subject than women. A number see porn
videos as a harmless outlet for male frustration, since they are limited in their
possible sexual outlets in Banda. Many of these watch on a regular basis because it
is interesting, possibly titillating. 'It's fun!' It also gives them an opportunity to
remark on the decadence of the west and western sexual behaviours, with all the
variations in performance and gender combination they see. In contrast, one young
unmarried man did not like many of the evil effects watching porn gave him, such as
'sakit kepala' (sick head), or making his brain 'pusing' (confused), particularly since
he had no wife to relieve him. The titillation was too much. He remarked that he
could not like watching homosexual acts but found 'lesbian porn interesting'.
Another, devoutly religious young married man, totally disapproves of porn, stating
in explanation that he has only seen it with friends since he does not have a video
player. He was concerned at the explosion of technology over the last 2 years,
whereby Banda has made a quick jump to moderen ways, and he worried about the
possible loss of traditional and religious values. Particularly he worried that in such
films 'active female sex roles are seen, which give men different expectations for
their women'. So while some men seek to spice up their marriages, some prefer
women to behave sexually in a more traditional modest way. However, the major
concern voiced by Bandanese men was about the size of western man's penis. It
gave them a marked inferiority complex on the subject, despite reassurance from
westerners that the men performing in porn videos are not necessarily typical of the
wider population and are chosen for their size and ability.
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6.3 Prostitution
Jones et al. (1995: 67) reports 987 registered female prostitutes in Maluku in 1995,
but provides no breakdown of their distribution. I have personally visited a number
of nightclubs and tempat rendezvous (places of assignation) in Ambon when
accompanying 'yachties' from the Darwin/Ambon International Yacht Race' 6
There are also recognised, and possibly registered, WTS (Wanita Tuna Susila girls
-

without morals) in other larger port areas of Maluku, such as Tual and Temate.
However, in Banda there is no lokalisasi and officially no registered WTS. Overt
female prostitution" was not permitted by community pressure while, according to
the police, street soliciting is not permitted by local regulation Peraturan Daerah
(PERDA). Prostitution, or the sale of sex for money, is indeed thoroughly
disapproved of by the community at large. Discussion showed that prostitution is
seen by Bandanese only as a female occupation, because male sex workers are either
poorly understood, not recognised or differently defined'8 , and the transactions of
transgenders are considered to be in a different category from prostitution, as will be
discussed later.

Initially, everyone, including the police, maintained that there were no prostitutes,
WTS, covert prostitution or places of possible assignation such as cinemas, bars or
karaoke parlours in Banda. There previously was a karaoke bar in Nusantara village
on Neira but it closed, apparently because of lack of custom, since "tourists don't
16

In the early days when the race ended at Halong, the naval base, our shore accommodation, the
Halong Inn was their tempat rendezvous. The forces tended to resent the advent of a fleet of 'rich'
foreigners who took over their recreation area with its attendant sex workers.
17
For ease of expression I shall use the term 'prostitution' for all extra-marital sexual transactions
which involve payment of money, gifts or favours.
18
See 'homosexuality' later in this chapter.
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like karaoke" and the locals wouldlcould not pay the tourist inflated price for
alcohol. After a little discussion, informants said that there 'just might be' some
undercover women, not really prostitutes, who would 'oblige' their friends with
sexual services. Such women would remain very hidden because of community
attitudes towards irregular social and sexual practices.

As described earlier, in 1998 and 1999 there was very little visible street activity at
night unless there was a wedding or formal social performance. By 2000 and 2001,
certainly in Neira, there was distinctly more street activity at night with groups of
youth, both male and female, wandering about, sometimes sitting on street corners
chatting or singing with guitars. By 2000 the old karaoke bar had become a billiard
hail where youth hung out and various sorts of grog, mostly beer and sopi (palm
wine) were available. Other, more regular liquor outlets, previously patronised by
tourists and visitors, such as the Christian guesthouse, a Chinese shop or two, or the
back parlour of a main street shop, had been closed down by circumstances or the
police. This constrained my fieldwork a little because they had been useful places to
talk with informants. In May/June 1999 the back parlour in the main street had been
a great place to catch up with the pre-election gossip and local campaign strategies.

To illustrate community attitudes and actions towards overt prostitution, one
informant briefly mentioned a hairdresser, an incomer from Ambon, who had been
thought to be a prostitute a while ago. Through openly expressed disapproval of her
alleged occupation by numbers of senior community members and boycott of her
ostensible occupation, she was forced to move house a number of times until she
finally left Banda. Now, however, the effects of the recent Maluku riots have had an
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effect on Banda1s covert sex life. A few sex workers from other areas are looking for
new places to work, possibly because they are refugees themselves or possibly
because their normal clientele has disappeared. For example, in March 2001 the Sin
Annihilation team of Las/car Jihad forced the closure of all brothels, houses of ill
fame and drinking in Tanjung, the red light area of Batu Merah, Ambon (Laskar
Jihad 26 March 2001). The Maluku riots and the effects of the Indonesian monetary
crisis may also have forced some women into prostitution in order to survive.

The first indicator of Bandanese covert prostitution occurred with the influx of a
platoon of BRIMOB outposted from Ambon after the violence in Banda during April
1999. During their stay in a guesthouse about 100 metres from where I lived a small
group of young women could be seen every night outside their lodgings, gathered in
the shadows. The women would be summoned inside from time to time where,
according to one informant, sometimes they merely chatted, other times they
disappeared into bedrooms.

Some Bandanese condemned this activity as

'prostitution' but others, possibly more involved, said the women 'were in love' and
doing nothing wrong. A female shopkeeper remarked that 'we were all in love with
BRIMOB and cried when they left'. One of the women admitted that they were
given 'presents' by the troops but were not 'paid'. Some of these presents might be
financial aid for their families, others might be actual gifts bought for them. It was
perceived as a courteous exchange of gifts not a sale of sex.

A visiting doctor who socialised with BRIMOB introduced one woman to me and set
up a meeting with three others when they denied any 'immoral' activity,
emphasising that the men were 'boyfriends' and just 'friends'. A later encounter
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with one of them through a posyandu (village baby clinic) led to a formal interview
when she denied ever meeting me before or any personal knowledge of BRIMOB
personnel. BRIMOB left in early September 1999 after which time it was difficult to
observe street activity after dark, because my host advised me not to go out alone at
night away from the comparatively few street lights in the centre of the 'town'. He
had two reasons. The first was that 'respectable' women do not walk out alone after
dark and he wanted to protect my reputation

-

for my sake and for himself as my

host. Secondly, although he maintained that no Bandariese would cause me trouble,
he thought that the refugees might molest a lone woman thinking she was a
prostitute, since some of them were kurang ajar (crude)19. Therefore much direct
observation of nightlife had to be kept to the better lit areas or functions like
wedding receptions. Fortunately the next contact was very close to home.

Case study 1
In late October 1999 I was introduced to two young girls from Dobo by a male French
tourist who had met them through local friends. 'Ani' and 'Noni' described themselves as
saudara (sisters or extended family) who were visiting a 'relative' and his daughter in a
house backing on to my host's bedroom. They seemed very young, with very short hair
especially for Indonesians, slightly dyed red, wearing jeans, flat chested and tomboyish in
appearance. Ani was 17 years old while Noni was 18. Ani had a regular boyfriend in Banda
who accompanied her in the early evenings but he was not her pimp.
-

He had to pay for sex with her like anyone else, often asking for monetary help from the
French tourist so that he could prevent her going with other men. He was besotted with he
but could do nothing to keep her from plying her profession. After all, being unemployed
himself, how could he provide the financial support the girls earned for themselves? One
assignation was reputed to cost Rp30 000-40 000 which is more than a teacher's daily
income.
Both girls admitted that they sold sex 'for money of course' (cari uang) but denied that the
were prostitutes. Their reasoning was that they were not attached to a lokalisasi, brothel or
other establishment and were working simply for themselves, being able to choose thei
clients. They had worked in this way in Dobo previously but had moved to Banda after
violence had erupted in Dobo, when it was not safe to be on the streets at night.
-

19

Literally lacking knowledge/education considered extremely rude.
-

-

--

-
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In Banda they usually plied their trade at night, close to the pasar, often outside a video
games parlour in a very dark corner of my street. Sometimes, however assignations might
be set up during the day to be implemented later. Their assignations, usually only one or
two a night, often took place in the surroundings of Fort Belgica near the centre of town.
They would work alone or together depending on what the client wanted. Older or married
men often preferred to be discreet, while young unattached men might wish company with
whom they could boast later. Many young men were desperately seeking the necessary
funds to experiment with this new talent and opportunity in Banda. Those who normally
lived by the support of their families were now seeking casual work to pay for their
assignations. At a nearby wedding, just down the street, these girls were a focus of attention
for young men.
Ani and Noni's profitable careers in Banda came to a very abrupt halt. They lived up a lit
lane nearby in a very little house and apparently entertained young men at the house. It
suggested that their host was pimping there for the girls, or at least living off their immo
earnings. Apparently, the girls' neighbours had, on a number of occasions, protested to th
host after seeing many men going into the house at all hours and staying for a whi
although the owner said that they "only talked". The neighbours greatly disapproved
overt 'prostitution' in their lane and of their neighbour for permitting it, if not encouragi
it. Finally, during a power blackout on 5 November, the neighbours loudly and forcefu
expressed their disapproval by throwing rocks at the house. The noise was such that my h
was disturbed in his bedroom and phoned the police. This was the first that he heard oft
local gossip, although their house was so close. The police took the girls away to anoti
house of friends, advising them NOT to continue their occupation or they would be forced
leave the island.
'

Community members sought to prosecute the girls for soliciting, prostitution under lo
laws, or adultery under national law, but no local man was willing to stand up as
prosecution witness because of his reputation within the community. One married man c
not want his marriage put at risk. One week later the girls left on the ferry so no furti
action was required. Obviously their means of support was finished and they were identifi
so would be under suspicion from then on. So they moved on. After the girls moved hou
they rarely went out to face community disapproval and when they did, they w
everywhere together, marching around very briskly (in contrast to the local dawdle) as
anxious not to linger in public gaze. Obviously they were not prepared to talk with me a
more about their occupation.
From this story it can be seen that many men in Banda would take any opportunity
which presented itself in order to indulge in premarital or extramarital sex, despite all
the community protestations to the contrary. The fact that it raised such a furore,
however, indicates that prostitution per se was not rife in Banda. Nevertheless, the
male reaction to the girls shows that it was possibly lack of opportunity in the past,
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not inclination, which may have protected the community from patronising
prostitutes and therefore increasing the possible risk of HI V2°

Community attitudes and reactions to the above story vary. Some residents in the
immediate area were absolutely shocked when they found out, maintaining that they
had no knowledge of the girls' occupation prior to the stone throwing. Others whose
houses abutted on the lane still displayed total ignorance of the incident when asked
about it months later, possibly preferring or pretending not to know. Although I was
fully aware that the police knew about these girls previously, they instituted no
proceedings against them on their own accord. This is not surprising, given that
certain of their company were clients who received free services against the threat of
prosecution, as one contact explained.

Their colleagues demonstrated their

knowledge of these assignations, covert or overt, by their teasing references to them
in discussion.

Ani and Noni knew very little about HIV/AIDS although they thought they had
heard about it from television. They rarely read magazines or newspapers because
they were not interested and therefore knew nothing about the disease, its
transmission, effects or prevention. They had never used, or thought of using
condoms in their sexual transactions. After discussing at length the possible dangers
to themselves and their clients, they said that it could be difficult to negotiate the use
of condoms in their work. Indonesian men, they thought, would not wish to use
condoms and they could lose trade if they raised the subject. They reluctantly

°

Prostitution in itself may not be a risk for HIV but having unprotected sex with multiple partners
(the unfortunate practice for many sex workers in Indonesia, see discussion in Chapter 2) is.
-

-
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admitted that in Banda it just might be possible to insist on condom use, except with
powerful people like police officers, because there was little competition in the sex
industry. Elsewhere there is too much competition. Anyway, they argued, buying
condoms would increase their overheads and where would they get them in Banda?
They could not get them at the health centre, being unmarried, and if they went
looking for them in the shops they would be advising the community of their
occupation. Having undertaken market research on the availability and cost of
condoms throughout all those shops in Neira with pharmaceutical supplies, I was
well aware of local reaction. A close friend advised me that I only escaped local
censure because I was foreign, middle aged, doing research and eccentric.

Following the public outcry and departure of the two Dobo girls any other sex
workers went underground. As mentioned in the last chapter, a community
indignation meeting was called for 27 November in the Religious Foundation beside
the Nusantara mosque in the town area, to discuss the 'declining morals of
Bandanese youth'. I was not invited and felt that it would be culturally and
religiously insensitive to ask if I might observe the meeting, although the subject was
material to my research. However, the meeting did not progress very far because it
was poorly attended by important people. It was reported that discussion ceased
when one liberal thinker apparently said, "since the subject was youth, prostitutes,
drunks and fornicators and apparently none of them were present, the whole exercise
was fruitless". The meeting was adjourned for a few days in order to augment the
participation, whether by religious leaders or offenders was never made clear, and it
was never reconvened. It apparently achieved one outcome in that refugees were
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warned that the religious conservatism of some Bandanese would not tolerate
prostitution, at least when known.

The activities of the Dobo girls and their clients provoked an ethical and moral
dilemma for me, mentioned briefly in Chapter 4.

Case study 2
Immediately after the police group had filled in the HJV/AIDS knowledge questionnaire,
one young man accosted me for information, drawing me aside from his colleagues still
milling about in the front office of the police station. He said that on the previous night, he
had had sex with a pendatang (incomer) girl. "Could he catch HIV from her? How would
he know? How could he tell if she were infected?"
After a little discussion he admitted that he had not been alone in this sexual encounter, he
and a friend had a joint assignation with two girls, from Dobo (I had not yet met the girls).
"Yes, they were prostitutes, and no, neither he nor his friend had worn condoms because
they thought the girls were young, clean and healthy". During the prolonged encounter, the
two men had changed partners. I was very much aware that Dobo, in the Aru Islands of
Maluku, has a large foreign fishing industry and HIV has been diagnosed in prostitutes
there.
We discussed his knowledge of Iii V/AIDS and its modes of transmission, bringing out the
fact that it is impossible to tell whether a person is infected with HIV except through a blood
test which is not available in Banda. He had not known to wear a condom for protection and
did not think they were enak (nice) to wear, although he had never tried. "Yes he knew
where he could obtain condoms should he want to. They would be available to him at the
health centre at no cost, particularly because he was police". At that time, we did not discuss
his marital status, although I pointed out the importance of HIV transmission from an
infected source, through an infected man to wife and through her to his unborn children. I
thought this to be an important message to emphasise personal and community
responsibility. He advised that he would rather avoid illicit sex than wear a condom.
On a return visit to Banda I brought a number of black condoms as education materials,
hoping that the novelty might encourage their acceptance and use in future 'risk' situations.
The young policeman indicated that he was still obtaining sex with prostitutes. Should I
give him condoms or not? I have previously discussed how strongly I was advised by
Bandanese, not to give condoms to unmarried men. Would it be morally worse for me to
condone premarital unsafe sex than extramarital sex? Should I check his marital status?
Was it my business to do so before offering HIV prevention? Was it my business to provide
moral counselling, like abstinence and continence? I felt that his marital status was not my
business but that I was morally obliged to advise on 'safer sex' and offer him condoms in
order to protect his health.

*11

At a later interview the officer indicated that he was married with one small child. His wife
was pregnant with their second. When asked further about the extramarital sex he replied
"It's usual to eat at home but nice to eat outside sometimes" (enak makan di luar kadangkadang). He continued to be quite open about his relationships as were his colleagues who
joked about them. Afterwards he said that Australian condoms were rather nice and
consequently he and a friend would ask me for condoms at intervals. I supplied them.
Following the departure of the Dobo girls, further information on prostitution was
not forthcoming for quite a while. In March 2000 members of the police said that
there were other prostitutes, incomer or refugee, located near the ruined Fort Nassau
in Neira. The police were again patronising them, free of charge, against the threat
of prosecution. Unfortunately, all my efforts to meet them, formally or informally,
were unsuccessful. The police who initially were prepared to indicate the house and
even introduce me, later declined to do so. This was possibly connected with the
arrival of senior police officers from Jakarta investigating major thefts and
concomitant alleged police connivance and corruption. Without police help it was
impossible to ask too openly about irregular behaviour in the designated area for fear
of arousing community suspicion. The neighbours seemed unaware of this activity,
demonstrating either their innocence or wish to stay ignorant. Therefore this alleged
prostitution remained covert.

In early 2001, another house of assignation was disclosed to me, as being in a house
on the lane behind that of my host family, near the main, renovated, Fort Belgica.
Another devoutly moralistic young man, 'Yusuf, informed me of this house and its
occupants, wishing he had the Rp.60 000 required for their services so that he could
follow them up and get them prosecuted. He said that one of the girls had solicited
him while walking down the street but he was not sure which the 'house' was.
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city licence or morals, possibly refugee sex workers, financial hardship for women
and boredom for men. Thus, the sexual conservatism of Banda is being forced to
change, much against the will of some moralists. The krismon is also affecting the
attitudes of some Bandanese women. Two young married men who previously had
premarital sexual liaisons with local girls, said that these girls had reëently offered
them sexual favours for cash, explaining that they were hard up.

Banda does not tolerate overt 'sex for sale' when it is brought to community
attention although there may be genuine sympathy for refugees in financial straits.
Nevertheless, covert exchange of sexual favours, particularly 'on the way to
marriage' or for sexual 'relief' when away from home is tacitly condoned (at least by
men) as 'natural' although religiously and morally wrong. That men are eager to
seek pre- or extra-marital sexual experiences has been discussed in the previous
chapter. They will probably continue to do so, either within this community or in
their travels throughout the archipelago.

Moving from female prostitution to male prostitution in Banda, there are two
possible contexts for this practice, which depend very much on the perception of
gender or sexual identity. The potential flexibility of male sexuality and the
difficulty of setting boundaries or classifications have already been discussed in
chapter 2. Therefore I will merely divide the section into 'men who identifr as men
but have sex with men', and those who identify as women or transgender and their
contacts.
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6.4

Men who have sex with men

According to Islam, berhubungan sejenis (same sex relationship, homosexuality) is
-

widely acknowledged as a sin "For ye practise your lusts on men in preference of
women: ye are indeed a people transgressing beyond bounds" (Qur'an 7: 81)23
Therefore in religiously conservative Banda such behaviour is not likely to be
acknowledged and probably could only be practised covertly. However, according
to Indonesian law, male or female homosexuality is not illegal between consenting
adults24, or apparently between consenting minors. It is only illegal between adults
and minors (KUHP 292). This indecent behaviour (perbuatan cabul) specifically
includes masturbation.

In Banda the terms 'homoseksuil' 'homo' or 'gay' are not generally known (cf.
Oetomo 2000)25, neither is the sexuality or behaviour. Even after explanations as to
what the terms mean, most people said that homosexuality as either a sexual identity
or sexual practice does not exist in Banda. Only one person said that homosexuality
is rife in Banda but that it takes long study to recognise it. This is partly because
overt affectionate behaviours between men, such as holding hands while walking in
the street, putting an arm round a friend or hugging him, are all the norm in
Indonesia. Similarly an elderly woman would quite naturally take my hand when
walking through the town to demonstrate friendship, a gesture which it would have

23

Describing Lot's (Lut) comments on his people (of Sodom and Gomorrah), which were destroyed
by fire and brimstone after Lot's family was driven out. His wife lagged behind (looked back in the
Bible) and was destroyed (turned into a pillar of salt in the Bible).
24
Over 21 years or married.
25
See Chapter 2.
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been rude to repudiate. While overt affection between the sexes in public is not the
norm, within the sexes it is.

In contradistinction to 'homosexual' identities, everyone recognised the term
'banci26', but more generally used the term 'bencong', and would identify
individuals displaying these behaviours.

Only two people were identified by Bandanese community members as being
homosexual. The police group identified one, a private individual the other. Neither
of these people displayed any overt feminine dress or behaviours of the bencong, and
therefore they conformed to the male identity. Of these two so-called homosexuals
only one 'Mohammad' identified himself as such to me. He has a somewhat
'steady' relationship with a partner, identified locally as bencong, who travels often
to Java where he mixes in the gay scene, social and sexual, with westerners and
locals. In Banda, Mohammad's partner 'camps it up' with great glee at times, while
wearing outrageously coloured clothes. The partner identifies as gay in Java, and to
me, but accepts the local identity of bencong.

On the other hand, 'Ahmad'

repudiated vehemently the thought that he is gay or homoseksuil, saying that he had
many (4-5) local girlfriends, thus conforming to recognised Banda masculinity. He
also has a number of local and western male friends, some whom he has visited in
Europe. Ahmad admitted to unprotected sexual relationships with local and western
men and is known to solicit sex for money with western tourists, as he did with the

26

Transgender or men displaying feminine traits.

FM
few unattached male tourists in Banda during fieldwork. While claiming many local
girlfriends he did not allege any sexual relationships with them.

Both Mohammad and Ahmad had heard of HIV/AIDS, Ahmad being more
aggressively confident about his knowledge, although further discussion did not
confirm this knowledge. It showed all the misinformation of the wider community.
They were both aware that HIV is transmitted sexually, both homo- and
heterosexually but showed little awareness of its relevance to their friends or
partners. Neither were they aware of its latency in displaying symptoms or diagnosis
and both thought that they were safe in Banda where "HIV tarada "(tidak ada HIV

-

there is no HIV) and their friends were all sehat (healthy). Obviously, both of them
could be at risk for HIV because of their, or their partners', behaviours. Both were
aware that condoms were sold in Neira, in Nusantara village, but neither used them,
while Ahmad had been given condoms by his European friends but did not like to
use them. They showed them to me and they were past their 'use-by' date.

A few other "men-who-had-sex-with-men" were identified by the Bandanese as
bencong because of their perceived (slightly) feminine traits or occupations and
behaviours. One, 'Imran', is a hairdresser, who has recently arrived as a refugee
from violence in another island. His behaviour takes its colour from his situation. In
the salon Imran's voice rises, he wears a bright pink hat and his wrist becomes limp.
There, he happily admits his sexual preference for men, living with male friends in
quarters adjacent to the salon and parading with them in the street. However, when
going to the police station to get his work permits, he steps out, his voice drops, he
removes the pink hat and he does not fall into attitudes. The sergeant on duty even
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spontaneously remarked "kelihatannya dia bukan bencong, luar biasa" (he seemed
not to be effeminate, unusual [for a male hairdresser]) a male profession which is
notorious for bencong in Indonesia. During the day and early evening, there is
always a group of young men hanging round Imran's salon. They sit and chat,
observing the hair styling or cutting, sometimes helping out with minor jobs in the
salon, sometimes running errands to the shops or market. The men of the audience
know the community calls them bencong but they deny any homosexual activity,
merely saying that they enjoy the group chat and just find hairdressing interesting.
As young men with no income they are also enjoying snacks and meals subsidised
by Imran.

Another person whose sexuality was called into question, rather more because
people cannot work it out than that they disapprove, is 'Hamran'. He has been
married and had a child, then divorced. Previously he worked in the hospitality
industry in Neira where he met a very much older European gay man who decided to
build a house in Banda. The house is large, magnificently furnished and equipped
with airconditioning. It is a show place in the village. This patron removed Hamran
from his job to live in this house as caretaker and manage it on his and his friends'
regular visits to Banda. This situation obtained for many years and almost ceased to
be a focus for community gossip, with the Bandanese merely saying that Harnran
had done rather well for himself It was assumed by community members that he
and his patron have a 'sexual' relationship despite their difficulty in defining
homosexuality as a behaviour. Both Hamran and his patron display masculine
behaviour, so cannot be considered to be bencong but the relationship has been seen
to be very close, even intimate.
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Recently, however, Hamran went to Ujung Pandang and returned with a wife. His
patron then gave a large village party where he sponsored the married couple as if
Hamran were his son. Now the community is confused but still tolerant. They
gossip about whether intimate Hamran's relationship with his patron is financial or
choice? Or why has he been living with him. Does Hamran like men or women, is
he bencong? Nevertheless, in some ways Banda is rather more charitable now that
Hamran has resumed the societal norm in sexual relationship, especially since there
is also a new baby. There are, however, a few masculine jokes at his having
achieved perfection: a patron with money, a big house with all the luxuries, a wife
for procreation and a baby, and home-based sexual recreation.

One whom initially appeared to have come to terms with his sexuality and was
prepared to discuss it was 'Ben', later in discussion with me he seemed more
troubled by local attitudes.

Case study 3
Ben was 23 years old, a recently graduated professional man, posted to Banda from a big
city to boost staff numbers after the Christians fled, coming as a volunteer because he had
not yet passed his public service entrance. Initially he did not like it in Banda because he
was called bencong while he felt somewhat ostracised. When we were introduced one of his
colleagues said "This is Ben, he wants to be a woman". That was not true, Ben said that he
did not want to be a woman although he liked many activities identified as feminine in
Banda, such as cooking. He always helped the female staff with their more feminine chores
at work.
In the city Ben identified as 'gay' and has a sexual preference for men. In the city he could
do as he liked because there is space to be private. Ben wore a uniform at work but for
recreation he liked to wear a long loose jacket with turned back cuffs and the loose, front
pleated trousers of a moderen gay, in contrast to the tighter trousers of most Banda men.
While on rostered on quiet afternoon duty, Ben could be seen drifting round the garden
picking flowers and artistically making neck or wrist chains which he wore.
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One evening I was sitting on the doorstep ofa nearby shop at dusk sipping beer with a friend
when Ben drifted past wearing his gay clothes. He was walking a little behind another man,
who was dressed in standard clothes, apparently not with this man but seemingly drawn after
him as if on a thread. Ben greeted me but did not stop to chat as he normally would. He just
grinned and drifted on his way.
My companion remarked in surprise at his appearance "Gosh! What was that?' 7 It was
quite a revelation for Banda. Ben said he was on his way to the airstrip a favourite hangout
for gay encounters.
-

Ben's knowledge and awareness of HTV/AIDS was rather sketchy and he saw no risk for
himself through his sexual behaviour. He had a number of casual relationships both in
Banda and elsewhere, but those in Banda were usually with domestic (Indonesian) visitors,
since he was not interested in foreigners. Ben never solicited gifts or money from his
partners, it was a free exchange of sex on a mutual basis. However, he had no long standing
relationship, no pacar. Also he never practised "safer sex" although he could easily have
obtained condoms, knowing the local outlets. Ben did not want to be confrontational in his
sexual encounters and this he felt would be necessary to insist on "safer sex". Also he feared
the quality of the available condoms, so what was the point of making an issue of their use?
Ben did wish that people would leave him alone and not tease him about his sexuality!
Shortly afterwards he moved to Ujung Pandang to take his public service exam and where he
could be with like-minded friends and thereby completely anonymous.
However, 12 months later, Ben returned to Banda as a regular public service employee. He
said that he had been posted to Banda which gave him little option in the matter but stated
also that he prefers to work here rather than the city. The work is more interesting and his
salary goes further because he lives with family, therefore he can save for trips away when
he wants. He seems to have dropped his gay clothes, following local custom and has
adopted more overt 'feminine' traits camping it up from time to time at work but laughing at
himself and his attitudes in the process. On Valentine's Day Ben wore a small heart shaped
brooch with three plumes on his collar, studded with coloured stones and tolerated the
teasing he received from his colleagues. Ben seems to be honing a new Banda identity as
bencong although he still privately prefers 'gay'.
Ben's colleagues described him as bencong to others, indicating that he is deficient
anatomically, that he has no, or deficient, testicles, and his sexual organs do not work
"alat kelamin tidak berfungsi" (using many graphic gestures). When I suggested
that Ben may be anatomically sufficient, they argued that if so, he must be
hormonally deficient saying that 'Ben can't get it up for a woman'. I then asked
whether they were suggesting that Ben is homoseksuil, to which they replied that

27

In fluent English.
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they supposed so but they were confused. They understand a bencong identity better
than a homosexual preference.

As bencong, Ben is permitted much more license with his female colleagues than
other males. He can hold their hands, put his arm round their shoulders and show all
the other little tokens of affection between women, which they reciprocate. He is a
sympathetic professional with his clients, well liked by all his colleagues and
respected as rajin (industrious) in his work. Always cheerful and helpful, often
laughing at himself, he is well accepted by his community, helping with the
rehearsals at the local mosque for students competing in the Islamic competition.

There were a few other unmarried men whose sexual preference gradually became
visible although their identity within the community was masculine. Any
clandestine assignations were covert, often occurring late at night after most people
had gone to bed. The joget sessions after weddings were good opportunities for
secret meetings since they were not prepared to 'hang-out' with the bencong. During
the day they masked their sexuality. When asked in normal conversation about their
marital status28 they can say that they have a pacar (girl/boyfriend), since there is no
gender implicit in Indonesian nouns, and speak vaguely of wedding plans when one
has the money. This somewhat allays any idle curiosity about sexuality.

To sum up, there were few men who admitted that they had sex with men and fewer
still who could or would identify themselves as 'homoseksuil' 'gay' or 'bencong'.

28

It is normal introductory chat in Indonesia to ask about a person's marital status and children. If
unmarried and young, people will ask about boy or girlfriends, when they are going to get married,
since 'everyone' is expected to get married, usually before 30 years of age.

Oftl

Most of them dress as men, generally comport themselves as men feel that they
belong in the masculine section of the community. For many, their indulgence in
men to men sex is a 'behaviour' which does not relate to their social identity.
Likewise members of the general public29 also do not perceive 'homosexuality' as an
identity, for most it is an activity which they do not comprehend even if they have
seen it on porn videos. "Do homo have orgasm?" asked one woman, "If so, how?"
Another asked how "men can have sex with men

-

it's not possible". Nevertheless,

a third did mark a difference between different bencong classifications as she saw
them. She recognised that some might conform to societal pressures and get
married, while others would choose not to because of their sexuality. When
discussing different individuals she separated them as belum kawin (not yet married)
and tidak kawin (not married and not going to marry)30. This indicated that she was
aware of different levels of male sexual preference or identity although she
could/would not express it more bluntly. Nevertheless it was an interesting societal
perspective, whether the men conformed to the dominant ideology of oppositional
genders and marriage, or not.

6.5

Transgendered people

In contrast to the previous groups of men who identify as 'men', transgenders who
cross dress have a very public identity in any community, particularly a small one.
In Banda when I first arrived I was immediately told of and had pointed out to me,
one resident, well established, well known transgender. This number rapidly

29

Particularly women.
Belum is used to negate verbs with an indication of 'not yet' or 'not definite' while tidak is
'definitely not'. A young man or woman, hoping to marry would use belum, a person using tidak
indicates that they are never going to marry.
°
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increased to three, because two Bandanese arrived as refugees from Ambon. On the
last visit in 2001 this number had been increased to five. The profile of transgenders
in Banda, including their dress and behaviour changed over this period. When I
arrived in May 1999, three transgenders, entertainers and singers in the evening,
disembarked from the ferry at the same time. While on the ferry they had worn
miniskirts and full makeup, with no comments from fellow travellers or crew, with
whom their role was acceptable. However, on disembarkation in Banda to visit
friends or family, they wore jeans and T-shirts and minimal makeup, thus
conforming to usual societal dress. By 2001, however, at least one resident
transgender was accepted as wearing female dress at all times.

Those with the greatest profile in Banda are 'Ida' and 'Dewi'. Both of them are
Banda born, in different islands but neither assumed their transgender identities until
they were mature and had worked in cities away from Banda. On their return they
refused to answer to their old 'masculine' names, becoming angry if they were
addressed in this manner.

Case study 4
Ida, lives in the town of Neira and runs a bridal salon, renting out bridal outfits for many of
the local weddings. She is in her middle 40s and in 1999/2000 was suffering from an
infection resulting from recent remodelling3' of her nose and cheek. Ida is dressed in jeans
and a tank top. Her hair is coiffed and cut in a full bob to her chin line. She is wearing gold
earrings, necklaces and bracelets, with 3-4 rings on her fingers. Her nails are varnished and
she wears full makeup: eye shadow, eyeliner, powder, rouge, lipstick. Ida's tank top is
sleeveless and she displays her hairy armpits in a show of what Aussie gays call "genderfuck"32. Oetomo (2000:54) comments on this anomaly in transgenders elsewhere in
Indonesia, when they indulge in behaviour not conforming with, or mocking of their
feminine identity. Ida's small salon is open for business most days where a choice of
wedding apparel may be made from the numbers racked round the room.

31
32

Injections of silicon to soften her features.
Confusing two sexual identities.
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The rates vary according to the age of the garments and many are becoming rather tattered
because of their great use. Ida is more than happy to show friends and clients her many
photographs of brides she has groomed, costumed and madeup. She is always invited to
these weddings and usually sits on the women's side of the guests although she moves
between groups rather more than most people do.
Dewi is in her middle 20s and has only become an open transgender in the last seven
years, after she left school. She was born and educated in Banda but not on the main
island of Neira. During her childhood, according to one who was kakak (older
sibling) to her at school, Dewi was chastised by her family and often teased and
beaten at school because of her feminine attitudes and ways. She later went to
Ambon to work as a hairdresser, where she assumed her new identity. Dewi
returned home after the violence erupted in Ambon and continued her hairdressing
profession in Banda. She does not have a salon but works in people's homes. During
2000 she moved from her family home on another island to a village in Neira. The
last time I saw Dewi she had come to our house by request, to cut, wash and style the
hair of all the womenfolk and children. The adult men have their hair cut elsewhere.

Case study 5
Dewi is very tall, taller than many Indonesian men, certainly much taller than women. She
usually affects platform shoes which increase her height. On this occasion she had left her
shoes outside the door, in accordance with Muslim courtesy, and was wearing a tight, floor
length, straight cotton skirt, slit up the back, and tight T-shirt top through which one could
see the outline of her bra, although her bust was small. Her skirt was 'see-through' against
the sunlight and everyone peered surreptitiously to see what she was wearing underneath,
especially the small children who were fascinated and confused, giggling every time they
looked at her. A modest Muslim woman in Banda would not have worn a see through skirt,
through which her tight boxer shorts could be observed. Dewi's face was well made up and
she wore an array of feminine jewellery including ear-rings, necklace, bracelet and anklet.
She looked well with her bobbed hair but her deep voice was the obvious problem for the
children.
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One 5 year old asked his mother "Mengapa diapakai wanita? Dia sama Hussan kah?"
(Why is he wearing women's clothes. He's the same as Hussan, isn't he339)
Dewi cut the small boys' hair, then conditioned, shampooed and set the hair of the
women folk. She worked out on the verandah and stayed there between jobs, just sitting.
She did not join the rest of the family gossipping in the big kitchen. Dewi carried the
tools of her trade in a small shiny pink plastic 'carrier' bag which she takes to all her
customers.
Ida's salon and home are a bencong hangout where many young men can be seen at
all times of day. The community perception is that Ida likes very young men and
boys with whom she can be seen, hand in hand in the market area. She is reputed to
give them gifts

-

women cannot explain why, while men smile, saying that she

provides many of them with sexual initiation through oral sex. For unmarried young
men this may be their only means of sexual relief. During a visit I made to her
house, a young man clothed in trousers disappeared into a back room to return
wearing a sarong saying he was "sudah siap" (ready now). At that, Ida said to me
that she "was busy now" and terminated the interview.

The community perception of transgenders' sexuality, like that of bencong, was a
source of curiosity to all. The consensus was that is that their sexual organs are
small or disfunctional "alat kelamin tidak befungsi" (their sexual organs do not
work) which is a stereotype held by many Indonesians, according to Oetomo (2000:
48-49). People were quite surprised if it were suggested that transgenders might
have sex organs which were anatomically and physiologically adequate. If this were
so, then why were they 'like that?' For most Bandanese, Ida and Dewi were
generally accepted in the community as people they know, part of the community but

B

was unfortunately unable to follow up what the child meant, or what his words might mean to his
mother. They were both male/unmarried/ differentldoing women's work? (Hussan was a neighbour's
house servant, an informant and closet gay). It was too sensitive.
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better tolerated by women than men. A few, mostly men, condemn them and those
who hang out with them, as menyimpang (deviant) or aneh (weird) and banci. Many
Banda men react with fear or anger when talking about 'these weird ones' in general,
but tolerate the few known people in their own community. One teenage girl
remarked that she found it easer to tolerate effeminate men prancing about like the
hairdresser arodying a camp attitude) than transgenders because 'after all they are
men!' Conversely, a young man from Dewi's school said that he found he could talk
to her more naturally and accept her feminine ways after she had assumed her new
identity than before, knowing and using the routine social relationships with a
woman. He previously had difficulty in socialising with a man who demonstrated
feminine behaviours.

Some people, particularly women, commented that transgenders in Banda were free
to mix socially at all times, in contrast to those in Jakarta who only came out after
dark and don't like women near them because they are frightened of the competition
which makes them angry. Women thought that transgenders 'like' men and fear the
more natural beauty of 'real' women because women will mock them, and men will
find real women more attractive. In Jakarta men will pick up transgenders and take
them for rides in their cars to 'relax' (English word used). When asked what 'relax'
meant in this context, women could not answer but men would smile and shrug 'you
know, release from tension'. As one commented, homosexuality is prohibited in
religion but men sometimes like to try different sexual relations or variations but this
does not indicate a way of life or sexual identity.
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In Banda a sexual relationship with transgenders is not perceived by many men to be
a homosexual encounter

-

after all they are 'women in a man's body'. Therefore

those who patronise them do not perceive themselves as homosexuals, or to be
practising homosexual behaviour. It is possible that the Banda transgenders provide a
sexual outlet for frustrated men in a conservative community, which conforms with
Boulogne's (1995: 44) comment: "as far as sexual behaviour is concerned,
'abnormal' behaviour often helps to maintain the social order". This perception is
borne out by Oetomo (1 996b: 263) who notes that men explained their reasons for
relationships with banci as: "one does not have to worry about responsibility because
they cannot become pregnant" or "one cannot get sexually transmitted diseases from
a banci".

I did not interview all the transgenders in Banda, but all were reputed to be sexually
active. Those I interviewed admitted to practising oral sex in Banda but on the
whole avoided questions about anal sex, although one maintained that she has a
'vagina' for receptive sex but did not say that she had had surgery. They had heard
of HIV/AIDS, having lived and visited many major cities, but their actual knowledge
was as sketchy as most Bandanese, and they did not see themselves particularly at
risk. Therefore they took no precautions to practise 'safer sex'. Like others in
Banda, their sources of information included television and public exhibitions.

6.6 Lesbianism

There is either very little Lesbian activity in Banda or it is so covert that I could not
uncover it. Only a few people were aware of the term 'lesbi' and fewer apparently
knew of its sexual connotations. A greater number had heard of 'tomboi' or 'torn'
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and used it to describe boyish or masculine behaviours or community identity, not
sexual orientation. When asked whether women could have sexual relationships
with other women, most informants could not envisage such a possibility, although a
few had seen such activities on porn videos, merely thinking them interesting or
weird but not very 'useful' or 'satisfring'. After all they would not be procreative34

One mother fondly described her younger daughter, aged 4-5 years, as a tomboi
because of her independence of spirit and behaviour, her lack of fear in trying new
things, her slightly aggressive attitude to other children, refusal to be bullied,
especially by boys, and her great liking for military clothes35 and toys. The child's
behaviour was not actually surprising when one looked at her mother. She and her
husband run a small but successful shop, she wears fairly short shorts all day and
rarely dresses in a feminine fashion. The mother plays volley ball most evenings
with the young men of the village, controlling the funds for purchase of the net, and
she also travels to Jakarta for business alone. As a role model the mother is quite a
tomboy herself, in western terms, with no sexual connotation.

Only one adult woman was actually pointed out as a tomboi unfortunately for me,
on my last day in Banda. She was wearing men's clothes, trousers and shirt, while
carrying water home from the well with buckets on a yoke. This is a very male
occupation, most Bandanese women would not undertake it. Apparently she had
been married and had a child but gossip says that she so disliked the process of

34

See previous comments on sexual intercourse and sexual relationship (Chapter 3), sex for recreation
and sex for procreation (Chapter 2).
35
An engagingly attractive child (aged 4) who liked to dress as a soldier or policeman and most
definitely took herself to and from kindergarten although it was a long distance. A similar aged boy
of my acquaintance, living closer to the school, had to be escorted both ways.
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childbirth that she refused to continue a sexual relationship with her husband who
then divorced her. She apparently has no desire for further children and does not
want to marry again and put herself under the sexual control of another man.
Therefore she would rather take on the masculine duties of running her house, such
as digging the garden and chopping the wood while raising her child on her own.
There was no evidence, real or anecdotal, that she had any sexual relationship with
other women. Therefore, she could just be a very independent woman, which in
itself is very unusual in the Banda community.

6.7 Discussion
This chapter has examined a number of identities and behaviours which fall outside
accepted sexual relationships or normative gender identities of marriage and
heterosexual relations in Banda. It shows that gender identity and role are more
acceptable to, and understood by, the community, than sexual identity. In fact,
gender in Banda appears to be both a cultural category and a subjective experience,
similar to that described by Blackwood (1998) in West Sumatra. The dominant and
acceptable gender representations are 'man' and 'woman', perceived as oppositional
categories, whose sexual relationship is religiously and culturally defined through
marriage. I would argue that gender transgressors disguise their transgression by
subjectively trying to conform to the dominant ideology. Thus, men who have a
sexual preference for men either conform to the masculine image keeping their
transgressive behaviour covert, or become bencong whereby as 'women' they are
entitled to prefer men. It is difficult to derive whether sexual preference precedes
change of gender category or not. Blackwood (1998) and Oetomo (2000) would
argue that gender category comes first in the personal awareness of Indonesians,
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sexual preference follows. Looking at Ben's story it would appear that assuming an
alternate gender category could indicate a rational means of conforming with cultural
ideology in order to justify one's sexual preference.

The comparatively new transnational 'gay' or 'lesbian' social and sexual identities
have not yet filtered through to Banda. This is not surprising considering that they
have only evolved in Indonesia over the last twenty years and even in major cities
are not necessarily well known or accepted (Blackwood 1998; Oetomo 1996b,
1 996c; 2000). There is no pressure within the gay network in Indonesia for people to
'come out', especially against cultural pressure to conform. Many gay activists in
Java even get married and have children while still belonging to, and attending
meetings of, their gay organisation (Oetomo 1996c). When greater awareness of gay
and lesbian identities does filter through to Banda, the new sexual identities will not
necessarily be the same as are dominant in the western world or other areas of
Indonesia, because they will be modified by local culture.

The different expressed reactions towards bencong from the teenager, women or
Ben's colleagues are conflicting. The girl teenager was more comfortable with
effeminate men than with transgenders, while men in their 20s to 30s were more
comfortable with the transgender image. Whether these differences indicate a
generational change of attitude with younger people being less bound by culturally
dictated gender identity, or a gender bias, the numbers are too few to judge. The
teenager was a refugee from Ambon, brought up in a more liberal city, whose mother
is fairly liberal in her thinking. However, some of the young men have travelled and
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worked in different parts of Indonesia, so should also have wider experience than
obtains in Banda alone and should be more liberal in their thinking.

Similarly it is difficult to argue whether the difference in attitude to their male to
male sexual relationships and cultural identity between Ben and Ahmad are related
to their age or to different social experience. Ahmad is 30 years old, has basically
lived in Banda all his life not having finished SMU, and repudiates any label of gay
or homo.

Nevertheless, he has travelled overseas with gay companions and

experienced gay life in western areas. Ben is 23 years old, raised in Banda but
undertook tertiary education in a big city. He initially assumed the gay identity in
discussion and clothing, thereby accepting his sexual preference while not wishing to
conform to the bencong label given by the Banda community. However, with his
return to Banda with the possibility of a longer term posting in its less liberal
community values, he seems to be moving towards a bencong identity. The two
examples seem to exhibit different ways of conforming to community expectations
of gender identity; one denies his sexual preference and intends to marry, while the
other prefers to move towards the bencong identity which is less acceptable but
permits his sexual preference. These two examples serve to illustrate the fluidity of
male sexuality and the influence of social pressures upon it.

This chapter has also discussed a number of behaviours in different groups which
could put them at risk for HTV infection, such as unprotected sex both male to male
and male to female, as between prostitutes and their clients. The behaviours are not
only risky in themselves, but also because they are covert and difficult to target for
prevention programs. While those involved do not identify themselves as having
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risk behaviours they will not perceive the dangers or relate to health information
provided for 'risk groups', especially if these risk groups are socially marginalised or
denigrated as transgressors.

The covert operation of prostitutes in Banda puts them in a very difficult position to
negotiate 'safer sex' even if they were aware of its benefits and had access to
supplies. A number of their clients are policemen who hold power over the girls by
their authority and ability to have them apprehended or moved on. Women are
generally dominated by men in Banda, even more so when they are transgressing the
law. Even with non-police clients, the girls need the money and are aware of
community attitudes, so are vulnerable to pressure from men who do not 'fancy'
condoms. Moreover, none of their clients see HIV as a personal threat or their own
behaviours as 'risk', partly because the girls are not perceived to be real prostitutes,
working in a lokalisasi, and partly because HIV programs have not provided
adequate information. Men feel that clean, healthy girls are safe. They do not have
-

'many partners' because they patronise only one or two girls at any given time.
They say that there is no AIDS in Banda because they would be able to recognise it,
therefore there is no danger. There is also a tendency to 'pass the buck' by
fatalistically saying "Jnsya' Allah" (God willing) thereby putting the responsibility
for disease transmission in God's hands.

It is more difficult to decide whether the apparently wide prevalence of viewing
pornographic videos is sublimation of sexual frustration, sexual titillation or just
voyeurism. It certainly is used by some husbands to expand their marital sex
practices. Whether young men seek sexual gratification after viewing, which is
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feared by numbers of community members, was not possible to derive. Adolescence
is naturally a time for growing away from parental shibboleths and towards
experimentation with life. In this experimentation adolescents are often risk takers,
therefore any HIV prevention program must be made relevant to them, individually
and personally. There is also a great need for much more open discussion of sexual
matters and sexuality between informed adults and adolescents. That such
discussion would arouse great opposition from hidebound parents has already been
mentioned.

To sum up, Banda has sufficient clandestine sexual activity to make its population
susceptible to HIV infection, and enough contact with the outside world to make its
introduction only a matter of time. This danger is compounded by community and
personal repudiation of risk behaviours.

Chapter 7
The enemy without or the enemy
within?
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Chapter 7
The enemy without or the enemy within?
Tourism, domestic travel and the health sector
"Our friends, the enemy"
(Pierre-Jean de Beranger, L 'opinion de ces demo iselles)
The previous chapters have shown that the Banda people have limited knowledge
and awareness of HI V/AIDS with a very low perception of personal risk of infection
because there is little transgression of the normative sexual relationship of marriage.
Nevertheless, there is an undercurrent of behaviours which do transgress this moral
code, some of which have been unveiled or exacerbated by the monetary crisis and
sectarian violence. In order to develop a complete picture of the web of factors
affecting HIV transmission, this chapter examines the 'routes' or vectors, rather than
behaviours, by which HIV infection might be transmitted into and through the
community.

Tourism is the route which Bandanese blame for possible HIV infection because the
disease is still viewed as 'foreign'. However, according to AIDS experts (e.g.
Altman 2001: 70-72; 108; UNAIDS 2001a: 4, 2001b: 11; LTNGASS 2001: 3), HIV
also follows population mobility, through social disruption and violence, trade routes
and fishermen, women taking up sex work to survive, or refugees and troop
movements. Given the comparatively small tourism industry in Banda in
comparison to domestic travel, in my opinion, the more general population mobility
with the current social disruption are far more likely routes for HIV transmission into
the community. Within Banda itself, the health services have an important role in
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HIV transmission or prevention. Firstly, blood and blood products are major means
of HIV transmission, secondly, the health sector should be a primary source of health
education information, and thirdly, it is a source of information about STDs' or
IDUs2 which are predisposing risks for HIV (cf. Scrimshaw et al 1990). Therefore,
all these sectors and possible vectors are examined as a group.

7.1

Tourism, Indonesian and international

During the last twenty years Banda has developed tourism, particularly international
tourism, promoting its colonial Dutch history of the 'Spice Islands' along with the
beautiful diving and snorkelling opportunities. Access to the islands has been
improved by the increase of national passenger ferries (PELNI) from central

Indonesia, through Ambon and onwards to the Kei and Aru Islands or Papua. There
is a regular fortnightly service scheduled in either direction by two large vessels, i.e.
four visits a month, by which roughly 10 000 to 16 000 passengers arrive and depart
each year. Very few of these passengers are, or were, tourists. A few other tourists
used to come in by sea, some on inter-island trading vessels like KM Shinta and KM
Isabella. There also was previously a 'scheduled' air service three times a week from
Ambon, now non-existent because of the conflict. Of the combined numbers of
people arriving and departing Banda the proportion of international tourists was
comparatively sma113 before the violence erupted, almost completely disappearing
after January 1999.

2

Sexually transmitted diseases.
Injecting drug users.
1-2000/year according to different sources.
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There are also the occasional small cruise ships which Des Aiwi attracts to Banda4.
They usually just stopover for the day and their passengers are herded round the
main attractions by local guides, augmenting the ships' officials. Sometimes SMU
students from the language stream will help with these duties in order to practise
their English, because quite a number of students wish to undertake further education
in tourism. Thus, students have the opportunity to meet groups of foreigners and
widen their horizons, while the tourists may get a little perspective on ordinary life in
Banda, not just its history and nutmeg production. Both residents and tourists are
fascinated by the 'other' group, gazing at them like animals in a zoo5. With the
recent reduction in tourism the Bandanese have suffered severe economic
difficulties, therefore the arrival of a cruise ship in January 2001 was cause for
rejoicing and as much financial exploitation as possible.

Other international tourists may come to Banda by yacht. There are diving and
fishing charters which leave from Bali regularly 6-10 times a year. These fully
equipped, self contained yachts seek little shore support. They anchor out in the
harbour opposite the town, moving to different parts of the islands according to their
schedules, while their few6 passengers come ashore infrequently. Before the
conflict, yachts from the Darwin-Ambon International Yacht Race would often call
into Banda as they cruised their way home after the race. Each yacht might have 4-8
crew, most of whom slept on board. Their main local interest was cold beer and a
look round the tourist sights. On the whole, yachties are not overly well regarded by

He promotes the islands widely both personally and by commercially made video. He has received
national awards for his efforts.
It is a salutary cross cultural experience to be on the receiving end of aggressive western tourist
intrusion into one's home and life.
6
Maybe 6-10.

'
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many conservative Bandanese because they often get noisily drunk, although that is
good bñsiness for liquor outlets.

Most of the international tourists are backpackers who prefer to stay in guesthouses
rather than at the two expensive hotels. These guesthouses are mostly in Neira (19)
with three on Pulau Ai and one on Pulau Pisarig7, varying in size from 4-8 (double)
rooms. Tourists usually stay for 2-14 days depending on their next destination and
the ferry schedule. On a short visit, people are not likely to visit Ai since the local
motor boat ferries are very restrictive in schedule. Nearly every hotel or guesthouse
has a self styled 'tour guide' loosely attached to it as a casual employee, relative or
friend of the family, all of them young men. There are about 20 in all, five of whom
were my regular informants, while two or three others were more casual contacts.
Because of the dearth of tourists it was impossible to make a wide study of their
potential risk behaviours in Banda, but conversely it was possible to know each
foreign visitor very well and seek his or her opinion of tourism and sex in Banda.
Some were active and enthusiastic reporters of different sexual approaches and
propositions made by tour guides.

Most Bandanese thought that tourists would be a source of HIV infection but when
asked just how they thought it would be transmitted, they were confused and either
could not or would not answer. In general it was agreed that Indonesian tourists
would not come to conservative rural Banda looking for sex. They would more
likely go to a big city where sex is easily available and they could remain unknown if
so desired. It was also agreed that most international tourists coming to Banda

7

Officially named Syahrir, after the Indonesian nationalist who was exiled there in 1936.
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would not be actively seeking sex because most were only interested in the history
and diving. However, some guides thought that tourists could be interested if sexual
opportunities were available implying that single tourists often like to have a little
affair by which to remember their holidays and saying that westerners "suka sekali
se/cs bebas" (like free sex very much). Those guides thought that resident tourists
would generally prefer to seek their own partners, but transients from cruise ships or
yachties passing through were more likely to ask about possible assignations.
Opinions varied about tourists' sexual expectations and their fulfilment.

For instance, one guide said that he had been approached by tourists looking for girls
but he maintained that Bandanese girls would be too malu (shy or ashamed) to oblige
and he would also be shamed to act as pimp. He thought that arranging to provide
girls for tourists would be difficult because of all the eyes and ears in the community
which would gossip about him and the girls. Conversely, two other guides were
reported as actually offering to organise girls for tourists, both offers being refused
because the tourists preferred to seek their own partners should they want one. The
cost quoted was Rp.150 000 (A$30), five times the local price of Rp.30 000. No
doubt the inflated fee would have been shared by the guide. The guide concerned
told the tourist that the girl would probably be very malu so he would have to be
very kind to her.

Another guide vividly described an assignation he had arranged, at great profit to
himself, for a drunken Russian tourist from a cruise ship, the assignation taking place
at Fort Belgica while the guide was present. A visiting doctor from Java stated that
reception staff at the hotels were very complaisant about setting up assignations for

hotel guests, although that was not confirmed by another guest. This guest described
how a Indonesian captain of a fishing boat took a hotel room for that very purpose
but left in frustration the next morning. Perhaps he would not pay enough or was not
as attractive as foreigners. A shop owner maintained that Banda girls would "jatuh
cinta" (fall in love) and have sexual relationships with tourists because they received
expensive presents or money. These transactions were not seen as pelacuran
(prostitution) or kerja se/cs (sex work) by all the Bandanese questioned, they were
cinta (love) and kado (gifts).

At the time of study, only two of the guides were married but all my informants
were, or had been, sexually active with tourist pacar (girl/boyfriends), mostly
women. A few women tourists were reported to return regularly to Banda where
they resumed a sexual relationship with their guide friend. Guides thought that
women tourists often jatuh cinta (fell in love) with Banda men while men tourists
made no such claim, they were just looking for sex. However, the Bandanese men
and girls concerned were often dignified with 'falling in love'. Certainly one young
guide sought my help in reading and answering a love letter sent by a German
woman who had stayed more than once in 'his' guesthouse to their mutual
enjoyment. Snorkelling expeditions and lonely beaches were good places for
assignations and one could always tell when the girls 'ingin se/cs' (want sex). While
there were always the guest bedrooms for sexual activity, some of the guesthouse
proprietors frowned on such activities which might prejudice a guide's future
contacts.
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One of the married guides justified his extra-marital sexual activities with two
different tourists, quoting a little known Hadith8, which says that if people have the
true, right feelings of love between them, they can give each other their physical love
because it is the equivalent of nikah9. Therefore, he perceived his sexual partners as
second and third wives so that he was not sinning against either religion or his isteri
sah (legal wife). This interesting perception was not borne out by others. Other,
unmarried guides just enjoy sex with emancipated women where there are no strings
attached, unlike with unmarried Bandanese girls whom they felt would be expecting,
or at least hoping for, marriage.

Three of the young guides made sexual overtures to me, despite being half my age,
two on their own behalf, the other offering to arrange it with a 'friend'. The personal
propositions did not mention money and the young men quite were prepared to
contemplate sex with woman old enough to be their mother, possibly because at that
stage there were no known prostitutes around. The third, however, sought an
expensive present 'buat teman' (for his friend), such as a television or a video player.
This same young man made personal homosexual overtures to all the unattached
male tourists who visited Banda during the fieldwork period. Obviously, to him,
sexual activity for financial gain was very much part of the tourist experience.

The guides' awareness and knowledge of HI V/AIDS echoed the views of young men
in general: little perception of personal risk, misinformation about identification of
those infected, and assumptions that it is only WTS yang sakit diseased prostitutes

Traditional story about the sayings of the Prophet.
Mut 'a is a temporary marriage where the spouses can work out their own duties and expectations
(Rizvi 2000.3:10-11).
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who are a risk. Apparently healthy, kaya (rich) foreigners, who may be a source of
income, are not perceived as a source of disease. Therefore none of the guides who
had sexual encounters with tourists used condoms in their transactions, heterosexual
or homosexual. Possibly tourists also did not think to use them, on the assumption
that people in such remote islands would not be infected. Perhaps the western girls
were blinded by the western perception that it is only homosexual encounters which
are risky since this has been the major route for infection in the West. Two guides
had been given condoms by tourists but they did not use them. None was aware that
condoms were sold in Banda, probably because they were not perceived as relevant
to their activities. Similarly, the guides do not see themselves as germo (pimps) in
arranging sexual transactions for tourists, nor pekerja seks (sex workers) in providing
sex to tourists, despite the overtly commercial aspects of some propositions.

One aspect of sex and tourism caused great concern to one senior community
member who owns tourist facilities. This was the 'sex tourism' of a few Dutch men
whom he asserted came to Banda seeking sex with young boys, trying to seduce
them with expensive presents or money. He reported that these 'paedophiles' (his
actual word)'° used to stay in a small guesthouse by the harbour and enticed boys to
meet them up on the airstrip, a known place for homosexual assignations. Some also
tried to recruit boys to go to Holland with them, ostensibly offering to provide for
their education. This incensed Bandanese described how he had stopped the men
from taking the boys away and had the tourists deported from Banda by community
pressure and the police. Although he described the tourists as paedophiles it was
difficult to determine the age of their potential victims and whether their families
10

He speaks fluent English.
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were aware of, or consented to, their proposed travel. Further attempts to follow up
these stories were unsuccessful so it is difficult to say whether this is only one man's
prejudice or has been a real problem in the past. Certainly today, trade in under-age
boys or girls does not appear to be a current issue in Banda, either domestically or
internationally.

7.2

Domestic travel

The access routes to and from Banda were briefly described in the last section with
relation to tourism and HIV transmission. During 1998 the passenger ferries show
more than 17000 embarkations" from Banda which dropped to 12000 in 2000 after
the eruption of violence. In addition' a few hundred passengers are transported by
cargo ferries. Over all, this is a large movement of people from a basic population of
16000. During the fieldwork period a rough tally at the Pelni office indicated that
about half of the embarking passengers were Bandanese, but this may not be typical
of the normal pattern for a number of reasons. Firstly many Bandanese were not
travelling to Ambon for business, education or family visits because of the dangers
there. Secondly, refugees were arriving from Am, Kei or Seram, often staying for
short respite periods in Banda before returning home or moving onwards to Sulawesi
or Java. Thirdly, when the ferries were re-routed to avoid ports of conflict, travellers
from Ambon who wished to go to Jakarta had to backtrack to Banda to catch the
appropriate ferry. The KM Rinjani which passed through Ambon going west does
not go to Jakarta, it turns round in Surabaya. The KM Bukit Siguntang which goes
to Jakarta, did not enter Ambon port going west, it went direct from Banda to Bau-

11 1t is not possible to assess (in Banda) the number of arriving passengers since records are only kept
of tickets sold at the point of departure.
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Bau in Buton Island, Sulawesi. Because one can only purchase a ticket in one
direction, transit passengers would purchase their western bound tickets in Banda,
thus boosting the number of 'outsiders' embarking there. Therefore the proportion
of Bandanese in those embarking in Banda, could normally be expected to be higher.
For most of the year, the majority of passengers embarking in Banda appeared to be
men, travelling for business or to and from work elsewhere. At school holidays
whole families would go away; likewise for Ramadan and Idul Fitri, people would
return to their origins pulang kampong (going home), to celebrate with family.

I have previously shown that many of the men of Banda seek pre- or extramarital sex
if opportunity is available and are almost expected to do so if away from their wives
for any length of time. Much of this experience is sought in the brothels of cities
they visit for various reasons. None of them practises 'safer sex' by using a condom,
neither is it enforced by brothel managers themselves. Before the Ambon conflict,
but possibly still continuing to a certain extent, young men would relieve any sexual
frustrations in Ambon. This may be a little more difficult at present, particularly if
Las/car Jihad is closing the brothel areas (Laskar Jihad 26 March 2001), but this may
be offset by the growth of a sex industry in Banda itself.

Prostitutes in Indonesian brothels have been shown to have a high prevalence of HIV
because they are at risk from their many and varied partners'2. They are also highly
'visible' to health officials and can be tested easily. HIV is prevalent throughout
Indonesia, while Papua, the neighbouring province to Banda, has the highest rate of

12

17.5% HIV positive in Jakarta, 8% Riau, 6% Sorong (Papua) 26.5% Merauke (Papua) (National
AIDS Commission 2001).
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reported HIV after Jakarta (National AIDS Conmiission 2001). The closure of
brothels does not stop prostitution, it merely causes it to move to another venue, less
easy to control or to receive health education or disease prevention programs. This
has become a problem for AIDS activists in Jakarta where the only 'legalised' redlight district (Kramat Tunggak) was closed down in December 1999 (Jakarta Post 2
July 2001, 21 July 2001), therefore their programs for tracking or protecting
prostitutes from disease are being impeded. During Ramadhan in 2001, brothels in
Surabaya were supposed to be closed by police, despite protests from sex workers
that they needed money to live. However, illegal operations continued after 9pm
(Sophiaan 2001).

Men may also seek casual liaisons with prostitutes on the ferries. Prostitutes in many
regional cities include local girls and a circulating population from Java and other
islands (see also Dorling 1999 for Kupang in NTT). These girls arrive by ferry and
stay for varying lengths of time. Often they are contracted to a specific house, pimp
or group business which controls their activities in each area and takes a percentage
of their earnings. While moving between destinations on the ships, if they choose to
work, they are 'on their own time' not working for a pimp or madam. From
observation during travel throughout Maluku in 1998 and reports from senior crew
members, prostitutes generally work in the crew quarters, but male passengers may
be seen frequently entering and leaving. The girls also accost passing males, trying
to solicit them, foreigners as well as locals. After the Maluku conflict erupted, it
became dangerous for perceived 'Christians' (as all Westerners are thought to be) to
wander round so-called 'Muslim' ferries and vice versa. Therefore I was unable to
follow-up those working girls to establish whether their clients included Bandanese
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men or not. Nevertheless, given the risk behaviours described in earlier chapters one
might expect some Bandanese men to take advantage of this opportunity when
travelling.

In addition to the possible transmission of HIV via travelling passengers, Bandanese
men working as fishermen on large inter-island vessels, or crew on trading vessels
provide possible routes for infection. Some are away from home for months at a
time, up to one year if in the Indonesian Navy. Most major port areas have brothels
and these can be a focus for male recreation while away from home. Fishing, trading
or naval vessels visiting Banda with non-Bandanese crews are less likely to be a risk
since they stay for very short times, hardly long enough to seek a local female
companion. For instance, the men on the freezer fishing boats said that by the time
they had finished their shift work of weighing and cleaning fish, usually from 4-8
p.m., then cleaned up, there was little point in going ashore because Banda had
closed up. Those who had acquired regular girlfriends usually met them during the
day, conforming to Banda social practices in the process. Crew from visiting naval
vessels reported Banda to be a dead loss for shore-side entertainment unless one was
interested in fishing and history.

Domestic (Indonesian) tourists or travellers who come to Banda provide another
possible route for HIV to enter the Bandanese community, if they have sexual
interaction locally. During the Maluku conflict there was a large movement of
domestic travellers through Banda, some of whom stayed for months or years but the
bulk of them were transient, as refugees or transit ferry passengers. The transients
usually stayed in guesthouses or, if refugees, at the ferry terminal. Those who stayed
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for long periods usually stayed with family or friends or moved into vacant houses,
often those deserted by Christians. As residents, they generally needed to conform
to Banda's social attitudes and behaviours, or risk condemnation at best, possible
'deportation' at worst. Therefore any transgressive behaviours would need to be
kept hidden. The most likely routes for HIV infection in this group come from the
visiting prostitutes, described in the last chapter, and their clients, whether
Bandanese, domestic visitors or refugee. I observed very few domestic tourists
staying in paid accommodation during 1999/2000 and many of the guesthouses were
closed for lack of business. Only a very few tourists from Ambon came at intervals
for a weekend respite from the problems there.

In summary, the most likely and more prolific route for HIV transmission into the
Banda community is by Bandanese men becoming infected by risk behaviours while
away from the islands. Unprotected sexual inter-action with tourists is a possible
route of infection but proportionally much less likely because of the very much
lower number of possible encounters.

7.3

Health services

The Health Centre in Banda is located on Neira Island. It is a fairly large
establishment, generally known as the rumah sakit (hospital), not puskesmas (health
centre) comprising both in-patient and out-patient facilities, although the in-patient
facilities are only staffed 'on demand', i.e. when there are patients. Its size is
predicated by the distance from regular hospital facilities, the nearest being in
Ambon, a day's ferry ride away. In addition to the two wards for in-patients there is
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one birthing 'suite'3' which is not often used since most women have their babies at
home. The outpatient clinic area includes the registration kiosk, nurses' examination
room, doctor's examination room, dental room, small laboratory area, dispensing
room, radio room, doctor's and other offices with a large training area for ancillary
personnel like kader. (village health workers), currently occupied by a table tennis
table.

The Health Centre is usually staffed by two doctors and roughly 40 staff, including
nurses and midwives, some of which are outposted to pustu (puskesmas pembantu

-

subclinics) in other inhabited islands or more distant villages, laboratory technician,
nutrition worker, dispensing nurses and clerical staff. They run daily out-patient
clinics on six mornings a week, provide home birthing services, environmental and
school monitoring, run monthly posyandu (pos pelayanan terpadu

-

integrated

mother and baby clinics in village centres) and the occasional poskeliling (mobile
clinic visit). Officially, staff are responsible for a wide range of health education and
monitoring programs (cf. Hunter 1996) but there was little evidence of much
implementation.

After the conflict in Banda, all the Christian staff left, including the two doctors, who
were a married couple. This left only a skeleton staff of seven in Neira and most of
the outposted staff who were all Muslim. To cover the services temporarily, doctors
were rostered from Jakarta on 2-4 week rotation but many health education or
promotion programs were discontinued, lacking staff. After a few months a newly
qualified contract doctor was posted to Banda, diverted from his posting elsewhere

13

Two very basically furnished rooms, both socially

and medically. No running water.
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in Maluku. Newly qualified nurses were also diverted to Banda as volunteers
because most of them had family or relatives in the area. Staff levels were also
boosted by refugee nurses from other areas of Maluku such as Seram.

The patient workload at the Health Centre is very light compared with many other
health centres in Eastern Indonesia (cf. Hunter 1996; Westwater 1996). The centre is
usually only open from 0900 to 1100 Monday to Saturday in contrast to the expected
hours of 0700 to 1400 Monday to Thursday with reduced hours on Friday and
Saturday. In Banda, Friday is usually a 'patient-free' day when clerical and
domestic chores are completed and Saturday is often much the same. The number of
out-patients is roughly 20-30/day early in the week, declining to nil at the end, in
contrast to well over 100 every day in West Timor (Westwater 1996). Most patients
will be examined by the doctor who prescribes treatment for them which is delivered
by the nurses or other staff. There is more time for patient care and a fuller
examination than observed in West Timor where nurses provide nearly all, very
cursory, examinations and treatment (cf. Hunter 1996; Sciortino 1995). In Soe (W.
Timor) the nurses merely asked the patient what was wrong and issued treatment for
the symptoms. This so-called examination (pemeriksaan) took place in a room with
wide open windows and doors in front of waiting patients. No actual physical
examination of the patient was undertaken, and no examination facilities were
available in the room; no couch, no instruments, no charts. In contrast, Bandanese
patients are examined in a private room where at least blood pressure is measured
and further physical examination is possible.
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A typical day at the health centre
About 8 o'clock in the morning while all is still very quiet in the Health Centre precincts,
one of the nursing staff who lives nearby comes to raise the Indonesian flag on the flag pole
at the front of the buildings. This job done, he very quickly leaves again to change his
casual clothes for uniform and have breakfast. Between 0845 and 0900 the clerical staff
who staff the registration kiosk stroll in and set up for the day while a few early patients will
start to gather on a bench outside the outpatient areas. Duty nurses, midwife, technical and
dispensary staff gradually stroll in to sit and chat for a while in the foyer of the Centre.
Often they chat until the doctor arrives, although they may start to prepare the clinical rooms
and unlock the drugs for the dispensary. The patients register at the kiosk, paying their
small fee, and return to the benches to wait while examination rooms are slowly opened and
prepared for action. About 0900, maybe 0915, the first patients will be summoned for
examination by the doctor if he has arrived, driving in the Health Centre vehicle from his
residence 150 meters away. If the doctor is late, because he often sees private patients at his
house practice before coming to the Health Centre, the duty nurse will commence
examinations.
-

After examination the patients are referred for injections or prescriptions, which are
performed or provided by other staff. Prescriptions are dispensed in small packets, often
three types of pill antibiotic, vitamin and pain killer- for almost every 'illness'. Injections
are provided in another room behind the examination rooms while the dispensary has a
service window on to the waiting area. Inside the dispensary two or three people sit
counting pills and making them into small parcels, or grinding pills to make powder for
children. They also collect a small prescription fee. It is a great room for a gossip, having 23 staff who are not fully occupied. The laboratory technician has a tiny room alone where
only very simple tests can be done. The midwife, either alone or assisted by a clerk or nurse
examines maybe two or three pregnant women on usual mornings in the 'birthing suite' right
out the back. If there are designated antenatal clinics there may be more pregnant women to
be checked. It is all very leisurely and on the whole very orderly. With such low numbers
of patients there is no need for them to push and shove to get attention, except possibly on
Mondays when it is much busier after the weekend.
-

Inside the main building the clerk and/or the nutritionist may be making calls on the radio to
outposted staff on other islands, receiving orders for supplies and either preparing these
orders or referring them to Masohi (Seram) which is one of the supply centres. They may
call the doctor to give medical advice when necessary.
If a posyandu is schedule&4 the nutritionist and jurim (immunisation nurse) will gather in
the foyer at about 0900, collect their supplies of immunisation drops and injection materials
then adjourn to the village headquarters or house where the posyandu is held. Sometimes
they walk to these places but for more distant villages on Neira island they go byojek'5 and
for villages on Lonthoir Island they take a motor boat ferry from the fish market area then
walk up the hill to the house or office where the posyandu is being held.
A posyandu may take 1-3 hours depending on the number of babies, and small children are
also assessed. Children up to 5 years old, called balita, are the clients of this program.
Kader register the babies at each visit then weigh them on a scale, usually hanging from a
tree in the garden or a peg in the roof.
14

These take place once a month always on the same date, year in, year out.
Motor cycle taxi.
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The scale has a flour-bag sling suspended from it,in which the baby or small child is place.
All information about the child's progress is entered by the kader into school notebooks
ruled up for the purpose and recorded on the child's growth chart which the parent keeps.
From this chart the mother and staff may see how the child is progressing and, if there are
weight or nutrition problems, the mother can be counselled. After weighing, immunisations
are done by the jurim. He puts drops on the child's tongue or gives appropriate injections
according to the child's age or the month. Different health supplements are provided in
different months, according to national programs. To finish, each child is given a cup of
kacang hjau (mung bean) soup made with condensed milk which is very nutritious. It was
prepared early that morning by one of the kader.
The kader are also supposed to run nutrition programs for mother and child and often have
control of family planning supplies of contraceptive pill. These prescriptions attract a
charge, some of which is remitted to the Health Centre. The scene at the posyandu appears
chaotic, with registration in one place, baby weighing in another, immunisations in a third
and soup in a fourth. Small children, most of them dressed in their best clothes, are running
everywhere because each mother seems to have at least 2 pre-school children while some are
crying after their injections. Nevertheless the work proceeds with some underlying order.
When it is all finished the staff have a cup of tea and go home or back to the Health Centre
to tidy up.
Back at the Health Centre, the staff there have probably finished for the day if there
are no in-patients to be cared for and by 1200 on Mondays, shortly after 1100 later in
the week, will have gone home.

Before the Banda violence one of the two doctors had apparently started some
HIV/AIDS education for the Health Centre staff and had set up two staff, one
Muslim male one Christian female, with specific responsibility for HIV/AIDS
programs in the general community. After the violence, with staff shortages, such
programs obviously fell into disarray and during the period of fieldwork were never
resuscitated. The female AIDS worker, being Christian, left, and the male being the
laboratory technician was otherwise engaged. He also left the service during 2000
when he took a second wife16. The only staff education program which appeared to
continue on a regular basis was the in-service for kader.

16

He chose not to follow Regulation PP 10/1983 and request written permission from his supervisor.
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Despite staff shortages in May/June 1999 all the Health Centre staff were most cooperative in helping with my research program by providing in-put to the student
questionnaire and relevant health information and statistics about Bandanese, such as
TB and STDs, IDUs17. They also participated in individual interviews or group
discussions on AIDS related topics. With various health staff I attended posyandu in
all the villages directly served by the Health Centre, i.e. Neira and Lonthoir Islands.
Posyandu on the outer islands are supervised by staff from the pustu, although Neira
staff will attend irregularly on occasions. From the posyandu I recruited a number of
married women and kader both as general informants and interviewees about HIV
awareness. Staff knowledge and awareness of HIV/AIDS were also formally
assessed by their responses to different sections of the questionnaire and informally,
through discussion of concomitant health service ramifications. This awareness was
compared with their actual health practices observed in relation to risk factors for
HIV transmission.

As a secondary source of data, health centre staff, both doctor and clerks, indicated
that the level of STDs was low in Banda but they had no statistics to substantiate this
estimate, partly because they do not keep them on site and partly because many staff
were new and not settled into Health Centre routine. It was not possible to obtain
further information from provincial headquarters in Ambon because of situasi. Staff

17

Tuberculosis, sexually transmitted diseases and injecting drug use. TB is an opportunistic infection
often associated with AIDS. TB adds to the burden of illness of HIV infected people and shortens
their life expectancy, while an underlying HIV infection may predispose to TB. Often, inexperienced
doctors, or those with poor diagnostic tools, may diagnose TB without recognising, or even knowing,
that there might be an underlying HIV infection (Green 2001a; UNAIDS 1997). STDs may also
predispose to HIV transmission and often indicate multiple sexual partners (Indonesian National
AIDS Strategy 1994; Scrimshaw etal. 1990; UNAIDS 2000b). IDUs are vulnerable to HIV infection
because they often share needles contaminated with infected blood.
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said that the few clients with STDs were all male and usually came from visiting
fishing boats. The doctor from Ambon maintained that this low level of STDs
indicated the sexual continence of Bandanese men but locally born nursing staff
were more cynical. They argued that if Banda men contracted an STD when out of
the islands, they would seek treatment on the spot because they would be
embarrassed to return home with evidence that they had been laki-laki nakal
(naughty men) and endure the local stigma and gossip. It would be far easier to buy
the necessary antibiotics over-the- coimter in a city. Meantime, no Bandanese
woman had been diagnosed in the previous six months with an STD, but staff argued
that women are often not anatomically aware of the symptoms and might not seek
treatment.

In contrast to STDs the TB levels in Banda were high according to the doctor, but
again accurate information was not available. If TB levels really are high it would
be interesting to seek the underlying causes, but the health situation is too vague
without more accurate statistics. Nevertheless, the housing standards in Banda are
fairly good, there is little overcrowding, good access to clean water and reasonable
nutrition with moderately good sewage disposal in town18, therefore TB should
probably not be a serious problem. It could be one of the HIV indications mentioned
by UNAIDS (1997).

Thirdly, health staff were asked about intravenous or injecting drug use. This is a
major means of HIV transmission in western countries and is becoming a serious

18

Less so in rural villages.
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problem in Indonesia, especially in Java19. Government estimates that there were 2
million drug users in Indonesia, mostly in the major cities (Jakarta Post 14
September 2000)20 and a recent steady rise in HIV contracted through drug use
(MAP 2001). However, in Banda, all health staff and nearly all other informants
maintained that there was little or no illicit drug use, particularly injecting drugs.

Only one small discussion group in Rajawali village stated that there had recently
been three visitors whom they thought injected drugs, but the visitors had since left
the island. As a way to estimate possible illicit drug use in Banda, health staff were
asked about loss of departmental syringes, but they maintained that this did not
occur, a statement which could be difficult to substantiate. All clinical staff casually
withdraw syringes from health centre stock for their own use in private practice and
there seems to be little accounting for these withdrawals. Also the disposal of used
syringes, especially after posyandu is open to abuse, should anyone be interested to
retrieve them21. However, it appears that there is little community evidence for
IDUs being a serious problem in Banda at this time.

Nevertheless, young men and boys do abuse other drugs which may foretell a
possible problem in the not too distant future. Boy's groups are said to take drugs,
usually unemployed refugee youths, who are bored with nothing to do, although
some Bandanese are involved. It seems to be a 'macho' thing, being combined with

19

During the last 3 years a number of articles have been published in newspapers about the rapidly
increasing IDU situation with calls for harm reduction programs (Agence France-Presse 26
September 1999; Dursin 2001; Gordon 2001; Green 2001b; Jakarta Post 14 September 2000, 1
December 2000; Jakarta Post 22 August 2001; Juniarta 2000; Pc. 2001). The government is
considering the introduction of a "harm reduction" program which is arousing considerable
controversy (Green 2001c; Jakarta Post 3 October 2001).
20
3.1 million including soft drugs (Jakarta Post 2 December 2000).
21
Discussion later in this section.
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alcohol if available, usually in private groups, often during or after wedding
celebrations, or sOmetimes in the old karaoke bar. Early in 2000 one young man
died from an overdose of alcohol (sopi) mixed with a drug only known as DMF22
which gives a slight 'high' as a side effect. Also, some SMU students had been
observed at school apparently suffering from drug misuse, being absent minded or
having no concentration, red-eyed and unfocused. They reputedly were also taking
DMF, which is thought to be sold by shops in town, although rumour said that
Health Centre staff may be supplying it. In summary, there is a low but increasingly
obvious level of drug abuse in Banda, currently not involving injected drugs; but the
potential is there, if access and supplies were forthcoming.

Alcohol and drugs are both haram (forbidden) by Islam (Qu'ran 2: 219; 5: 93), and
drunkenness is roundly condemned by religiously conservative Bandanese, although
certain quite well respected officials in Neira are known to drink too much at times.
Indonesian national law does not prohibit the consumption of alcohol; indeed
Indonesia produces and markets its own brands of beer and spirits. Therefore there
is no legal reason to restrict supply of alcohol, or convict those who drink it.
Nevertheless, in Banda the more conservative Muslims strive to control all alcohol
outlets, to the extent of having a sweep search through all suspect premises before
Ramadhan23. Meanwhile, certain Chinese shops sell beer and occasionally spirits,
while private citizens make sopi. The police are very well known to have their own
private supplies of alcohol, although they restrict supplies elsewhere.

22 Said

to be Dexametafen possibly generic name dexamethasone used to treat inflammatory
disorders and severe allergies.
23
One is supposed to have a licence to sell alcohol but many outlets are not licensed. However, at
Ramadhan the Police are sent round to quarantine all alcohol. Those with licences should get their
supplies returned at the end of the fasting month, the rest is destroyed see Chapter 4.
-

-

-

With the reduction in tourists the conservatives have been able to control the beer
supplies more closely, ensuring that the police do not renew licences for its sale.
Many guesthouses previously would have beer available for guests, or would send
out for it if a guest requested. However, two at least24, have notices (in English)
pasted in prominent places requesting their guests to "respect our Islamic practices"
by not drinking alcohol on the premises "we are able to recommend a suitable bar
nearby". Attitudes to alcohol could be seen to become increasingly strict from 1999
to 2001. In 1999 beer could be purchased openly in town and drunk within the
public 'gaze' i.e. on certain premises. By 2001 it was surreptitiously provided for
sale while purchasers were asked to drink in the back garden or kitchen area, out of
sight from the road.

7.4

Health staff's knowledge and awareness of HI VIA IDS

Health staff helped to develop and hone the questionnaire used for the survey of
senior secondary students and police. Each question was tried out on a number of
staff, first to see if it was understandable and the language acceptable, then for what
it meant to the participant. Finally answers to each question were sought with
alternative answers discussed for accuracy and implications. During this process,
health staffs own knowledge and awareness of HI V/AIDS were assessed and noted,
as were significant aberrations, such as perceived transmission of HIV by culinary
utensils or mosquitoes. Despite the training program introduced by a previous
doctor, many older staff were lacking in knowledge of HIV transmission, prevention,
symptoms and risk behaviours. Particularly relevant to the health scene are transfer
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Others may also have such notices but I have not observed them.
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of infected blood by contaminated syringes, and inadequately sterilised drugs and
medicaments. In addition, many seemed (possibly dangerously) unaware of the
vertical transmission of HIV from mother to baby. The younger, academically
trained staff were more knowledgeable but still rather unaware of their personal risk
for infection and their responsibility for possible transmission. Their knowledge and
awareness was, in my opinion, only marginally better than that of the general
community.

Locum doctors, although helpful with drafting the questionnaire and introduction to
local 'prostitutes', seemed fixated on HIV infection through this vector. They
asserted that prostitutes became HIV infected by tourists, the outsiders, which
possibly may have been true in the first instances. Tourists are often seen as people
with loose morals always practising se/cs bebas (free sex 25). Health staff, like many
other Bandanese, often perceived that all Westerners, practise 'free sex', which was
generally understood to mean 'seeking sex at any time, all the time, anywhere',
almost compulsorily, and always illicitly. They also perceive that female tourists
evade their rightful punishments by taking contraceptive pills to prevent unwelcome
outcomes. This sexual freedom is religiously condemned, although, as previously
discussed, some Bandanese willingly co-operate for their own sexual or financial
advantage when possible. Their picture of free sex is culled from porn videos,
magazines where film stars' sex lives are discussed, and western films with
immodestly dressed, even naked, people and sex scenes26. This is all in opposition
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Usually English words used, obviously copied from media, sometimes seks bebas.
On-screen sex has escalated over the last 10 years (Anwar 15 April 2002). Western TV is available
to those with satellite dishes.
26

to the normative sexual relationships of marriage expected in Banda, previously
discussed in Chapter 4.

While young men were expected to be chaste before marriage, it was generally
accepted that they would take any sexual opportunity that was offered. Unlike other
Banda men, male health staff did not perceive going to brothels away from home as
their possible sexual outlet. Many of them said that they sought premarital sex,
while studying elsewhere, with complaisant girl friends, often with other students.
They, or more usually, their partners had access to contraception. HIV prevention
had not yet become an issue for them, personally.

Similarly, health staff ,although more pragmatic about the actual sexual practices of
Bandanese men, did not perceive any risk of these men contracting HIV. They were
not aware of the latency of HIV infection before the opportunistic infections of
AIDS took over and were fatal. Therefore, they did not recognise any responsibility
for organising health promotion or education programs for the general community.
In their opinion, should such programs be needed, they should be directed at
prostitutes. They thought that the regular 'compulsory' medical examinations of
registered WTS

should also be improved to include HIV testing. Meantime, staff

members said they were too busy to develop or provide community education
programs. This lack of both HIV awareness and concomitant responsibility towards
themselves and their clients was demonstrated by many of their health practices.

27

And unregistered ones if they could be obtained.
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7.5

Disinfection and sterilisation

Health staff are most likely to expose themselves and their clients to HIV infection
through their injecting techniques and sterilisation processes, potentially transmitting
HIV through contaminated blood and blood products. Health settings are extremely
likely situations for regular, routine blood contacts through inadequate practices28
In section 7.3 the regular routine of the health centre was outlined, here I will
examine a poskeliling (mobile team visit) in greater detail.

Poskeliling to Lonthoir Island
It is 9 o'clock in the morning and the health team is slowly assembling at the Health Centre.
As some members arrive, others dash off for something they have forgotten so chaos reigns.
The team currently comprises the doctor, two midwives, nutritionist and a nurse who is the
dispenser. Eventually everyone with all the necessary boxes of equipment and supplies
arrives at the jetty to catch a motor boat to Lonthoir Island. It is the first time the whole
team has been there for three months so it is anticipated that it will be busy. Normally only
the mother and baby program is run on a monthly basis.
After unloading at the other side of the harbour we have to climb about 100 steps to reach
the posyandu where most of the baby weighing is held, then on again to the village
headquarters at the top of the hill. We are joined by the male juriin and the new female
laboratory technician who live on Lonthoir Island. There are about 50 people waiting at the
village centre, babies to be immunised, others to be weighed, older women to be examined
and a few older men. The latter hover on the outskirts of the group smoking, slowly moving
in to sit on the walls of the verandah. Other patients arrive throughout the morning, the bulk
of the men arriving last. Soon we are set up with two tables on the verandah: one for
registration manned by a nurse, the other for baby immunisation manned by the nutritionist
and jurim. Inside the offices the doctor sets up his desk, while the two midwives and the
laboratory technician set up the dispensing table.
After the babies have been registered they are weighed on the balance, out under the trees,
or, if they have been weighed down below at the posyandu, they present their progress
charts. It is February, so every child gets the specific booster for that month. These are
usually drops which are dropped into the baby's mouth, one bottle serving about 10 infants.
Balita also get immunisation injections. The jurirn puts down his cigarette on the edge of
the table and reaches for a syringe and needle from the drum/rack of those he has brought
with him. If possible he uses disposable syringes and needles but today there aren't going to
be enough of them.
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Drucker et a! (2001) report that WHO estimates "that every year unsafe injections result in 80,000
to 160,000 new HIV infections". The efficacy of antibiotic therapies has quickly built faith in the
power of injections, with injection doctors and nurses in many developing countries administering
injections which are often unnecessary.
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The drum has a rack full of holes into which are placed the dismantled syringes and needles.
The jurim places the used ones back in the rack to one side to start with, but as time goes on
they get mixed up. They would have to be reused anyway because there weren't enough for
every child in the first place. The needles and syringes may be used a number of times. He
draws up medication from open bottles standing on the table, using the same bottle for many
injections. When giving the injection he sometimes pinches up a skinfold on the baby's arm
with his fingers, sometimes just injects directly. No skin swab is used to cleanse the
injection area.
After all the injections and drops have been given, the used disposable syringes are taken
round the back of the offices to be burned at some future date. The others are taken back to
the health centre to be 'sterilised29' in a pressure cooker.
Meantime, older patients are being examined by the doctor. The examination is necessarily
limited by both space and time. There are well over one hundred patients to be seen since
this is an opportunity for adults to obtain treatment without travelling across the harbou ° to
the health centre. The examination room is open to all those waiting who watch with
interest through the door and wide open windows. After examination, the patients move to
the dispensing table where they receive pills or injections. Again, the injection vials are
spread out on the table and this time only disposable syringes are used. However the fluid is
drawn up from a number of open vials, sometimes out of one vial alone, sometimes out of a
number of vials to make up the quantity or to provide multiple injections at one time. The
used syringes are capped and laid aside on the table, to be used a second, sometimes third,
time. The staff make an educated guess as to whether a syringe is sharp enough for two or
three clients. Therefore the fluids in each vial can be contaminated from all the others and
from blood in the dirty syringes and needles. Blood traces from one patient can be passed to
another. Skin swabs are used perfunctorily, any bleeding from the injection being wiped by
the swab which is later thrown into a pile below the table. No hands have been washed at
any stage. At the end of the morning these syringes and swabs are dumped in a pile behind
the village offices, hopefully for later destruction by village officials. We adjourn to the lab
technician's house, nearby, for lunch which her family has organised, where we wait while
the doctor goes to the mosque for midday prayers.
When he returns he chats about the morning's business saying that most of the patients are
not really sakit (sick) in his opinion, merely old and not well nourished, although few are
clinically malnourished. Their diet is unbalanced, lacking vitamins because they have few
vegetables or fruit. After our lunch of rice and fish and limited vegetables we part from
those who live on Lonthoir, walk down the hill and take the motor boat back to Neira. It has
been a much longer, harder morning's work than usual and everyone is ready to rest.
Back in the Health Centre there is no autoclave to sterilise syringes, needles or metal
utensils. There are two pressure cookers for boiling immunisation syringes and
needles but during the first nine months I visited, they were never moved or used,
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According to Australian and international, standards this cleansing does not lead to sterilisation of
instruments. It only creates an illusion of adequacy. However, Indonesian health staff in many rural
health centres have no other means of heat cleaning and are doing their best.
30
Many Bandanese will get seasick even on a 15 minute trip on a small motor boat.
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judging by the dust lying on and around them. Later, they came into use as the stock
of disposable syringes decreased because supplies from Ambon or Masohi, in Seram,
were totally disrupted by the on-going conflict. It is also normal practice, even in the
Health Centre proper, to re-use disposable syringes, capping them after their first use
and putting them back in the paper wrapper. These syringes may be carried round
for days, from health centre to private practice, in the little bags in which staff carry
their few instruments. Staff are supposed to supply their own materials and
instruments for work in their private practices but they normally take them from the
Health Centre. All senior health staff are entitled to run private practices after their
normal working hours, thus expanding service provision in more remote areas or to
people who may not easily be able to travel to the pustu orpuskesmas. Many clients
think that they obtain better service by attending privately, although in fact the only
convenience is access, the actual service and drugs are the same.

Nursing private practice
At the private home of a nurse in one of villages rather distant from the Health Centre, a
bunch of young men arrive with one who seeks attention. The client is interviewed on the
verandah, sunounded by his mates who happily join in discussion of symptoms. The nurse
swiftly assesses these symptoms verbally; there is no physical examination of the client.
Apparently the client wants an injection, preferably antibiotic to cure his complaint,
regardless of what might be most appropriate. There is more faith in injections than in pills,
because clients have become aware that almost all pill prescriptions contain the same three
or four combinations, because they can recognise them.
They have come to the nurse's house where they have to pay more because they don't want
to make the trip to the Health Centre, about half an hour away across the harbour.
The nurse fetches his small 'medical' bag from which a used, disposable, syringe is
removed, slipped into an open plastic wrapper. The medication is drawn up from a bottle,
then the client pulls down the side of his trousers and the injection is given into the hip,
watched with interest by all his companions. No skin swab is used, no medical history
taken.
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The syringe is tucked back into the wrapper and put in the small bag while the medication
goes back into the refrigerator. The client and friends depart, back to work or play, while the
nurse returns to the family saying to me, "Ingin suntik semuanya, kurang suka minum obat
(they all want injections and don't like taking pills31).

Health practices, other than injections, whereby HIV might be transmitted from
client to client, include minor operations such as suturing, birthing or circumcision.
The need for suturing seems to be very low, except for accidents when fishing,
gardening, or in the forest, and these wounds are usually already so contaminated by
the situation that normal health practices would probably have little additional
adverse effect except in HIV contamination by unsterilised utensils. The same
cleansing practices obtain as for birthing so they will be discussed together.

With regard to birthing practices, most babies are born at home if there is no
perceived potential difficulty, with the assistance of midwife, dukun bayi (traditional
midwife) or both. Only a few births take place at the health centre. These occur
possibly because of lack of space at home or perceived complications. Pregnant
mothers are noted at posyandu and monitored for nutrition there. There are also
regular antenatal examinations and clinics at the Health Centre (or pustu).
Examination of mothers is a possible source of cross infection because of the poor
facilities in the birthing suite and poor health practices. There is no running water
for washing hands, while disposable gloves used for pelvic examinations are later
rinsed and reused. Any instruments used for examination cannot be sterilised
because there is no autoclave and there is little other attempt to disinfect them
effectively. These poor levels of hygiene are carried over into the actual birthing
itself. Therefore, should HIV enter the female population of Banda there is great
31

One drinks (takes) medicine, even if it is a pill.
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potential for cross infection of others. Similarly, some methods of contraception
such as injections of Depo-Provera32, or insertion of coils into the uterus using
instruments could also be a means of HIV cross infection.

Circumcision also uses metal instruments which, by the very nature of the operation,
become contaminated with blood. All Banda Muslims boys are circumcised, usually
at about age 8 years when they complete their first reading of the Qur'an but the
event may vary from birth to 11 or so years, so long as it occurs before puberty.
Girls in Banda are ritually 'circumcised', usually within 40 days of birth by the
dukun bayi. There appears to be no Qur'anic authority for circumcision of either sex
although it has become a universal religious requirement for all Muslim men and
many women33

When girls are circumcised it is usually a minor nick of the clitoris, apparently just
sufficient to draw one drop of blood with no genital mutilation. Boys are now
circumcised by the doctor or nurse with the benefit of local anaesthetic and surgical
instruments. Previously the ritual was performed by an imam or other respected
person using a sharp piece of bamboo34. A son's circumcision is a time for family
celebration, as a major rite of passage to adult manhood, within the religious
framework. It is usually performed in the child's home, although from time to time
health centre staff provide their services on a volunteer basis for a mass
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non-invasive method of contraception, very popular in
roughly 3 months
Long lasting
developing countries to decrease the problems with daily pills or condom use. Many husbands do not
agree to anything which involves examination of wives' genitalia.
33
See earlier coments in Chapter 4. Ikhsan (2000) with Feillard & Marcoes (2001) point out that
there is no Qur'anic endorsement of the practice.
341n this time of HIV a new sliver of bamboo may well be a safer cutting implement than a
contaminated scalpel blade.
-

-

circumcision. At home, the actual ceremony may be in front of guests or private
according to choice. The circumcised lad will then be put on public display by his
proud parents.

If circumcision takes place at home, the nurse or doctor will perform the operation,
with the child either lying on a table or reclining against family members. One small
child, only five years old, was to be circumcised in private since he was sangat kecil
(very small

-

for a public ceremony), and his parents thought the operation might

make him sick. He was also known to be 'difficult', in fact given to roaring tantrums
if thwarted, so his father and aunt stood by to hold him. His mother and
grandmother ran away because they "tidak mau nonton" (could not watch). The
male nurse placed a paper towel across the boy's loins with a hole cut in it through
which his penis poked. At this, the boy was frightened so wriggled and cried a little.
The nurse infiltrated the tip of the penis with local anaesthetic, then with tweezers
and scalpel he swiftly and efficiently pulled out the foreskin and removed it, giving it
to the father as a souvenir. Afterwards the tip of the penis was bound with (obat)
kuning (yellow paste35) to clot the bleeding and prevent infection. Then the boy was
carried off by his father to be soothed, praised and put to bed to rest and recover for a
while. Meantime, his health was monitored by his mother.

Two days later the family had a big party when the boy was seated before the guests,
cross legged on a raised chair in full Arab dress, holding his clothing away from his
loins in a peak. The guests each gave him a small money present to celebrate. His

Traditionally made with turmeric.
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mother and all female members of the household wore Islamic dress including jilbab
because of the religious importance of the occasion.

A less formal but no less important ceremony took place on Lonthoir Island.

Mass circumcision
Twenty-seven boys were to be circumcised on a Friday morning at the Pertamina36
compound. Formal invitations were sent to friends and family of each boy. Seven health
staff, all male, were participating, including the doctor: therefore the health centre was
closed that morning. Unfortunately, it was a very wet monsoon day with strong winds
which made the crossing from Neira to Lonthoir very uncomfortable and slightly dangerous
with quite choppy waves37. Some of the guests were delayed because of the weather, as
were the officiating health staff, which made all the families and children anxious.
When the staff arrived at the compound the families were all ready, assembled around a
large office, each boy wearing a brightly coloured, loose robe and head covering, sitting
cross legged on a chair. Because of the delay caused by the weather, readings of the Qur'an
and other formalities were curtailed. Every adult male wanted to attend Friday prayers at the
mosque almost immediately after the ceremony.
Each health person took 3-4 boys who each leaned back in his chair, or reclined on a
bamboo lounge. Staff lifted the boys' robes, covered the pelvic area with a paper towel and
injected the head of penis with local anaesthetic using a new disposable syringe for each
person. Then after the boy repeated a Qur'anic blessing, the circumcision was swiftly
performed with a scalpel. Although new syringes were used, the same bottle of medication
was repeatedly used. Scalpels were wiped with alcohol and reused. Staff regularly washed
their hands or gloves between clients in a bowl of water provided, because of blood
contamination. However, gloves were not changed, they were worn more for the protection
of the health member, not the patients.
Most of the boys were very stoical but some quietly wept when they saw others being cut
and bleeding. As before, the penis was bound up with a traditional yellow paste (made from
turmeric) to prevent infection. The boys would wear loose clothes such as a sarong, not
trousers, for about 1 week to prevent irritation. On this occasion families feasted their guests
on the spot as soon as the operation was over. Sons who could sit up did so, holding their
gowns away from their loins. Others reclined but were in no immediate pain because of the
local anaesthetic. A few were upset so were carried home by their fathers. Each received
the blessings and monetary presents of their guests.
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State owned oil company of Indonesia.
Passenger motor boats have been known to capsize on this journey. Apart from this passengers get
wet from sea spray and rain, not a pleasant or comfortable situation for a ceremony.
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7.6

HIV/AIDS education or prevention programs

I include this section here because health staff are probably central to any local AIDS
prevention program. They are eminently well placed to provide HIV/AIDS
information and preventative counselling while controlling the supply of condoms
for 'safer sex' and being professionally responsible for control of HIV transmission
in the health care setting.

As part of the Indonesian National AIDS Strategy (1994) the roles and
responsibilities for implementing education and preventative programs are formally
laid out, right down to the kecamatan level where the Camat "working in
cooperation with people from appropriate departments", should "lead, manage and
coordinate the HIV/AIDS throughout the kecamatan". In particular, health care
providers have multiple roles to play including: provision of basic information on
HIV infection and its avoidance; prevent infection to themselves and to others by
practising 'universal precautions' in their provision of health care service (National
AIDS Strategy 1994: 4-5). Unfortunately, despite the passage of six years, this
strategy has not yet been implemented at the grass roots level on a widespread basis.
There are no education or prevention programs in Banda, while problems with
government funded programs were discussed in chapter 2 (see Kroeger 2000). Part
of the lack of implementation in Banda results from the disruption of situasi which
has caused the Camat to flee Banda, part from inadequate information and supplies
from central government, and part from local inertia.

The Sosial (Welfare) and PLKB (Petu gas Lapangan Keluarga Berencana

-

Family

Planning) staff in the Camat' s office received some time ago a small supply of
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promotion pamphlets most of which they threw away. When asked about them, they
produced only a couple of examples, one a photocopy, one printed. They had read
them and considered them to be irrelevant for the community of Banda, so had not
circulated them, or their information, in any way. The main reaction of staff at the
Camat office to more detailed HIV/AIDS education, was that Banda should get the
facility to test blood and have everyone tested. Thereafter, any infected people
should be isolated from the community or sent back to their own place. It would
take a much wider AIDS campaign than is currently available to counteract reactions
like this.

The Health Centre had no written information on HIV/AIDS for staff or clients.
Although the previous doctors had started a staff education program, it was not
carried to implementation because situasi intervened. As previously mentioned, the
two health staff nominated to implement the AIDS program left. Also, while central
government is very good at laying out complex plans and strategies for
implementation at lower levels, it routinely does not provide the necessary resources,
either financial, teaching or personnel, to implement these programs. The Chairman
of the National Epidemiological Network remarked on this when promoting the
decentralisation of government, supported by other epidemiologists (Jakarta Post 14
November 2000). However, in apparently low prevalence areas, local government
can be complacent, being preoccupied with other issues perceived to be of greater
importance (National AIDS Commission 2001).

Only in the wreckage of the Catholic library did I find a substantial booklet on AIDS
prepared by the Departemen Kesehatan (Health Department) in co-operation with
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the Department of Religion: AIDS Menurut Agama Katolik (1993). This was, of
course, of little relevance or use now in the predominantly Muslim community in
Banda.

Turning towards means of HIV prevention, the Health Centre is the major source of
condoms for family planning, although they are a generally not recommended
because of male prejudice against them. During 1999/2000 staff said that the
condoms in stock were out of date and of a quality so poor that their use could be
compromised. Men dislike the thought of wearing condoms even when indulging in
potentially risky behaviours. Condoms are thought to be un-masculine and
inhibiting to male sexual pleasure, even though most men have never tried using
them. However, as previously discussed, a very few health staff, do use condoms for
family planning, either because other methods are unsuitable for their wives or to
ensure extra protection at the beginning or end of the contraceptive injection period
of 13 weeks.

Samples of black condoms, I brought from the HIV/AIDS clinic in Darwin, were
given to selected men to try out. I also provided a few novelty condoms for
amusement and to enhance their image. Recipients included health staff who
normally used them for family planning, young men whose risk behaviours have
been previously described, and a few respected community members such as
teachers. For the bulk condoms, black was chosen for its novelty and availability.
All the recipients said that they were much more attractive and sensitive (enak) than
the local product. Many indeed came back for more, some asking for large
quantities before my departure. This may indicate that condoms could become
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acceptable to Bandanese men, if they were suitably packaged and marketed. The
surplus condoms were left with the rajin (diligent) nurse at the Health Centre for
issue to clients whom he thought might have risk behaviours.

Condoms are also sold at one of the shops in Neira at a cost of Rp1500 (30cents)
each, Rp7500 ($1.50) for six. They are kept under lock and key in a back cupboard,
very much like the "under the counter" supplies of contraceptives of the 1960s
in
western countries. The shopkeeper said that very few are purchased and usually by
tourists. He thought that local men and boys would be embarrassed to be known to
purchase condoms, it being an indicator of illicit sexual activities. From observation
and enquiry it appears that few people know where condoms are sold and are not
currently interested in their purchase for any reason. Wider HIV/AIDS information
and education in conjunction with relevant 'safer sex' messages would be required
before condoms are likely to be used by Bandanese men.

7.7 Discussion

This chapter has explored a range of subjects relating to routes of HIV infection,
including those routes blamed by the Bandanese, such as international tourism, and
those more likely to be causal, such as domestic travel and the health sector.

Although unprotected sexual contacts with international tourists, both hetero-and
homosexual contacts, could introduce HIV to Banda, the tourist sector is very
depressed at present, therefore a comparatively unlikely route. This quiescent phase
of tourism provides a great opportunity in which to educate the major players about
HIV prevention. There are not many such players and they could easily be

introduced to HIV prevention programs with the intention that they should pass on
the information to those more peripherally involved. Care would be needed not to
'demonise' the foreigner as the only, or major, vector of HIV, as has happened both
in Indonesia and elsewhere (United Press 1994; Reuters 12 June 1995; Murray
1993b, 1995; Tan 2000).

Domestic travel appears to be the most likely route for HIV to be introduced to
Banda, through young men travelling for education, contract work, or business, away
from their home and families while exposed to sexual opportunities and peer
pressure to join "the boys" in their leisure activities. Domestic trading circuits by
sea may also be a route for HIV introduction. These possible routes could involve
almost all the sexually active males in Banda, who would all need to be part of HIV
prevention programs, since nearly everyone, particularly the young, seems to travel
for some purpose or another as often as opportunity occurs.

0n the local front, if Banda is able to continue with its conservative attitudes to
sexual activities, the lateral transmission of HIV within the islands is more likely to
occur via the health sector than the activities of the general population. However we
have seen the effects of situasi and krismon which has increased the 'sex for sale' in
Banda, although it is not formally termed 'prostitution'. Therefore, unless the
Indonesian security and economic situation in general, and Maluku situation in
particular, are resolved quickly the changes in Banda are likely to remain, at least in
part.
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Some of the practices of the health sector, such as poor infection control and
inadequate sterilisation, make the population of Banda very vulnerable to lateral
transmission of HIV. These practices relate to professional activities within, and
attached to, the Health Centre, and those related to private practice, including
birthing and circumcision. Some of this may be attributed to lack of knowledge
and/or lack of information from provincial or central health sources. Some may also
be attributed to lack of local teaching and setting of standards by senior health staff
and some must be attributed to lack of adequate supplies from health departments.
Nevertheless, the health staff are vulnerable themselves through their poor infection
control practices and a serious danger to the Banda community in their inadequate
practice of 'universal precautions'. If this criticism seems unduly harsh in the Banda
context, I apologise. It is the result of fifteen years spent attaining and maintaining
the very high standards required to run a 'HIV safe' health service in Australia38
Nevertheless, most of the health practices in Banda need to be markedly improved in
line with the UNGASS (2001: 7) commitment promulgated in June 2001, with
Action No 51:
"by 2003, implement universal precaution in health-care settings to prevent
transmission of HIV infection".
This will require national funding support to provide adequate sterilisation facilities
and instruments, sufficient disposable syringes, gloves and medicaments and to
ensure that they are used properly. The Asia-Pacific Ministers were less specific at
their meeting in Melbourne in October 2001; they determined to

38
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A letter to the British Medical Journal (26 January 2002) indicates that my view is heartily
endorsed by other health professional, who maintain that iatrogenic transmission of HIV has been
grossly overlooked in developing countries (Gisseiquist et a! 2002).
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"make efforts to ensure that the resources required to address the impact of
HJV/AIDS are made available and distributed in a balanced way" (Asia
Pacific Ministerial Statement 2001).
Until recently, the Indonesian government has been highly centralised in its approach
to health programs and resource allocation. It may be efficient at drawing up
national AIDS strategies or health centre management guidelines, but it is poor at
resource allocation, program implementation, follow-up or evaluation. It is therefore
difficult to blame the actual workers in the field for their attitudes or poor
performance (Sciortino 1995; Westwater 1996). National regulation of standards is
likely to be equally ineffective unless adequately monitored and rewarded
accordingly. Also, basic supplies to health centres need to be provided, such as
piped water to wash hands and instruments.

Nevertheless, I think it possible to reduce the risk of iatrogenic HIV transmission by
reducing the number of unnecessary injections, educating the public that these are
not useful (cf. Drucker ez' al. 2001; Gisselquist et al. 2002), not reusing syringes,
gloves or swabs, adequately disposing of blood contaminated materials and at least
disinfecting tools and equipment if sterilisation cannot be assured.

A short education program is required to inform the professionals of their personal
and professional risks, responsibilities and practice standards expected. Professional
standards would need to be monitored constantly by peer pressure and collective
discussion, as I am aware from personal experience in Australia and other countries.
Professional standards may also be monitored by the community if it is adequately
informed of the dangers derived from certain processes, such as injections. It is,
however, difficult for the general population to monitor all health practices even in
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Australia, where the general population is tolerably well informed about western
medical processes, risks and HIV. It could be doubly difficult in Indonesia where
health staff are reluctant to explain themselves or their work to their clients and do
not usually see themselves as instigators of preventative programs. Their training
has been very much focussed on hospital, not community, work. However, looking
on the bright side, it would only take one adequately respected, motivated and
informed health practitioner to start the process of client awareness and professional
standards. Information can be rapidly disseminated in such a comparatively small
population by the local grapevine. With the regionalisation of government
departments in January 2001, officially backed by devolution of adequate funds,
there is more hope that HIV prevention programs will be introduced and funded.

Chapter 8

Conclusion
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
"No sense have they of ills to come, nor care beyond today"
(Thomas Gray, Ode on a Distant Prospect of Eton College)
At the outset of this research in Banda, the objectives were threefold: firstly to
establish what people felt and knew about HIV/AIDS; secondly to examine possible
risk behaviours; and thirdly to understand the factors which influenced risk
behaviours from an individual or community perspective. The intention was to
provide recommendations for appropriate HIV prevention programs in Banda,
recommendations which might be useful in a wider national context.

The theoretical basis for the study followed a political economic or Critical Medical
Anthropological orientation in both health (cf. Singer & Weeks 1996) and sexuality
fields (Altman 2001b). It demonstrated the influences of culture, religion, medical,
legal and social institutions (Altman 2001b) on many, if not all, aspects of
social/sexual attitudes and behaviours. It also showed the influential nexus of power
and knowledge (Foucault 1975) and its concomitant effects on relevant behaviours.
Throughout, it assessed knowledge, sexual attitudes and practices in the wider
population, rather than just perceived 'high-risk' groups (cf. Singer & Weeks 1996),
and included both quantative surveys and qualitative, anthropological etbnography to
obtain a full picture (cf. Boulogne 1995). Without taking a specifically socialconstructive perspective (Vance 1991) the research showed that sexuality should be
separated from social identity and that the hegemonic dichotomy of sexes, at least in
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Banda, should be rejected (cf. Altman 2001b; Blackwood 1998; Herdt 1994; Parker
et al 2000).

The results of the research demonstrate the complexity and range of factors which
have an impact on the HIV knowledge of Banda people, their sexual networks, and
their perceived and actual risk behaviours, with community attitudes to them. The
study has also shown how important are the risk practices and attitudes within the
health or social welfare sector for HIV transmission. As such, it is probably the first
anthropological study examining both social and health sectors, combining their HIV
knowledge and risk in an Indonesian community as a whole. Also, by demonstrating
the confluence of all the different aspects of sexuality, risk behaviours and practices
described in Chapter 2, Banda may possibly be regarded as a microcosm of wider
Indonesia and a template for future programs.

8.1

Summary of the argument

This research, as applied anthropology, has taken a very practical, community based
approach to the socio-cultural analysis of HIV awareness and sexuality in Banda. It
has concentrated on the material reality of sexuality and identity, rather than
discourse (cf. Altman 2001b: 36) because I hoped to develop practical outcomes
which would contribute to HIV prevention in Banda specifically, possibly Indonesia
generally. Therefore, the ethnography was structured to examine the HIV awareness
and possible risk behaviours of a wide range of people, or groups, within a small,
apparently bounded and isolated community.

Firstly I set the background for the research within the framework of Indonesia in
general. Then succeeding chapters progress through an ethnographic examination of

IIj

different groups from the young unmarried, (potentially) sexually active people,
through marriage to 'transgressive' behaviours. This progress is interupted by the
eruption of sectarian conflict and its effects on the community and potential HIV
risks. Finally the study examines the social and health sectors as potential vectors of
HIV transmission. In the process, the research demonstrates the political-economy
of HIV/AIDS knowledge, social and sexual behaviour of the Banda people. It
demonstrates the relationships of power and knowledge between different groups
and the different community pressures on people to conform in behaviour or identity,
all of which may increase HIV risk.

Initially, the study demonstrated the limited HIV knowledge of the students at senior
secondary school, with their profession of conservative Islamic values which, if
practised exclusively, would indeed keep them safe from infection. The knowledge
levels would be adequate for protection against HIV if the moral values were always
strictly observed, but they are inadequate in the face of risk behaviours which
became evident during fieldwork. Knowledge of sexual reporduction and sexual
behaviours is limited. This is in part attributable to parental constraints which
particularly affect the opportunity of girls to obtain appropriate information and
guidance from knowledgable adults. There is no attempt at providing sexual
education, or life skills relevant to HIV prevention and sexual negotiation. Such a
course would probably arouse even greater protest from religious conservatives who
feel that giving such information also gives licence to experiment. Nevertheless, it
seems to be a blinkered position:

'1iI

Can anything be more absurd than keeping women in a state of ignorance,
and yet so vehemently to insist on their resisting temptation? (Vicesimus
Knox 1752-1821).
This chapter also showed how certain words relating to sexual activity are perceived
differently by students of the government and religious schools. It was interesting
that the dichotomy of perception was inversely related to the type of school: the
SMU students perceived a religious and situational difference between words
bersanggama and berhubungan seksuil while the students of the Islamic school had
a more practical, pragmatic outlook. These differences in interpretation were also
found in the wider community, varying according to degree of religious
conservatism. In addition, this chapter explored the range of social and sexual
relationships between unmarried boys and girls before marriage, both those
sanctioned by the community, and those indulged in by the adolescents. It also
demonstrated the central position of marriage as the normative context for sexual
relationships within the Banda community.

The next chapter elaborated upon the perceptions and HIV awareness of the students
within the wider community. Not surprisingly, it showed that the Banda people are
generally complacent in their denial of HIV risk because of the perceived strength of
communal adherence to Islamic sexual morality in marriage. Despite this wholesale
profession of religious morality and sexual continence, it became obvious that not
everyone adheres strictly to the moral code. Situationally flexible standards between
men and women prevail, both in access to knowledge and sexual behaviour. Women
are expected to be, and on the whole are, chaste before marriage and faithful
afterwards. Men, however, are expected to have a greater drive and need for sex
which cannot be denied, where sex is for recreation not just procreation. Therefore,
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everyone turns a blind eye towards men's sexual activities, particularly if they are
kept out of sight, as when they are away from Banda. These risk behaviours could
place themselves and their wives, current or future, very much at risk for HIV
because no precautions are taken.

On the whole, women are very much at risk from their innocence or ignorance of the
need for HIV prevention, mistakenly believing that they are safe because of their
own sexual continence, regardless of masculine behaviour. They are also not in a
position of knowledge or power to negotiate the use of condoms either at home or
outside it. A recent article in Kompas (12 December 2001) demonstrates women's
vulnerability to HIV, indicating that around 80% of Indonesian housewives found to
be HIV infected, contract it from their husbands'. In effect the women of Banda are
the people least able to instigate and maintain HIV prevention measures because of
their socio-economic position see Figure 17.
-

Figure 17 demonstrates the relative position of women to men in HIV risk, the
factors which affect their vulnerability, and their power of control in its transmission.
Biologically HIV is more easily transmitted from men to women, rather than the
reverse (UNAIDS 2001a). Women are then placed in a lower position than men by
religion, culture and government regulation. Women's sexuality is controlled by
men, first by their fathers then by their husbands. Therefore they have very little
power to negotiate sexual risks. Women's sexual activities are also affected by

'This study obviously excludes the HIV surveillance of recognised female sex workers.

RON

circumstances such as conflict which is demonstrated in the following chapters (cf.
Piot2 quoted in Washington File 2000).

Figure 17 Socio-economic position of Banda women

Religion
Culture
Government
Man
Power and control
HIV
Woman
Wife

Whore

Economy

The study then shows the effects of abrupt social disruption which has occurred
during the last three years as a result of the sectarian conflict in Maluku. This
disruption has exacerbated many HIV risk factors such as poverty, migration and
population mobility, and the incursion of different sociallsexual standards and
practices from other areas (cli Altman 2001b; Boelistorif 2001b; I.JNAIDS 2001a).
This disruption has also exposed, introduced or expanded many sexually
transgressive behaviours which are direct risks for HIV infection. Although Banda
has always had wide global connections through the spice trade and local trading arc
(Ellen 1987), more recently it has become somewhat of a backwater until tourism

2

Dr Peter Piot is head of the Joint United Nations Programme on HI V/AIDS (UNAIDS).
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and fishing were started during the last 20 years. Both of these were minimally
disruptive to the basic social fabric of Banda but recent events have jolted change.

The sectarian conflict has exposed or introduced behaviours such as sex work, male
'transgressive' behaviour within the Banda community itself and the flexibility of
male sexuality; all of which are examined in the following chapter. None of these
behaviours is new, none of these is startling, but all, taken in conjunction with their
wide-ranging internal and external sexual contacts, indicate an increasing risk for
HIV. It shows how a woman's 'decision' to take up sex work may be induced by
circumstances like conflict when her social conditions change, or her economic
position is affected. This may be a temporary decision, on a part time basis while
maintaining her overt position as dutiful daughter, wife or mother.

Taking these transgressive male and female behaviours in conjunction with the poor
health practices discussed in Chapter 7, it becomes obvious that Banda is extremely
vulnerable to HIV incursion to, and transmission within, the community while the
community itself remains inadequately informed and complacent. To a certain
extent the Banda community is not entirely responsible for its lack of information
because of its limited access to HIV prevention material. Nevertheless complacency
on the part of local influential members of health and welfare staff compounds that
lack. This complacency is itself ingrained in the nature of centralised policy
formation and implementation.

8.2

Towards recommendations

Banda is at present apparently3 a low prevalence area for HIV infection, as is much
of Indonesia, although there are certain groups with high prevalence in some areas,
such as sex workers and IDUs (MAP 2001). Tim Brown (UNAIDS Collaborating
East-West Centre) said that leaders need to understand the dynamics of the epidemic
and possible explanations for the apparent low prevalence, including:

epidemic may not have taken off yet;
.

where HIV may be present but those at risk not yet found;

.

where HIV may not yet have entered a given population, or;

.

where surveillance may have been inadequate and not yet detected HIV
reservoirs (quoted in ICAAP News 8 October 2001).

Many HIV activists argue that the benefit of HIV prevention programs is greatest
when HIV prevalence is still low (Leadership Forum on HIV Prevention 2001:1).
Unfortunately it is often difficult to convince policy makers and politicians of low
prevalence areas that HIV is a serious threat in their country. Also, "Most policy
makers are hesitant to make the difficult policy decision to maximize government
support to primary prevention programs" (WHOSEA 2001), especially if they are
burdened with immediate crises requiring 'quick fixes'.

This is currently the

situation in Indonesia as Jakarta copes with the serious floods, the proposed
repatriation of illegal workers from Malaysia, widespread corruption of government
funds and the on-going effects of the monetary crisis (February 2002). There is little

Apparently, because there has been no surveillance and there are no available testing facilities.
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to spare for new health programs despite government promises to do so (Jakarta
Post 14 June 2001, 14 July 2001).

There are still controversial opinions amongst global AIDS workers whether, in low
prevalence countries, one should target vulnerable sub-populations such as sex
workers and their clients, IDUs and MSM (Mills 2001 quoted in ICAAP News 8
October; WHOSEA 2001), or target the whole population (Piot 2001 in ICAAP
Opening Address). The former is possibly cost-effective if low prevalence is
'actual', the target groups are easily determined and isolated, and low prevalence is
not masked by poor detection. It is also easier to implement in the desperate
competition for government funds. Therefore \VI-IOSEA (2001) recommends that in
low prevalence areas of Southeast Asia, one should initially (only) implement the
"100% condom use for commercial and casual sex". In my opinion, such a policy
really requires targetting the whole population because of the wider social
ramifications.

8.3

Recommendations for Banda

My somewhat general, high-level recommendations for HIV prevention programs in
Banda are:

.

Educate all men in their particular responsibility for HIV prevention;

.

Promote universal condom use for commercial and casual sex;

• Educate the health sector in their responsibility for prevention and implement
'universal precautions' in health practices.

Stephen Lewis, UN envoy for HIV/AIDS in Africa, expressed his concern that global funds for AIDS and
poverty would be reduced after the terrorist attack on 11 September 2001 (quoted by Bohn 2001).
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Such general recommendations would require a complex range of strategies to
implement, with a whole series of nested subsidiary recommendations to overcome
cultural and resource impediments. These factors include: the need to overcome
religious prejudice against AIDS education and condom promotion; gaining
community and personal acceptance that many men's sexual behaviours are 'risky';
that men therefore have a responsibility to themselves and their families to prevent
infection. In the health sector one would need to ensure adequate supplies of sterile
injection instruments and materials along with new sterilisation machines, all of
which are costly and have to be obtained elsewhere. Even before that, one would
need to introduce adequate running water and power outlets into the relevant clinical
areas. To implement the recommendations one would need extensive community
consultation, consent and assistance, boosted by adequate funding from government
or overseas aid sources.

These recommendations were developed from the observations of the study, but
many of them have already, during the research period, been promulgated on a
global basis. For instance, LTNAIDS (2001b: 8-10) advocates an "Expanded
Response to the Epidemic" which links risk reduction, vulnerability reduction and
impact reduction. The most relevant recommendations for risk reduction in Banda
are:0

safer sexual practices such as consistent condom use;
preventing HIV transmission within the health care setting (cf. Altman 2001a).

Similarly, the most important recommendations for reducing vulnerability through
access to services include:-
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• Sexual health information, education and access to condoms;
• Life-skills based HIV/AIDS education to develop the knowledge, attitudes and
values needed to respond to the epidemic.
However, this Banda study shows the complexity of sexual relations and networks,
strongly indicating the need to provide HIV prevention programs throughout the
whole community. After all: Who is a sex worker? Who is a monogamous, faithful,
current or future husband with no male to male sexual relationships? Who is HIV
vulnerable? Who has had a contaminated injection in the last ten or fifteen years?
The Banda ethnography shows potentially anyone.
-

The Global Strategy Framework (UNAIDS 2001b) supports my opinion, admitting
that the complexity of addressing HIV/AIDS is much greater than previously
expected and recognising the dynamics of the epidemic when linking risk,
vulnerability and impact with a need for strategies which simultaneously act on all
factors.

In this context it is very important to understand the social and cultural pressures on
individual perceptions and expressions of sexuality and identity, particularly, in this
case, the complex male sexualities. If we look at the range of males involved in this
study we can see:
• The conservative, religious, monogamous, faithful man;
• Another conservative, religious, monogamous man who may visit a transgender
-

to 'relax' but does not see this as being unfaithful to his marriage, or as being a
homosexual encounter;
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• Yusuf, the religious conservative who justifies his extramarital encounters as
temporary wives, permitted by hadith;
• The policeman who takes extramarital encounters as part of life: "it is usual to
eat at home but nice to eat out sometimes";
.

Hamran who has been married, had a child, then divorced, had a long term samesex relationship with a patron, (a transgressive relationship), then remarried with
another child, thus returning to social conformity;
Ahmad who apparently only has sex with men but repudiates the gay or
homosexual identity, intending to get married in order to conform socially;

• Ben who identified himself as gay, having a sexual preference for men and
choosing that sexual identity. He later assumed a bencong identity to conform
with social understanding;
Dewi who is openly transgender and therefore has a sexual preference for men.
This range is only an example, not all inclusive, of male identities and behaviours in
Banda, nor are the borders or categories rigidly defined. It shows the potential
sexual careers that individuals may experience. This range of behaviours merely
indicates how HIV prevention programs need to be aware of their potential audience
when focusing on 'men' and the ensuing network of sexual partners who could be
involved or vulnerable. A comparable profile for the sexual behaviour of women in
Banda shows less range and variety, with fewer women consciously or visibly
involved in risky behaviours. The number is, however, increasing with the effects of
conflict, migration and monetary crisis. These women provide potential HIV risks
for their current and future partners.

Research into the socio-cultural facets of HIV/AIDS transmission is a rapidly
developing field, especially now, in areas where the epidemic has been slow to take
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off, or has been denied. Since commencing my own research and particularly during
the last six months there have been numerous publications which encompass many
of the issues raised in this study5. These works explore issues which increase
vulnerability to HIV infection, including: the power differential between men and
women; social disruption; population mobility; religious restriction of adequate
sexuallHlV information and proscription of widespread condom promotion. As
various authors (e.g. Altman 2001a, 2001b; Boellstoerff 2001b) have noted, HIV
infection is very much a matter of power, religion, economics and politics.
Additionally Drucker et a! (2001) and Gisseiquist et a! (2002) have pointed out the
dangers of ignoring the widespread danger of HIV transmission by injections in
developing countries.

Because of the complex socio-cultural contexts in which HI V/AIDS infection
occurs, there are obvious difficulties in developing and promoting an effective HIV
prevention program in Banda. First and foremost is the emphatic religious
opposition to sex education, (especially for girls), and condom promotion. Although
Altman (2001a) might condemn this religious opposition as "hypocrisy" it is a very
real force, as is the cultural stereotyping and inequality of women, usually
propounded from a male-dominated elite viewpoint (Oetomo, quote by Boellstorff
2001b). However, the UNAIDS theme, "Men make a difference", launched on 1
December 2000 and promoted in major cities of Indonesia (Jakarta Post 2 December
2000; Krisanti 2000; Sandrasagra 2000; UNAIDS 2000a), may have slightly opened
the door to better HIV programs in Indonesia.

The Global Strategy Framework on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS 2001b); UNGASS (2 August 2001);
6ICAAP (5-10 October 2001); Asia Pacific Minsters (9-10 October 2001).
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This preventative focus was later endorsed by the government's launch of wider
health promotion programs (Jakarta Post 14 June 2001). Again, the focus on men
and HIV was continued the following year (AIDS Day

-

1 December 2001) with a

theme, "I care ... do you?" (Gordon & Gordon 2001; Green 2001d; Kompas 3 March
2001; AIDS Policy & Law 2001). The President and various ministers saw the
parade depart from the National Monument complex (Unidjaja 2001). Moreover,
Wulandari in November 2001 (2001a) reported that condoms are to be more easily
accessible for men at health clinics trying to instil a greater male responsibility for
family planning and disease prevention. In addition, the Department of Health
thought to make condom use mandatory for sex workers (Agence France-Presse 15
June 2001; Jakarta Post 15 June 2001) but could not adequately enforce the plan. It
has also been suggested that the military should be provided with condoms when
serving away from home (Jakarta Post 25 July 2001). These are minor chinks in the
male orientated, religious and cultural opposition to condom promotion in Indonesia.
More recently, on 30 March 2002 the Indonesian government announced that it
would launch a nationwide campaign against HIV/AIDS costing Rp.200 billion a
year (Aus $40M), but said that the technicalities of the campaign still had to be
discussed, including fundraising (Jakarta Post 2 April 2002). Therefore its inception
is likely to be delayed a while. It could also be very much influenced by the costs
and diversions of politial effort by the on-going conflicts in different parts of
Indonesia. The new Indonesian government has so many varied problems to
confront and is still somewhat inexperienced in democratic management.

The religious opposition to teenage sex education is, in my opinion, the most
important impediment for HIV prevention in Banda, even a potential disaster. This
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judgement rests upon my understanding of Banda ethnography, complemented by
my own experience in public health administration6. World authorities agree that
denying adolescents information that could save them from HI V/AIDS is
unacceptable (Capdevila 2000), yet teenagers all over the world are crying out for
information. The message 'abstinence only' has been shown to fail in both HIV
prevention or decreasing teenage pregnancies, although moralists such as George W.
Bush continue to push it as the only option (Alpert 2001; Irvine 2001; Jet 6 August
2001; Kumar & Schissel 2002; Thomas 2001; Walker 2001). Teenagers in the UK
are also demanding better lessons on sexual health (BBC News 12 December 2001;
BBC News 17 January 2002). This call for better teen sex education has even
reached the Indonesian media in recent months (Hulupi 2001, 2002; Jakarta Post 1
December 2001; Jakarta Post 12 January 2002; Jakarta Post 20 January 2002;
Lukita 2002; Wulandari 2002). Although these calls have only, as yet, appeared in
central newspapers, they are especially important because sexual activity among
Jakarta teenagers is said to be increasing7, as is teenage pregnancy. When these
radical ideas may be adopted, if ever, or even the ideas themselves percolate to
remote areas of the archipelago, is a matter for conjecture.

Although there is now much greater freedom in the press to discuss such matters,
partly because of the more open government, partly because of the HIV imperative,
there is still widespread ignorance and prejudice throughout Indonesia. This is
shown by recent demands that AIDS sufferers in South Sumatra, should be named

6

35 years, mostly in developing countries or developing areas, e.g.Papua New Guinea, West Indies,
Bahrain, Aboriginal communities.
25% are said to be sexually active, quoted by Greenbury (Jakarta Post 20 August 2000) reported by
Emond (Jakarta Post 13 August 2000) from B.D. Nugraha, gynecologist and sex consultant.

Ir
and isolated (Jakarta Post 18 January 2002). Similarly the proposed introduction of
a law criminalising the deliberate, knowing transmission of HIV (Wulandari 2001 b)
could only have a limited effect. Such a law would be more cosmetic for
government than useful, because most people transmitting the infection are doing so
from lack of awareness.

To implement effective HIV prevention programs in Indonesia one needs real, not
token, government commitment, including funds8. In addition, the religious
opposition needs to be withdrawn even if active endorsement cannot be achieved. In
this manner Thailand and Cambodia have managed to contain their HIV epidemics.
Thailand accepted that prostitution was rife and enforced the mandatory use of
condoms in brothels, condom use increasing from 10% in 1989 to 90% in mid
1 990s9. The number of men visiting sex workers halved during the same period.
Cambodia's promotion of safer sex behaviour has also seen a decrease in the number
of men buying sex between 1997-1999 while the number consistently using condoms
for commercial sex has markedly increased (MAP 2001). Elsewhere in the
developing world, Uganda's president has helped to reduce HIV prevalence among
adults in his country from 30% to less than 7% in the last ten years (Boustany 2002).
He maintains that this is because he, himself, brought AIDS awareness into the open,
saying that "reticence in the face of catastrophe is out of place... showing failure of

The Director General of Communicable Diseases announced a boost to the HIV/AIDS campaign
(Jakarta Post 16 July 2001), suggesting that the use of condoms would be made mandatory in Irian
Jaya. He also recognised that the recent social and economic crises had seen many turning to the sex
and drug industry to make an income. Greater commitment is expressed in April 2002.
It hit a serious problem in the late 1990s when the Asian monetary crisis decreased funds available
for the program but the commitment has recently been resumed.
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leadership". These central leadership attitudes show how government commitment
can have a positive effect HIV prevalence and prevention.

On a more positive note there are a number of HIV prevention programs in different
areas of Indonesia which seem to be achieving some success and overcoming
religious prejudice (e.g. Focus 2000a, 2000b, 2000c, 2000d; FF11 2001). There are
also a large number of NGOs and other organisations with dedicated staff,
committed to spreading HIV awareness and prevention within specified groups (see
chapter 2). Therefore it is possible that, with government, religious and community
endorsement, HIV prevalence could be contained in Indonesia at its current low
level. If many more small low-cost programs were simultaneously implemented in a
thousand communities like Banda, there could be a protective bulwark spread
throughout the nation. Thus, this community based study could provide useful
information in the long march to better HIV/AIDS education and prevention, a long
march which needs to be co-ordinated nationally and locally, then implemented
while disease levels remain low and therfore containable.

Apologium. Samuel Johnson once said
There are two things which I am confident I can do very well: one is an
introduction to any literary work, stating what it is to contain, and how it
should be executed in the most perfect manner; the other is a conclusion,
shewing from various causes why the execution has not been equal to what
the author promised to himself and to the public. (James Boswell, Life of
Samuel Johnson, 1791)
At the end of a research project like this, one wonders if one has achieved either.
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Appendix I
INFORMATION FOR PARENTIGUAR1MAN/PARTICPANT

KNOWLEDGE AND AWARENESS OF HIV/AIDS INFECTION
IN BANDA
(Please read this before signing the attached consent form)

My name is Agnes Westwater. I am an anthropology student at the Northern
Territory University, Australia, conducting research into what the people of Banda
know about HIV/AIDS infection and prevention. I would greatly appreciate
your/your child's assistance in providing information about your/your child's
knowledge and awareness of this disease.
I will be conducting a written survey by questionnaire in the senior years of
secondary school followed by personal interviews of selected people. I will also be
conducting focus group discussions with selected community groups to understand
what issues are important to you.
The results of this research will be used in my thesis and will possibly be published
in certain journals or books. If you are willing to participate in my research in Banda
you should know the following:
• Your/your child's survey/interview reports will be locked in a filing cabinet in
my office in the Northern Territory University, Australia.
•

Your/your child's survey/interview reports will not be disclosed to anyone else.

• The results of the survey/interview may be published in my thesis and in other
places.
• Your/your child's name will not be used in the thesis, journals andlor other
places.
• You can withdraw consent at any time and if later you have second thoughts
about the research please inform the Doctor at the Health Centre and he will
contact me so that the results of your/your child's survey/interview report will be
removed from my thesis and other writings.

Agnes Westwater BDS Edin., DDPH RCS England, BA(Hons) NTU.
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Plain language statement (Indonesian)
PENGETAHUAN TENTANG PENYAKIT HI V/AIDS DI PULAU BANDA

(Mohon membaca informasi di bawah sebelum menandatangani formilir ij in)

Nama saya Ibu Dr. Agnes Westwater. Saya adalah mahasiswa S3 jurusan Antropologi di
Univesitas Northern Territory, Darwin Australia. Saya sedang melakukan penelitian tentang
"Pengetahuan penyakit HIV/AIDS di Banda". Penyakit I-BY/AIDS merupakan sa!ah sath
penyakit berbahaya di dunia. Saya beterima kasih banyak atas bantuan Andalanak Anda
untuk memberikan penjelasan mengenai apa yang diketahui tentang penyakit tersebut
kepada saya.
Saya akan mengadakan penelitian dengan daftar pertanyaan untuk murid di Sekolah
Menengah Umum, kemudian melakukan wawancara dengan beberapa orang. Juga
melakukan diskusi dengan kelompok kecil ('focus groups') dalam masyarakat mengenai halhal penting berkaitan dengan AIDS.
Hasil penelitian mi akan digunakan untuk bahan skripsi saya. Ada kemungkinan pula, hasil
penelitian mi akan dimuat dalam majalah i!miah tertentu. Bila Anda bersedia membantu
saya berkenan dengan penelitian AIDS di Pulau Banda mi, berikut beberapa hal yang perlu
Anda ketahui:
• Hasil wawancara danlatau kuesioner Andalanak Anda akan disimpan di lemari
arsip perkunci di ruangan saya di Universitas Northern Territory di Australia.
• Hasil wawancara danlatau kuesioner Anda/anak Anda tidak boleh diberikan
kepada orang lain.
• Hasil wawancara danlatau kuesioner Andalanak Anda boleh dipublikisasikan di
dalam skripsi danlatau di dalam tulisan lain.
• Nama Andalanak Anda tidak boleh digunakan di dalam skripsi, majalah atau
bahan tulisan lain.
• Bila di kemudian hari Anda memutuskan untuk mengundurkan diri dan
penelitian saya, mohon diinformasikan kepada saya atau Bapak Dokter
Puskesmas yang kemudian akan menyampaikan kepada saya. Dengan demikian,
hasil wawancaraldaftar pertanyaan Andalanak Anda akan dicabut darl skripsi dan
tulisan-tulisan lain.
Ibu Dr. Agnes Westwater
Faculty of Arts
Northern Territory University
Darwin NT 0909
AUSTRALIA
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Appendix 2

CONSENT FORM

............. (name)

......
I. ........................................................................
of

ress)

..................................................................(add

I agree that I/my child will participate in the study which

will be undertaken by:

Agnes Westwater
and I understand that the purpose of the research is:
about HIV/AIDS infection,
To find out what the people of Banda know and feel
rams about it.
and whether there is a need for health promotion prog

Furthermore, I agree
will be stored in a locked
• The results of my/my child's interview/questionnaire
Territory University,
filing cabinet in Agnes Westwater's office in the Northern
Australia.
ire will not be given to others.
• The results of my/my child's interview/questionna
may be published in a
• The results of my/my child's interview/questionnaire
thesis and/or other places.
als or other places.
• My/my child's name will not be used in a thesis, journ
use of my/my child's
• I am aware that I can withdraw my consent for the r.
interview/questionnaire in any writing of Agnes Westwate

S ...............................
Signature. ............................................... Date
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PENGETAHUAN TENTANG PENYAKIT HI V/AIDS DI BANDA

FORMULIR PEMBERIAN IJIN

Saya...................................................................................(nama)

dari....................................................................................(alamat)
Setuju bahwa sayalanak saya diikutsertakan dalam penelitian yang akan dilakukan
oleh Ibu Dr Agnes Westwater.
Saya mengerti bahwa maksud penelitian mi adalah:
Untuk mendapat informasi mengenai pengetahuan tentang penyakit HI V/AIDS
pada masyarakat Banda. Bila diperluankan, peneliti dapat memberikan
informasi lebih lanjut tentang penyakit mi.
Lebih lanjut saya setuju bahwa:
• Hasil wawancara danlatau kuesioner saya/anak saya akan disimpan di lemari
arsip terkunci di kantor Ibu Dr. Agnes Westwater di Universitas Northern
Territory di Australia.
• Hasil wawancara danlatau kuesioner saya anak saya tidak boleh diberikari
kepada orang lain.
• Hasil wawancara danlatau kuesioner saya /anak saya boleh dipublikasikan di
dalam skripsi danlatau di dalam tulisan lain.
• Nama sayalanak saya tidak boleh digunakan di dalam skripsi, majalah atau
bahan tulisan lain.
• Saya tahu bahwa saya dapat mencabut ijin pemakaian basil wawancara danlatau
kuesioner saya dalam tulisan-tulisan Ibu Dr. Agnes Westwater.

Tanda tangan ..........................................Tanggal .............................
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Appendix 3
Northern Territory University, Darwin, Australia
Survey Knowledge and awareness of HIV/AIDS in Banda, Indonesia

Number

-

This survey is about knowledge and awareness of HIV/AIDS. HIV/AIDS is one of
the most dangerous diseases in the world. I would be very grateful for your help in
explaining what you know about this disease.
School:
Gender:
Age:

Class:
Religion:
15

1 16

1 17

118

I 19+

Place of
birth..................................................................................................................................
Island
Province
Address..............................................................................................................................
Village
Island

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Please answer all questions marking the appropriate box (X).
1 From where have you heard about HIV or AIDS?
Newspaper/radio/TV/mgazine?
School/teacher?
Doctor?
Nurse of other health staff?
Family/relatives?
Friend(s)?

Other (please explain) ......................................................................................
2 How is HIV or AIDS caught from or transmitted to others?
know

Sexual intercourse?
Kissing?
Injections of narcotics of medication?
Sexual relationship male/female?
male/male?
female/female?
Blood transfusion?
0 Flies/mosquitoes/other insects?
Sharing food utensils?
Sharing clothes?
From mother to baby?
Other (please explain) ..................................................................................................
-

3 Do you think that people infected with HIV can be recognised/identified?

4 If yes, how can they be recognised?
Pale?
Sick/vomiting?
Wasted/thin?
Cough?
Weakness/fatigue?
0 Spots?
g) Blood test?
g) Other (please explain)

I

I

I

1
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Yes No Don't
know

5 Do you think that HIV or AIDS can be prevented?
6 If yes how can it be prevented?
Western medicine?
Traditional medicine?
Personal hygiene?
Not kissing before or outside marriage?
Not having sex before marriage?
Not having sex outside marriage?
Not sharing/borrowing clothes?
Not sharing food utensils?
Using a condom for each sexual relationship?
k) Using a condom for sexual relationships outside marriage?
sterilisation of all syringes, needles and medication (home, health centre,
clinics)?
-

7 Do you think that HIV or AIDS can be cured?
Yes
Don't know
Maybe
No
8 If yes

-

how can HIV/AIDS be cured?

Western medicine?
Traditional medicine?
Other (please explain) .......................................................................
9 Have you ever heard of condoms?
10 If yes why do people use condoms?
To prevent pregnancy?
To prevent STDs like syphilis?
To prevent HIV/AIDS?
Sexual satisfaction?
Other (please explain) .....................................................................
-

11 Do you think that you are at risk for HIV or AIDS?

12 Which groups are most likely to catch/be infected with HIV/AIDS?
Homosexuals?
Drug users?
Sex workers?
Adolescents?
Anyone at all?
Thank you for your help Ibu Dr Agnes Westwater.
-

Yes

No

Don't
know
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Northern Territory University, Darwin, Australia
Survei Pengetahuan penyakit HIV/AIDS di Pulau Banda, Indonesia

Nomor

-

Survei i, adalah survei tentang pengetahuan infeksi HIV/penyakit AIDS. HIV/AIDS merupakan
salah satu penyakit berbahaya di dunia. Saya berterima kasih banyak atas bantuan Anda untuk
memberikan penjelasan mengenai apa yang diketahni tentang penyakit tersebut kepada saya.
Sekolah:
Jenis kelamin:
Umur:
116

Kelas:
Agama:
17

j18+

Tempat

lahir..................................................................................................................................
Pulau

Provinsi

Tempat

tinggal ...............................................................................................................................
Desa

Pulau

Silahkan menjawab semua pertanyaan yang ada dengan memberikan tanda silang (X) pada
kolom yang tersedia.
I Dari mana Anda mendengar tentang infeksi HIV atau penyakit AIDS?

a

Surat kabar/radio/TV!majalah?

Sekolah/guru-guru?
Dokter?
Perawat atau orang puskesmas/kesehatan yang lain?
Keluarga/sanak?
Teman?
Dan lain-lain (silahkan menjelaskan) ......................................................................................
2 Bagaimana infeksi HIV atau penyakit AIDS ditular atau menular kepada orang lain?
Bersenggama?

Berciuman?
Injeksi obat biuslmenyuntikan obat kepada orang sakit?
Hubungan seksual orang laki-laki dengan orang perempuan?
orang laki-laki dengan orang laki-laki?
orang perempuan dengan orang perempuan?
Transfusi darah?
Lalat/nyamuk/serangga lain?
Menggunakan alat-alat makanan bersama-sama 7
Memakai pakaian/saling pinjam meminjamkan pakaian?
Dari ibu kepada bayinya?
Dan lain-lain ... (silahkan tulis) .................................................................................................
-

3 Apakah Anda berpikir bahwa orang yang terinfeksi HIV bisa dikenal/diketahui?

4 Kalau ya, bagaimana mereka bisa dikenal?

Pucat?
SakitJmuntah?
Kurus?
Batuk?
Lelah?
Bintik-bintik pada kulit?
Tes danah?
g) Dan lain-lain (silahkan menjelaskan)

Ya Tidak Belum
tahu
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Ya Tidak Belum
tahu

5 Apakah Anda berpikir bahwa infeksi HIV atau penyakit AIDS bisah dicegah?
Kalau ya bagaimana cara dicegah/pencegahannya?
a) Obat dokter?
b) Obat-obat tradisional?
c) Kebersihan pribadi?
d) Tak berciuman sebelum atau diluar pernikahan?
e) Tak melakukan hubungan seks sebelum pernikahan?
f) Tak melakukan hubungan seks diluar (bukan dengan suami/isteri yang sah)?
g) Tak saling pinjam-meminjamkan pakaian?
h) Tak memakai alat-alat makanan bersama-sama?
i) Pakai kondom untuk setiap hubungan seksual?
k) Pakai kondom untuk setiap hubungan seksual diluar pernikahan?
j) jarum, semprot dan obat semuanya disterilisasi (di rumah, puskesmas, posyandu,
klinik)
-

7 Apakah Anda berpikir bahwa infeksi HIV atau penyakit AIDS bisa disembuhkan?
Ya
Belum tahu
Mungkin bisa = Tidak
8 Kalau ya

-

bagaimana infeksi HIV/penyakit AIDS bisa disembuhkan?

Ya

Tidak Belum
tahu

obat dokter?
obat-obat tradisional?.
Dan lain-lain silahkan dijelaskan .......................................................................
-

9 Apakah Anda sudah pernah mendengar tentang kondom?
10 Kalau ya mengapa orang-orang memakai kondom?
Mencegah kehamilan?
Mencegah infeksi seksual seperti sipilis?
Mencegah infeksi HIV/penyakit AIDS?
Kebahagiaan seksual?
Hal-hal yang lain (silahkan menulis) .....................................................................
-

11 Apakah Anda berpikir bahwa Anda mengambil risiko akan infeksi HIV atau
penyakit AIDS?
12 Kelompok manakah yang dapat tertular HIV/AIDS?
Homoseksual?
Pecandu narkotik?
Pekerja seks?
Remaja?

Siapasaja?

Terima kasih atas bantuan Anda Ibu Dr Agnes Westwater.
-

LIII
I I
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Appendix 4
RESPONSES TO 'OTHER' SECTIONS
Question 1

Source of information

-

SMU Year 1
• Informed by special AIDS workers
• Special workers who explained about AIDS
• From free society/sexual intercourse
• From general public
• From general public
• Because AIDS can be caught by all people who often have sexual relationships
• From a book
• From an exhibition in Ambon
• From neighbours
• From government exhibitions
• From TV which is opposite the doctor
• From a book
• Read it in magazine
• From a book
• Neighbour
• From a book
SMU Year 2
• Health books
• From a brochure which was handed out
• From school lesson book
• From a book I read
• Student (uni implied)
• From a nurse and other specialist
• Mother, father, uncle, aunt
• General public
• General public
• Uncle, aunt, grandparent
• General public
• Lesson books and extra-curricular talk
• My aunt in Thailand
SMU Year 3
• Books, computer (internet)
• I heard from a specialist practitioner
0 Special practitioner
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Aliyah Class 2
. I heard from TV and newspapers
Aliyah Class 3
• I heard from other people
• Through poster or picture which was explained by HIV worker in a survey
Question 2 How HIV may be transmitted
SMU Year 1
• From injections where an AIDS has infected the needle passing to someone
uninfected
• When syringes from AIDS infected people are used by others
• Changing sex partners
• Changing sexual relationships
• From syringes and other instruments which have been used by someone infected
with HIV
• Syringes for injection
• From sharing toothbrushes
• From breath when talking
• By way of injections from infected person to non-infected person
• Always changing sexual relationships
• From breath when talking and touching skinlbody
• Don't know another way
• Ear piercing and using same syringes
• Always changing partners
-

SMU Year 2
• From bathing utensils (toothbrush)
• From bathing utensils example toothbrush and soap
• Sharing toothbrush
• Toothbrush
• Soap, toothbrush
• Tooth cleaning utensils
• By means of sweat
SMU Year 3
• Using toothbrush
• Through injection instruments
• From injection instruments which have been previously used by one infected
• Using the toothbrush of AIDS person
• Using a condom
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Aliyah Class 1
Borrowing bath soap
Aliyah Class 2
. Toothbrush
Aliyah Class 3
• Tattoo needle
• Tattoo needle
Question 3 Recognition of HIV infected people, bySMU Year 1
• Body weight continually decreases
• Bifficulty in continuing life or easy to give up because ostracised
• Body weight decreases
• Doesn't have appetite and confused
• Lack of passion
• Reduced appetite for food; because it is a new infection it is difficult to recognise
• Body weight decreases
• Body weight decreases
• Body weight decreases and night sweats
• Appetite for eating decreases
• Appetite for eating decreases
• Different condition from those who are well
• Swellings in the skin
• Their body condition is very different from those who are not infected
• Don't know another way
• Body weight decreases
SMTJ Year 2
• Tired, weak, sunken eyes
• Intensive examination
• Body weight decreases
• Lost all enthusiasm for life
• Body condition decreases suddenly
• After 10 years those who have been infected by AIDS in a physical manner can
be recognised for example body weight decreases, often weak and tired etc
• Decrease in body weight
SMU Year 3
• Through saliva, black weeping spots
• Appetite for food decreases, body weight drops
• There are changes in oneself
• Those infected with HIV take a long time for the signs to be recognised
• Body is wasted after a long time
• Infected people 's body is weak/feeble
• Black weeping spots on body,
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Aliyah Class 2
I could recognise AIDS sufferers by wasted body, pale and red spots
Aliyah Class 3
• Night sweats
• Wasting away, don't want to go outside home
• Always sweating at night sleep

Question 8— How HIV/AIDS could be cured
SMU Year 1
• In the way that we guard ourselves from sexual relations with others and turning
towards god YME (Yang Maha Esse-- The One God)
• With long research
• Can be cured by coming back to god YMK (Yang Maha Kuasa The Almighty)
• By remembering IMTAK to god YME (Iman dan Takwa —faith and piety)
• Getting closer to lessons of religion
• Giving one's body to god
• With prayers and getting closer to god
• With getting back to god's (YME) teachings, specifically following his
instructions
• With a miracle from god
• Getting oneself closer to god; better medical knowledge
• Getting closer to god
• By getting closer to god
• We have to hope that they can live longer
• From (unbie to read) someone
• Don't make sex outside
• Giving whole life into god
• Can be cured if sexual relationships reduce and stop going to places of
prostitution
• The name of the doctor's medicine certainly is effective
• From a book
• Have to save ourselves from dangerous things
• Getting closer to god YME and don't use syringes from others (sick) (this person
marked 'don't know' in the prevention by sterilisation)
• Pray and move oneself closer to god YME
• Don't make sex outside
• Personal hygiene/cleanliness
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SMU Year 2
• Personal health and remembering piety towards god YME
• Piety to god
• Don't have sex outside marriage and changing partners
• Pray to god
• Getting closer to god
• Don't have sexual relationships with those who are not husbandlwife
• Don't have sex outside marriage and don't change partners
• Certainly some time it will be cured with teclmology and god's help
• By getting oneself nearer to god (swt) The Almighty and worthy of praise
• By getting oneself nearer to god swt
• By getting oneself nearer to god swt
• From continuing medical research
• Maybe with further research
• Because very good medical medicine maybe will be (unable to decipher)
• It's not true that AIDS is a sickness of those sufferers because of god's curse
• Get oneself closer to god YMK
• Pray to god
• Pray to god YME
• Pray to god
• Don't have sexual relationships
• But in my personal opinion, this sickness cannot be treated with medicine,
because it is a reward on their part for not remembering their religious lessons
• Get closer to god
-

-

SMU Year 3
• Get closer to god
• Get oneself closer to god
• Because very important medicine on behalf of people's health
• Follow the instructions of religious lessons
• Get oneself closer to god
• Don't make sex outside marriage
• Possibility there isn't a medicine
• With good research and clever doctors
• Could try shark's fin
• Maybe sometime with god's will there will be a medicine to cure it but it's a long
time away
• Turn and get oneself closer to god
• In the way of (unable to read)
• Get closer to god
• There is no medicine yet, only chance by god's help could it be cured
• With ongoing unbroken research
• Get closer to god YMK
• Use shark's fin
• Get nearer for god YME
• Following religious lessons well and perfection
• With maybe a (unable to read) of technology there may be doctor's cure
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• Ditto
• Remembering IMTAK
• Get closer to god and don't make sex outside marriage
Aliyah Class 1
In my opinion this disease can only be cured, but it depends on the person who
gets infected, for instance following god's instructions
Aliyah Class 2
• I am sorry I don't know of a cure for this disease
• Only medicine which is developed for this disease
Aliyah Class 3
• If you can don't always change partners
• Don't have sexual relations outside wife/husband
Question 9 Other uses for condoms
SMU Year 1
• Anyone can catch it or certainly be infected with AIDS who tries things
• Possibly babies from their infected mothers
• Prevent things passing like sperms
• To prevent spermal fluid from entering
• Because condoms don't let women get pregnant
• Prevents catching sickness
• Prevents other illness transmission from girls
• Prevents sickness transmission
• Prevent pregnancy
SMU Year 3
• Can't fall pregnant
• Prevent other things
• To decrease numbers of inhabitants/population quickly
• Decrease number of births
• To decrease the number of children's births
• Reduce births
Aliyah Class 2
0 1 only know about preventing pregnancy
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Appendix 5
STUDENT INTERVIEWS SMUt ALIYAH
DEMOGRAPHY:
Age: Class: Gender: Religion: Place of birth:

Nomor. ......

Place currently living

SOCIAL
1 What do you intend to do when you leave school?
Further education?
Work?

Why?
What at?

Other?

2

While you are still at school what do you do before or after school time?
Play games
Sport
Help parents
Social organisations
Watch TV
Read books
Homework
Work for cash

3

If social organisations, do you go alone, with friends, with family?

4

Are these organisations for boys, girls or mixed?

HIV/AIDS knowledge and awareness (from questionnaire)
5

Why, in your opinion do most students hear about HIV/AIDS from the 'mass media' not from
their family? How did you hear about HIV/AIDS? What do you know about it?

6

In your opinion how is HIV/AIDS transmitted?

7

Have you ever met anyone infected with HIV/AIDS? In your opinion is it likely that there is
anyone infected with HIV/AIDS in Banda? Why?

8

Many students see a difference between 'sexual intercourse' and sexual relationship, do you think
there is a difference? Can you tell me what it is?

9

Many students said that people with HIV/AIDS can be recognised. Do you agree? How would
they be recognised?

10 Many students said that HIV/AIDS can be prevented. What is your opinion? How can it be
prevented?
11 Many students said that HIV/AIDS can be prevented by 'personal hygiene'. How does that
work? Do you agree?
12 About 50% said that HIV/AIDS can be prevented if all injection instruments and materials are
sterilised properly. Do you agree?
Why?
13

Have you ever been medically examined by a doctor, nurse, at HC or hospital? have you ever
had an injection? Do you know if the instruments were sterile?
How?

14

About 50% of students said that adolescents are a group which may be infected with HIV/AIDS.
What is your opinion?
Why?

15

About 50% said that anyone at all can catch HIV/AIDS. Do you agree?

Why?
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RELATIONSHIPS
16 Is it usual for students to have boyfriends/girlfriends while still at school?
17 Do you have a boyfriend/girlfriend now? Do your parents know? If yes, are you allowed to meet
alone?
When and where?
18 What is the usual age for boys/girls to get married?
19 Who chooses the partner, family parents, self? Is there are formal 'engagement'. If so what are
engaged couples allowed to do together? Walk?
hold hands?
Kiss? sex?
,

20 In Banda do boys usually have sex before marriage? Do girls? Are Is supposed to be virgins
when they marry?
21 But I have heard from gossip that there are many girls who are pregnant when they marry. What
is your opinion? What happens if a girl gets pregnant before marriage?
22 (?I have also heard that pregnant girls will have an abortion. What is your opinion?)
23 Do Banda youth take contraceptive precautions, pill, condom etc? Are they sold in the shops or
do you get them at family plannmg?
24 If boys have sex before marriage (but girls don't) who with? Where? Here/elsewhere?
25 In your opinion when do boys/girls first have sex? Have you ever had sex? Who with (not name
-type) friend, prostitute, fiance? How old were you the first time? Are there others at school who
have sex?
26 What do you know about prostitutes and HIV/AIDS? Are there any prostitutes in Banda?
Where?
27 What do you know about homosexuals (and HIV/AIDS)? Are there any in Banda? Do you think
that they are at risk for HIV/AIDS? Why?
28 What do you know about transvestites? Are there any in Banda? Are they at risk for HIV/AIDS?
Why?
29 After marriage, in your opinion do men/women have extramarital sex? If yes, in your opinion do
they run the risk of catching HIV/AIDS?
30 Have you ever heard of condoms? Are they sold here? Have you ever bought one? Why do
people use them?
NARCOTICS/DANGEROUS DRUGS
31 What do you know/think about (strong) drugs? In your opinion are narcotics/drugs sold, taken,
smoked or injected in Banda? Please explain? I have heard that some students take or smoke
drugs. Do you know of this?
(Any further elaboration of points raised for my understanding. Any questions from the student on
anything we have discussed or related to it.)
-

Thank you for your help.
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